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VAbstract  
Work groups that consist of members localized in different geographical places, but maintain contact 
via electronic media, have become a widespread phenomenon within modern organizations. These are 
generally referred to as distributed work groups. Trust is increasingly considered to be a key 
characteristic for distributed groups, which can help improve the quality of the work, increase the 
effectiveness of the group, and prevent conflicts. At the same time, trust is a characteristic that can be 
difficult to develop within the frameworks where such groups often operate. This dissertation 
examines the opportunities that exist for such groups to establish and preserve trust, using an empirical 
study of four cases linked to an international Norwegian company as its basis.  The dissertation builds 
upon a network-based analytical perspective, in which the distributed groups are understood to be 
dynamic relational networks, supported by different types of information and communication 
technologies (ICT). In accordance with this perspective, trust is primarily understood to be a 
characteristic of the social relations that exist within the groups, and a quality of the structural 
configurations of trust-bearing networks. In this field, the network perspective opens up for more 
detailed analyses than what has previously been done, with greater focus on the “structural aspects” of 
trust. 
 The dissertation explores three main processes linked to the following: 1) establishing trust 
within distributed groups; 2) the distribution of trust in relation to ICT-based communication; and 3) 
the significance of structural configurations for preserving trust within groups. The results indicate 
first that trust in groups is established and reinforced in situations where certain coworkers actively 
build trust over geographical and cultural barriers. These relational processes are described in the 
dissertation as trust brokering. Trust brokering involves a gradual building up of trust relations 
through regular interactions, and it can be developed along a cognitive and an affective dimension. 
Second, the results demonstrate that affective and cognitive trust networks follow different structural 
patterns within the groups, and they are supported by different types of ICT; while the affective 
networks are especially supported by face-to-face communication and text messages, the cognitive 
networks are especially supported by voice telephony and email. This indicates that the quality of the 
social relations affects what technology is used to initiate or maintain a relation. Third, the results 
reveal that the groups with high levels of group-based trust have developed integrated cores consisting 
of trust-bearing relations, involving key actors in the group. This suggests that the groups’ structural 
configuration of trust-bearing relations influence on how well trust is developed and maintained in 
these cases. 
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11. Introduction 
1.1 The distributed aspect of work 
The importance of small groups and communities within modern work life is difficult to 
doubt. Over the last decades organisations have increasingly organised work around small groups, in 
the form of either projects, teams or communities.1 The move towards small workgroups has caused 
many researchers to believe that future organisations, to a large part, will be organised around 
constellations of projects and teams. A central assumption within description of new network-based 
organisations is that these will consist of project groups joined together through a web of relations and 
interactions (Castells 2001; Ekbia and Kling 2005; Miles and Snow 1992). Castells’ description of the 
networked enterprise is illustrative: “… the network enterprise is neither a network of enterprises nor 
an intra-firm networked organization. It is a lean agency of economic activity, built around a specific 
business project which is enacted by networks of various composition and origin” (Castells 2001, p. 
67). Thus, work in small groups is a theme at the centre of attention for researcher interested in 
exploring and explaining features of modern organizations. 
As a research field, the study of small work groups has a long tradition across different social 
scientific disciplines.2 A premise for the majority of this research has been, however, that those who 
are part of the group are co-located, in the sense that they work together in the same office or in the 
same department. Classic small-group studies, such as the “Hawthorn studies” conducted by Mayo 
and his colleagues at the Western Electric Company, or the “Workers’ collective” at a Norwegian 
industrial company as described by Lysgaard, were based on situations where the members of the 
groups communicated and interacted face-to-face (Lysgaard 1967; Mayo 1945). The same applies for 
the lion’s share of the newer small-group studies (Katz, Lazer, Arrow et al. 2005). Yet, this premise 
cannot be taken for granted in modern organizations: Within large areas of work life, traditional co-
located cooperation is supplemented with groups that work together across time and place, with the 
support of different types of information and communication technology (ICT). Such groups are 
referred to, among other names, as distributed work groups. 
There is much to suggest that the distributed work group phenomenon is growing in 
popularity, propelled forward by the possible advantages that it can have for organisations, as well as 
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 In this thesis I will stick to the term “groups”. This and other terms will be further defined and discussed in chapter two and 
six. 
2
 For overview and introduction to small group studies in organizations, see; Arrow, McGrath and Berdahl (2000) and 
Forsyth (2006). 
2for groups and individuals. These are on the one hand related to the possibilities of avoiding 
economically demanding relocation of persons and perhaps entire departments. Instead of moving 
workers or entire departments, one can establish distributed groups with the help of ICT. Reducing 
work-related travel is often desirable with regard to the personal burden that this creates for 
employees, but also with regard to the environmental consequences of travel activities. On the other 
hand, there are substantial benefits connected to being able to quickly bringing together groups with 
specialised competence within a particular field. The distributed work makes it possible to put together 
groups with (local) special competence, independent of geographical barriers. For this reason, these 
groups are often viewed as tools for knowledge development and innovation in new organisations 
(Cummings and Kiesler 2005). 
As globalization pushes organizations to operate across greater distances distributed 
workgroups have become widespread, and it would probably be difficult for the majority of modern 
operations today to survive without such groups. At the same time, research material is gradually 
emerging which indicates that many such groups are often plagued with problems. It has been shown 
that these groups often fragment more easily than traditional groups, and that they tend to perform less 
well than co-located groups. Particularly demanding are situations in which these groups include 
workers from several organisations and/or different national cultures (Cummings and Kiesler 2005; 
Cummings and Kiesler 2007; Polzer, Crisp, Jarvenpaa et al. 2006). Therefore many have queried what 
can be done to develop more well-functioning work over distance, and over the past years some 
research contributions have suggested that trust could be one important key to achieving better 
cooperation (Handy 1995; Jones and Oyung 2005; Lipnack and Stamps 2000; Poole 1999). Distributed 
groups that possess a higher degree of trust are believed to have several advantages, related to 
individual well being, performance and flexibility, and lately some studies have provided empirical 
evidence in support of this argument (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002; 
Zolin and Hinds 2004). Gradually, then, trust has become one of the most sought after qualities for 
distributed work groups and networked organizations in general. Yet, as I will show in more detail 
later, there are several challenges related to analysing and measuring trust in distributed groups. And if 
trust indeed is a key quality, it is important to better understand the conditions and opportunities for 
the development of this in such groups. 
1.2 Trust as a key factor for distributed work  
What is it with trust that makes it a relevant theme in relation to distributed work? To answer 
this it can be clarifying to look closer at what lies in the concept of trust.3 In a much used definition 
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 I will discuss the concept of trust in more detail later in this introduction (Chapter 3). 
3trust is described as a “psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon 
positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of other” (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt et al. 1998 p 
395). Given that people seldom can control what others do at any given time, we are often required to 
accept that those with whom we collaborate will not betray or act in discordance with our interests. 
When we make (more or less) conscious choices about to which extent we will expect others to act in 
our best interest, this involves some sort of trust. According to a review of central social scientific 
contributions, there is wide agreement that two central conditions must exist for trust to arise: risk and 
interdependency (Rousseau, Sitkin et al. 1998 p.395). Risk can be understood as a situation in which 
there is a possibility for loss, damage or negative consequences (Currall and Inkpen 2006). Thus, the 
need for trust tends to occur in situations where there are certain risks involved, typically created by 
reduced opportunities for observation and control. The second condition believed to be necessary for 
trust to occur is interdependency, or situations where the interest of one party cannot be achieved 
without reliance upon the others. In situations where there are no interdependencies involved in a 
particular relation, there is usually little to win or lose, so trust becomes less relevant. On a general 
level then, we can expect trust to occur in situations were both risk and interdependency are present.
Based on this brief explanation of the concept, one can more easily point at how both risk and 
interconnectedness are propelling a stronger need for trust in situations related to distributed work.4
Firstly, reduced opportunities for insight and transparency in others’ daily work tend to increase the 
risk of coordination errors, misunderstandings or fraud by some of the parties. Even though most 
distributed work groups make use of various sets of technologies to counteract the geographical 
distance involved, these can seldom fully compensate for the lack of co-located interaction and 
communication (Nissenbaum 2004). Undermining behaviour, such as “free-riding” where individuals 
deliberately underinvest in their contributions to a group, may be more difficult to discover in 
distributed settings.5 But also unintentional errors and mistakes might be more difficult to detect due to 
the lack of daily interaction and informal communication. Second, interdependency is usually also 
significant among parties in distributed work groups. In most such groups all participants are held 
responsible for the outcome of the work, and at least their reputations are at stake if the outcome is 
below expectations. The interdisciplinary character common for distributed groups also usually 
implies that everyone is responsibility for separate parts, without having the possibility or competence 
to check the contributions of others directly. The typical knowledge intensive aspect of distributed 
work seems in itself to involve an interdependency that triggers a need for trust (Adler and Heckscher 
2006). 
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 Almost every kind of collaboration in groups involves some levels of risk, divided amongst individuals or the groups. Beck 
(1993) has argued, however, that risk in modern societies is increasingly transferred from institutions to individuals and 
smaller groups. If this is correct, it suggests a growing need for trust in such groups. 
5
 Free-riding is situations where members are contributing less to a collective task based on the belief that other group 
members will compensate for their lack of effort (Forsyth 2006 p.302). 
4Considered in totality then, one can say that distributed work groups have certain qualities that 
make the collaboration situation less transparent but also based on multiple parties’ interconnected 
efforts. It is a situation where collaboration is in a vulnerable state, and hence, so are the members of 
the group and the group itself. The collaborative environments typical for distributed work groups 
seem to be more challenged in their cooperation than traditional groups, creating an increased need for 
trust.  
One should note, however, that this situation could be (and sometimes probably is) met with 
more rigid control mechanisms and supervision, rather than trust. Yet for several reasons, such a 
response often turns out to be difficult and counter-productive: First, because close control and 
supervision of work have proved to hamper much of the energy and initiative in work groups (Piccoli 
and Ives 2003). In line with the so-called “control paradox” frequent supervision and control tend to 
lead to lower effort and productivity (Kramer and Cook 2004). Secondly, controlling work is resource 
demanding and often troublesome. In particular, knowledge based work often has an abstract and 
specialized character that makes it difficult to measure individual work efforts (Adler 2001; Bradach 
and Eccles 1989). A third aspect is that close supervision and control tend to run against the norms 
dominating a European and Nordic work life, where participation and democratic values usually are 
desirable (Elden 1983; Lafferty 1984). Therefore, trust appears as a more attractive and potentially 
more fruitful way to deal with the complexity of collaboration in distributed work groups, rather than 
tighter control mechanisms.6
1.3 The paradox of distributed work 
In general there is little disagreement that trust is a factor that has a positive influence on 
group collaboration and that it is desirable to develop it to be stronger. The challenge lies in that trust 
is a quality which for different reasons is extremely difficult to develop with groups that are dispersed. 
Trust represents a mental state characterised by confidence in the belief that others will behave in line 
with one’s own wishes and expectations, in situations where it is difficult for the individual to observe 
or control the actual actions of others. Most existing research considers such a positive confidence to 
come from repeated interaction between individuals that are physically proximate (Homans 1950; 
Lewicki and Bunker 1996; Shapiro, Sheppard and Cheraskin 1992). In situations where special parties 
can observe each other over time, co-workers could eventually feel that they know the other, and 
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 This is not to say that trust on a more general level is replacing control in distributed work groups or in modern 
organizations as such. The point I am making here is that trust is one important quality that is useful for strengthening 
collaboration in distributed work groups. Tighter control and supervision are an alternative that is more problematic, even 
though control is still an important element in most organizations and groups. The interconnectedness of trust and control in 
distributed work has been discussed by O’Leary, Orlikowski and Yates (2002). 
5“predict” what they would do in different situations. Even though the use of available communication 
tools, such as email, text messaging, video conferencing, and the like can provide somewhat different 
degrees of “electronic presence,” dispersed co-workers could experience long periods of little 
interaction between them. The very communication situation therefore makes the building of trust 
more demanding. 
Other aspects relevant to the conditions in which distributed work occurs also complicate the 
development of trust. One is the duration of the group work: many organisations can carry out changes 
in their groups relatively often, in step with changes in the markets or in organisational strategies.7
When the distributed groups are of a short-term and flighty character, this complicates the possibilities 
for developing trust. Another factor is that collaboration in distributed groups often occurs within 
organisations that are in a process of change. Stable organisational frameworks usually award an 
important role to the development and maintenance of trust in organizations (Grey and Garsten 2001). 
Often temporarily dispersed workgroups are established in situations where organisations are going 
through changes and the organisational frameworks are less stable. A particularly demanding situation 
occurs when organisations establish groups in the wake of a take-over or merger, as was the situation 
in some of the cases studied in the subsequent papers. 
Together, this creates a situation that can be described as paradoxical, as there is a need for 
trust for distributed groups to function, while such groups have particular difficulties developing 
exactly that quality. This can be referred to as the trust paradox of distributed work.8 Most basically 
the paradox raises the question of whether it is possible at all to develop trust among collaborators 
under such conditions, and if so; what kind of trust can be obtained? The answer that one gives to such 
questions depends to a great extent on how one understands trust, as well as which types of distributed 
work one chooses to study. As I will come back to in this introduction, these are not single or simple 
notions. This dissertation begins, however, with the point of departure that it is possible to conceive 
trust within dispersed groups, but that this is not in any way given in advance. Distributed workgroups 
represent, on the contrary, risky situations where mistrust can just as well take root. What determines 
that trust in some such groups but not in others is an interesting question that has spurred the work 
presented here. 
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 This “fluidity” and lack of stability provides an important point of departure for critical descriptions of modern work life as, 
among others, Sennett (1998) and Bauman (2000) has given. 
8
 This term has earlier been coined by Handy (1995).  
61.4 Research question and research focus 
The development of trust can therefore be regarded as an important condition for achieving 
well-functioning, distributed work groups. Still, this is something that is difficult to develop because 
of geographical distance, rapid changes, and unstable organizational environments. This creates a 
constant tension and challenge for the distributed groups that this dissertation seeks to shed light on. 
The overarching research question can thus be described: How is trust established within work groups 
who work together across geographical distances, with extensive use of information and 
communication technology (ICT)? 
This dissertation seeks to investigate this question using a methodological and theoretical 
approach that is relatively new to this area: studies of distributed groups as relational networks. Based 
on this analytical perspective, three aspects are elaborated: 
1. Challenges linked to the development of trust within distributed work groups. 
2. The significance of communication technology with regard to the distribution of trust in 
distributed groups.  
3. Mechanisms and processes linked to the maintenance of trust within distributed work groups. 
The relevance of the research question is primarily based on the fact that distributed work is a 
phenomenon that is already considerably widespread within Norwegian and international business. As 
I shall further elaborate in the next chapter, there are several indications that such forms of working 
have become prevalent in many Norwegian companies during the last few years. Beyond this, there is 
an assumption that the distributed cooperation may be a precursor to how work will increasingly be 
carried out in the future. In many instances, distributed work is considered to be an important part of 
new (post-bureaucratic) organizations (Heckscher 1994). Research on how trust is established in such 
groups will therefore become increasingly relevant to the question of trust in the future working life in 
general. Moreover, the research question is made topical by the fact that there are empirical studies 
which indicate that distributed work groups often run into significant cooperation problems in 
comparison with more co-located groups (Cummings and Kiesler 2007; Kiesler and Cummings 2002). 
A closer understanding of trust within such groups can help shed light on how such problems can be 
understood, prevented or handled. 
The research question above has been addressed in different ways within existing research. 
The contributions have on the one hand emphasized the significance of a simpler and more functional 
form of trust within distributed cooperation. A main argument has been that trust within new post-
bureaucratic organizations will increasingly be of a more task-based sort; so-called “swift trust” 
7(Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999). Another and partly competing assumption has been that trust is 
developed and established more rapidly in these kinds of groups, based on immediate impressions 
early in the cooperation phase (Zolin and Hinds 2004). The work in this dissertation supplements the 
approaches mentioned above, as the focus is directed toward the structural aspects of trust relations. 
Based on a series of empirical studies of trust within distributed groups, the significance of developing 
trust-bearing relations and constellations is emphasized. This involves a greater emphasis on the 
relational and structural aspects of developing trust than what has previously been common in studies 
of distributed groups. It also provides a more detailed understanding of how trust is built up through 
active nodes in a distributed network, and how mediating channels receive a special role in 
maintaining relations of trust. In this manner the dissertation provides a renewed, and presumably 
improved understanding of how trust can be connected to network building and relationship 
management. 
The work that is presented does not seek to test out existing theory or models that are available 
in the field. The goal is to present and employ a new approach to trust in distributed groups, based on 
empirical studies of cooperation in Norwegian companies. I consider this to be possible elements of a 
theoretical understanding, which involves building and sustaining trust in distributed groups through 
social relations. On the one hand, this approach builds upon an understanding of groups as being 
dynamic, structural networks; on the other, it is based upon the idea that trust can be generated through 
individuals’ “reflexive” actions. Using these two main perspectives as the point of departure, empirical 
findings are set forth which emphasize mechanisms for developing and establishing trust within 
distributed work groups. 
This dissertation addresses various disciplinary areas. First and foremost, it addresses research 
on distributed work, and the issuant academic discussion focusing on the development of trust within 
this type of collaboration. This field (distributed work) has developed during the last 20 years at the 
intersection between different academic disciplines, including sociology, psychology, IT-studies, and 
media studies. My perspective for studying distributed work groups is supported on the one hand by 
research on trust in organizations, a field with its main roots in organizational sociology and social 
psychology. On the other hand, it draws upon concepts and methodology from studies of social 
networks. This is a field that is dominated by social scientists who study social phenomena starting out 
from structural networks. Beyond this, the work also addresses research focused on studying the 
introduction and the use of ICT within groups and organizations. Connections to these disciplinary 
fields will vary within the six articles that are presented in the dissertation.  
81.5 The structure of the dissertation 
In the following sections of this theoretical introduction, I want to clarify what the concept 
distributed work means (Chapter 2) and why it constitutes an important topic for research. This section 
will provide an account of the research that is performed within this field, and how this dissertation 
positions itself in relation to these works. In light of this examination, I will more closely explicate the 
concept of trust, in the way it has been understood within a social science tradition (Chapter 3). I want 
to elucidate some main theoretical perspectives, and describe how these can be viewed as different 
“sources” of trust in distributed groups. Five main approaches to trust are examined: rational, ritual, 
institutional, normative and reflexive. In the following chapter (Chapter 4) I will examine more closely 
how geographical distance affects the building of trust in distributed work groups, and what 
significance ICT can have for overcoming or moderating barriers of distance. Chapters 2 through 4 
sum up fairly large fields of research, and therefore they will necessarily have a somewhat 
summarizing character. In the following chapter, however, I will more attentively consider relevant 
research from the field trust in distributed groups (Chapter 5). I will examine some of the most 
seminal works and discuss the main findings and some of the shortcomings of this research. In 
Chapter 6 I will further describe this dissertation’s main perspective, namely a network-based 
understanding of distributed work groups. 
Table 1. Chapter overview 
Core themes Chapt. Includes 
Introduction  1 Brief introduction to the topic and description of research 
questions 
2 Distributed work 
3 Trust 
Presentation of central 
theoretical positions and 
concepts 
4 Communication, distance and ICT 
Review of existing 
work 
5 Overview of central empirical contributions  
6 Outline of a network perspective on distributed work groups 
7 Theories used  
Applied perspectives, 
theories and methods  
8 Description of cases and methodologies used 
Main findings  9 Main findings and potential implications for research and 
organizations 
9In Chapter 7 I will explicate the network-based theories that the different parts of this
dissertation relate to: structural role theory, cohesion theory and cognitive network theory. Thereafter, 
I will explain the dissertation’s research strategy and empirical foundation (Chapter 8), before I 
present the main findings and implications of these (Chapter 9). In the last chapter of the dissertation, 
attention is directed at how the articles in this dissertation contribute to the research that is carried out, 
and how the findings can benefit organizations that establish, or have already established distributed 
work. Table 1 sums up the main themes and objectives of each chapter. 
1.6 The main theme of the articles 
The dissertation contains six articles that together illuminate the main research question 
mentioned above, and the three areas of interest (see figure 1). Article A is an introductory article that 
explains how a network perspective can be used methodically for studying trust in organizations. 
Three central areas are pointed out in the article as being particularly relevant: the establishment of 
trust in distributed networks; the distribution of trust within groups; and the significance of denser, 
boundary-crossing constellations for the preservation of trust. In the five following articles, these three 
areas are elucidated through empirical studies of distributed work groups, constituting three different 
parts. 
The first part contains two articles that based on empirical data analyze the development of 
trust across geographical units. The articles emphasize the significance of active trust builders (trust 
brokers) for developing trust within distributed groups. Article B points out the difference between two 
types of trust (affective and cognitive), and shows how these dimensions can be studied as different 
trust networks. Qualitative and quantitative studies of a central case – Omega – show that these two 
trust networks had different structural patterns and different “middlemen.” Those who were important 
builders of trust across geographical distances are described here as being trust brokers. A key 
objective of this article is to describe more closely the concept of brokering trust and the importance 
this had for developing trust at Omega. Article C replicates these findings through analyses of trust 
networks in another case, Delta, while the meaning of “active trust” is elaborated to a greater degree. 
Here we also find that there are variations in the constellation of affective and cognitive trust, and that 
there are some nodes in the network that have more border-crossing relations than others. Different 
variants of trust brokers are described here, supported by existing literature about network 
“brokerage.” 
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Figure 1. Overview of articles and their main themes 
Article A: Julsrud & Schiefloe: 
"The development, distribution 
and maintenance of trust... "  
Introduction
Article F: Julsrud: "Core/ 
Periphery structures..."   
Article B: Julsrud & Bakke: 
"Building trust in Networked 
Environments..."  
Article E: Julsrud & Bakke: 
"Interpersonal trust and mobile 
communication...."  
Article D: Julsrud & Bakke: 
"Trust, expertise and 
friendship..."   
Article C: Julsrud: "Flow, bridges 
and brokers.... ".  
Developing trust
Maintenance of trust
Distribution of trust
Trust across 
distance
The second part contains two articles which examine how trust relations correlate with other 
types of relations within “distributed networks.” Here, attention is focused on disparities in the 
distribution of trust in relation to communication patterns, and factors that can explain such variation. 
Using cognitive network theory, I describe how the use of communication technology can be related to 
social relations that are based on trust. Article D demonstrates how mobile communications, such as 
SMS and mobile dialogues follow rather distinct patterns within a distributed group (Omega). In the 
context of trust relations, interaction via SMS is more comparable to cognitive trust than affective 
trust, and relations of friendship. In the following Article E, many of the same conditions are 
examined, but within other work groups. In these two articles, uniform patterns of media use and trust 
networks within two different cases are documented.
The third and last part contains Article E, which attempts to analyze the significance of 
network structures of general trust within different distributed groups. A central theme here is the 
establishment of constellations of “strong, professional ties” that cross geographical borders. Based on 
a comparative study of four cases (Omega, Delta, Beta, and Gaia) that have varying degrees of group-
based trust, it is argued that groups with strong core/peripheral structures have better chances of 
building and maintaining trust. These types of “integrating cores” seem to play an important role in 
distributed groups, and are possible indicators of more trust-bearing networks. 
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1.7 Summary 
This dissertation is directed at understanding how trust is developed, distributed and 
maintained within distributed work groups. The objective is primarily to provide an increased 
understanding of the mechanisms that are involved in occasions when trust is developed within 
distributed work groups. This is done using a network-based understanding of distributed work 
groups. 
The basis for this dissertation is an enduring assumption within growing sectors of the 
research community that trust is a key factor for achieving successful distributed work. The 
representation of trust as a solution can certainly be turned in a more negative direction, such that the 
absence of trust is described as being a problem for distributed work. In presenting this as a paradox, 
however, I seek to emphasize that there really are two sides to the same story: trust presents a special 
challenge to such groups, but also a chance to develop distributed groups in a positive direction. 
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2. Distributed work 
This chapter will further expound upon the concept and the phenomenon of distributed work.9
I will begin with a clarification of the concept, before I describe some of the motivating forces that 
constitute the basis for this new form of work. A typology of some of the most important forms of 
distributed work will be laid out. Thereafter, I will go through some of the main approaches that have 
been utilized within research on distributed work groups.  
2.1 Definitions 
Today, studies of distributed work are performed within different disciplines, using different 
types of terminology. This includes, for example, designations such virtual teams, virtual 
communities, and computer supported work groups. Distributed work is increasingly used, however, 
as an overarching description of ways of working, where communication technology is used in order 
to connect units or individual co-workers in different locations. This approach will also be used here. 
In general, distributed work can be defined as cooperation that is carried out with co-workers located 
in different geographical locations, supported by the use of ICT.10 When this type of work is a central 
part of the work in permanent or temporary groups, the term distributed work groups can be used.  
In connection with this definition, I will highlight a few key points. The first is that this 
understanding of distributed work focuses on groups that perform cooperative tasks together over a 
certain period of time. This has to do with carrying out certain shared tasks among a group of people 
who thereby also necessarily have certain forms of social relations with each other. The other point to 
which I want to draw attention is that even though the use of ICT in most contexts is a central part of 
distributed cooperation, there are no established requirements included in this definition regarding 
how much this technology should be used. Distributed work can be done with very simple 
technologies, like text messages or telephone conversations, or with advanced data systems for 
collaboration and cooperation in electronic fora. A third point is that the definition does not clearly 
distinguish between the distributed and co-localized work, but opens for a fluid transition between 
                                               
9
 The term ”concept” here refers to the theoretical discussion of  distributed work, while the term ”phenomenon” is used to 
refer to the way this is manifested through empirical studies.  
10
 There is no single way to define distributed work. The definition I propose her is, however, much in line with the work of 
authors, such as: Townsend, DeMarie et al; DeSanctis and Monge; O’Leary and Cummings; and Hinds and Kiesler 
(DeSanctis and Monge 1999; Hinds and Kiesler 2002; O´Leary and Cummings 2007; Townsend, DeMarie and Hendrickson 
1998). 
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them. Most work groups will be distributed to some degree, depending on shifting individual and/or 
organizational circumstances. Cooperation where all co-workers are localized at a distance from each 
other at all times makes up an extreme in this context. The distinction between co-localized and 
distributed groups will be based on an approximate stipulation of the limits of “closeness” and 
“distance”. Later in the dissertation, I will delve deeper into the significance of different constellations 
of co-localized and distributed co-workers (see Chapter 6.1) 
2.2 The development of distributed work
It is difficult to give exact measurements on the extent of distributed forms of cooperation in 
working life, because the boundaries of local work are fluid. A complete account of the development 
within this field exceeds the scope of this introduction. Here, I will remain content to point out some 
of the general conditions within the labour market that point in the direction of a greater degree of 
distributed work, with reference to selected Norwegian and international studies. 
A fundamental condition is linked to the development of a more knowledge-driven and 
globalized economy, where added values occur through the cultivation of information and knowledge, 
and not raw goods. These types of transformations of industry structures have been discussed and 
documented for a long time, and often make up the starting point for discussions of the labour market 
of the future (Bell 1976; Drucker 1994; Malone 2004). The development of the industries that are 
based on processing information is in this context especially interesting, since such an activity is less 
bound by physical localization than traditional (raw goods based) production. In companies where the 
cultivation of information is important, it is most often the case that a person will have greater chances 
to choose where to work. However, this does not mean that location is irrelevant: Knowledge- 
intensive work is on the contrary often oriented toward selecting a location based on where there is the 
greatest access to knowledge and competence. Within Research & Development, for example, it is 
increasingly common to establish departments in different countries in order to link together expertise 
wherever it exists (Brockhoff 1998). Also, within software development, it has also become common 
to assemble development teams with employees linked to professional groups in different parts of the 
world (Carmel 1999). A large part of the activity within distributed work groups is therefore probably 
related to knowledge-based work within product development, research-based projects and consulting 
work. Recent studies indicate that nearly half of all Norwegian employees work frequently with 
people from other companies, and, among managers and persons with higher levels of education, the 
proportion is even higher (Nesheim and Olsen 2006).
Another condition that helps make distributed work more widespread has to do with an 
increase in communication and cooperation across companies. In line with the emergence of a more 
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globalized labor market, there are many indications that communication and cooperation across 
boundaries of companies have increased during recent decades. One area where this has been 
especially noticeable is within research and academic cooperation. A study of publications within four 
different disciplines (physics, mathematics, biology, and chemistry) during the period from 1981 to 
1997 found that the number of articles based on international cooperation had doubled during this 
period. At the same time, nine times the number of publications based on sizeable international 
cooperation projects emerged (Walsh and Maloney 2002). It can be assumed that a large part of the 
cooperation linked to this kind of activity is based on the use of information and communication 
technology, and that the work is carried out in distributed work groups. Within certain branches, we 
also see that cooperation develops into more permanent networks and clusters, which work with 
production, market development, and innovation. When organizations come together in greater 
alliances, they can be described as meta-organizations, which operate at higher level in order to 
coordinate and automatize exchanges between companies (Groth 1999). 
A third motivating force toward more distributed work is linked to new ways of organizing 
work within modern companies. An important “organizational trend” within Norwegian and western 
labor markets has long been a greater investing in organizational forms where working in groups and 
on projects is an important component (Bleskestad 1992; Lundin and Midler 1998). In the Norwegian 
context, matrix organizations have especially become quite widespread, where projects are established 
across functional departments. A comparative Norwegian study concludes that there has been a 
significant increase in the use of team and project work during the period from 1997 to 2006, and that 
this is a common mode of working in approximately one out of every four Norwegian companies 
(Nesheim 2006; Nesheim and Olsen 2006). The same study found that more than half of Norwegian 
employees usually worked on projects or in a team, and nearly the same number (46 percent) often 
worked with the persons from other organizations. A greater focus on project work in many ways 
explains the reason for cooperation in more distributed groups, as these in many contexts operate with 
co-workers who are located in more than one place. A broad study of 12 Norwegian industries, 
performed by Telenor’s Research Department, found that one-fourth of the companies’ internal 
projects were distributed projects, in the sense that they involved parties from several geographic 
locations (Julsrud and Akselsen 2001). In extension of the project-oriented organizations, we see the 
contours of other types of organization that are focused on looser and interest-based networks. An 
example here is the expansion of so-called “communities of practice” within and across organizations 
(Hildreth and Kimble 2004; Wenger 2000). 
A fourth condition that takes part in actualizing distributed cooperation is the increased access 
to, and use of, information and communication technologies (ICT) in the labor market. Distributed 
work is supported and realized through a broad spectrum of communication technologies like 
telephony, mobile telephony, and email. Access to these types of communication media has grown 
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during recent years, especially with regard to mobile communication: In 2007, at the end of the 1st
quarter, there were 5.219.000 mobile telephone subscribers in Norway, which may indicate that most 
Norwegians now have access to mobile communication (PTT 2007). Twelve percent of mobile 
telephone subscribers had their bills entirely paid by their employers.11 On average, in 2007 each user 
spoke for 148 minutes every month, and sent 92 text messages. Access to Internet and email in the 
business world has also greatly increased: During the period from 2000 until today (2007), access to 
the internet in Norwegian companies increased from 74 to 94 percent for business ventures with more 
than ten employees (SSB 2007). Over 60 percent of Norwegian companies had access to broadband 
(with a transfer capacity of at least 2 MB per second) in 2006. Equipment for video conferences can be 
important for supporting cooperation in distributed groups, and we seen a growing trend even here. 
Studies indicate that access to equipment for these types of conferences were doubled during the 
period from 1998 to 2003, and that approximately one out of every three Norwegian companies have 
their own room set up for such conferences (Denstadli and Julsrud 2003). 
Beyond the features outlined here, it is also possible to observe that companies are 
increasingly experimenting with alternative locations to carry out work (Duffy 1997; Leaman and 
Borden 1993). Increased access to ICT and technical infrastructure has made it possible for many 
employees to carry out work at places other than the regular workplace. This includes work in one’s 
own home, but also work from temporary places like hotel rooms, vacation spots, and public places. A 
study carried out by Telenor R&I in cooperation with Statistics Norway (Statistisk Sentralbyrå), found 
that the proportion of employees who worked other places than their permanent workplace, or at 
home, had increased from 22.3 to 27.4 percent during the period from 1998-2002 (Julsrud 2002). The 
group who combined work in their own home with work at their workplaces had nearly doubled 
during the same period, from 7.1 to 13.2 percent.  
Table 2 Percentage of persons employed working part of their time away from enterprise premises 
and accessing enterprise’s IT systems from there. Source: Eurostat  
  2003 2004 2005 2006 
Norway 62 67 66 77 
Denmark 69 75 77 80 
Finland  66 67 70 
Sweden 68 71 71 72 
EU (27 countries)  35 44 47 
                                               
11
 Unpublished data from Telenor R&I, based on a country-wide representative study of 1000 informants from age 15-70. 
October 2006. 
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These numbers resonate with European studies that show that the proportion of employees 
who do part of their working hours outside of the company’s territory, and who connect to the 
company’s network during this period, is increasing (Eurostat 2007) (See table 2). These studies 
indicate that work is increasingly carried out in several more locations than the main workplace. 
2.2.1 Planned and improvised changes
The named development features are tightly integrated and work together in many areas. 
Altogether, they highlight some of the central driving forces that affect the motivation and interest for 
establishing distributed work groups. In the cases that constitute the foundation for this dissertation, it 
is easy to see how several of these general trends were the basis for establishing distributed work 
groups. One example is Nomo: this company established several distributed groups as a result of 
purchasing a foreign competitor. It chose to use a matrix structure with permanent work groups that 
crossed country borders and former organizational borders. Cross-national groups were established, 
and cooperation was conducted with the support of different types of ICT. However, cooperation 
within these distributed groups was continually challenged by the need for cooperation with external 
partners as well as with groups and teams within the company. As I will come back to later in this 
dissertation, this eventually became very demanding for several of the groups in Nomo. The point in 
this context is that choice of organizational structure, internationalization, and the use of ICT all 
prompted a choice to try out distributed work groups. 
Distributed cooperation represents a way of working that distinctively takes advantage of the 
possibilities that technology provides in order to collaborate over distance and across organizational 
boundaries. However, this is a development that is both planned and improvised. On the one hand, 
new organizations are increasingly designed according to the possibilities that are offered through the 
use of information and communication technologies (Groth 1999). The concept “virtual organizations” 
refers in most instances to new and ICT-based types of organizations where most of the interaction, 
coordination, and communication are based on mediated communication (Nohria and Berkley 1994). 
On the other hand, it is also the case that these technologies are adopted as a natural part of the work in 
the organization. New ways of using these technologies are improvised through daily use, especially 
with regard to technological tools for personal communication (Orlikowski 2001; Orlikowski 2002). 
In other words, distributed ways of working emerge through both planned changes and daily “tests” of 
the possibilities of the technology. 
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Figure 2. Key types of distributed work (the types that are thematized here fall within the dotted line.) 
2.3 Types of distributed work 
The relatively broad understanding of distributed work that this dissertation is based on allows 
for subgroups to be made visible; some of these subgroups are shown in Figure 2. The figure arranges 
some of the typically distributed forms of work in relation to degree of openness and permanence. 
While entirely open groups will include certain types of electronic communities, the most closed 
forms of cooperation will only contain groups within organizations. In open distributed forms of work, 
it will often be difficult to set precise boundaries for who can work together or not. Distributed work 
can also have different life spans. The most temporary forms include ad-hoc groups that are 
spontaneously established in connection with certain activities or events. Open electronic forums are 
forms of cooperation that are open for everyone and which are of a permanent character. An example 
is electronic email lists that deal with certain subjects, without having particular goals or intentions. 
These are open communities that cooperate via electronic media, with a basis in common interests. 
The tasks that involve cooperation constantly vary in such forums, according to the questions and 
topics that arise. Collaborative communities are also open to everyone, but they have a more limited 
life, and usually also a more clearly defined objective. An example here is the so-called Open-source 
software movement that is centered on the development of new types of programs over the Internet.12
                                               
12
 Within certain Internet based games such as World of Warcraft, EverQuest and Half-Life, participants need to establish 
collaborative communities to advance and (hopefully) win the game. Such groups are often labelled as “guilds” or “clans”, 
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Immediate social movements is a form for spontaneous coordination of activities linked to special 
events. An example here is how mobile phones and other electronic media were used in connection 
with “The Orange Revolution” in the Ukraine in 2004 (Castells, Fernandéz-Ardévol, Qiu et al. 2007 p 
207). Text messages played an important role in the coordination of activities and actions in order to 
achieve a new and more just political election. When such spontaneous forms of cooperation arise 
within or across organizations, they can be called Virtual task forces. These are groups who begin 
working together because of acute situations, or other unexpected conditions. Virtual team is a term 
that designates a group that works within a limited time period in order to solve certain pre-defined 
tasks. An example of such a group is a research project that contains participants from different 
universities. Distributed work groups contain people from different geographical units within the same 
organization, or across different organizations. Such teams usually have a more permanent character 
than virtual teams. 
Most of the cases that are studied in this dissertation fall under what is labelled in the figure as 
distributed work groups; that is, distributed units that are relatively permanent. This means that the 
groups have more or less clear boundaries for who gets to participate, and fairly well-defined projects 
and goals. In most cases, the groups operate across both geographical and organizational dividing 
lines. In this way, distributed work groups are distinguished from collaborative communities where the 
members themselves can decide at any moment whether they want to participate, and what they will 
contribute with.13 The boundaries of the more short-lived virtual teams were clearer, since in practice 
they had a rather limited existence within the organization, despite the fact that they officially could be 
regarded as being permanent groups. 
The taxonomy indicates how distributed work takes on different forms depending on the 
situation in which it arises. Different types of distributed work provide different frameworks for 
cooperation. However, the figure should not be viewed as being anything but a heuristic overview; in 
practice the boundaries between the different forms will be often be rather diffuse. First, the degree of 
distributed cooperation will vary over time and be dependent on given situations. Periods of 
cooperation will run into periods with more distance between the parties. Second, the duration could 
sometimes be difficult to report. Permanent groups can easily become short-lived in organizations that 
are characterized by fast changes. Third, the boundaries between units and organization are often 
difficult to establish. The figure is therefore only intended to be a map over some of the more typical 
forms of cooperation with somewhat different characteristics, not a complete overview of the many 
forms of distributed work. 
                                                                                                                                                  
and they sometimes operate very similarly to professional collaborative communities. Such groups are often seen as 
important forerunners and sources for inspiration for new ways of working in business organizations (Herz 2002). 
13
  So-called “networks of practice”, or volunteer communities based on shared disciplinary interests, can be said to belong to 
this category (Brown and Duguid 2001). 
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2.4 Research on distributed work groups 
  
Research on distributed cooperation has become more common during the last few decades. 
However, the research effort has been spread among different disciplines, often connected to 
conferences and journals. In recent years, some of the research has been collected into anthologies 
(Hinds and Kiesler 2002; Jackson and derWilen 1998) and summarizing academic articles (DeSanctis 
and Monge 1999; Townsend, DeMarie and Hendrickson 1998). Some of the more practically oriented 
books have also attempted to summarize the research in the field (Duarte and Snyder 2006; Jones and 
Oyung 2005; Lipnack and Stamps 2000; Marquardt and Horvath 2001). The breadth and variation in 
scientific approaches, theoretical anchoring, methodology and terminology can still make it difficult to 
secure a good overview of the research. 
There are many different ways of studying work groups, and different perspectives are usually 
also the basis for studies of distributed groups. For the sake of providing an overview, I will here set 
out a general categorization of the articles, beginning with the central methodical approach that is 
used.14 The typology includes the following five main categories: 1) synthesizing studies; 2) 
descriptive in-depth studies; 3) studies of group attributes and performance; 4) studies of group 
processes and performance; and 5) studies of structural relations.  
Synthesizing studies base themselves first and foremost on existing documents and literature. 
In this category, adaptation and presentation of secondhand data from previously conducted studies of 
distributed work are also included. Typical for these studies is that the authors seek to summarize and 
synthesize these results into more general hypotheses and theories. An example here is O’Leary and 
his colleagues’ study of Hudson Bay Company through the use of archive material (O`Leary, 
Orlikowski and Yates 2002). But even Kiesler and Cummings’ study of the importance of proximity 
for cooperation, which examines many different studies, would fall into this category (Kiesler and 
Cummings 2002). These authors examine and summarize a varied selection of studies that deal with 
the significance of distance for cooperation and interaction.  
Descriptive in-depth studies are mainly qualitatively-oriented case studies of interaction, 
communication, and cooperation in groups. In many cases, these have an explicit goal of developing 
hypotheses. One example is Moon & Sproull’s account of the development of the operating system for 
Linux within an extremely distributed group of developers, or Sarker and Sayah’s study of system 
developers within eight distributed work groups (Sarker and Sahay 2004). These types of studies aim 
                                               
14
  Other taxonomies concerning the cooperation of small groups can be found. See for example Bell and Kozlowski (2002) 
and Chidabaram and Bostrøm (1996). However, in my opinion, none of these are suitable for clarifying the differences in this 
field.  
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to give a broad and systematic account of the challenges and possibilities that exist within specific 
situations which involve distributed work. 
A third main type of studies focuses on certain group-based attributes and their significance 
for the distributed group’s ability to succeed (attribute oriented). Usually, these studies build on 
theoretical movements within psychology, sociology, or anthropology. Such group-based attributes 
can be feelings of identity, attitudes, or other attributes that characterize a group. An example here is 
Jarvenpaa and Leidner’s study of how group-based trust affected results within distributed groups 
(Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999). A typical characteristic of such studies is that they assume that 
characteristics of the group affect certain dependent variables, which in turn affect performance. 
Typical dependent variables are effectiveness, subjective contentment, external evaluation, or 
measurable indicators (number of publications). Such studies often make use of comparative and 
experimental designs  
A fourth type of study focuses on the significance of group processes for the general 
productive performance of groups (also referred to as the process-oriented type of research). This can 
be interaction patterns, conditions for communication, or other behavioral variables. An example here 
is Maznewski and Chudoba’s study of how the regularity and frequency of physical meetings affects 
productive performance within a selection of distributed groups (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000). 
Table 3 Research on distributed cooperation 
Type  Characteristics Examples 
Synthesizing Summarizes existing research or uses 
secondary sources. 
(Kiesler and Cummings 2002; King and 
Frost 2002) 
Descriptive  Descriptive and interpretive studies directed 
toward individuals’ understanding of 
distributed work 
(Moon and Sproull 2002; Sadowski-
Rasters, Duysters and Sadowski 2006; 
Sarker and Sahay 2004) 
Attribute-oriented Studies of the characteristics of the 
individuals in a selection of distributed 
groups. Usually comparative studies. 
(Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; 
Wiesenfeld, Raghuram and Garud 1989) 
Process-oriented Studies group members’ interactions and/or 
communication patterns over a period of time. 
Usually comparative studies. 
(Maznevski and Chudoba 2000; 
Weisband 2002) 
Structural Studies distributed groups’ relational 
structure. 
(Ahuja and Carley 1999; Bélanger 1999; 
Koku and Wellman 2002) 
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Like the case mentioned above, in most instances this type of studies tests hypotheses, and 
generally uses a comparative design for comparing cases that have different processes and/or with 
different productive performance. The difference is that certain dynamic characteristics of the group 
are studied over time. Here, it is worth noting that media-use and interaction often represent central 
group processes that are examined. 
The last main category includes studies of distributed groups as social relations and 
structures. In contrast to the other studies, these specifically focus on the social relations that exist 
within a group, or between the group and its surrounding environment. Networks are used as an 
explanatory variable for a given outcome, but periodically such studies also seek to explain the 
formation of networks. An example her is Koku and Wellman’s study of cooperation in a distributed 
group of researchers at an American university (Koku and Wellman 2002). In contrast to most existing 
studies, focus is directed at interaction-based relations in addition to affective relations between group 
participants. 
Much of the research that is concerned with trust in distributed groups view it as an attribute 
connected to individual persons. In summing up the degree to which different members trust others (or 
each other), the group’s general degree of trust is evaluated. In contrast to such an attribute-oriented 
understanding, this dissertation employs a structural approach, where the attention is directed at social 
relations and the structural patterns that these represent within a group of distributed co-workers. In 
Chapter 6, I will more closely describe this perspective, and what possibilities this perspective 
provides within empirical studies. 
2.5 Summary 
  
In this chapter, I have defined distributed work as cooperation that is accomplished by 
colleagues localized in different places, supported by the use of ICT. Within this extensive field, I 
have highlighted six main types of distributed work, with distributed work groups being the main 
focus of this dissertation. Studies of trust in distributed work groups are conducted today using 
different analytical perspectives. In this dissertation, a structural approach will be primarily employed, 
where trust is described starting out from the social relations that connect a group of distributed co-
workers. This perspective will be further elaborated in Chapters 6 and 7 of this dissertation.  
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3. Trust in organizations  
The main research question in this dissertation is directed at how trust is developed in 
distributed workgroups. So far, I have described what is implied in the concept distributed 
workgroups, and presented some of the research that has been conducted. This chapter will more 
thoroughly discuss the concept of trust, and some of the central movements within social science 
theory in the field, with an emphasis on organizational studies. Five main perspectives on building 
trust are discussed, and I will look more closely at how these suggests different “sources” of trust 
within distributed workgroups. 
  
3.1 Definition 
During recent decades, trust has received a central place within different social science 
disciplines, like economics, sociology, political science, and psychology. Researchers within these 
different areas have to a large extent established different perspectives on this concept. Still, it is 
possible to emphasize trust as a phenomenon having characteristics that most people can agree on. A 
general description that covers the term the way it usually has been understood in the social sciences 
has been proposed by Rousseau and her colleagues (Rousseau, Sitkin et al. 1998 p 395). They define it 
as: “… a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive 
expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another.” 
The definition demonstrates that trust has to do with individuals’ positive expectations of other 
people’s intentions or behavior in situations where there is a risk of loss, injury, or the infliction of 
other inconveniences. Firstly, implicit in this definition rests the presumption that trust is a 
characteristic of a social relation. When a person chooses to believe that another person acts (mostly) 
as expected in a future risk situation, this can be described as a trust situation. In order to speak of 
trust, it is important to be able to define some individuals as trusters and others as trustees. Another 
central point that follows from the definition is that trust takes place in situations where the possibility 
of a negative outcome exists. Trust is not merely about having positive expectations, but having 
positive expectations that are developed in a situation that contains risk and uncertainty, and where the 
possibilities for having control are reduced or non-existent. Therefore, it can be said that trust exists in 
situations where a person chooses to cooperate with others despite the possibility of a negative 
outcome or a risk (Currall and Inkpen 2006). Such situations usually emerges in situations were there 
are a certain level of interdependency between parties, i.e. a situation where the interest of one party 
cannot be achieved without reliance upon the others.  
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In connection with understanding trust as being an important characteristic of social relations 
and systems, the concept of mistrust can be found. This not only indicates the absence of trust, but also 
the presence of negative expectations of other people’s behavior. Mistrust has been described as a 
“functional equivalent” of trust because actors can choose to have trust in others or not, and both 
choices will reduce the social complexity of a relation15 (Barber 1983; Luhmann 1988). But whereas 
trust deals with uncertainty by choosing to enter into a risk relationship, mistrust involves a conscious 
avoidance of risk. Like most theoretical and empirical contributions to this field, the articles in this 
dissertation will focus on trust rather than mistrust. However, the empirical studies revealed that the 
distance between trust and mistrust was at times rather short in distributed groups. Studies of trust 
would probably be difficult to conduct without referring to risk or mistrust. 
3.2 Levels, dimensions and types 
Trust generally has to do with subjects’ expectations of others within a given situation. Even 
though a relatively broad disciplinary consensus about the general content of the concept of trust 
exists, there are many different perceptions of where “the source of trust” can be found. Within 
psychological literature, it is often emphasized that individuals have different innate or acquired 
conditions for trusting others. An individualistic understanding stresses this as being an individual 
characteristic linked to the general attitudes of individuals toward other individuals and situations. The 
phrase “propensity to trust” is often used in order to indicate a stable internal factor that influences the 
probability of one party having trust in another (Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). Such premises 
can be due to personality-type, personal experiences, or cultural background, and it is generally 
believed that such conditions can influence the building of trust in working life (Brown, Poole and 
Rogers 2004). 
More in line with the definition provided above, several professionals meanwhile have 
advocated the idea that trust is primarily a characteristic of a social relation. The concept interpersonal 
trust is used in order to describe a relation between individual persons.16 Such relations of trust can be 
specific (trust in person Y concerning technical questions) or include many different circumstances 
(trust in person X in almost all contexts). The cognitive and affective trust dichotomy is often used to 
indicate two such divergent forms of trust (McAllister 1995), and these will also be used in several of 
the following articles in the dissertation. Cognitive and affective forms of trust can be seen as two 
dimensions that describe the trust between two parties, and most relationships will contain elements of 
                                               
15
 This idea has been most strongly promoted by Luhmann (2006). Grimen have, however, pointed out that this is in contrast 
with the classical functionalistic approach in sociology where mistrust is seen as an indicator of an dysfunctional social 
system (Grimen 2000). 
16
 Notice that interpersonal trust is periodically also referred to as “relational trust.” 
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both types (Rousseau, Sitkin et al. 1998). A relationship between parents and children will for example 
usually have a strongly affective element, but with a lesser degree of cognitive trust. In the opposite 
instance, our trust in a technical expert (doctors, pilots, car mechanics) usually has a more cognitive 
form (see figure 3 below). Previous research has shown that cognitive and affective dimensions are 
often tightly connected with each other within job relations (McAllister 1995). Since an important part 
of the concept of trust deals with relations between persons, several trust relations that are coupled 
together can be described as trust networks (Tilly 2005).  
An important point in several more recent examples of research, especially within sociology 
and political science, is that trust can be attributed to other actors than individual persons. Many have 
argued that organizations can for example serve as objects for the trust of others, and some even claim 
that organizations can appear as subjects of trust (i.e. units that have trust in others) (Sydow 2006). 
Trust in abstract systems such money, institutions, and advanced technology – so-called system trust – 
has been described as an important characteristic of modern social systems (Giddens 1991; Luhmann 
1988; Zucker 1986). There is however some disagreement about whether this really falls under what 
can be regarded as trust, or if other concepts ought to be introduced to describe trust that spans from 
individuals to systems.17
Figure 3. Affective and cognitive dimensions of interpersonal trust (Notice that the relationships 
provided in the figure are only meant as/to be examples).  
                                               
17
  While Giddens (1991) prefers to the term “system trust”, Luhmann (1988) has suggested that this should be described as 
confidence. 
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 Still, it is clear that this stretches the boundaries for that which naturally falls under the 
definition of trust which was proposed above. Beyond this, there is broad consensus that trust cannot 
be understood independent of the social context it is a part of. A leading idea within sociology has for 
a long time been that trust is not only about the expectations of individual persons, but also norms and 
values within certain institutions or cultures. Thus, it is periodically claimed that certain groups 
(McEvily, Weber, Bicchieri et al. 2006), organizations (Cohen and Prusak 2001) or nations 
(Fukuyama 1995) have higher or lower levels of trust than others. Within such a perspective, the term 
generalized trust is commonly utilized. Even within such a purely sociological perspective, the 
definition of trust as being “positive expectations” can be retained, but attention here is directed 
toward social conditions as sources for this expectation.
 Viewed from this perspective, trust is a concept that has a foothold in psychology, but which is 
drawn upon and thematized on different social levels. This means that an examination of the concept 
of trust necessarily will be extensive, such that it can capture the fairly different understandings that 
exist within the social sciences. This also implies that the transition and transferring of trust between 
social levels are of particular interest. As I will later come back to, this is a factor that makes a 
network perspective especially interesting as a methodological and theoretical approach. I will in the 
later sections of this introduction retain the term interpersonal trust for trust that exists between 
persons, while general trust in groups will be referred to as group-based trust. 
3.3 Central theoretical approaches
  
There is a broad literature on trust which stretches across several social science disciplines. It 
is beyond the scope and ambition of this introduction to elucidate this large field of study in its 
entirety. I will underline here five theoretical understandings that have been especially significant for 
the field in general, but also for subsequent studies of trust among distributed groups. These 
perspectives – rational, ritual, norm-based, institutional, and reflexive understandings – thematize trust 
using rather different approaches.18 While the four first perspectives are relatively well developed, the 
last one has only been emphasized in more recent works. This chapter will not provide exhaustive 
presentations of the underlying theories, but clarify some of the most important approaches to the 
concept within the disciplines that study organization. 
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 The categorization that is put forth her is my own. The structure that is used here builds on Möllering (2006) and Lane 
(1998), among others, even though I group the theories somewhat differently than these authors do. 
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 3.3.1 Rational understandings of trust 
Rational understandings of trust have been crucial to studies of trust within most social 
sciences. According to these understandings, trust is something that is the object of actors’ active and 
rational choices, based on different types of accessible information. The potential reward for trusting 
will be weighed up against the alternative of not trusting anyone or anything, and the research directs 
itself toward analyzing, understanding, and partially predicting the choices that actors are confronted 
with. These basic assumptions are fundamental to contributions on trust from Coleman (1988; 1990), 
Axelrod (1984) and Gambetta (1988), among others. 
 A key point of departure in this school of thought is the understanding that trust, in many 
areas, can be evaluated from rational understandings of probability. Since actors are generally 
understood as being rational, it is then possible to evaluate the probabilities of trust within a given 
situation, which then again opens for the possibility to predict or model future outcomes within similar 
situations. Coleman (1988, 1990) is perhaps the one scholar within “rational choice” theory who has 
discussed trust to a significant degree. His point of departure is how actors choose to trust others based 
on access to information about whether those others are worthy of trust. According to his 
understanding, choosing to trust becomes analogous with taking on a bet. He writes: “If the chances of 
winning, relative to the chances of losing, are greater than the amount that would be lost (if he loses) 
relative to the amount that would be won (if he wins), then placing the bet as an expected gain, and if 
he is rational he should place it” (Coleman 1990, p.99). 
 When faced with a choice of trusting, an actor will seek out information about the worth of 
another party’s trust, together with the benefits of having a trusting relationship, the possible costs of 
betrayal, and the probability that betrayal will take place. A rational actor will seek out information 
about these factors, and decide to place their trust in someone as long as the costs of doing so do not 
exceed the benefits. A key aspect of Coleman’s understanding of trust is also the role other actors have 
in passing on trust within “trust chains” (Coleman 1990). Third parties can enter into the picture as 
middlemen who take on some of the risk of trusting, something that makes building trust possible 
where it otherwise would have been difficult. A decision of “placing a bet” on other, then is not only a 
question of your own experiences, but also of the experiences of those that you already trust. In 
situations where there are repeated interactions and the number of participants is surveyable, 
individuals can build up a reputation that will strongly affect their trustworthiness. 
Another central point of departure for rational understanding is how individuals handle 
different forms of trust dilemmas. The most general trust dilemma is whether an actor chooses to trust 
in someone (with the risks this implies in case of a possible betrayal) or not, and thereby take on the 
costs of standing alone (Gambetta 1988; Kramer and Cook 2004). Within these types of studies, trust 
is often understood as being one of several possible strategies when there is a trust dilemma. The 
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challenge becomes deciding which strategy over time can provide the best “profits”. A well-known 
dilemma that is often referred to in this literature is “the prisoner’s dilemma,” where two prisoners 
have to make the choice of confessing or denying a shared crime (Möllering 2006, p. 32-33). Both 
prisoners must decide to confess or keep silent, but the consequences of their choices are affected by 
what the other chooses to do: choosing to trust the other appears to be one of the strategic solutions, 
just as valid as the choice not to trust. However, the choice is complicated by the fact that it is 
impossible to know what the other party will do. Within rational understandings of trust many similar 
“trust-games” have been developed that start out with dilemmas where different types of information 
are accessible. Important factors here are on the one hand, whether a person is able to carry out 
repeated games and the possibilities that exist for choosing other partners, and on the other, whether 
there are other witnesses to the game such that a reputation mechanism is active.  
 Such games are relevant in that they often reflect general situations, and thereby can be said to 
produce general knowledge about how trust is established within social systems. However, most of 
these studies are pure theoretical explanations, or they tested out in statistical simulations (Buskens 
1998). Still, there are empirical studies that investigate how actors act when they are confronted with 
trust dilemmas. A well-known example is Axelrod’s study of trust and cooperation with the help of an 
experiment-situation (Axelrod 1984). Based on a description of an imaginary situation, actors were 
asked to attempt developing a form of cooperation that they thought was the most beneficial. The 
game was repeated several times such that it was possible to follow which strategies were used and 
how beneficial they were over time. The best outcome was derived from a “friendly” cooperation 
strategy, where a person cooperates in the first round, and later does the same as the other in the 
previous round (a “tit-for tat strategy”). However, those who chose more aggressive and greedy 
strategies came out worse than the others. Axelrod thereby claims that this both demonstrates why 
cooperation generally pays off, and indicates why cooperation has evolutionarily developed.  
 A third main topic within rational understandings involves studies of what causes a person to 
choose to trust others. Mayer and his colleagues have in this field developed a model that attempts to 
summarize research concerning this topic (Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). The model stresses 
that the development of trust is dependent upon the situation of both a person A, who considers 
trusting (truster), and a person B, who is a potential object for this trust (trustee). For the truster, it is 
primarily an inherent tendency to trust or not that is underscored (“propensity to trust). This is 
assumed as constituting a relatively stable psychological fact. For the trustee, there are three central 
factors that are pointed out as being essential for an assessment of whether someone is trustworthy: 
“ability”, “benevolence” and “integrity”. While ability refers to perceived competency and the abilities 
that a person is expected have, benevolence refers to the institutional relationship that exists between 
trustee and truster. The authors compare this with the motivation that one can expect the trustee to 
have for cooperating or not. The third factor, integrity, has to do with the more general principles it 
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can be assumed a person has. Affiliation to certain groups or associations is mentioned as examples 
here. In the model proposed by Mayer et al., the choice to trust others is seen as a product of these 
three factors, together with the truster’s general propensity to trust others. In situations where trust is 
developed, the result will be an increased willingness to take on risk-filled actions, something that will 
again strengthen the three trust-building factors. Within more empirically directed rational studies, 
Bacharach and Gambetta have studied what makes taxi-drivers in New York and Belfast trust their 
customers or not (Bacharac and Gambetta 2001). These researchers emphasize how different 
indicators (symbols, actions, etc.) are decisive for the degree to which drivers trust their customers or 
not. Similar to Mayer and his co-authors, Bacharach and Gambetta seek to locate important indicators 
of trust, and, like Coleman, they assume that trust is primarily a rational process. 
 Within rational theories, trust is first and foremost something that concerns individual actors, 
who, during regular and irregular intervals, are confronted with active decisions about whether to trust 
others or not. The theories have had significant breakthroughs within economic theory, political 
theory, and sections of organization theory. However, the premise itself that trust is based on the 
choices of rational actors, and that these actors are capable of having a overview of relevant factors so 
that they can make the right choices, is frequently criticized (Kramer and Tyler 1996; Lane 1998). A 
counterargument that is periodically directed at these types of understandings of trust is that these 
studies usually relate to situations where a person has a form of complete oversight over other people’s 
choices. Such situations are seldom especially representative of the situations people are faced with in 
real life, and, moreover, this in many ways would make the need for trust superfluous. In situations 
where actors have full oversight, it has been claimed that trust is actually unnecessary. As we shall see 
below, other perspectives place great emphasis on the assumption that trust has to do with “giving 
oneself up to” something that is more uncertain, and outside of what can be considered to be rational.
 3.3.2 Ritual understandings of trust 
The rational approaches to trust view it as a question of choosing to cooperate with others or 
not. Within phenomenology, ethnomethodology, and symbolic interactionism, however, it is possible 
to locate a different perception of trust where it is not primarily considered to be a rational process, but 
rather an “in-built” quality of social systems (Garfinkel 1963; Garfinkel 1967; Goffman 1959; 
Goffman 1971; Schütz 1967). The source of trust is not the individual person’s intellect, but rather the 
actions and the community the individual person enters into at birth. A leading idea here is that trust is 
developed and maintained by actors’ daily participation in natural activities and rituals, and here I will 
refer to this as a ritual understanding of trust. Within phenomenology and ethnomethodology 
(Garfinkel 1967), trust is emphasized as an implicit condition for social interaction. Schutz’ idea that 
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actors in society hold a natural attitude toward life around them, and that their “lifeworld” is largely 
taken for granted is either explicitly or implicitly the basis for numerous works within 
ethnomethodology. 
In the works of Garfinkel, trust is understood to be a part of that which we “take for granted” 
to such at degree that we do not realize it before unexpected changes occur in our daily life (Garfinkel 
1967, p. 38). Similar to the rational theories, Garfinkel often uses game-metaphors when he describes 
interactions and social processes. However, this has more to do with unconscious games within a 
culture than individual strategic games, and he describes the fundamental game rules for social life 
through three “constitutive expectations”. These can be described as a set of rules for the game which 
a) provides space for alternative actions and alternative outcomes, b) is binding for everyone involved, 
and c) pertains equally to all players. Through experiments, Garfinkel attempts to illustrate how people 
seem to work actively in order to maintain these expectations, or to get things to fall within the rules 
that pertain to social situations. His experiment involves setting up situations where these rules 
deliberately are breached by one of the parties, to explore how this creates confusion and attempts to 
re-establish the normal situation. For Garfinkel, trust is related to acting in accordance with the pre-
established rules of the social game. He writes that: ”to say that one person ”trust” another means that 
the person seeks to act in such a fashion as to produce through his action or to respect as conditions of 
play actual events that accord with normative orders of events depicted in the basic rules of play” 
(Garfinkel 1963: 193).  
Within ethnomethodology trust is an implicit condition for participating in social life, but it is 
also something that continuously is re-produced through participation in daily interactions. This 
perspective is also clearly expressed in Goffman’s work (Goffman 1963; Goffman 1967; Goffman 
1971). Here, the function of daily rituals in daily life is described as being a way of showing that one 
accepts and recognizes the social status of others. The well-known “civil indifference” that, according 
to Goffman, is typical of modern societies, can be understood as a way of expressing and maintaining 
a form of generalized trust (Goffman 1971). The ritual perspective’s emphasis on trust as a natural 
attitude, and something that is reproduced through regular interaction and action is also reflected in 
more recent sociological theories, including Giddens’ work (Giddens 1984; Giddens 1991). Similar to 
Garfinkel and (especially) Goffman, Giddens stresses the routines of daily life as crucial for 
developing trust in our existence. Using theory from developmental psychology, he argues that trust is 
developed in connection with the child’s experiences with distance in time and place (1991, p. 38). For 
small children, the development of basic trust, and thereby one’s own identity, builds upon a gradual 
experience of caregivers returning after periods of being absent. The key to developing basic trust is 
the child’s understanding of repetition and daily routines. He writes: “From the early days of life, habit 
and routine play fundamental roles in the forging of relations in the potential space between infant and 
caretaker. Core connections are established between routine, the reproduction of coordination 
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conventions, and the feeling of ontological security in later activities of the individual” (Giddens 1991, 
p 39).  
The routines of daily life are key elements for how people are able to build up a feeling of 
security and safety around themselves in circumstances characterized by insecurity. This 
understanding of trust is close to the “natural attitude” which is rooted in phenomenology and 
ethnomethodology, even though he to a greater degree emphasizes this as being a type of practice. 
Still, Giddens eventually develops his theories toward a more dynamic understanding of trust, 
especially through his description of “active trust”. I think this represents a somewhat different 
understanding of trust than what is typical for the ritual approach described so far. Therefore, I will 
come back to this when I describe the reflexive perspective on trust. 
 3.3.3 Institutional understandings of trust 
The ritual approach to trust has been an important starting point for studies of trust within 
new-institutional organization theory. This school of thought can be considered to be an extension of 
phenomenology and ethnomethodology, but with greater emphasis on the active role of institutions in 
developing basic “rules of behavior”.19 It also usually operates on a more macro level than for example 
Garfinkel and Goffman. In line with Berger and Luckman’s understanding of socially constructed 
realities (Berger and Luckmann 1966), neo-institutional theory attempts to look at those processes that 
are the basis for the development of shared understandings within institutions. Here, trust becomes 
something that is largely taken for granted, but at the same time is something that is recreated through 
daily activities, rules, and routines. In this way, it can be imagined that trust is something that a person 
is “taught to do” through participation in the daily life of institutions. This is an idea that has been 
developed by Möllering (2006a), among others. Using DiMaggio and Powells description of 
“isomorphisms” as a point of departure, Möllering claims that a person can speak of trust as an 
institutional isomorphism. His point is that manifestations of trust behavior can largely be based on a 
natural attitude, or on the fact that “everyone else does it.” Personal relationships are here radically 
toned down for the sake of (viewing) trust as a process that is developed through imposed norms”, 
imitations of other people’s behavior, or through attempting to fulfill the norms that pertain to certain 
institutional roles. Möllering claims that: “DiMaggio and Powells three mechanisms of institutional 
isomorphism offer explanations for trust that represents a genuine alternative to rationalist accounts, 
since external pressure, modelling and socialization influence action independently of its conceivable 
utility to the actor (Möllering 2006, p 64). 
                                               
19
 For an introduction to new-institutionalism in organizational studies, see DiMaggio and Powell (DiMaggio and Powell 
1991). 
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Within neo-institutional organization theory, ethnomethodological thought is thereby 
developed further in the direction of institutions and organizations. While Garfinkel and Goffman are 
preoccupied with social situations as frameworks in order for understanding social action, the social 
institutions (and most commonly the organizations) increasingly become objects of the research. The 
work of Zucker (1977; 1986) has created a precedent within this school of thought with regard to 
studies of change in trust from an institutional perspective. Her main concern is to explain and 
describe how the production of trust in society has gone through changes in line with the emergence of 
new societal institutions. Starting out from a review of economic structural changes in the United 
States during the period from 1840 to 1920, she claims that the institutions have played, and play, a 
constantly greater role with regard to the production of trust. Zucker describes first three principal 
ways that trust routinely is reproduced in modern society. First of all, there is a process-based trust 
linked to explicit interactions or exchanges between persons in the past or the future. This is a 
production of trust that is often linked to the exchange of gifts and services. For this type of trust 
production, reputation is very important in that it indicates good possibilities for further transactions or 
interactions. The other main form is characteristic-based trust, which is based on affiliation with or 
connection to certain social categories (e.g. family background, ethnic affiliation). The third main form 
is the institutional trust that has to do with great societal institutions. The basis of this type of trust is 
the presence of “objective” instances that operate independently of individual characteristics or 
distinguishing marks. In connection with this, Zucker emphasizes two types of trust: First of all, a 
form that is based on expectations of occupational roles (like lawyer, doctor, professor) or certain 
organizations (hospitals, bureaucratic institutions, etc). The other main type of institutional trust comes 
from intermediary mechanisms, where third parties serve as guarantors of exchanges or agreements. 
This can be, for example, insurance companies, banks, or brokers. 
Zucker stresses that all of these modes of production are important and active in all modern 
societies. Still, she argues that there have been great fluctuations in the forms of trust through history. 
Her main argument is that the process-based form gradually eroded in the United States toward that 
end of the 1800s, due to internal and external immigration, together with unstable economic 
frameworks for activity. While attempts to reestablish process-based trust failed for the most part, a 
great escalation in institutional trust took place in society. Trust is constructed within institutions, but 
institutions increasingly also become the recipients of trust. In modern society, we need to trust in 
formal institutions, and according to Zucker, a gradual development in the direction of a more 
impersonally and institutionally anchored trust has taken place. 
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3.3.4 Norm-based understandings of trust  
Within Zucker’s neo-institutional framework, trust in the institutions becomes an alternative 
and a compensation for relational trust within more advanced societies. Here, she is largely in 
agreement with modernity theorists like Luhman and Giddens, who have claimed that modern 
societies increasingly are built on trusting abstract “systems”. As an extension of this, studies have 
been conducted that direct focus on trust as something that exists more generally within the cultural 
norms of a society. The concept “generalized trust” refers to the existence of a form of general positive 
confidence in others, embedded in broad cultures and national regions. A central point of departure for 
several recent theories has been that it is possible to locate and measure such differences over time, 
and between different national cultures (Fukuyama 1995; Putnam 2000; Woolcock 2001). The concept 
social capital20 is periodically used to describe the value of having well-developed relationships based 
on trust within a society. This is an approach that in many ways can be considered to be a continuation 
of institutional perspectives, in that trust is socially constructed within social systems. At the same 
time, there is more focus on the underlying norms that are found within cultures and communities, and 
this perspective is broadened to include greater units such as nations and cultures. 
A key contributor to this field is Putnam (2000), who has argued that, in general, trust in 
American society has been reduced during the last fifty years. His understanding of trust is linked up 
to the broader concept social capital, which is understood as being “connections among individuals – 
social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them” (Putnam 2000, 
p. 19). His main thesis is that these relations and norms have been – and are – in retreat in American 
society due to various factors, including the more individualized ways of life and a gradual erosion of 
the unions and associations that were previously important for connecting people. The degree to which 
such a dystopic development actually is taking places can definitively be discussed, and some 
researchers have claimed that Putnam ignores important characteristics of development that actually 
contribute toward building new forms of social capital (Lin 1999; Wellman 2002). In this context, it is 
however sufficient to emphasize that Putnam’s understanding of trust is related to social norms within 
a community, linked to social relations and networks. 
While Putnam has been preoccupied with reading changes in generalized trust within society 
over time, others have been more focused on expanding upon geographic distinctions: A central thesis 
of new contributions to the field is that it is precisely local process-based trust that is significant for the 
economic and political development of greater regions and nations. Fukuyama (1995) has argued that 
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  Social capital is a concept that can be defined in different ways and is often used on different social levels. The 
understanding that is mentioned here is in line with Putnam, who views this as a society’s collective “social network, and the 
norms for reciprocity and trustworthiness are developed in the light of these” (See Putnam 2000, p. 19). Others have used the 
concept to describe the relational resources of individual actors (Burt 2005; Lin 1999). 
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there are great variations in generalized trust within different national cultures and over time. Similar 
to Putnam, he emphasizes that trust builds on certain shared values and norms within a community. 
According to Fukuyama, the basis for such norms is located first and foremost within family relations. 
However, he stresses the significance of mastering building trust on a level between the tight family 
groups and large public institutions. Characteristics of high-trust cultures are, according to Fukuyama, 
a tendency to develop trust within volunteer organizations, local interest groups, and religious 
communities. Based on such a general theory of trust, he attempts to sort nations according to high or 
low levels of trust. 
The institutional and norm-based approaches to trust have been an important basis for several 
large studies of trust within nations and regions. Studies have been conducted under the direction of 
OECD and World Value Survey, among others. These studies have received a great deal of attention 
in the general public in Norway and other places (This will be more thoroughly described in Chapter 
3.5). At the same time, these contributions seriously depart from the relational and actor-oriented 
understanding of trust that can for instance be found within the rational perspective. Viewed in this 
way, there is a certain justification for discussing whether the same phenomenon that is actually being 
discussed, or if other concepts should be employed.21
Interesting differences between the way neo-institutional theorists like Zucker view how the 
production of trust is changing in modern societies, and the norm-based approaches of Putnam and 
Fukuyama. For the latter two mentioned here, impersonal institutional trust in itself is not sufficient to 
develop trust within societies. They view the development of relational trust at a lower level as 
decisive for achieving a broader and more general trust. Zucker, on the other hand, views institutions 
as the bearers of trust in recent times, and to such a degree that the relational networks lose a great deal 
of their significance and power.  
3.3.5 Reflexive understandings of trust 
An essential point of the concept of trust is that it is actualized by uncertainty and risk, and 
that trust represents a step in the direction of accepting things that cannot be entirely controlled. A 
critique that is periodically directed at rational understandings is that they to a limited degree accept 
that trust can be based on factors beyond rational calculations. The ritual approach can simultaneously 
be criticized for the fact that it views trust as something rather passive, something individual actors are 
assumed to take for granted, as long as nothing unexpected occurs. Institutional and normative 
approaches can also be criticized for having an “over-socialized” viewpoint on the actors, where trust 
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 For a critique along these lines, see Hardin (2006 p 58-74). 
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for the most part is dictated by external conditions. Much of the same critique can be directed toward 
the institutional understandings. 
More recent contributions have pointed out that between these, an alternative understanding of 
trust on the level of the actor can be found, which still does not have a predominantly rational form. 
Support for such a perspective is found in the later work of Giddens, and others.22 Giddens describes 
the establishment of trust as the following: “a ‘leap into faith’ which brackets ignorance or lack of 
information” (Giddens 1991, p. 244). It is true that trust is an underlying attitude toward existence, but 
it is also often something that a person must actively relate to in daily life. Still, it is not the case that 
we always have the chance to evaluate this on a rational basis, in the way the rational theories seem to 
imagine, but rather it is a question of securing confidence in something or someone on an often fluid 
and emotionally contingent basis. Therefore, according to Giddens, to trust implies wandering out into 
the unknown, without guarantees for anything. Giddens emphasizes in later works the significance of 
trust as an active process that modern people increasingly have to actively work at to maintain. The 
concept active trust describes this as a process that demands action and engagement: ”What can be 
called active trust becomes increasingly significant to the degree to which post-traditional social 
relations emerge. Active trust has to be energetically treated and sustained. It is at the origins of new 
forms of social solidarity today, in contexts ranging from intimate personal ties right through global 
systems of interaction.”(Giddens 1994 p 186). 
Gidden’s anchoring in ethnomethodological thought can hardly be called into question, but the 
approach to trust that he describes here is different than that which is common within 
ethnomethodology or neo-institutional theory. Giddens stresses that trust in (late-modern) societies can 
no longer be taken for granted but needs to be actively “worked on” on a relational level. This can be 
considered to be a separate understanding of trust where the focus is on the active development of 
social relations. In a society where external institutions are changing, or no longer can be taken for 
granted, trust becomes more of a personal matter than it was before. His emphasis on trust as 
something active, yet based on a form of confidence, is important because it states a position that goes 
beyond both the rational and the norm-based understandings of trust. 
Nevertheless, Giddens is not alone in having this position. The basis for another more active 
understanding of trust building can be found in social exchange theory as it has been described by 
Blau, Homans and others (Blau 1964; Homans 1950; Kollock 1994; Lawler and Yoon 1996). Within 
this school of thought the actor is usually seen as rational, but descriptions of trust emphasize it 
primarily as being a process characterized by gradual testing.23 Blau (1964) believes that relationships 
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  Giddens does not himself propose the concept “active trust” as a part of a new way of understanding trust. His main 
concern is however a theoretical discussion around the changing significance of trust in modern societies. 
23
  Social exchange theory is often coupled with the tradition around “rational choice theory”. However, Blau himself seeks 
to distance himself from viewing social interactions as calculated actions. On the contrary, he emphasizes that social 
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gradually develop on the basis of exchange of material or immaterial rewards, and that imbalance 
gradually can generate dependence and relations of dominance. Trust is not something that can be 
taken for granted, but is something that is developed through repeated interactions. While the first 
steps within an interaction generally hold little risk, eventually more trust can be built into the 
relations, such that they can handle higher risk. The idea is that trust must be gradually built up 
through active measures, such that in the best case it can develop a self-reinforcing “spiral” where trust 
grows little by little. The first initiatives are especially critical and decisive for developing trust, claims 
Blau, since this is a type of contact that is entered into with minimal trust, and great risk for rejection. 
As mentioned earlier, the idea that trust is strengthened through successfully repeated 
exchanges is a central theorem within social exchange theory. The exchange system is driven by the 
desires for reward, either in the form of material goods, but also perhaps primarily immaterial goods 
like acknowledgement, respect, admiration, and (especially) power. At the same time, threats of 
sanction exist in the form of lacking power, exclusion, or loss of prestige. However, Blau emphasizes 
that social exchanges, in stark contrast to economic transactions, are unspecific and impossible to 
precisely define. An interaction begins without written agreements or assurances, but with a justifiable 
hope of reciprocation. A certain degree of trust, or positive expectation, is therefore necessary in order 
to begin engaging in social exchanges at all (Blau 1964, p.94). If a favor is answered with an 
acceptable return favor, the recipient is left with increased credibility, and the relation of trust is 
strengthened. On the other hand, if a favor or gift is not reciprocated, or the reciprocations are 
insufficient, mistrust can develop. For Blau, the underlying factor that drives social interactions 
forward is attraction to others, or a desire to be seen or respected. Meanwhile, this individual motive 
gradually drives relational trust forth as social relations are developed in a positive direction. He writes 
that: “… processes of social exchange, which may originate in pure self-interest, generate trust in 
social relations through their recurrent and gradually expanding character” (Blau, 1964, p 94). 
In this kind of context, trust appears to be abstract value that actors invest in over time with 
expectations of getting something in return at a later point in time. The development of relationships 
through repeated exchange eventually develops stable relationships and thereby social structures. The 
significance of good early contact is emphasized in later works on establishing trust in organizations. 
According to Zand (1997) successful early contact is the key for trust to develop into a self-reinforcing 
spiral. Such a development involves a gradual greater openness in a relationship where one party 
eventually gives the other party access to more information and reduces controlling measures. 
However, Zand also argues that a negative trust spiral can be imagined if initial negative impressions 
of others are formed. 
                                                                                                                                                  
exchanges are characterized by the fact that they fall between calculations of benefits on the one hand and expressions of love 
on the other (Blau 1964, p 112). 
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Luhman’s approach to trust is first and foremost linked to a system-theoretical understanding, 
in which trust is understood to be a mechanism impelled by situations characterized by great 
complexity (Luhmann 1979; 1988; 2006). Nonetheless, tendencies toward a reflexive understanding 
can be found in his work. The significance of making the first move resonates with Luhman’s 
understanding of trust, which uses the expression “the principle of gradualness” in order to describe 
how trust is built up over time. He also points out that trust must emerge on a free basis, not as norm-
based actions. Acting in accordance with fixed norms constitutes a poor basis for developing relational 
trust, he claims. On the contrary, only exceptional or unique experiences are important when persons 
choose to develop trust relationships or not.  
The principle of a gradual development of trust has also been emphasized in social 
psychological studies on work relationships. Lewicki and Bunker claim that work relationships, 
similar to private relationships, go through phases that involve three distinct forms of trust (Lewicki 
and Bunker 1996). In the first phase, trust is described as being based on calculation, linked to certain 
possible benefits that can be derived through cooperation, or the disadvantages that exist in not 
cooperating. Maintaining a good reputation can be this type of important motivation in organizations. 
Lewicki and Bunker describe the next level as knowledge-based trust. This form is based on duration 
and repeated interactions such that a more general expectation of others is developed. A third type of 
trust is described as identity-based, where each party can identify with the needs and motives of 
others. Within this particular form of trust, the parties can replace each other in several situations and 
no forms of surveillance or control are necessary. Key factors that strengthen identity-based trust are 
developing shared symbols of identity, co-localization, and adjustments to a shared set of values. The 
point Lewicki and Bunker are trying to make is that work relations start out on a calculation-based 
level, and in most cases develop into relations that are knowledge-based. Only in some instances, 
however, do these relationships develop further into identity-based trust. 
A reflexive understanding also finds support in Tilly’s historical studies of far-reaching trust 
networks within religious and political movements (Tilly 2005). Tilly argues that trust is one method 
of coordination that people use in order to organize their ventures, in addition to markets and 
hierarchies. Therefore, people invest significant energy into developing a network of trust in many 
areas, either within the frameworks of the public system, or completely separate from these. For Tilly, 
trust is not first and foremost something that can be linked to individual persons, but a characteristic of 
social relations and networks. An (transactional) understanding: “… treats trust as a contingent, 
negotiated property of social interaction” (Tilly, 2005 p 25). 
The theorists who are described here as having a “reflexive understanding of trust” in no way 
represent a uniform school of thought. What they have in common is an assumption that actors can 
(and in certain instances should) have an active attitude toward trust, which manifests itself in 
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interaction-based initiatives directed toward other people. An element of “gradualness” linked to 
developing trust also exists. A person chooses to count on others, yet does not wager everything. Trust 
is built up over time from less risky interactions to more binding commitments and alliances. In most 
representations of trust, the idea that it springs out of a situation where risk and uncertainty exist is 
emphasized. A key point for Giddens is that modern societies have certain qualities that make trust 
between people more important than previously. His understanding of active trust resonates in schools 
of thought that emphasize the development of trust as a dynamic process linked to the establishment 
and development of social relations. The idea that active trust becomes more important in modernity, 
however, moves in a different direction than neo-institutionalists like Zucker, who sees limited space 
for process-based trust in modern society.  
3.4 Sources of trust in distributed work groups
The examination of different perspectives indicates how trust has been discussed within 
different traditions within social science disciplines. These differences do not primarily have to do 
with what trust is, but rather what factors are important for it to develop within social groups and 
community. In sum, this can be described as calling attention to five somewhat different conditions: 
While the rational perspectives emphasize trust as being a product of individuals’ rational 
calculations, the ritual perspectives emphasize trust as being something that is maintained and 
reproduced through participation in social rituals. The institutional perspectives emphasize the 
significance of social institutions as guarantors and producers of trust, especially through the 
establishment of social roles, while the norm-based understandings emphasize the significance of 
shared social and cultural norms. Similar to the rational understandings, reflexive perspectives 
emphasize the significance of individual actors who have a general understanding that trust is 
necessary, and something persons have to actively work with.  
As previously described, distributed groups have special challenges in connection with 
developing trust. Whatever perspective a person operates from affects how s/he assesses the 
possibilities for building up trust in distributed work groups (see Table 4). Taken to an extreme, it 
could be said that rational perspectives stress that cooperation will actually have to pay off for the 
involved parties in order for them to develop. More precisely, the involved parties must have sufficient 
insight into the other partners’ motivations and incentives in order to be able asses the degree to which 
a collaboration might be advantageous. In accordance with perspective of rational theories, 
cooperation will develop where it appear as rational for both parties. A ritual understanding stresses 
the significance of the fact that a person can carry out regularly focused and unfocused interactions in 
order to build trust. 
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Table 4. Summary of different perspectives on trust and some of the challenges/possibilities they 
emphasize in connection with distributed cooperation 
 Rational Ritual Institutional Norm-based Reflexive
Level Individual Individual/ 
group 
Society Society Individual/group 
Central type 
of Trust 
Interpersonal, 
calculating 
Action based Role based Based on cultural 
values and norms 
Interpersonal, 
affective and 
calculating 
Central 
motivation 
Self interest Social 
participation/ 
security 
Coordination of 
complex systems  
Cultural stability Self interest, insight 
and reflection 
Potential 
challenges in 
distributed 
work 
No incentives 
for developing 
cooperation. 
Lacking 
information 
about others 
Lacking 
possibilities for 
daily, unfocused 
interaction. 
Different norms 
and rules. 
Varied, or 
unclear 
institutional 
frameworks 
Participants from 
different 
organizational and 
national cultures 
Lacking interest, 
motivation and 
possibilities among 
individuals 
Possibilities 
for 
distributed 
work 
Increase or 
illustrate 
self interest for 
the participants 
Establishment of 
time and space 
for interaction 
and contact 
Build on roles 
within 
professional 
environments 
Build on shared 
norms and values in 
communities and 
societies 
Open for active 
relational 
development by 
individuals over time 
The existence of shared arenas for situations of interaction becomes important here, together 
with certain shared understandings of what rules and codes apply. An institutional perspective on the 
other hand directs attention toward the significance of certain shared institutions. The importance of 
having uniform perceptions of roles can play a role here. Norm-based perspectives will emphasize that 
shared cultural norms and rules should exist for trust to build upon in such groups. The reflexive 
perspectives, however, focus on the individual actor’s active measures for building trust, starting out 
with a broader understanding of the fact that this is actually important for the group as a whole, or for 
the organization. In a reflexive approach, building trust across distance becomes a question of whether 
people think it is necessary, and engage in an active building of trust-bearing relations. 
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3.5 Trust in new organizations 
Within literature about trust in new forms of organization24, a great deal of the discussion has 
been based on institutional thought. As previously mentioned, on a macro-level, Zucker and others 
have argued that new (institutional) forms of trust are making headway because of changes in the 
organizations. According to Zucker, this is firstly due to the need for exchanges between industries, 
occupations, social industries, and unions. The second factor – which is of particular interest here – is 
the increase in transactions across geographical distance. Others have followed up on this way-of-
thinking and argued that a simpler institutional trust will make headway in new organizations 
(Heckscher 1994). 
The argument that trust in new organizations will increasingly base itself on shared projects 
and uniform perception of roles has been expressed through the concept swift trust which several 
empirical studies of distributed work groups have emphasized (see Chapter 5). Meyerson and her 
colleagues introduced this concept in order to describe how a simpler and more task-focused form of 
trust dominated within temporary groups (Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). The basis for this was 
a series of second-hand studies of cooperation within different exclusive professional environments 
(film crews, ambulance personnel, firemen, the cockpit-crew in airplanes, etc.). Studies of these 
groups showed that cooperation could rapidly be established if it was based on a shared understanding 
of roles and projects prevailing within different professional environments. Hence, key to the swift 
trust was the existence of institutional frameworks within which the temporary groups worked. 
Theoretically, this understanding is then linked to an institutional understanding of trust. 
However, from another standpoint it has been argued that an institutional-based swift trust is 
not sufficient in newly distributed organizations and groups. More closely related to a ritual and norm-
based understandings of trust, it has been claimed that the growth of a stronger form of trust is taking 
place – or needs to be taking place – in new organizations. This perspective has been promoted by 
Handy, among others, who argue that these types of distributed organizations and virtual teams 
primarily have a need for stronger relational trust (Handy 1995). He writes that: “If we are to enjoy the 
efficiencies and other benefits of the virtual organization, we will have to rediscover how to run 
organizations based more on trust than on control. Virtuality requires trust to make it work: technology 
on its own is not enough” (Handy 1995:5). 
                                               
24
 Different labels are used to denote “new organizational forms”, including; post- bureaucratic organizations (Heckscher 
1994), virtual organizations (Nohria and Berkley 1994) and network organizations (Miles and Snow 1992). These concepts 
are not isomorphous but the still have high degree of similarity, and I will simply use the term new organizational forms to 
refer to these broad stream of theories. For a closer review and comparison of these theories, see Poole (1999). 
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For Handy, the solution is not for organizations to base themselves on a simpler and more 
task-oriented trust form. Rather, his recommendation is to try developing stronger communities within 
and across organizations, where trust can be developed despite reduced physical interaction. His 
emphasis on strengthening trust within tight work communities resonates in several camps - to begin 
with, among researchers who think trust can be considered to be a new and essential quality of modern 
organizations (Adler 2001; McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). Adler and Heckscher have argued that 
the more complex environments and less opportunity to control that exist, the stronger the need for 
trust and professional communities (Adler and Heckscher 2006). Secondly, it is supported by theorists 
who stress the significance of a “community of practice” for developing knowledge and learning 
within organizations (Wenger 1998; Wenger 2000). Here, tight professional communities are 
considered to be important for developing and preserving knowledge in organizations as a shared 
understanding and resource. 
The challenges for distributed work is that many of the organizational frameworks within 
which regular groups work, periodically are not active, or are less effective. When distributed groups 
are established, people from different organizations and with different professional backgrounds are 
often involved. Cooperation often takes place across different organizations and occasionally also 
different national cultures. This means that the basis for a shared understanding of projects and roles, 
in the way it is depicted within institutional understandings, is limited. Therefore, it is not a given that 
the possibilities for “swift trust” are present in such groups. At the same time, it is also not certain that 
the prospects for developing a practice-based form of trust, at least in the way that it is emphasized in 
the ritual perspectives are good. The organizational framework for cooperation is often changing, such 
that it can be difficult to establish good arenas for developing trust, at least at the beginning of such 
cooperation. This means that there are scarce opportunities to develop denser communities – at least in 
the way they are emphasized within norm-based and ritual understandings. It takes time to develop 
shared arenas for the development of trust within distributed groups. This can also not be expected to 
take place “by itself”, through participation in the daily cooperation. The transition to more mediated 
forms of interaction usually demands a greater degree of reflection about the choice of forms of 
communication. 
These factors indicate, I will argue, that there is a need for a more active and reflexive form of 
trust within distributed groups. This perspective has rarely been applied in theories and discussions of 
new forms of cooperation and trust. Support for this kind of viewpoint can be indirectly found within 
theories that emphasize the significance of “facilitators” in distributed cooperation (McEvily and 
Zaheer 2004; Pauleen and Yoong 2001; Thomas and Bostrom 2005), or the significance of “boundary 
spanners” in order to accomplish inter-organizational cooperation (Friedman and Podolny 1982; 
Tushman and Scanlan 1981). In several of the cases that are analyzed in this study, it is evident that 
the distributed groups had difficulties with developing trust at the commencement of their cooperation. 
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Most of these groups operated across geographical and organizational boundaries, where trust in the 
organizations was declining. Trust was therefore not something that happened automatically, through 
participation in shared activities, or through shared perceptions of the tasks at hand. Instead, we found 
that individuals’ active and relational building of trust was decisive for it to happen. In later sections of 
this dissertation, I expand on how I proceeded to study this, and in what way active trust actions
contributed to strengthening trust in the distributed groups. 
3.6 Measuring trust in organizations and groups
In many empirical studies of trust, measuring levels of trust is an important point. Several of 
the abovementioned studies of trust on the societal level have made quantitative studies of trust their 
point of departure. With regard to measuring trust in groups and in organizations, experiments and 
survey-studies have especially been employed, and here I will briefly describe these techniques. 
Finally, I will also comment on other techniques that have been used.  
3.6.1 Experiments 
One of the most common ways of measuring trust is through experiments, where cooperative 
situations are measured through certain types of games. The forms of trust games vary considerably, 
but many are variations on “the prisoner’s dilemma” where two or more persons are confronted by a 
situation where they can choose to cooperate or not (described in Chapter 3.3.1). In most of these 
types of situations, the test subjects are asked to carry out certain shared activities that lead to reward, 
and in some cases, also lead to sanctions (in case they fail to succeed). In addition, the participants are 
given information about what the others know or do not know, and how long the game will last. In any 
case, cooperation within the groups is registered and measured within a given time period, such that 
the researchers can gain an understanding for what kinds of strategies the actors use, and how effective 
these strategies are. An example of such an experiment is Axelrod’s previously mentioned study in 
which different people were asked to participate in cooperative games that involved different types of 
rewards (Axelrod 1984). On the basis of many different rounds of games, Axelrod could eventually 
deduce what cooperative strategies were most profitable.  
Some of these experiments in the organizational context are field experiments, where a given 
set of tasks which have to be solved by parties within a given social context are used. An example is 
Ferrin and Dirks (2003), who in a study tried out the same set of cooperative tasks among groups who 
were given different types of rewards. The method provided the researchers with the opportunity to 
see how the choice to cooperate was affected by different individual factors, including pre-existing 
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assumptions about the trustworthiness of the partners within whom they had to cooperate. As I will 
demonstrate in a later chapter, this is a way of measuring trust that is also used in studies of distributed 
groups (Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006). 
The advantage of experiment-based studies is that they provide researchers with the 
opportunity to have control over important conditions that are involved in cooperation situations, such 
that they can systematically determine what significance this has for actors’ patterns of action. These 
are methods that are testable and well-suited for testing out theoretically-based hypotheses. The 
disadvantage is that they generally have a weak external validity, since the degree to which the results 
are relevant to cooperation situations outside the experiment situation is uncertain. It is also the case 
that these studies focus more on cooperation than on trust as it is generally understood. Further, it can 
be more difficult to say what it is that motivates people to cooperate or not; that which the researcher 
interprets as trust (a choice to cooperate) can be attributed to entirely other motives – for example, the 
desire to earn money or express certain altruistic values. When viewed in this way, these studies can 
also be criticized for having little internal validity. 
3.6.2 Surveys 
The other main way of measuring trust is through survey studies. Within studies on the 
societal level, certain questions have been used as the basis for determining general trust. For example, 
in the international WVS (World Value Survey) trust has been measured through a simple question: 
“Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or do you need to be very careful 
in dealing with people?” (Field 2003 p 125) 
Within psychologically oriented research on trust, survey instruments have been greatly 
utilized. Usually, a large series of questions have been used to cover the different dimensions of the 
concept. At the end of the 1960s, Rotter (1967) developed a scale for interpersonal trust (ITS) that was 
later further developed and moderated. Rotter’s original scale includes 25 statements that informants 
are supposed to evaluate along a Likert scale. An example of a statement in Rotter’s scale is the 
following: “Parents usually can be relied upon to keep their promises”. 
Rotter’s ITS scale measures then the degree to which a person trusts others in general, and the 
dimensions that lie within such a general confidence. Within another type of survey, the questions are 
directed at the degree to which a person trusts certain other people. This is the strategy that McAllister 
(1995) utilizes when studying trust relations between work colleagues in a large organization. One of 
the many questions he uses is, for example: “I can talk freely to NN about difficulties I am having at 
work and I know that (s)he will listen”. The collective set of questions seeks to locate relationships 
that indicate affection and cognition-based trust, respectively. A similar form is used by Cummings 
and Bromiley (1995), who have developed their own framework for measuring trust within 
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organizations, the so-called Organizational Trust Inventory (OTI). This contains in its entirety over 62 
statements that fall within somewhat different dimensions. What is special about this scale is that the 
object of all the questions is an organization or a department within an organization. Survey studies of 
trust in smaller groups are less common, but in such studies, OTI or other scales have mostly been 
used and adapted so that they work for groups. An example here is Jarvanpaa and Leidner (1999) who 
in their study of trust in virtual groups used a set of five questions that captured general trust within 
different groups of students. The group-based trust was measured here as being the average values of 
the participants within this set of statements. 
Thus, there are today several different ways of measuring trust through the use of survey 
instruments. These spans from simple indicator questions to comprehensive scales that attempt to map 
all aspects of trust. In most cases, they are directed toward measuring a general interpersonal trust, or a 
general trust in institutions in society. An advantage of these studies is that they make possible the 
evaluation and comparison of trust over time and between different groups, organizations, and 
cultures. Such studies often provide fascinating insight into the variations of trust, and they have 
influenced public discussions in Norway and abroad.25 At the same time, there are significant flaws 
attached to these studies that are seldom thematized or discussed. First of all, these assume that the 
informants are conscious of their level of trust, and can express this openly. This departs from, for 
example, the way ritual perspectives understand trust as being an “underlying attitude”. In large 
surveys (like WVS) direct questions are generally posed about whether the informants trust others or 
not, but this presumes that the informants themselves are familiar with the concept and have a similar 
understanding of it to as the other informants. This can be a dubious assumption and can thereby 
undermine the internal validity of the study. Secondly, it is not certain that checked answers on a form 
say anything about how a person actually behaves in real situations. While most theoretical 
understandings of trust emphasize that this involves an assessment of a situation characterized by risk, 
there is often little risk connected to checking off answers on (hypothetical) questions on a form. Such 
studies can thereby also be criticized for having a weak external validity. 
3.6.3 Other methods 
Most surveys seek to measure the general trust others might have. While this is in line with the 
normative perspective’s emphasis on trust as a general attitude within a culture, this diverges from 
several of the other perspectives. What is typical for rational or reflexive understandings is that they 
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  An example of this is how rankings of trust and social capital are often presented as news. During the fall of 2007, 
Aftenposten presented an article where attention was focused on Norway’s high score on the WVS study.  It said here that 
“Norway was number two, beaten only by Denmark”  (Meisingset 2007). 
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regard trust as a relational and interpersonal phenomenon. Within network studies, systematically 
mapping these kinds of relationships has been attempted, by developing questions that can capture the 
quality of trust-bearing relations. This can be regarded as a special form of quantitative studies that are 
based on informants indicating trust relations within a more specific network.26 Network studies of 
trust have studied this through direct and indirect questions. Krackhardt and Hanson (1993) suggest 
using a direct form of questioning, where they openly ask if a person trusts others in the same 
company in certain general situations. Cross and Parker (2004 p 14) do the same. On the other hand, 
Burt and Knez (1996) use an indirect form in a study of trust relations in a large American firm. They 
ask the informants to indicate who they would confide in if they had plans to switch jobs to a 
competing company. The thought behind this and similar questions is to describe a hypothetical 
situation that involves a certain risk (In this case, the fact that a person has behaved “disloyally” 
toward the company can be used against her/him later). 
Like for survey methods in general, this can be criticized for the fact that the questions often 
describe situations that are hypothetical. It is difficult to say if such questions actually say anything 
about how the participants will behave in actual situations. A third strategy within network studies is 
to use observations of behavior as indicators of trust relations, for example by looking at the frequency 
of interaction, reciprocity, and similar factors. This solves the problem concerning the informants’ 
own indication of trustworthiness, but at the same time it can be difficult to interpret the content of 
such observations in an effective manner. 
A primary weakness of experiments and quantitative measurements of trust is that it separates 
the actors from the social context within which trust is always developed. While the experiment 
situations often appear as being restricted and irrelevant in relation to actual situations, the survey 
method easily becomes a little bit too general and unspecific. Therefore, many researchers have been 
critical the way trust has been operationalized. Hardin argues, with reference to experiments and 
survey studies, “In sum there is relatively little to learn about trust from these two massive research 
programmes” (Hardin, 2001 p. 74). Critics of quantitative techniques often stress the significance of 
qualitative studies that can increase understandings of how trust actually is practiced and understood 
within given situations. Möllering argues accordingly that interpretive methods have an important 
place within studies of trust in organizations: “The general orientation should be to get away from 
measuring predefined variables and get closer to the respondents idiosyncratic experiences and 
interpretation” (Möllering 2006, p.152). 
This dissertation is built on the perspective that qualitative and quantitative studies of trust 
fulfill each other in important ways. While quantitative studies can provide important indications of 
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 Notice that for network studies that are conducted within the ego-network tradition, the informant will herself choose what 
relations are included in the study. For 1-mode network studies, this will appear as pre-defined units on a form that the 
informants examine (see also Chapter 6). 
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trust within groups and organizations, qualitative studies can contribute with insight into the 
conditions for this, and with the ways in which this is expressed. Through different types of 
triangulation, quantitative surveys, network analyses, and qualitative techniques are combined in order 
to strengthen validity and reliability in empirical studies of trust (Bernard 2000). 
3.7 Summary 
  
Trust is about having positive expectations of other actors’ future behavior in situations where 
risk and interdependency exist. These type of positive expectations can be believed to build upon 
different conditions, and existing theories emphasize different conditions in this field: Rational 
understandings stress a calculated insight into the motives of others; ritual understandings emphasize 
participation in shared rituals and routines; institutional theories emphasize the significance of 
regulating external institutions; and norm-based understandings stress the significance of shared 
cultural norms. In addition, a reflexive perspective exists, where trust is attached to a conscious 
development of social relations between people over time.  
These different approaches should be viewed as the main points within different theoretical 
schools of thought, not as different types of trust, or different methodological approaches. Several new 
contributions also seek to integrate the different types of trust into comprehensive models (Mayer, 
Davis and Schoorman 1995; McKnight, Cummings and Chervany 1995; Möllering 2006b). 
Dichotomies such as cognitive and rational trust seek to capture and combine some of the range of 
distribution within the concept (McAllister 1995). The theories point toward different sources of trust 
within distributed work, and possible theoretical positions in order to carry out theoretical and 
empirical analyses. 
The majority of the empirical research about trust utilizes experiment-based studies and/or 
quantitative surveys for measuring trust. Still, there is considerable doubt about the validity of these 
types of measurements. Instead of viewing quantitative designs as complete measurements of trust, 
they should probably be regarded as indicators, and they should be used in combination with 
qualitative data to the greatest extent possible. 
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4. Distance, communication and trust 
  
A key characteristic of distributed work is that it includes people who work together across 
geographical distances. The possibilities of – at least partly – overcoming distance can provide 
advantages to the companies involved in terms of reducing travel and the chance to put groups with 
local competencies together. At the same time, geographical distance makes cooperation more 
challenging, and especially with regard to the development of trust. In this chapter, I will describe why 
and how distance makes building trust difficult, and the possibilities that electronic media can offer for 
helping overcome distance. In particular, I will attempt to explain the possibilities that these types of 
media offer for producing that which is often referred to as “electronic proximity”. The question that 
will be elucidated is how social relations are affected by distance, and what opportunities 
communication media provides for overcoming barriers distance. I will also, briefly, discuss some of 
the possibilities for indirect communication embedded in the technologies; an aspect that may have 
significant impact on trust-building.  
As previously mentioned, trust within distributed work is studied at different levels and from 
different theoretical approaches. In this chapter, the emphasis will primarily be on trust at an 
interpersonal and group level, inline with a reflexive understanding of trust. The descriptions of 
communication processes will naturally follow this level, and this approach. 
4.1 Communication and trust 
Interpersonal communication can be described as a process that involves exchanges of 
information between two or more parties, and on the basis of this, the formation of shared viewpoints 
and understandings (Hartley 1993). Rogers and Kincaid define communication as “ a process in which 
the participants create and share information with one another in order to reach a mutual 
understanding” (Rogers and Kincaid 1981 p 63). 
Communication is an element that implicitly or explicitly will enter into most understandings 
of an interpersonal development of trust. However, the way in which trust and communication are 
related to each other varies, and trust is sometimes viewed as a consequence of communication, and 
sometimes as a condition for communication. In organization-directed empirical studies, trust has been 
traditionally viewed as an underlying factor that contributes to a climate of cooperation in a positive 
way, and thereby productive performance. Trust is considered to positively affect the intensity of the 
exchange of information, as well as the general climate of communication in groups and organizations 
(Dirks and Ferrin 2001). This is considered to be the leading understanding of trust and 
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communication within organization studies (McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). However, based on 
an examination of studies of trust within organizations, Dirks and Ferrin (2001) found relatively 
modest support for these types of direct connections. Instead, they believe that trust should be viewed 
as a moderating variable, which can strengthen the importance of other variables. They write: “By 
impacting the assessment of the other party´s future or past actions, trust reduces some of the 
concomitant uncertainty and ambiguity” (Dirks and Ferrin 2001, p 456). The authors conclude that 
trust should receive status as a “special variable” in organizational analyses, in the sense that it 
primarily works together with other variables. 
From another perspective, however, it has been argued that viewing trust merely as a 
motivating or moderating factor in relation to communication is too limited. An alternative position is 
to view trust as a product of repeated acts of communication. Tilly argues that the trust-bearing 
attitudes are developed as a consequence of repeated interactions over time (Tilly 2005, p 25). This 
does not undermine the fact that trust strengthens communication, but that communication and trust 
are linked together in several ways: trust relations are dependent on frequent communication in order 
to be established, maintained, and (if necessary) reactivated. When viewed in this way, trust becomes 
not only a condition for communication, but also a part of the “mutual understanding” that comes out 
of repetitive exchanges of information. 
 4.1.1 Interpersonal communication in organizations and groups 
The definition of communication above emphasizes this as an exchange of information with 
the intention of establishing a shared understanding. In continuation of this, questions arise about how 
such an exchange of information can be related to the development of trust. In this context, I will point 
to several key forms of interpersonal communication that can be considered to be significant for trust 
in different ways. Firstly, with regard to interpersonal communication within organizations, a divide 
between formal and informal communication can be established. The divide refers to the degree to 
which communication follows a pre-defined route with regard to with the execution of a task and 
decision-making structure (superior-inferior), or if it goes across these. Formalized communication 
will usually be embedded in task descriptions or organizational maps. An important characteristic of 
the more recent understandings of organizations, however, is that informal communication is of great 
significance, especially within organizations that operate in changeable environments (Krackhardt and 
Brass 1994; Tichy and Fombrun 1979). Among other things, it is generally believed that informal 
communication can have significance for important exchanges of information and immediate problem 
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solving.27 In particular the affective type of trust, is related to more frequent informal communication 
(McAllister 1995). 
Secondly, an important distinction can be drawn between communication that is planned and 
unplanned. This distinction overlaps with the formal/informal dichotomy, since most of the informal 
communication will be unplanned. Still, a great deal of the formal interaction can also be unplanned 
during cooperation processes. Within a network understanding, planned and purposeful 
communication processes could drive different types of network forward over time (Kilduff and Tsai 
2003). 
A third distinction can be drawn between focused and unfocused communication. Focused 
communication refers to direct conversations and participation in shared activities between two or 
more parties (Goffman 1963). Conversations are especially important for developing shared 
understandings and shared viewpoints. Unfocused interaction refers to all types of gestures and signals 
that are communicated between people, simply because they are at the same place at the same time. 
This involves body language, mimicry, in addition to speech, movements etc. Unfocused 
communication also includes observations of other people’s interactions, conduct, and reactions.28
A special form of communication that is often emphasized in connection with trust is indirect 
communication, or communication with third parties. Third party situations play an important role in 
rational approaches to trust (Burt and Knez 1996; Coleman 1988). In communicating to third parties, 
people can investigate the trustworthiness of others in a more credible way than by directly asking the 
persons concerned. Such a mechanism is important, not just because it makes it possible to drawn on 
the experiences of others, but also because it has a preventative effect. In order for the reputation 
mechanism to be effective, there must be a certain degree of density and supervision in the 
surrounding networks of relations.  
As mentioned previously (Chapter 3), an important distinction is often emphasized between 
the task-oriented form of trust relations (cognitive trust), and the more inclusive and emotional type 
(affective trust). The composition of trust relationships with regard to this distinction will generally 
coincide with the communication that is used: affective trust relationships can be linked to an informal 
form of communication, while cognitive trust within organizations will generally be connected to 
formal communication. However, these forms are often combined in different ways, and also often 
change over time. There are indications that affective relations in the labor market are more sustaining, 
but also more infrequent, than cognitive trust relationships (Gabarro 1990; Lewicki and Bunker 1996). 
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  This particularly relates to theories that describe social capital in organizations. Social capital is primarily built on 
informal social relations within organizations. 
28
 The distinction between focused and unfocused interaction, initially described by Goffman (1963), has later been taken up 
by Giddens (1984). He describes “reflective monitoring” as an essential element in the development and preservation of trust 
on a fundamentally ontological plane. 
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Different understandings of trust also emphasize somewhat different forms of communication. 
While a direct and task-oriented form of communication dominates rational understandings, formal 
and unfocused communication is accorded more significance within ritual perspectives. Shared ritual 
actions and use of symbols have an important function of upholding trust as a natural behavior, and 
unfocused communication plays an important part here. Within reflexive perspectives, the significance 
of both informal and formal communication for the development of trust is emphasized, together with 
the linking of trust relations within greater networks that involve third persons. At the same time, 
theories that emphasize informal, unfocused and unplanned communication usually also stress that 
physical presence is essential for the development of trust. This is especially true for ritual theories 
that view interactions as being important. This makes it vital to examine the significance of distance 
and proximity more closely. 
4.2 Distance and communication 
On an individual level, several studies of communication and location have found that the 
greater the distance between parties, the less frequent the interaction (Allen 1977; Corman and Scott 
1994; Kraut, Fussel, Brennan et al. 2002). A study of cooperation in a group of research laboratories 
found that the probability for conversations on technical or professional questions decreased 
proportional to the distance between the offices of the co-workers. The greatest reduction was between 
10 and 30 meters (Allen 1977). In a later study of researchers, it was documented that researchers who 
had offices door-to-door had approximately twice as much interaction then those who had offices on 
the same floor (Kraut et al 2002). 
Geographical distances also coincide with other types of distance. Figuratively, cultural 
distances that are connected with distributed cooperation are often mentioned. In distributed groups in 
which co-workers work together in global work groups and teams, the geographical distance barriers 
often coincide with cultural barriers. Different types of cultural barriers will be significant, but 
presumably the national, organizational, and professional factors are especially important (Cummings 
and Kiesler 2005; Zaheer and Zaheer 2006). Cooperation in groups that have a foothold in cultures 
where social trust varies could be confronted with other communication problems than in situations 
where social trust is on the same level. 
It should be emphasized that cultural boundaries are not merely an unambiguous disadvantage 
for groups; the possibilities for putting culturally heterogeneous groups together can also represent an 
advantage in having distributed work. Perhaps it is precisely the possibility of putting groups with 
heterogeneous knowledge and competencies together that is one of the most important priorities for 
distributed groups, since this opens up the possibility for communication, the flow of information, and 
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the exchange of ideas across boundaries. The disadvantages of cultural variation must therefore be 
viewed in relation to the potential gains it can represent.  
However, since communication is often more intensive between co-localized employees, the 
barriers of distance can themselves generate disparities and division. There is quite a bit of research 
that supports this, especially within social psychological studies of distributed groups. Supported by 
so-called faultline theory, Polzer and his colleagues have claimed that location can be used as an 
element in group-based identification processes, on the same level as gender, age, professional 
background, among others (2006). Faultline theory originates in social identification theory, and 
within this theory the focus has been especially directed at how disparity within the groups can create 
imbalance and “faultlines” (Lau and Murnighan 1998). According to this theory, the dangers for 
imbalance are especially great when two different “sub-units” develop within the groups. Polzer and 
his colleagues claimed that the distance boundaries can represent “faultlines” within distributed groups 
that thereby can be a part of hindering successful cooperation over time. Experiment-based studies of 
groups with distributed students have to some degree supported this hypothesis.29
4.3 ICT and electronic proximity 
Information and communication technology (ICT) plays a key role in distributed work, even 
though the composition of media and the intensity of its use will vary (see Chapter 2). The use of ICT 
functions as an important tool for handling distance, and the concept electronic proximity has been 
used to indicate these possibilities (Monge and Contractor 2003 p 227). In order to discuss these 
possibilities, an overview of the technologies that are usually utilized within distributed work might be 
useful. These can be roughly sorted into three main groups: personal media, group-based media, and 
open media. These can be divided again into subgroups of synchronous and asynchronous forms (see 
Table 5). This is not a complete list of technologies that are accessible for distributed workgroups, but 
an overview that indicates some major types.30
                                               
29
 Within game theory experiments, similar results have emerged: Based on a study of students organized in different groups, 
Krackhardt and Stern found that in situations with great uncertainty, the antagonisms between the groups increased. 
However, groups with relations of friendship across the units managed better than the groups in which this was not the case 
(Krackhardt and Stern 1988). 
30
 For other classifications of technology relevant for distributed cooperation see; Duarte and Snyder (2006) and Munkvold 
(2003). 
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Interpersonal communication media are communication forms where two persons exchange 
sound, pictures, text, figures, etc. with each other. Important forms of synchronous personal 
communications media is voice telephony via cordless or permanently connected terminals. An 
important trend during recent years is that several of these interpersonal forms of communication have 
become more portable and “mobile”, such that several communication services can be used in an 
integrated manner via mobile handsets (email, speech, messages, etc.). Of the asynchronous forms, 
email has been particularly important for distributed workgroups (Thomas and Bostrom 2005; Yoo 
and Alavi 2005). Messaging services on mobile or stationary terminals have also increased during 
recent years, and this includes mobile text and picture messages (SMS, MMS), together with instant 
messaging on the PC (IM, etc). In a number of contexts, the use of these could almost be synchronous, 
but more often this usage is of an asynchronous nature. An important trend is the coupling of mobile 
telephony and other types of information, like information about geographical positioning on one’s 
own or a receiver’s telephone.  
The group-based communication media includes systems that make it possible for three or 
more people to communicate with each other within small and large meetings. Examples of 
synchronous technologies are telephone meetings and video conferences, while the uses of shared 
databases or electronic calendars are examples of asynchronous technologies. 
Table 5. An overview of key types of ICT used in distributed work groups 
 Synchronous Asynchronous 
Interpersonal - Voice telephony 
- Video conversation 
- IM/Chat 
- Text messages (i.e.SMS) 
- Multimedia messages (MMS) 
- Instant messaging (i.e. IM) 
- Email 
- Telefax 
Group based - Telephone meeting 
- Video conference (studio) 
- Desktop conferences (i.e. 
Livemeeting) 
- Electronic meeting systems (EMS) 
- Shared databases and or bulletin boards 
- Calendar and planning systems 
- Project pages (i.e. Sharepoint) 
- Email lists 
-
Open  - Conversation room on the Internet 
(IRC) 
- Webcast systems 
- Websites 
- Blogs 
- Open databases  
- Email lists  
- Social software (e.g. Facebook) 
- System for user-generated content (e.g. 
Flickr) 
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Internet-based software that supports distributed work groups often pair different types of 
synchronous and asynchronous media together, such that it is possible to send personal messages 
during meetings, for example. 
A third main group consists of the open media technologies that can also be used by people 
other than the group’s formal participants. The majority of these are text-based and asynchronous in 
form. Examples here are the use of open homepages, blogs, or social software that report information 
about the user’s daily tasks, network of relations, etc (for example Facebook, MySpace). Such systems 
often require some form of registration and approval by the users, but they are still more or less open, 
and can be utilized by everyone who is interested.31
Communication within all of these technologies is based on different types of technical 
infrastructure. This has to do with networks for telephony and data-traffic, together with different 
types (often more local) wireless networks. Much of the communication between distributed 
organizations takes place via the Internet.32 The dominant application on the internet is the World 
Wide Web (WWW), a service that makes different types of information accessible in the form of 
homepages that are linked together, along with the distribution of email and instant messaging 
(Hannemyr 2005). The internet has grown enormously since the middle of the 1990s, and is today a 
dominating carrier of communication for organizations and private persons. The growth of the internet 
has resulted in the increasing convergence of previously rather separate services within data 
technology, telephone technology, and broadcasting. The networks’ transfer capacity is important for 
whichever types of communications are available. So-called “broadband connections” (speed from 1-
2Mbit/s and up) are becoming more widespread, and this makes new services available, for example 
voice telephony and video-conferences. 
Even though much of the communication between and within organizations happens via 
internet, most organizations have also their own internal data network. Due to security-related 
considerations, most organizations have systems and firewalls that ensure that it is only the company’s 
own employees who have access to internal networks, whether they find themselves in the 
organization’s area or not. Groups that work across organizational boundaries have to find solutions 
where a sufficient amount of security is ensured, while not restraining the opportunities for effective 
cooperation. 
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 Note that these sets technologies is related to different types of distributed work groups, discussed earlier in this 
introduction (chapter 2.3). For instance, the more open media technologies like web sites, blogs and open databases are an 
important premise for development larger collaborative communities. Thus different types of distributed work tend to evolves 
around different types of communication media.   
32
  The term internet is used today in two different ways: First of all, it is used as a description of the worldwide infrastructure 
of joined data networks, which are based on certain standards. Secondly, it is also used as a name of the standard that makes 
communication possible via this network, described within a set of protocols (TCP/IP) (Hannemyr 2005, p 48). 
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These different types of technologies have different possibilities for creating “electronic 
proximity”. In general are synchronous media and media that can emulate face-to-face situation often 
considered as stronger in generating “closeness” than asynchronous and simpler media. As I will 
discuss further below, however, this is not only a question of technical qualities but also the way the 
media are interpreted among the users. First, however I will discuss another dimension of the 
communication technologies that is of importance for trust: their possibilities for indirect 
communication. 
4.4 ICT and options for indirect communication 
Development of trust is not only a question of communicating directly with others, but also 
observing others communicating and interacting. This is important firstly because it exposes what 
kinds of norms that exist within a group, and (for instance) what kind of communication actions that 
are sanctioned. Secondly, it is important because it opens for the development of the reputation effects, 
often considered as an important element in the development of trust. In short; it gets possible for 
participants in group to see and decide whether other act in a trustworthy way.  
Available ICT gives distributed groups different opportunities for indirect communication: 
While interpersonal media usually do not have these opportunities, group-based and open media 
usually include this. Some of these systems, like e-mail lists, social software or blogs also record most 
of the ongoing communication for a certain time. Obviously this gives better opportunities for 
individuals to decide on whether others are trustworthy or not, but also for individual to use ICT to 
present themselves to others as trustworthy individuals. Within the domain of commercial activities on 
the Internet, technical systems has broadly extended the reach and impact of reputation mechanisms 
(Clark and Motgomery 1998; Wong 2008). Technical systems implemented on commercial sites like 
eBay and QXL have proved to be efficient in gathering and summarize others reputation and 
trustworthiness.33 And, social software like Facebook can easily be used by individuals to present 
individuals as trustworthy, by being connected to other (trustworthy) individuals. 
Within organizations and groups, however, the most important aspect is the extent that others 
have the ability to observe other participants in their daily interaction, as well as to present themselves 
as trustworthy individuals. In general a broader range of group based and open systems open for more 
possibilities for developing trust, but probably also to amplify negative trust through intensification of 
reputation mechanisms (Burt and Knez 1996). 
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 An example can be found on QXL, a Norwegian web-site for actions, were buyers rate the sellers’ general trustworthiness 
after every retail. After a while “honest” sellers may builds up a reputation that can help them in their subsequent trades. See: 
www.qxl.no  and www.ebuy.com  
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4.5 Technical and social aspects 
As mentioned previously in this chapter, physical presence is important for the establishment 
of communication and affective trust. What significance do the different types of ICT have for 
developing a sense of closeness within distributed groups? In general, it can be pointed out that ICT 
can affect “experienced presence” because of their inherent technical qualities, along with the 
symbolic significance attributed to them within a certain cultural context. With regard to technical 
qualities, it has long been believed that the “richness” of communication technologies is important for 
how well they mediate proximity (Daft and Lengel 1984; Daft, Lengel and Trevino 1987; Short, 
Williams and Christie 1976). What is meant by richness is the degree of similarity between 
communication technology with face-to-face communication.34 In this type of understanding, media 
that communicates in real-time, with live pictures and sound, are considered to be richer than 
exchanging emails, for example. Media richness theory postulates that rich media are more suited for 
handling conversations with high degrees of equivocality and uncertainty, while simpler media are 
more suited for conversations with less complexity. Daft and his co-authors claim that situations with 
high equivocality emerge where there is disagreement, uncertainty or different frameworks for 
understanding. Such situations are common when participants from different cultures communicate 
with each other (Daft, Lengel and Trevino 1987 p. 357). A similar theory that also focuses on the 
media’s technical qualities is information processing theory (Walther 2002). This theory emphasizes 
the ability of media to handle information, and how long it takes. According to this theory, people will 
continuously exchange information with the intentions of developing relationships, but the time this 
takes depends on the media’s capacity to transfer information. The technical qualities lay out obvious 
premises for the interaction that is possible to carry out in a situation. An email mediates other forms 
of information than a conversation. One weakness of media richness and information processing 
theory, however, is that they often appear as deterministic, in that they imagine that one type of 
technology will have similar effects irrespective of social context or how and where it is used. The 
qualities of the technology are prioritized over the users’ active interpretation of the technology.  
Another stream of research has to a greater degree emphasized the significance of social 
context to explain the effects of technology, including the experience of proximity. Partly as a reaction 
to technologically deterministic thought, it has been stressed within social-constructivist theories that 
technologies and artefacts have an interpretive flexibility, which means that they often receive 
different meanings in different social contexts (Bijker and Law 1992). Within social constructivist 
technology theory (SCOT), technologies are considered to be under continuous interpretation and re-
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 In more technical terminology, four criteria are set out that altogether rank a medium’s richness: degree of feedback, 
multiple cues, variety, and personal focus. Altogether, this suggests that face-to-face communication is the richest form of 
communication along these criteria. 
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interpretation within groups of users. More important than the actual qualities of the technologies are 
the symbolic meanings attributed to them within groups of users. The concept “domestication” has 
been used to describe the process by which technology is given meaning and significance within a 
social community (Silverstone and Haddon 1996). Studies of domestication processes indicate that 
technologies can often be given rather different meanings within different social contexts. For 
example, sending an SMS in a Scandinavian context is generally understood as “personal”, while in 
other cultures it can be understood as an expression of a “business connection” (Ling 2004). This 
social-constructivist tradition represents an important counterbalance to technology focused 
understandings, and has guided many recent studies of ICT in organizations and groups. A weakness 
of these types of theories – and especially the SCOT tradition – is that they can appear to be socially 
deterministic, in that they put disproportionately great emphasis on the significance of social processes 
and too little emphasis on the characteristics of the technologies (Winner 1993).  
Another less social-deterministic understanding of the significance of technology for 
communication has been developed in relation to the idea of technological affordances (Gaver 1991; 
Norman 1998). The concept describes how technologies has certain physical qualities that help 
regulate what it can be used for, in relation to people’s physical and psychological abilities. Gaver 
writes that “most fundamentally, affordances are properties of the world that make possible some 
action to an organism, equipped to act in certain ways.” (Gaver 1991, p.2). In the same way that a door 
handle indicates a certain type of use, other technological tools have a certain potential for what they 
are and are not suited for, based on human physiology and psychology. This perspective is used in 
recent empirical studies of telephony (Hutchby 2001) and document handling in the labor market 
(Sellen and Harper 2002). Within studies of social networks, researchers have started using the term 
social affordance in order to describe the possibilities that data-mediated communication (CMC) 
provides for developing and maintaining social relations (Licoppe and Smoreda 2004; Wellman 
2001b; Wellman, Quan-Haase, Boase et al. 2003). 
For this thesis one important issue has been to explore the way ICT has been used within 
distributed groups related to the distribution of interpersonal trust. Much in line with a reflexive 
approach to trust I have focussed on the ongoing and active use of ICT in forging and maintaining 
affective and cognitive trust relations. Such an understanding links studies of interpersonal media-use 
to the analyses of individuals’ personal and job-related social networks, and I have grounded this on 
the ideas that technologies have different social affordances. This does not conceal that technologies 
are affected by social factors, but it recognizes that they also have distinct qualities that makes them 
more or less suitable for different objectives. 
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4.6 Duration and media multiplexity 
Thus, with regard to trust, it is essential to emphasize the fact that communication technology 
affects communication, not only by virtue of its technological characteristics (i.e. affordances), but 
also through the value ascribed to it within social contexts. A video conference can be a part of 
strengthening trust within a group, but the effect also depends on the symbolic value of this 
technology within that same group. If there are organizations with quite different understandings of 
what a videoconference conveys, then the effect can be uncertain. 
Nevertheless, it is not enough to focus on the individual medium: in most distributed 
workgroups, communication is characterized by the combination of multiple media (and face-to-face 
communication) over time. In most distributed groups, people are confronted with situations where 
social relationships are supported by both synchronous and asynchronous technologies. When 
relationships are linked together through the use of different types of ICT, the term media-multiplexity
is often employed.35 Another factor has to do with seriality and duration: In accordance with reflexive 
approaches to trust, these are developed through gradual interactions over time. Studies of 
communication patterns in groups reveal that these often change over time (Ghosh, Yates and 
Orlikowski 2004; Maznevski and Chudoba 2000). Trust relationships that have an affective bias will 
often be long-lasting, so simple “one-shot studies” of communication patterns may be misleading 
indicators. For studies of trust and communication media, it is necessary to try to look at the 
interaction between different media over time, rather than individual studies of single media. In the 
same way, it will be important to establish a time perspective of studies about mediated 
communication within these types of groups. 
4.7 Summary 
Trust and communication develops mostly in a dynamic interaction where trust is a condition 
for communication, but also an outcome. Interpersonal trust – and especially the more affective type of 
trust – is considered to be easier to build up in situations with a high degree of proximity and with a 
long duration. However, distance is not only a barrier for trust; there are studies that indicate that 
distance barriers in themselves can contribute to strengthening antagonisms within distributed groups, 
especially in situations that involve great uncertainty.
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 Relational multiplexity is a term within network studies that indicates analyses where two or more relationships are dealt 
with at the same time. This is different from uniplex analyses  (Monge and Contractor 2003 p 35-36).  
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In distributed groups, different types of electronic media are used, and sometimes in 
combination with physical meeting in order to deal with distance barriers. Three main types are 
described here: interpersonal, group-based, and open. These media have different capacity to mediate 
proximity, but also for indirect communication that is decisive for the development of norms and 
reputation in distributed work.  
The effect of technologies on trust building cannot be related to technological qualities only, 
but also their value their gets in a social context must be considered. The term “social affordances” 
capture some of the various qualities embedded in technologies, applied by users within a certain 
context, and this term is applied in several of the subsequent papers.  
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5. Developing trust in distributed groups: An examination of 
existing research
Thus far, I have described how distributed work challenges the building of trust through 
geographical barriers, as well as through cultural hindrances. In this chapter, I want to direct closer 
attention to seven studies of trust within distributed groups, which were published during the period 
from 1999 through 2006. These contributions to the field were selected on the basis of their impact on 
later works, and with the intention of covering studies with the greatest possible variation in how trust 
is studied. The contributions naturally fall into two main groups according to the type of designs they 
utilize: experiment-based and qualitative studies respectively.36 Common topics, approaches to 
research, and central findings will be discussed.37
5.1 Experimental designs
  
A number of studies of trust in distributed groups are utilizing an experimental design, 
comparing sample of groups that are working under different conditions but given similar task to 
solve. Typically, one group of cases is given tasks to be completed within distributed environments, 
while another category of cases are solving the same (or similar) tasks face-to-face. Trust is then 
measured by the use of surveys in all groups during one or more time. The effect of working in 
distributed settings on the general level of trust is then estimated. Usually these findings are 
supplemented with qualitative data based on archives of communication that has taken place within 
the groups during the collaborative. The level of control over the independent variables is different in 
these studies. Nevertheless, the focus is on comparing groups that are given different “treatment” (i.e. 
different working environments), or that have different levels of trust-scores. 
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 The experiment-based studies emphasize trust as a characteristic of different groups, in the most cases based on individual 
attitudes. An alternative classification – in line with the categorizations made in chapter 2.3 – is to describe these as 
“attribute-oriented” studies, and the qualitative studies as “descriptive”. However, I assume that the labels that are used here – 
experiment-based and qualitative studies – are more intuitively comprehensible. 
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 Not all of the contributions here use the term “distributed work groups”, and partially divergent definitions are used. 
Nonetheless, I will proceed in using the distributed workgroups as a general term/description. 
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5.1.1 Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) 
Jarvenpaa and Leidner (1999) emphasize the idea that globally distributed teams increasingly 
will have to base themselves on forms of trust that are similar to what is described by Meyerson and 
his colleagues as so-called swift-trust (Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). Their argument is based 
on comprehensive data that included 29 student-groups consisting of four to six persons, localized in 
universities over the entire world. The groups involved members located in different countries, and all 
teams were given the same task: developing a WWW site with a new service of interest to IS 
practitioners around the world, related to the overarching IS World Net38. An email survey was used to 
measure trust in the groups during two stages as well other relevant information about the 
collaboration. The groups were subsequently sorted into four groups according to how trust develops 
during the period (high-high, high-low, low-low, low-high). Twelve of the groups were selected for 
further analysis, involving studies of the e-mail interaction in the group. 
The authors concluded that “swift trust” was especially important to the groups that had high 
levels of trust during the entire period, or ended up with high trust in the end. For Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner, however, it was not clearness in roles or norms that were most important for the development 
of “swift trust”. On this issue they deviate from Meyerson et al, who claimed that this type of trust was 
based precisely on clear understandings of roles and norms within well-defined professional 
communities. Neither was the issue of reputation important for the students. Instead, Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner found that trust was spontaneously developed, based on early communication and certain 
stereotypical interpretations of others: “Given that members in our global virtual teams were not 
identifiable by their roles nor necessarily by their national origin (…) it is unclear what stereotypes 
were created swiftly based on the members imported propensity to initiate or respond to the first 
electronic communication stimuli rather than based on any other particular stereotype” (p. 810).
The analysis of the e-mail content and the questionnaires found key differences in the internal 
communication patterns of the groups. For the groups with high levels of trust, these studies point out 
that communication early in the project was important and particularly different types of social 
communication. Social communication was important, the authors claim, as long as it did not happen 
at the expense of project-oriented communication. Examples of this type of communication are 
information about things that were not directly project-related (family, hobbies), and positive 
encouragement along the way. These groups were also characterized by the fact that the members 
provided rapid feedback to the requests of others, and individual initiative was apparent. A rapid and 
steady handling of problems was also described as being important in groups that managed to develop 
a high level of trust. 
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 IS WorldNet is an electronic community involving researchers in the field of Information Systems (IS). 
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5.1.2 Kanawattanachi and Yoo (2002) 
Like Jarvenpaa and Leidner, Kanawattanachi and Yoo (2002) used the idea of swift trust as 
their point of departure. They argue that in distributed groups it can be assumed that trust is developed 
in ways other than how it is developed in co-localized groups. They argue however that it is more 
precise to use the dichotomy of affective and cognitive trust, in the way it is described by McAllister 
(1995). Swift trust is according to their understanding synonymous with a more task-based trust 
(cognitive trust). Based on an experiment with 40 small student teams located at different universities, 
they compared groups with high and low performance capacities (performance) during a period of 
eight weeks. The groups were asked to carry out a strategic business game that simulates cooperation 
in a company. Each side received different roles and the game was created in such a way that 
collective cooperation became necessary in order to achieve effective performance in the company. In 
order to communicate, they used data-supported cooperation tools that include a discussion-forum, 
exchanging emails, work on shared documents, and the possibility of observing the development of 
their shared “activity”. For all of the groups, trust was measured in different stages, along with general 
performance. Beyond group-based trust, interpersonal trust and dispositional trust were measured.39
The study found that groups with high level of performance had a rapid development of cognitive trust 
and in addition managed to keep it at a higher level than groups with low group-based trust. The same 
differences were not found for affective trust, and with that the importance of cognitive trust for 
distributed groups is emphasized. In other words, a task-oriented trust is more important for the 
performance of the group than the broad emotional type of trust. 
5.1.3 Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter and Levitt (2004) 
Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter and Levitt (2004) use the aforementioned theory of Mayer et al (1995) 
as the basis for a study on the development of trust in distributed groups (see Chapter 3.2.1). In 
accordance with this model, trustworthiness is based on the receiver’s perceived benevolence, integrity 
and ability. The authors believe, however, that this model must be further developed in order to be 
able to describe the development of trust also in distributed environments. They developed the model 
such that it also considered the risk and reward linked to trusting others in virtual environments, along 
with cultural variation. The model was then tested out on twelve smaller groups consisting of 
engineering and architecture students located in six different countries. In total, 108 dyads were 
included in the analysis. Key elements in their model are “trust”, “risk”, “reward”, “perceived 
trustworthiness”, and “propensity to trust”, “perceived completion” and “cultural variation”. It is 
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 Dispositional trust refers to the degree to which people reveal a consistent tendency to rely on others within a broad 
spectrum  of situations and persons (McKnight, Cummings and Chervany 1995). 
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interesting to notice that trust here was measured in a dyadic way, through questions that revealed an 
inclination to control, and observation of a given partner.  
In testing the model, they found that the early perceived trustworthiness was important for 
later assessment of trust within the relationships. The authors conclude with the following: “… among 
cross-functional, geographically distributed partners, if a worker is perceived as trustworthy, he or she 
will be perceived as delivering work commitments (…) Thus, initial perceptions of one’s co-workers 
may determine the extent to which one believes these co-workers have followed through on work 
expectations. This points to the importance of first impression …” (p.19)  
The results indicate some of the problems that arose when the group participants must assess 
others who cannot be observed, and that they don’t know on advance. When the employees could not 
assess others based on a actual facts, they relied on a first impression which later reinforced the 
building of trust. They found that groups with greater cultural variation had greater problems 
developing a high level of trust, but also that trust in groups kept itself relatively stable throughout the 
period of study. 
5.1.4 Wilson, Straus, and McEvily (2006) 
The abovementioned studies all point toward the first impression, or the immediate impression 
that emerges within a relationship, as being important for the establishment of trust in distributed 
groups. Interestingly, a more recent study has come out with a rather different result. Wilson, Straus 
and McEvily (2006) began with the social information-processing theory (SIP) when they researched 
the significance of reduced social information of trust levels in distributed groups. Social information 
processing theory assumes, as mentioned above, that social relations are developed within all available 
media over time. This basically takes place in face-to-face situations in the same way it does via 
communication technology. The difference between face-to-face communication and mediated 
communication is first and foremost that the latter takes more time because the information capacity of 
electronic media is limited (Walther 1992). 
Wilson et al reports from a large experiment where 156 students were organized into 52- three 
person groups. The teams were divided into two groups that had to solve concrete tasks where the 
sequence of face-to-face meetings and purely data-mediated encounters varied. Some groups met 
exclusively in mediated and face-to-face sessions. The projects were so-called “mixed-motive tasks” 
that include elements of trust, uncertainty and risk that are linked to a hypothetical scenario. 
Throughout different periods, the various groups were accessed according to different dimensions of 
trust, including affective trust, cognitive trust, and satisfaction with cooperation within the group. The 
internal communication of the groups was documented via video-takes and copies of exchanged 
messages that were later analyzed. Relational trust was measured between the participants once a week 
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for three weeks. A key result from the study is that in the groups that were started with data-mediated 
communication, and continued with face-to-face communication, trust developed slower than in 
groups where the order was the opposite. This is in line with what information processing theory 
predicts. Interestingly, the completely mediated group in the end achieved the same level of trust as 
those who only met face-to-face. The authors concludes that: “… the communication mediums alters 
the rate at which trust develops, but does not produce fundamentally different levels of trust in 
computer mediated versus face-to-face teams” (p 29). 
On the whole, they found support for the SIP-theory. But they also found variation in the 
communication content of the different groups: In the groups that began with mediated meetings, there 
were more critical and negative comments than in the others. It was especially the reduction in such 
negative comments that was most important in explaining the faster development of trust in the groups 
that began with face-to-face communication, the authors claimed.  
5.1.5 Piccoli and Ives (2003)  
While the abovementioned studies are directed toward explaining what it is that causes trust to 
develop within distributed groups, and especially when trust is established, there are other studies that 
have sought to bring to light factors that causes trust not to develop, or to be reduced. In an experiment 
that included 51 virtual teams of students, the Piccoli and Ives (2003) found that leadership forms that 
have a high degree of surveillance and control had a negative effect on the trust in the groups. The 
study was designed as a field experiment where students from the United States, Europe and New 
Zealand were asked to solve a shared project that required a lot of communication. They had at their 
disposal a data-supported cooperation tool that made sending emails, exchanging messages, bulletin 
boards, “chat rooms”, and sharing documents possible. Half of the groups were asked to work 
according to traditional control mechanisms, with regular reports, detailed division of responsibility 
etc, while the other half worked without such guidelines. Trust was measured before and after the 
cooperation within all of the groups, and all communication within the groups was documented and 
analyzed. 
The authors find that groups with traditional control developed mistrust to a greater degree 
than groups without it. In cases with especially low levels of trust, there was an excess of cases of 
disloyalty combined with active surveillance and control of other members of the group. Active 
surveillance made it such that offences would quickly be discovered and emphasized, something that 
quickly led the others to reassess their trust in the group. It seemed like disloyalties that took place 
toward the end of the period in particular, when it became closer to delivering the work, had great 
significance for the group. 
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5.2 Qualitative case studies 
  
The studies that are described thus far have in common that they compare a great number of 
distributed groups that are motivated to solve tasks which require a certain degree of cooperation. 
Most of the studies combine quantitative data with studies of recorded e-mail interaction, or 
interaction trough other electronic media. Still, these are mainly used as add-on to provide further 
explanations to the findings generated from the experiments. Below, I will more closely examine two 
studies that use qualitative designs in order to study the development of trust within distributed groups. 
5.2.1 Panteli and Duncan (2004) 
As mentioned previously in Chapter 3.5, the term “swift trust” has been greatly discussed in 
relation to distributed organizations and groups. Based on a ritual understanding of trust, Panteli and 
Duncan (2004) suggest using the term situational trust to describe the development of trust in 
distributed groups. The concept is anchored in Goffman’s theories of self-presentation and social 
dramaturgy (Goffman 1959). The establishment of trust in distributed work groups or virtual teams is 
conceived as a successful form of self presentation, which helps to strengthen the trustworthiness of 
one or several actors in front of an audience. The audience in this context is the project leader, other 
participants in the group, or people who are interested in the group’s finished result.  
Based on a qualitative study of a distributed group of leaders, Panteli and Duncan describe 
how situational trust was established through a series of “performances”. Their source material is 
email archives from interaction internal to the group, along with individual interviews with the 
participants. The authors claim that different types of scripts40 were active for the development of 
trust, including the following: formal scripts for interactions; scripts that existed before the project 
began; scripts that developed in the process; scripts that were transformed along the way; and purely 
unscripted interactions. For example, certain types of behavior were embedded in formal scripts (i.e. 
contracts), like regularly reading emails during the cooperation. The act of showing that one actually 
did this helped maintain the impression of being a trustworthy co-worker. At the same time, scripts 
were developed to inform other members of the group when a particular co-worker was unavailable, 
which was something that was not laid out in any of the agreement documents. Informing others of 
one’s absence is something the authors interpret as being an unscripted interaction that helped to 
strengthen trust within the group. The authors write “in sum during both scripting and performing 
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 Scripts are usually described as “cognitive maps” that describe a sequence of expected behaviour among a set of characters 
or roles (Mangham and Overington 1987 p 172). From an organizational culture perspective, scripts can be described as a 
cognitive framework that underlies an organization story (Martin 2002 p 74). 
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phases of the project, the players take on the roles of actors and audience interchangeably and they all 
need to employ impressionistic behaviour to secure a trustworthy image” (p. 435) 
Situational trust is something that is developed and reinforced through interactions, and even 
contractual relationships become here a part of the “game” of establishing trust and expressing trusting 
behaviors. Trust relations are eventually strengthened where successful behaviors exist between actors, 
co-actors, and an audience. The authors underline further that the existence of “key-actors” was 
important for establishing trust, and for securing the group’s success. At Delta, these were project-
leaders and directors who especially focused on presenting the group as trustworthy to the world. 
Panteli and Duncan emphasize that situational trust is something other than “swift trust”, since the 
latter is something that is developed within situations and not “ex-ante” cooperation situations. 
Nonetheless, they believe that “swift trust” can be a precursor to the formation of situational trust in 
distributed groups, even though this is not applicable to the case they describe in their article. 
5.2.2 Pauleen and Yoong (2001) 
Several of the studies above have indicated that active relationship development has been 
significant for the development of trust in the distributed groups that have been studied. However, 
such processes have been hardly explicitly analyzed. Pauleen and Yoong (2001), make this the main 
topic in their study of “facilitators” in global teams. This study is not explicitly directed toward trust, 
but at how individual active persons have significant influence over how well a distributed group 
functions. The study is relevant in this context because it is linked to studies of distributed groups, and 
because it draws on a relational understanding of groups and (implicitly) also of trust.  
Pauleen and Yoong use an inductive and interpretive method in their study of relationship-
building within different distributed groups. Within different groups, the actions of seven facilitators 
are emphasized (i.e. persons who have a dedicated responsibility to integrate and develop work within 
distribute groups). The main focus of the article is a thorough description of how facilitators handle 
groups where relationships cross different organizational and cultural boundaries. The main results 
from the study indicate that planning and the use of different types of communication technology are 
decisive for how these groups manage to develop and preserve relationships in environments that 
operate over many different boundaries. The authors underline how the active usage of different types 
of electronic media, including face-to-face, letters, telephony, email, and data-supported conferences 
were significant for establishing relationships that cross boundaries. They stress that richer media are 
especially important for work across cultural boundaries. Still, they find that simple messaging media 
(here ICQ) were significant for developing informal relations. With regard to handling the 
organizational, cultural, and temporal and spatial boundaries, they stress that more boundaries 
generally require more active relationship work: “… more boundaries between facilitators and team 
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members at the start of a virtual team will probably mean that facilitators need to build a higher level 
of relationship with team members and create more intensive, culturally appropriate relationship-
building strategies using richer communication channels” (p. 217) 
Trust is described in this study primarily as a central objective for the facilitator who engages 
in the work of establishing relationships across cultural and linguistic barriers. In this context, 
increased communication is suggested, as well as several early face-to-face meetings, and the use of 
richer media. According to the authors, the most difficult challenge is developing a group-based 
culture – and common trust – across borders. Based on the interviews, a form of “cultural melting” 
within individual groups is described, concurrent with intense relationship development. This article 
thereby focuses on the importance of personal relationships for establishing cooperation across 
distances, and views facilitators as being active builders of such relationships. Media-use is linked to 
the facilitator as a dynamic actor with clear motives, and trust is related first and foremost to well-
developed personal relationships within the group. 
5.3 Evaluation and critique of the contributions 
I will here point out some of the general findings that have emerged, along with some 
limitations of these studies. With regard to the experiments, these studies seek to explain how trust is 
established in distributed groups as opposed to co-localized groups. A key finding in several of these 
works has been that trust appears to be established early in distributed groups, primarily based on 
immediate impressions, or also preceding attitudes toward others. These findings are partially 
contested by the results of Wilson et al, which emphasize the duration of cooperation as a key factor 
for developing trust in these types of groups. Nevertheless, everyone agrees that internal 
communication processes are important for developing and maintaining trust. 
The experiment-based studies suffer first and foremost from the fact that they generally are not 
very well suited to generalize to distributed groups in other sectors of the labor market (i.e. they have 
low external validity). All of the studies are based on the execution of tasks in groups consisting of 
students, motivated by possibilities for monetary reward and also good grades. The groups were 
usually composed by students from different universities during a short period of time, as part of the 
experiment. It is not unproblematic to compare the students’ cooperative situation to the cooperative 
situations that are found in organizations in the labor market. Cooperation within a game-situation or 
student projects will usually hold less risk than cooperation in companies, where careers and incomes 
will be directly affected by the groups’ ability to handle challenges. Also, the projects in knowledge-
based companies will often have another type of complexity than short-lived student projects, and 
different types of formal relationships and power dynamics will play a role. Several of the trust 
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mechanisms described earlier, which are linked to organizations and institutions, are therefore not as 
active within these experiments as they are in actual organizations. Moreover, most groups that are 
studied are relatively small (from three to six persons) compared to the distributed groups that can be 
found in organizations. It could be assumed that the dynamic of these is different than what is found in 
larger groups and teams. In contrast to many distributed groups found in the labor market, these 
groups also have a disproportionately minimal degree of face-to-face communication (Sadowski-
Rasters, Duysters and Sadowski 2006). Therefore, the findings in these studies are generally difficult 
to transfer onto the conditions of actual organizations.  
Another weakness of the experimental studies is that there are significant differences in how 
trust is operationalized: All of the studies emphasize measuring trust while the experiment is taking 
place, but there is immense variation in how this is done. This raises questions about whether it is the 
same type of trust that is being measured, and if it is possible to compare the results. Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner believe that trust can be measured as a characteristic of the group, and they adjust previously 
standardized sequences of questions in order to map out trust and trustworthiness (Mayer, Davis and 
Schoorman 1995; Pearce, Sommers, Morris et al. 1992). This scale was later also used by Piccoli and 
Ives. Meanwhile, Kanawattanachai and Yoo use a formula set out by McAllister (1995) and Cook and 
Wall (1980) for measuring affective and cognitive trust, but convert this to indicate group-based trust 
rather than dyadic trust. The content of the key term “swift trust” remains unclear and the way it is 
used by Jarvenpaa and Leidner is quite different from the way Meyerson et al initially described this; 
as trust embedded in a clearly defined network of professionals. Kanawattanachai and Yoo choose to 
understand “swift trust” as being identical to “cognitive trust” although this seems to be a mix up of 
two rather different ideas. In the experiments, trust is in most cases measured as a general group 
attribute (i.e. a quality of the group based on the participants’ general feeling of trust) but sometimes 
through the dyadic relations inside the group (trust in certain others). However, group-based trust has 
hardly been theoretically developed, and it is unclear how this correlates with dyadic trust. Other 
forms of trust, like organizational or institutional trust, have on the whole not been thematized in the 
experiments. Several of the experiments focus on the development of trust in groups over time. Still, 
most of these studies are relatively brief - in most cases, limited to between three weeks and a couple 
of months. Studies over a longer period would have provided more trustworthy results in this field. We 
can thus also say that the experiments contain a number of serious flaws attached to the construct 
validity and its internal validity. 
Qualitative studies of trust in distributed work group have so far been less common. An 
exception here is the ethnomethodologically oriented study conducted by Panteli and Duncan, and 
Pauleen and Yoong’s study of facilitators in global workgroups. Panteli and Duncan use another 
theoretical framework in order to study trust building in distributed groups than that which is used 
within the experiments. This helps direct focus toward the symbolic actions that are used to build trust 
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in distributed groups. In light of this perspective, trust becomes a strategic concern for the actors, but it 
is rather unclear how this can contribute to any group-based trust. There is a significant flaw in this 
work concerning the fact that emails are mainly used as the source for the analyses of social 
interaction in the group, and not a broader set of communicative actions. In the more actor-oriented 
study conducted by Pauleen and Yoong, active relationship building is clearer, even though trust is 
secondary to the development of the relationship itself. This is the only study that addresses the 
different types of distance boundaries and cultural boundaries within which distributed work usually 
operates. The strong emphasis on facilitators however makes it such that the other kinds of 
relationships are hardly elucidated or described. The study also does not question how trust can be 
developed over time on different levels.  
With regard to the use of mediated communication in most of the studies, the use of email was 
the main focus. Within the experiments, the researchers have had access to email exchanges and other 
mediated interactions of the group throughout the period. This data is used in all of the experiment-
based studies to provide a better understanding of the quantitative findings. However, a broader 
spectrum of communication technologies are captured in the study conducted by Zolin et al, where the 
participants had access to different types of data-supported technology over the internet. This made 
simple videoconferencing possible, along with the sending of documents, working on shared 
electronic documents, and the exchange of electronic messages. Still, the study did not further analyze 
the use of these technologies. The study conducted by Wilson and her colleagues is the study that most 
explicitly addresses media-use over time. The results indicate that the media’s qualities are significant 
for the development of trust over time, in line with the theory that is employed (the simpler the media, 
the longer time it took for trust to develop). The qualitative studies conducted by Panteli and Duncan 
focus exclusively on analyses of email, which are sorted according to categories of content (i.e. 
“scripts”). In Pauleen and Yoong’s article, a broad spectrum of technology is examined, and the users 
employ these more actively than in the other studies, where the users are dependent on the 
technologies’ potential for transferring information. They also describe the use of simple message-
based media for establishing and developing the feeling of personal contact and proximity. To a 
certain degree, this study then supports media richness theory, with the understanding that “rich 
media” is better suited for handling more complex forms of communication. 
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Table 6. Overview of reviewed works 
No Work Research design Sample Type of trust 
measured  
Central conclusions 
1 Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner (1999) 
Field experiment 
comparing groups 
with high and low 
levels of group trust. 
Quantitative and 
qualitative 
29 student groups 
in student project 
Swift trust in 
groups (Scales 
adapted from 
Mayer et al and 
Pierce et al ) 
Successful teams use 
swift trust.  
Importance of 
supporting behavior, 
predictable leadership 
and good 
communication  
2 Kanawattanachai and 
Yoo (2002) 
Field experiment 
comparing high and 
low trust groups. 
Quantitative and 
qualitative 
Sample of 36 
teams of students 
performing 
assigned tasks. 
Four members in 
each groups 
Cognitive and 
affective trust in 
groups as well as 
group trust 
(adapted from 
Mayer et al and 
Pierce et al ) 
In temporary work 
teams, the cognitive 
element of trust is 
more important than 
the affective one 
3 Zolin, Hinds et al 
(2004) 
Field experiment 
comparing trust over 
time. Testing of a 
revised model of 
organizational trust in 
cross functional 
global teams. 
12 teams of 
students, 3-4 
members in each 
Studies of dyadic 
trust as well as 
related variables 
(risk, reward, etc) 
Initial impressions are 
important for deciding 
the trustworthiness in 
distributed relations. 
Distributed dyads hold 
a stable level of trust 
over time 
4 Wilson, Strauss and 
McEvily (2006) 
Field experiments 
comparing trust 
levels in groups with 
different interaction 
patterns.  
52 teams of 
students. Three 
persons in each 
Group based and 
inter-personal 
trust 
Trust develops slower 
in computer mediated 
teams, but reaches the 
same level as face-to 
face teams over time 
5 Piccoli and Ives 
(2003) 
Field experiment 
comparing groups 
using different 
control mechanisms. 
Quantitative and 
qualitative 
51 teams of 
students, 3 and 4 
members in each 
Swift trust in 
groups (Scales 
adapted from 
Mayer et al and 
Pierce et al) 
Traditional control 
mechanisms have a 
negative effect on 
trust in virtual teams.  
6 Panteli and Duncan 
(2004) 
Qualitative study of 
single case. Content 
analysis of e-mails 
and interviews 
One case study Situational trust is 
described. (No 
measure of trust 
used) 
Trust develops 
through performance 
of different types of 
script based 
interactions 
7 Pauleen and Yoong 
(2001 
Qualitative study of 
seven groups 
/facilitators.  
Comparative study 
of seven 
facilitators 
Study of the 
actions of group 
facilitators 
(No measure of 
trust used) 
Facilitating complex 
distributed work 
groups is based on 
developing strong 
relations, and active 
use of media 
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5.4 Summary 
  
This chapter has examined several central empirical studies of trust in distributed workgroups. 
The majority of the studies that have been carried out in this area have used an experiment-based 
method based on groups of students localized at different universities, while two of the contributions 
have used qualitative case studies. Even though there are a number of conflicting results within the 
experiments, several of the studies have indicated that trust is established early in such groups, and 
that more task-based forms of trust (swift trust) are easier to establish. It is also evident in several of 
the studies that communication processes within the groups are important in order to develop trust, and 
that active communication early in the cooperative effort has a positive effect. Traditional forms of 
control on the other hand are shown to have a negative effect on the development of trust in distributed 
groups. Still, a significant weakness of the experiment-based studies is that its capacity to generalize to 
distributed groups in other parts of the labor market is uncertain.  
There are great differences in how trust is measured, which makes it difficult to compare or 
generalize across the studies. These factors, together with the somewhat different methodological 
approaches, probably explain a good fraction of the inconsistencies in the results. Despite the fact that 
most of the contributions focus on group-based trust, this form of trust is surprisingly seldom 
discussed. How group-based trust is connected to other types of trust, like relational trust or 
organizational trust, is also seldom dealt with. In most of the theories, trust development is considered 
to be a passive process, contingent upon situational factors like time, forms of control, and access to 
communication technology. Variations in distance are not studied to any significant degree, since most 
of the study focus is directed at groups that work in a distributed fashion at all times. 
Most of these studies draw on a rational explanation of trust. This especially pertains to the 
articles by Zolin, Hinds et al (2004) and Wilson, Strauss, and McEvily (2006) who view trust building 
primarily as a result of having access to information about the other cooperative partners. An 
institutional understanding is found in the works of Jarvenpaa and Leidner and Kanawattanachai and 
Yoo (2002), since these studies attempt to employ the concept “swift trust”, a term developed within 
an institutional tradition. Still, the institutional anchoring is greatly moderated, in relation to how the 
concept originally was set out by Meyer and his colleagues. The study conducted by Panteli and 
Duncan (2004) explicitly seeks to construct a ritual understanding of trust in their study, anchored in 
symbolic interactionism. An active and relationally oriented trust building process, in the way it is 
emphasized within reflexive understandings of trust, is mostly absent.41 Still, in the qualitative study 
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 Still, there are indications in the qualitative empirical studies of Jarvenpaa & Leidner and Kanawattanachai & Yoo that 
indicate that active group leaders are important for the development of trust in some of the groups. However, this relationship 
is not further expanded upon. 
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conducted by Pauleen and Yoong (2001), the inclination toward having such an understanding of trust 
exists, where they stress the significance of facilitators within distributed groups, can be found. 
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6. Distributed workgroups as social networks
  
  
In this chapter, I will more closely describe the analytical perspective that is used in this 
dissertation. The point of departure is a structural understanding of distributed groups, in the way it 
was outlined in Chapter 2. The structural understanding that is used here builds primarily on concepts 
and understandings within the field of social network analysis, and I will begin this chapter by 
providing a closer account of this. Next, I will describe how trust can be understood within a network 
perspective, and how trust in relational networks can be related to other types of trust. 
6.1 A social network approach to studies of groups 
Distributed workgroups can be studied starting out from different theoretical or analytical 
perspectives. A perspective that thus far has been hardly used in this field is social network analysis.42
This is a methodological and theoretical school of thought within the social sciences that is 
characterized by focusing on actors’ social relations in order to explain and understand different social 
phenomena (Breiger 2004; Bø and Schiefloe 2007; Scott 2000; Wellman 1988). Social network 
analysis can thus be defined as “… the disciplined inquiry into the patterning of relations among social 
actors, as well as the patterning of relations among actors at different levels of analysis” (Breiger 2004 
p. 505). 
This perspective is derived from social anthropology and social psychology, but has during the 
last decades been taken up within studies of organizations, political institutions, epidemiology, 
communication studies, computer-supported learning and cooperation, and more.43 There are different 
methodological traditions for analyzing social networks: First, networks can be studied with the 
individual person as the point of departure, or the networks of individuals within a greater selection. 
The process of analysis then consists of mapping out what major relationships the focal individual 
(ego) has and how the different contact persons (alter) are related to each other. Another tradition 
focuses on certain shared incidents or activities that link two individuals together (two-mode). A third 
approach is to view all of the relationships within a given number of nodes in a pre-defined group or 
organization (1-mode). It is the latter-mentioned form that has been the most commonly used in 
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 There is however a small collection of literature in this field, published during the last 15 years. These are mentioned in 
chapter 2.5. 
43
 A great deal of the international research in this field is centered around the International Network for Social Network 
Analysis (INSNA). The network is behind the journals Social Networks and Connections; it coordinates annual conferences, 
and has an electronic discussion forum. For more information, see www.isna.org  
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studies of small groups within work and private life, and it is also this method that will be employed in 
this dissertation.44
Within this perspective, groups are primarily defined through their total set of relationships, 
either between actors in a group, between groups, or between individuals and groups (Katz, Lazer et 
al. 2005). This is a definition that correspond well to a general understanding of groups as “two or 
more individuals who are connected to another by social relationships” (Forsyth 2006 p 3). From a 
social network perspective the boundaries for the groups can either be defined through structural 
qualities within a broader network, or on the basis of pre-defined criteria. In the first instance, groups 
will appear as a concentration within a broader network, based on the frequency of interaction, for 
example. Within such an approach, the groups have an undefined boundary with the surrounding 
network, and it becomes crucial to define a limit that defines the group’s boundary toward the 
remainder of the divisions of the network.45 Another way to understand groups is to start out from a 
pre-determined gathering of individuals, which is established through formal and informal affiliation 
with a division or group. The boundaries of the group here are then pre-defined by the members 
themselves, or by others.46 It is the last type of group-based network that this dissertation is focused 
on. 
6.1.1 Relational dimensions and qualities 
Within social network analyses, different types of relations are usually studied, or else 
different dimensions or qualities of certain relations. Some of the most commonly studied relations 
within organizational analysis are communication networks (who is communicating with who), formal 
relationships (who is expected to report to who), affective relationships (who has positive and/or 
negative feelings for each other), workflow relationships (who sends work to whom), or cognitive 
relationships (who knows who). A particular variant of communication networks is linked to studying 
variation according to the form of communication that is used. Here, emails, telephone conversations, 
and face-to-face communication have been studied and compared (Haythornthwaite 2002; 2005; Rice 
1990; Wellman 2001a).  
A commonly used dimension within network studies goes between weak and strong ties
(Granovetter 1973). Granovetter defines relational strength as being “... a combination of the amount 
of time, the emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding) and the reciprocal services which 
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 For more information on traditions and schools of thought within social network analysis , refer to Wasserman and Faust 
(1994), Breiger (2004) and Scott (2000). 
45
 The limits for such border values are established within algorithms that define core/periphery structures in social networks. 
See Borgatti and Everett (1999) 
46
 Within studies of groups with fixed boundaries, there is also an important distinction between internal and external 
relationships. Internal relationships often have a strong bond, while external relationships are weaker. Thus, within studies of 
groups’ social capital, an understanding of groups as constellations of internal and external relational network has been 
developed (Burt 2005; Katz and Lazer 2005; Sparrowe, Liden, Waynes et al. 2001). 
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characterize the tie” (1973, p. 1361). This distinction suggests a rough classification of relationships 
(i.e. ties) based on four somewhat distinct qualities. Empirical studies have used different systems of 
classification for grouping relationships as strong or weak (Krackhardt 1992). The distinction is 
utilized in most contexts as a label for differentiating between friends, partners and family on the one 
hand, and more random acquaintances on the other. 
Relationships within distributed workgroups are seldom weak relationships, since the co-
workers in these situations will usually know each other rather well. Therefore, such groups will 
usually include persons who have more or less strong relationships with each other.47 Within network 
analysis, it is common to study several different relationships or aspects of these relationships in order 
to develop indicators. An indicator of a friendship can be construed by combining frequency of 
interaction, perceived intimacy, and reciprocity (two-way communication). Nodes in a network that 
are connected through several types of relationships are said to have high relational multiplexity
(Tichy and Fombrun 1979).  
Despite the fact that different “types” of relationships are sometimes mentioned, in many 
cases, it is more precise to describe them as dimensions or qualities of a particular relationship. For 
example, a relationship between two colleagues will to a greater or lesser degree contain aspects of 
friendship and trust, even though the transitions between these and other qualities are often undefined. 
Such qualities will also change over time, in accordance with different occurrences and circumstances. 
Still, the perceived quality of the relationship guides what they can be used for, or the transactional 
content that is mediated through them. Most relationships will convey many different types of content. 
Tichy and Formbrun (1979, p. 927), point out four central types of “flow” within social networks: 1) 
exchange of goods; 2) affect and liking; 3) information and ideas; and 4) influence and power. 
Occasionally, the networks are categorized according to what they are mostly used to communicate 
(for example “knowledge network”, “information network”, etc.). It is more precise, however, to say 
that relationships can be used for different objectives, and that the qualities of the relationships largely 
guide what they can be used for. In general, stronger relationships can be used for more purposes than 
weaker relationships (Bø and Schiefloe 2007p. 158).  
In a network perspective, then, trust can be considered to be a particular quality of a social 
relation. Relationships with this characteristic will often be closely linked to friendship, even though 
these are not necessarily isomorphic qualities. A relationship where trust exists can convey different 
types of resources, like for example sympathy, support, material goods, etc. A special characteristic of 
trust relations is that they can be used to discuss issues that involve an element of risk and uncertainty 
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 Studies of networks in modern organizations have pointed out that relations between work colleagues are seldom strong of 
weak, but generally somewhere in between. Therefore, empirical studies of social networks in organizations have often 
reformulated this set of concepts. See for instance; Krackhardt (1992), Nardi et al (2000) and Wenger (1991). 
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for those involved. As emphasized in Chapter 3, trust involves wagering on the fact that others will not 
exploit the vulnerability that is shown. This means that trust relations can have a special value with 
regard to conversations and discussions of ideas that are unclear, or in the early stages (which can put 
a person in a bad light), relationships where critical decisions are discussed, as well as 
personal/confidential concerns. In other words, trust relations open up for a special degree of 
reflexivity and openness that often can have great value for those involved, and the groups they belong 
to (Lencioni 2002). 
6.1.2. Structural patterns
A central focus of social network analysis is to make use of the information that exists in 
relational patterns within groups of actors in order to explain or understand social phenomena. A 
collection of social relations within a set of nodes (actors) is described in social network analysis as 
social structure. Relational data is organized in most cases in one or more network matrices that 
quantitatively indicate the relationships between actors.48 The arrangement of relational data in a 
matrix form is the basis for most mathematical methods that are utilized for analyzing or describing 
structural networks.  
Graph theory is the most common method that is used to analyze structural formations, 
constellations and positions within networks (Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994). The principles 
of graph theory make it possible to graphically express the social structures in the form of diagrams or 
charts. Within social network analysis, a graph is understood to be a model that indicates a social 
network, where the nodes represent actors and the lines indicate the relations between them. Figure 4 
points out the interaction patterns within one of the cases that is analyzed in this dissertation (Delta), 
based on principles of graph theory. Here, the relationships are based on daily interactions. The kind 
of relational data that is available affects what kinds of analyses are suitable and how they can be 
utilized. An important distinction exists between relationships that are directional and non-directional
(i.e. if they indicate a certain direction of a relationship or merely that a connection exists). 
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 Such matrices are usually described as “sociomatrix” or an “adjacent matrix”. For l-mode data, there is usually a column 
and a row for every node in a network. The data in the matrix indicate which pair of nodes have relationships or not, and 
possibly the strength of these. 
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Figure 4 Daily interaction at Delta (Color indicates organizational belonging/country) 
Another important distinction exists between relationships that indicate different values, and 
those that merely indicate that there is a relationship between two nodes, or not (binary). The graph in 
Figure 4 illustrates a network that is based on directional, binary relationships. Structural formations 
are described and analyzed within network analysis using standardized concepts and methods. For 
example, a graph can be described as relatively centralized using a “centralization index”, which 
indicates the degree to which a network assumes the form of a “star”, where a person is centrally 
placed (Freeman 1979). However, it is not necessarily just a simple graph that is analyzed, it is also 
common to study whether different networks overlaps, or have a similar structure.  
General descriptions of network structures can further be used to analyze network 
constellations within various networks. Within a social network of relations, a concentration of nodes 
that has several connections, or where relations are especially strong, will often emerge. Such 
concentrations within a structural network can be described with the help of fixed definitions such as 
“cliques” or “cores” (For a more detailed description of these and other network terms, see Table 7). 
On an even “lower” level, the positions individual nodes have within one or more networks can be 
studied within structural analysis. The positionings of actors within several different networks can be 
used to describe the “roles” individual actors have within a group. However, a common course of 
action is to study nodes that hold similar or unique positions within a network. For example, in the 
graph in Figure 4, Stein has a special position since his absence would divide the network into isolated 
components. Such a position is often described as a “cut-point”.  
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Table 7. Description of social network concepts used in the text 
Term Description 
Centralization The extent to which a network is centralized around a few central actors 
(Freeman 1979). 
Density The number of ties in the network divided by the maximum number of 
ties that are possible (Scott 2000). 
Clique A group in which (a) all actors have direct ties with all other actors in 
the group, and b)there is no actor outside-the-group to whom all 
members have a tie (Wasserman and Faust 1994). 
Core/periphery structure A network that cannot be subdivided into exclusive cohesive subgroups 
or factions, although some actors may be much better connected than 
others. Alternatively put, the network consists of just one group to 
which all actors belong to a greater or lesser extent (Everett and 
Borgatti 1998). 
Multiplexity The extent to which two actors are connected by more than one type of 
tie (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). 
Reciprocity A balance theory principal concerning the expectation that if A has a tie 
with B, that tie will be reciprocated by B. The extent of reciprocity in a 
network can be assessed as the number of reciprocated ties divided by 
the number of dyads (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). 
Centrality The extent to which an actor occupies a central position in the network 
(This can be measured in different ways) (Freeman 1979) 
Balance Incorporates the notions of reciprocity and transitivity. A network with 
a high degree of balance is one with a) a tie between two people that 
tends to be reciprocated, and if b) two people have a common tie to a 
third person, then the two people tend to have ad direct tie to each other 
(Kilduff and Tsai 2003). 
Transitivity A balance theory principle that concerns/has to do with/relates to the 
expectations that relations among three people will be complete. The 
proportion of transitive triples in a network can be assessed as the 
number of completed transitive triples divided by the number of triples 
for which the addition of one missing link would make them complete 
(Holland and Leinhardt 1977). 
Tie strength A combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the 
intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services that 
characterize the tie (Granovetter 1973). 
Brokerage A process in which intermediary actors facilitate transactions between 
other actors lacking access to or trust in one another (Marsden 1982). 
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Since the beginning of the 1970s, there has been a rapid development in formal methods for 
describing, measuring, and analyzing social networks. The development of methods for analyzing 
positional roles has been particularly important, through the development of techniques for measuring 
structural equivalence, and grouping of nodes in networks with the help of so-called “block models” 
(Lorraine and White 1971; White, Boorman and Breiger 1976). In recent studies, methods that 
examine the connection between different kinds of relationships and networks, supported by different 
types of graph-modeling, have been increasingly utilized, including “Random graphs”, “Dependence 
graphs” and “p*-methodology”(Wasserman and Robins 2005).49 In connection with the growth of 
formal methods, a rich material of specialized data-programs for the analysis of social networks has 
also emerged.50  
The work that is a part of this dissertation relies on a number of relatively simple techniques in 
the field for analyzing structural qualities of “distributed networks”. This includes analyses of 
positional as well as structural aspects. For a closer examination of the network-based methods that are 
used, refer to the introduction of Chapter 8 and the methods section in the individual articles. 
6.2 Social network analyses of distributed groups
Altogether, social network analysis represents a way of studying distributed work in a way 
that makes it possible to gain an increased understanding of the relational mechanisms and structures 
that at any time will enter into a distribute workgroup. Network analyses of small groups are in 
themselves not anything new within this field.51 On the contrary, some of the earliest social-
psychological studies in this area were conducted about precisely the communication patterns within 
small work groups (Bavelas 1950; Shaw 1964). Still, during the last 30 years, little research has been 
conducted in this field, even though individual new contributions have been published during the last 
few years (Katz and Lazer 2005). There are, however, several factors that mean that the network 
perspective has a great deal to contribute to studies of distributed groups. An important factor is that 
within such groups, relationships become something that must be more actively worked with to 
establish and maintain. A co-worker has significant influence over who s/he will choose to send an 
email to, contact via telephone, or meet face-to-face during a workday. The development of a 
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 For an examination of available methods and techniques of social network analysis, refer to Wasserman and Faust (1994), 
Carrington, Scott and Wasserman (2005) and Monge and Contractor (2003). 
50
 The most commonly utilized program is probably Ucinet, which was developed by researchers at Harvard University  
(Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 2002). This program is free for research purposes and is continually updated in accordance 
with new methods and techniques.  Other popular programs for social network analysis include Netminer, Pajek, Socnet, 
Jung, Gradaph, and Structure. An examination of these and other programs is performed by Huisman and Duijn  (2005) 
51
 Network analyse of small groups have been done by  Mokken (1979), Breiger (1974),  Alba (1976) and Alba & Kadushin  
(1976) . 
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relationship does not necessarily happen “automatically” in that people conduct work tasks together.
In this way, the development of a relationship can easily become an issue to which individuals and 
leaders usually develop a more strategic connection. This connection is also strengthened by the fact 
that informal relationships, generally often receive a more important meaning in new (and less 
bureaucratic) organizations (Tichy and Fombrun 1979). 
Another important element is that distributed groups almost always consist of a combination 
of co-localized and distributed workers. The geographical location of co-workers therefore enters into 
the group studies in a new way, and network analysis contains special possibilities for visualizing and 
analyzing this. In relation to distributed groups, this perspective has the special advantage of being 
able to study constellations of distributed nodes and co-localized nodes located in the same place, 
since the connection between relationships and place can easily be elucidated. For example, Figure 4 
provides an immediate impression of how the co-workers’ location had significance for daily 
frequency of interaction at Delta. Until now, information about the co-workers’ geographical 
constellation has hardly been utilized within studies of distributed groups.52
A third factor is that within distributed groups, tight networks, where everyone has decent 
contact with everyone else, will almost always be difficult. Therefore, distributed groups often take on 
the form of different constellations of tight and loose relationships, linked to certain central places, 
projects or persons. These conditions have hardly been discussed within traditional studies of 
distributed groups. Network analysis can contribute to strengthening the insight into how these 
alternative constellations look, where the central relationships are found, and how they affect group 
cooperation. 
In spite of these possibilities, there are very few network analyses that have been done on 
distributed groups. Exceptions are a few studies of coordination and communication. These studies 
have on the one hand attempted to locate the coordination-based structures that distributed workgroups 
assume in relation to co-localized groups (Ahuja and Carley 1999; Hinds and McGrath 2006). On the 
other hand, there are a number of studies that have analyzed the technology-use of distributed groups 
with regard to relational strength and geographical distance (Haythornthwaite 2002; Koku and 
Wellman 2002; Quan-Haase and Wellman 2006).53 Therefore, the main emphasis of these studies so 
far has been centered on relationships based on frequency of interaction, and to a lesser degree on 
affective relationships like friendship and trust. 
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 However, an exception is theories who view geographic places in light of so-called faultline theory  (Polzer, Crisp et al. 
2006). 
53
 These studies are thoroughly presented in attached articles, and especially article F. 
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6.3 Trust in relationships and networks
  
Within network studies, trust is understood first and foremost as being a quality of a social 
relation, and often as a characteristic of strong ties. “The strength of strong ties” is according to 
Krackhardt exactly that they “constitute a base of trust that can reduce resistance and provide comfort 
in the face of uncertainty” (Krackhardt 1992 p.84). Still, strong ties are measured in different ways, 
and not all ways of operationalizing this concept involves trust, in the way it has been previously 
defined. Strong ties have been measured through frequency of interaction, reciprocity in the networks 
of interaction, and through the use of other terms of relationship (“friend”, “important person” etc) 
(Krackhardt 1992). Thus, there is not a complete overlap between relations of trust and strong ties 
within network analyses. More explicit mappings of interpersonal trust in organizations have also been 
carried out within network studies (Burt and Knez 1996; Cross and Parker 2004; Krackhardt and 
Hanson 1993). As described in chapter 3.5, trust has in network studies either been directly measured 
(by asking informants in a given network about who they trust), or indirectly (through the use of 
indicator questions). As mentioned previously, a distinction can be made between affective and 
cognitive forms of interpersonal trust. While affective trust usually also involves a strong bond, this is 
certainly not a necessity for the cognitive form.  
Another main line of thought within network studies is to view trust as a quality of a network 
structure. A leading idea within structural sociology and psychology has been that triads have other 
characteristics and distinguishing marks than dyads. An important precursor to this is Simmel’s 
descriptions of triadic relationships (Wolff 1950). According to Simmel, people embedded in three- 
part structures experience very different constraints and opportunities than those in dyadic 
relationships. First, dyads preserve individuality more than triads. In triads, single individuals can be 
outvoted and pushed out by the two other members. This means that triads tend to be more focused on 
the interest of the group rather than on individuals. Second, the bargaining power for each individual 
in triads is much lower, as a threat of withdrawal from one party is made hollow by the fact that two 
other parties remain. And third, conflicts are more readily handled in triads, since one person can act 
as a moderator. The moderating effect is present, according to Simmel, even if the third party is 
passive; the mere fact that there is a third party can be sufficient enough to moderate/sufficient for 
moderating a conflict between two parties.54  
The centrality of triadic structures and “third parties” has been recognized in several later 
contributions in network theory and trust. In particular, Heider’s balance theory has been influential 
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 Simmel’s point of departure is the third party as a “non-partisan”, i.e. a neutral part. However, he also stresses in the same 
work that the third party can take advantage of the situation as a “Tertius Gaudens”, or by “Divide et Impera”. The latter roles 
have been important for later studies in social network analysis, focusing on the concepts “structural holes” and “information 
brokerage” (Burt 1992; Fernandez and Gould 1994). 
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within social psychology and studies of transitivity (Heider 1958). In recent studies of social capital, 
the work of James Coleman has reflected similar ideas (Coleman 1988). Coleman argues that a closure 
structure (i.e. triads and cliques) is essential for the development of social capital and trustworthiness. 
Focusing on the cognitive rather than the affective sides of trust, he argues that a closer network of 
stronger relations creates trustworthiness due to the increased ability to monitor and control. 
Reputation is one central element in this: “Reputation cannot arise in an open structure without 
closure, and collective sanctions that would ensure trustworthiness cannot be applied. Thus, we may 
say that closure creates trustworthiness in a social structure” (Coleman 1988, p. 107-108). 
Thus, the general idea that interactions with persons outside a dyad are positive for the 
development and maintenance of trust is widely held in studies of social networks. Even though 
Coleman clearly extends the idea of triads on a higher societal level, the central argument remains 
intact. 
Within network studies, trust is thereby described as a possible quality of a dyadic 
relationship, and as a possible product of a network of relationships. However, the approaches have 
led to somewhat different roles being attributed to trust within network analysis: on the one hand, as a 
motivator of change and development of social networks, and on the other hand, as a possible result of 
certain types of networks. The first perspective has most clearly been expressed within organization 
studies, which emphasize trust as being a special form of management that can contribute to building 
networks (Johansen and Selart 2006; McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). McEvily et al. argues that 
trust affects organizing through the mobilizing of resources. This involves motivating players to 
contribute their own resources to combine, coordinate and use them in joint activities, in order to 
influence performance and outcomes. Moreover, trust is seen as central for the development of more 
stable and enduring interaction patterns in organizations. According to these authors, trust should be 
seen as an organizing principle that: “… molds the social structure of an organizational system” in 
different ways (McEvily, Perrone et al 2003, p.93-94). The other main perspective has been dominant 
within branches of network research, and is expressed in the works of Burt (2005) and Coleman 
(1988) and others. As mentioned previously, Coleman for example believes that certain types of 
networks are better suited for developing trustworthiness than others. There is not necessarily any 
conflict between these perspectives, but this indicate that the concept of trust can be linked to social 
networks in different ways. 
6.4 Trust on different levels 
A network-based understanding of trust views this as a relational quality within dyads, and as 
the products of denser relational structures. With regard to social relationships, these, as previously 
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mentioned, can have a primarily cognitive or affective inclination. When several affective or cognitive 
relationships of trust are joined, a trust network is created. Such networks can have a reinforcing effect 
on the trust in relationships, as previously described. In a group where a trust network exists, two 
persons who do not know each other can for example quickly establish trust, given that both know 
(and trust) a third person. Betrayal is more difficult in a trust network, since this can have dramatically 
negative effects on important and strong relationships, which often take time to build up.  
Trust on a structural level will therefore be able to strengthen trust at an interpersonal level, 
but over time will also contribute to developing general positive expectations of other people’s 
behaviour, or generalized trust. We can therefore analytically distinguish between three somewhat 
different levels of trust within a group: interpersonal trust; network trust; and generalized trust. In a 
greater perspective, generalized trust in organizations and societal trust (including institutional trust) 
will affect the relationships in a group and the general group-based trust. The connections between 
these levels are shown in Figure 5. 
The connections can be clarified using an example from Omega, one of the groups that will 
further be examined later in the dissertation. Omega was established as a distributed group in the wake 
of a company acquisition. In the situation that arose, many of the workers in the acquired company 
had little faith in the new owners. The waning organizational trust made it more difficult for the group 
to develop good cooperation, and cooperative problems were significant during the first period. Since 
the groups consisted of co-workers localized in two countries, national differences became an issue, 
and when cooperative problems eventually arose, questions arose about whether or not differences in 
national cultures were the reason. Even though this included two Nordic countries, where it could be 
anticipated that societal trust was fairly similar, there were occasionally different norms and 
expectations of how a leader should act. Still, trust was gradually developed between individual 
persons at Omega, and some of them were especially focused on building such relations across 
geographic and national divides. These relationships contributed to strengthening trust, and this 
eventually also strengthened the general feeling of trust in others. In this way, relational and group-
based trust was developed within a framework where other types of trust and mistrust were continually 
present.  
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Figure 5. Levels of trust in distributed work groups at two points in time 
This dissertation thematizes mainly the connections between trust understood as being 
relational and structural networks within distributed groups. These relationships and networks are 
described on an interpersonal level. The articles are aimed at understanding how relationships of 
affective and cognitive trust are established in distributed groups, what structures they follow in 
different types of distributed groups, and how they are supported by available communications media. 
In this way, a bottom-up perspective of building trust is constructed in four different cases, where 
cognitive and affective dimensions are investigated.55 This does not mean that social or organization-
based forms of trust are ignored, but that the main focus of the work is directed toward the relations of 
trust and the structures they create. 
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  In one of the articles (Article F), I incorporate a broader scope in also mapping out generalized trust. In this work, the 
focus is on the connection between generalized trust and the trust-bearing structures within the group. 
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6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I have more closely described how distributed workgroups can be analyzed as 
a network of multiple social relations. This analytical perspective emphasizes distributed groups as 
being constellations of actors linked together through a network of social relations and connections. In 
this context, trust appears as a particular quality of social relationships, especially well-suited and 
necessary for dealing with relationships that are characterized by risk. When such trust-bearing 
relationships are linked together in a trust network, this can reinforce trust within a group, and 
generalized trust can eventually be developed within such trust networks. The main focus of this 
dissertation is on trust developed on a relational and network level, and in the next chapter, I will more 
closely examine theories that are used to study changes, variations and developments within such 
networks. 
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7. Network theories 
  
There are no theories within the field of network theory that explicitly address trust. Still, there 
are several theories that implicitly touch upon it, and that can provide insight into the field. In the 
articles that are presented in this dissertation, somewhat different types of network theory are used, all 
of which have to do with the underlying issues of the establishment, maintenance, and distribution of 
trust in distributed workgroups. In this chapter, I will provide a close account of these theories and 
how they are employed in the articles. First of all, this involves role theory, which is used for 
explaining the development of trust within the groups. The focus here is on the active building of 
interpersonal trust by individual nodes over geographical distance and organizational boundaries. 
Next, this deals with cognitive network theory, based on principles taken from structuration theory. 
This theory will be used in order to describe the connection between the use of communication 
technology and trust within distributed groups. Third, cohesion theory is used in order to explain 
variation in trust between different groups.56
These theories describe somewhat different processes involving how the network affects 
actor’s scope of action, connections between different types of network, and the significance the 
network has for establishing shared understandings and attitudes. However, there are no fundamental 
contradictions between these approaches. In the last part of the chapter, I will more closely discuss 
how these theoretical perspectives can be viewed in context, and how they can be combined through a 
reflexive perspective on trust in distributed groups. 
7.1 About network theory  
Social network analysis is a perspective that intersects several social science disciplines. The 
exchange of theories and concepts between different disciplines is extensive, and has been especially 
intense between social psychology, sociology, and organization theory. A good portion of what is 
described as social network theory has originally been borrowed from other disciplines, especially 
anthropology and social psychology. Still, certain theories can be pointed out as being “internally -
homegrown” network theories, in the sense that they have been developed as a part of network-related 
research (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). These theories typically operate at a meso-level, with emphasis on 
the dynamic between the individual and the structural networks of which they are part. They often 
have qualities that make it possible to describe them as “middle-range theories” (Merton 1968), in that 
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 Note that there are different ways of grouping and classifying this type of theory. I have mostly based my own groupings 
on labels and categories proposed by Kilduff and Tsai (2003). 
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they seek to explain connections within bounded areas, which can be empirically tested using case 
studies, individually or in series. 
  
7.2 Structural role theory
  
Structural networks consist of a series of nodes linked together through different types of 
relationships. A key assumption within parts of network theory has been that positioning within such 
networks affects the behavior and scope of action of individual persons. Within sociology, the concept 
of “role” is used to refer to situations where groups have established norms that are only valid for 
certain categories or people (Scott 2006 p 144). In network analysis, roles are usually described as 
being linked to patterns of multiple relationships that surround people, while positions refer to nodes 
that have similar patterns of relationships within a single network (Wasserman and Faust 1994, p 348-
9). In practice, however, position and role are often used interchangeably within this field. 
A basic thought within structural role analysis has been that persons who are positioned in the 
same way within social networks will also be similar in other ways. Roles emerge on the basis of 
uniform positions within structures, and such positions are assumed to guide behavior and attitudes. 
With a basis in positional role theory, techniques for sorting and grouping nodes in networks have 
been developed, primarily within the so-called block models. Block models can be described as a 
mathematical technique for organizing nodes into groups (i.e. blocks) based on their position within a 
network. Positional studies have focused on the significance of having the same relational structure 
within the same network, or the same position within different networks. In the first instance, this 
usually refers to structurally equivalent nodes; in the second instance, role-equivalent positions 
(Kilduff and Tsai 2003, p. 59). 57 Two mothers in a nuclear family can for example be said to have 
role-equivalent positions, since they have the same positions within a family structure, but (usually) to 
different fathers and children. 
The development of positional analyses has made it easier to analyze roles within networks, 
and helped emphasize the similarity in/of roles across social networks. Some of the key roles analyzed 
within social networks are the following: “hub”; “isolated”; “hangers on”; and “brokers” (Cross and 
Parker 2004).  
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 Notice that role equivalence is often also described as “regular equivalence”.  
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7.2.1 Brokers and structural holes 
Within network studies, a great deal of interest has been dedicated to the role that actively 
connects different network constellations. This role is often referred to as a network broker or simply 
broker. More specifically, network brokering can be described as “a process in which intermediary 
actors facilitate transactions between other actors lacking access to or trust in one another” (Marsden 
1982 p.202). 
The role can be understood with a basis in the concept of cut-points mentioned above, and the 
term “bridge” which specifically refers to the relationship that divides a group in two if it removed. 
The role of the broker therefore specifically addresses a particular nodal position and (at least) two 
groups or networks that are geographically or socially separate.  
Table 8 Five central broker positions, based on Gould and Fernandez (1989) (Dark node = broker) 
Type Description Illustration 
“Itinerant 
broker” 
The broker belongs to a group that is 
different than/from the two other parties 
“Coordinator” The broker is a member of the same 
groups as the two other parties 
“Gatekeeper” The broker connects from a part 
belonging to an external group to an 
internal part/to a part belonging to an 
internal one 
“Representative” The broker connects between an internal 
part to a part belonging to an external one. 
 “Liaison” The broker and the parties all belong to 
different groups 
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A broker can enter into one of these, or he/she can stand outside these. The role a broker has in 
such situations often has great significance for the latitude a broker has. With a basis in somewhat 
different constellations, Gould and Fernandez (1989) have set out a five-part typology of brokers that 
include “coordinators”, “itinerant broker”, “gatekeeper”, “representative”, and “liaison”.58 Table 8 
indicates these five central broker positions. A central point of departure for broker theories has been 
that there are certain advantages for those who hold broker positions. Burt has developed his theory of 
structural holes around precisely such opportunities (Burt 1992; Burt 2001; Burt 2005). Persons who 
are good at connecting previously separated network constellations are what Burt refers to as network 
brokers, and the active connection of such network constellations is described as brokering. Similar to 
Granovetter, he believes that weak ties are more useful for gaining new information than strong ties, 
but at the same time he places greater emphasis on the structural aspects of such relationships. He 
claims that in the empty space between unrelated constellations of networks, structural holes arise that 
can be strategically exploited by entrepreneurs. Serving as a network broker therefore has a lot do to 
with “seeing possibilities” within structural networks, and strategically building relationships in 
accordance with this. The coupling of networks provides several advantages, according to Burt, 
including increased access to information, increased opportunities for control, and increased 
opportunities for influence. Structural holes emerge across such groups as “a relationship of non-
redundancy between two contacts” (Burt 2001 p. 22). Persons who have the same relationships within 
the same network (i.e. structurally equivalent nodes) are in this context redundant since they will not 
give the broker access to new information. In order to maximize their advantages, a broker should 
avoid linking relationships to structurally equivalent nodes, but instead develop their network into 
constantly new constellations. A good fraction of research has supported the idea that relationships 
that cross isolated units are important to the individual broker. For example, empirical studies of 
organizations show that people who have personal networks that cross various dense constellations, 
are more rapidly promoted , and are more positively evaluated by leaders and colleagues (Gabbay and 
Leenders 2001; Hansen, Podolny and Pfeffer 2001; Mehra, Kilduff and Bass 2001). 
Burt’s theory of brokering in networks constitutes a further development and a reformulation 
of Granovetter’s theory of “the strength of weak ties”, but with a greater focus on network building as 
an individual strategic activity. This has been often used in later network studies, but has also been 
critiqued from different perspectives. Firstly, according to many researchers, it exaggerates the 
significance of brokering as a result of self-interest. Brokering can be imagined without being linked 
to the idea of a utilitarian broker, and ethnographic studies have found that such coupling activities can 
often go beyond such motivations (Boissevain 1974; Fernandez and Gould 1994). The other is that the 
theory apparently neglects the significance of stronger relationships. However, it can be argued that a 
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 In principle, brokering can be performed by more people than one middle-man, but within network theory, one does not 
usually operate with more than two “path lengths”. The typology of Gould and Fernandez (1989) also does not consider more 
lengths than this. 
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network role is not only a question of position, but also about the contents of a relationship. Certain 
recent studies have indicated that Burt’s theory of information brokering is not valid for other types of 
structures than those that affect access to information resources and advising (Hansen, Podolny and 
Pfeffer 2001; Podolny and Baron 1997). In a study of 658 employees in an international engineering 
firm, Podolny and Baron (1997) found support for Burt’s theory with regard to relationships linked to 
advising and the exchanging of information. However, with regard to so-called “buy in networks” (i.e. 
relationships that were important for accepting social support) structural holes had a negative effect for 
the engineers. People with many structural holes within networks consisting of strong ties experienced 
negative effectiveness, mobility, and well-being. The explanation given by the authors is that this has 
to do with role conflicts and stress linked to belonging to different groups with different expectations. 
They claim then that it is too restricting to only examine the strategic opportunities linked to social 
networks:”…individuals seek not only resources and information through social networks, but also a 
sense of belonging and understanding of what is expected from them, and sometimes the very same tie 
(e.g. to a mentor or supervisor) can be a source of both resource based and identity-based flows. 
Consequently, individuals are highly constrained in their ability to form a network that is maximally 
efficient with respect to some property such as structural holes.” (p. 690). 
 Thus, Burt’s understanding of the broker can be said to be primarily valid for strategic 
relationships where access to information it important. However, the theory diminishes the 
significance of stronger relationships and the significance of trust for individual persons and groups. 
An alternative understanding of the activity of brokering is found in connection with the concept
boundary spanning; a concept that is developed in close connection with network theory.59 This 
concept refers to persons and organizations that have many internal and external relationships in an 
organization, which are used to communicate information across departments and organizations 
(Friedman and Podolny 1982; Marchington, Grimshaw, Rubery et al. 2005; Tushman 1977; Tushman 
and Scanlan 1981). Boundary spanning has primarily been studied in connection with inter-
organizational cooperation, and with a focus on handling formal relationships and contacts. However, 
these studies indicate, similar to the theory on structural holes, that “boundary spanning roles” are 
important for increasing the flow of information and the effectiveness of cooperative constellations. 
Still, there are also findings that indicate that such a role is often subject to compound pressure in 
connection with having strong relationships within two different groupings. The role can be a 
demanding position, especially if these are stronger and more binding relationships. 
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 This pertains to Rogers (1971), Granovetter (1973) and Freeman (1979) 
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7.2.2. Structural role theory and the development of trust in distributed groups 
The point of departure for two of the articles in this dissertation is understanding and 
explaining how trust has been developed within distributed groups. In light of structural role theory, 
attention is directed at the different roles that can be found within a structural network. It turns out that 
that within the trust networks, there are persons with relationships who link together constellations of 
the distributed network where there is little or low levels of trust. This can be described as a trust 
broker position. The role of trust broker is on the one hand founded on persons who actively build 
trust between groups where trust is low in the first place. This can be understood and analyzed in light 
of structural role theory, in the same way as information brokering. At the same time, this type of 
brokering is greatly dependent on the acknowledgment and respect of others within a network. This 
type of brokering must therefore be understood in light of an active presentation of trustworthiness, 
together with other people’s positive interpretation and understanding of the mediators. Thus, in the 
articles, positional aspects are supplemented with relational aspects, where the symbolic aspects of the 
development of trust are also emphasized. Article B and C seeks to explain how such roles come 
about, and what it is that motivates people to take on such positions. Thus, the articles in this 
dissertation attempt to make use of some of the possibilities linked to structural role theory, and 
especially the significance of the broker role. At the same time, these articles seek to further develop 
this perspective such that it includes relationships with different kinds of content, and is based on other 
assumptions than self-interest. 
7.3 Cohesion theory 
 As previously mentioned, trust has often been associated with denser networks, where it is 
possible to develop indirect relationships by involvement of “third parties”. An important starting 
point for this is Simmel’s description of the characteristics of three-part relationships (triads), in 
relation to two-part relationships (dyads). The significance of triads and other “dense networks” for the 
development of stronger communities has (re)appeared in several articles (Coleman 1988; Wellman 
and Wortley 1990). A main idea within this tradition is that opinions, attitudes, and understandings are 
constructed and reinforced within smaller social groups where relationships are relatively dense. 
Another is that such networks provide the basis for a reputation mechanism, where people are 
interested in maintaining the good opinion of other nodes in the network. This will often reduce the 
risk of betrayal and breach of trust. These ideas are further explored within sections of network theory. 
An important theoretical starting point is firstly within balance theory in the way it is 
developed by Cartwright and Haray (1956) and Heider (1958).The essence of this theory is that people 
generally strive to reach a balance within their social network. The theory states that positive 
relationships are developed with people who are linked together based on shared likes, interests, or 
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characteristics. However, in a number of instances, such connections will not be made, or negative 
relationships will be developed. Unbalanced relationships arise when a wish for a positive relationship 
goes unanswered, or when a person has positive relationships with two persons who have negative 
relations between themselves. In circumstances where imbalance exists, people will attempt to 
establish new balance, either through establishing new relationships, or through ending some of the 
existing ones. Thus, a key aspect of this theory is the dynamic it describes concerning the creation of 
denser structures within informal social systems. A moderated version of balance theory has later been 
developed within the concept transitivity, where the requirement that relationships must have either 
positive or negative values is removed, while the relational orientation is maintained (Holland and 
Leinhardt 1977). Transitivity refers to the degree to which a network of relationships consists of triads 
that are balanced. Triads can be more or less balanced, and the degree of balanced triads can be 
measured as transitivity within networks. 
An interesting implication of balance theory is that actors in networks will tend to cluster 
together in more densely balanced groupings. According to the postulates within balance theory, a 
person within a social system that contains the possibility for developing relations will gradually 
witness the formation of opposing groups and cliques. An organization that is totally balanced will – if 
balance theory in its most extreme form is to be followed - be totally divided up into two camps, 
without contact between them (Scott 1990). In actual social systems, usually such a development 
hardly ever occurs; instead, denser groups linked together with different types of social relationships 
can be found. Individuals will probably attempt to develop balanced relationships to different degrees, 
and the concept transitivity is here well-suited for finding degrees, or stages of transitivity within a 
network. As an extension of balance theory, similar ways of describing denser sub-groups within 
greater networks have been developed, including cliques, clans, and core/periphery structures (see 
table 7 for an overview of some core concepts and definitions). 
 7.3.1 Simmelian ties 
Balance theory suggests that the formation of clicks will develop in groups where informal 
relationships have certain latitude. An important extension of these theories has examined the 
significance of cliques – and relationships within these – for the development of shared meaning. 
Krackhardt and Kilduff call such relationships Simmelian ties (Krackhardt 1999; Krackhardt and 
Kilduff 2002). Krackhardt defines this as being “a situation when two individuals are reciprocally and 
strongly tied to each other and reciprocally and strongly tied to at least one third party in common” 
(Krackhardt, p.186). 
In accordance with Simmel’s descriptions of triads – and general balance theory – 
relationships that exist within such triads have a stronger common understanding of situations. 
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Krackhardt and Kilduff have studied the degree to which persons with such relationships actually have 
stronger shared understandings of networks around them. They find that people who have Simmelian 
ties have a more similar understanding of how the other networks in the organization look. Clicks can 
therefore be important for developing shared opinions and understandings about things.  
Within the theory of Simmelian ties, triads are considered as more stable and robust than 
dyads. Whereas dyadic relationships can be difficult to deal with, triads will represent a greater degree 
of stability. In this way, they can be an important resource for groups and organizations. Studies have 
indicated that trust relations are strengthened within triads and other dense network structures. At the 
same time, there are indications that negative attitudes toward others outside of the group also can be 
reinforced within triads or larger clicks (Burt 1996, p 265). Therefore, Simmelian ties appear to be 
significant for the establishment of shared understandings and trust between those people who are part 
of the triad. Still, the existence of such ties does not guarantee greater general trust within a group or 
an organization. 
A core idea for cohesion theory is that relations embedded in denser network units have other 
qualities than other relations. An interesting question related to this is what it is that makes such 
relations develop in the first place. Three important arguments have been especially pointed out within 
network studies. The first is linked to similarity along certain sociocultural dimensions, and often 
people will establish relationships with others who are similar to themselves in accordance with such 
dimensions. There is a significant amount of literature that has examined this and found that equality 
is important for creating a network. Similarity in relation to gender, age, education, and related 
variables have revealed themselves to be significant (McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook 2001). In 
general, such factors are more important for affective relationships, and less prominent within 
instrumental ones (Ibarra and Andrews 1993). The other condition that affects the formation of 
networks is physical proximity. People will establish relationships with the people with whom they 
associate on a daily basis. This last argument is especially significant for distributed groups. As 
mentioned previously, there is much support for this argument even within studies of ICT use in 
organizations (Rice 1982; Rice 1990). People who work near each other will communicate more and 
occasionally develop the same attitudes and opinions. Both of these factors seem to be important for 
the development of positive relationships. A third important condition that is considered to affect the 
formation of networks is shared tasks or interests. The fact that people engage in shared activities, will 
in itself help increase interactions and different types of relationships. Such shared topics of 
interaction are often described as network focus (Feld 1981). 
7.3.2 Cohesion theory and the maintenance of trust 
Cohesion theory has important implications for studies of trust within distributed groups. First, 
because it postulates that denser relationships and cliques are important for the developed of shared 
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opinions and a greater degree of confidence between actors within triads and cliques. In this way, it 
can be expected that trust will develop faster, and flow easier within cliques than outside of them. At 
the same time, it can be assumed that cliques are more easily formed where co-workers have physical 
proximity, are similar within central characteristics, and participate in shared activities. 
In one of the articles (F), the degree to which denser network structures are significant for trust 
within the distributed groups is examined. An important finding here was that groups with high levels 
of trust had more pronounced core/periphery structures that those with low levels of trust. These 
integrated cores appeared to be important for the maintenance of trust within the group, assuming that 
it managed to maintain contact with the peripheral sectors of the network. Thus, the denser structures 
(cores) within distributed work groups may be important for maintaining stability and trust as stated in 
cohesion theory, given that these have certain configurations. 
7.4 Cognitive network theory
A topic that is often discussed within network studies is what constitutes “the essence” of 
different social relationships. As mentioned previously, different sets of descriptions are used to 
distinguish between strong and weak ties; partially based on interactions; partially based on the 
content of the relationships. This has created problems in discussions about how effective different 
methods of analysis are at “measuring” different types of relationships (Bernhardt, Killworth and 
Sailer 1982). One reaction to these discussions has been that several network researchers have 
distanced themselves from behaviorist understandings of networks and relationships, and to a greater 
degree emphasized that subjective understandings of networks in themselves are interesting (Freeman 
1992; Krackhardt 1987). On this basis, Corman and Scott (1994) have suggested more closely linking 
network theory to concepts and mechanisms developed within structuration theory. They have 
proposed their own cognitive network theory which is based on structuration theory along with 
somewhat different types of network theory.  
In structuration theory, as it is described by Giddens (1984), the concepts system and structure 
are given a specific meaning: “systems” constitute existing patterns of social relationships, while 
“structure” refers to rules and resources that actors employ. Structure appears to be an inner dimension 
that is developed in close connection with the social practice in which the actors partake. Social 
networks can, according to Corman and Scott, be understood as being a structure, in the way it is 
described in structuration theory. In line with the principles of structuration theory, they argue that 
these structural networks actively affect communication and interaction, while at the same time they 
are gradually influenced by these actions. The authors argue that: “the network is an abstract structure 
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of perceived communication relationships that function as a set of rules and resources actors draw 
upon in accomplishing communication behavior” (Corman and Scott 1994, p 181). 
The advantage of constructing such a cognitive perspective of social networks is that a clearer 
distinction between structural networks and acts of communication are established, and how they are 
linked together emerges. This can result in a more pronounced distinction between social networks 
and networks based on regular interactions, at the same time that a theory that opens up for 
descriptions and changes within social networks can be established. This is especially useful in 
relation to analyses of mediated interaction and trust in distributed workgroups. 
7.4.1 Modalities 
A central element of structuration theory is descriptions of how different mechanisms link 
systems and structures (modalities) together. According to Cormann and Scott, modalities can be 
described beginning with three mechanisms that are partially described within other sections of the 
network literature.60 The first involves reticulation, which is a process where structural networks are 
used as the basis for initiating communication with others. As mentioned above, the social network is 
understood as being a cognitive structure that indicates who oneself and others have good or bad 
relationships with (i.e. it constitutes rules and resources). The second involves activation where shared 
activities, projects, or ideas help connect observable activities with structural qualities.61 The third 
modality involves enactment, where certain external occurrences or situations can activate a shared 
focus among the users, and thereby also establish social structures. The term “triggering events” is 
used here in order to explain how a latent structural network can be activated in certain situations. 
The theory should be understood as a network theory that draws on central elements within 
structuration theory in order to more closely explain the formation of networks and the connection 
between communication and social networks. The theory is then no “translation” of structuration 
theory to the field of network theory, or the opposite. Parts of this theory have later been utilized to 
show how the formation of a network within a local church community was closely linked to the 
activities (i.e. activation) that took place (McPhee and Corman 1995). 
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 This includes Homan’s theory on groups, Feld’s theory on social foci, along with theories about triggering  events  
described by Folger and Pool, among others (Feld 1981; Folger and Poole 1984; Homans 1950). 
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 Here, the concept of focus is used, in the way it is described by Feld (1981). Foci can be described as “social, 
psychological, legal or physical entities around which activities are organized” (p. 1016). 
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7.4.2. Cognitive network theory and the distribution of trust  
In most definitions of trust, it described as an attitude, or a psychological state that emerges 
within situations that involve risk (See Chapter 2). This means that trust involves certain sets of 
positive expectations linked to other people’s future conduct. In this way, it is possible to describe 
interpersonal trust as a cognitive relationship: that is, a relationship based on individual persons’ 
perception of certain others. The connection between trust internal attitude and the external interaction 
patterns between people are seldom analyzed in empirical studies of distributed workgroups (Refer to 
the examination of empirical works in Chapter 5). This is also seldom studied within network studies 
of distributed groups, where primarily interaction-based relationships have been the focus. Cognitive 
network theory, in the way it has been described by Corman and Scott, opens up for a better 
understanding of these relationships. 
In light of cognitive network theory, trust and trust-based networks of relationships can be 
described as an underlying social structure. Trust networks exist on the one hand on a structural level 
as a perceived network - that is, understandings of whom oneself and others trust and mistrust.62 On 
the other hand, it is expressed through active acts of communication that are also a part of maintaining 
or changing the perceptions one has of the others at any point in time. The development of trust within 
a group can thus be understood as a form of structuration involving the regular connection between 
action and structure. Modalities connected to the three processes mentioned above (reticulation, 
activation, and enactments) can contribute to clarifying how trust is activated, reinforced, and built 
through shared actions and activities. 
This perspective is used in two of the articles (D and E) in order to better understand the 
connections between trust structures and structures based on communication via different media and 
face-to-face communication. The case studies show that there are interesting differences in how 
various kinds of ICT are utilized in order to support or express affective and cognitive trust in the 
distributed groups. 
7.5 Integrating the main theoretical ideas: trust from below 
  
Focusing on trust as a relationship and structure within distributed groups makes it appropriate 
to use network-based theories in order to understand network formation, structural variation, and 
stability. So far in the chapter, I have presented three different network theories in order to clarify the 
development, maintenance, and distribution of trust in distributed work groups. This can be 
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 The term “perceived networks” is taken from Corman and Scott (1994). These authors also occasionally use the term 
“latent network.” 
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understood as being three slightly different approaches toward studying trust within distributed 
groups, based on social network theory and methodology. The general ideas can be summarized 
through the points: 
1. Trust in distributed groups can be strengthened through people who actively develop trust 
relationships over geographical distances. Such “active nodes” (trust brokers) are important 
for developing networks and build relationships where geographical distance exists or trust is 
at a low level.  
2. Denser constellations within distributed groups, that interconnect partners at different 
geographical locations, can help stabilize and strengthen trust in distributed work groups. 
Denser constellations of collocated individuals, with few ties to the other (remote) 
participating locations, may strengthen distrust rather than trust. 
3. Trust networks are cognitive structures that are closely related to the communication networks 
in the groups. Participants will deploy media actively to activate, support and make use of the 
different types of social networks. These communicative actions will simultaneous express 
and reinforce the trust networks. 
These theoretical mechanisms are further explored and analyzed in the papers. A central 
connection between these theoretical ideas, however, is that they all build on a reflexive understanding 
of trust, taking the form of active relational development. This does not mean that trust in other areas, 
or from other “sources”, is entirely overlooked. Trust linked to institutional roles, ritual actions, 
norms, and rational calculation is still relevant. However, the mechanisms that are described here 
support the general view that trust in many contexts is also gradually developed through interpersonal 
relationships. This represents a bottom-up understanding of trust where it is focused on as an actor-
driven process, more than (just) driven by norms, roles, and institutions. 
It is possible to see these mechanisms as part of a progress line: Trust brokering establishes 
relationships, while integrated cores can contribute to stabilizing these relationships. Establishing new 
trust relationships require in most cases an active face-to-face communication, while ICT is used to 
reactivate, maintain, and potentially strengthen such relationships and structures. This idea is however 
not elaborated further in the subsequent papers. 
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7.6 Summary 
Social network analysis enables an analysis of distributed work groups where the focus is 
directed at the social relationships that bind a group together over time. Within this perspective, trust is 
understood as being a special quality of social relationships, and also as the result of certain structural 
qualities of social networks. Different kinds of network theory are applied in this dissertation: In order 
to analyze the development of trust, positional role theory is used, and then particularly theories that 
deal with brokering across social and/or geographic distances. For analyzing the maintenance of trust
in distributed groups, cohesion theory is used, where the focus is on the significance of denser 
structures for stabilizing trust. Finally, in analyzing the distribution of trust in groups, cognitive 
network theory is used to emphasize the interconnectedness of ICT-based and trust-based relationships 
and structures. 
These theories are each well-known within the field of network theory- that is, among 
researchers who are familiar with and employ social network analysis. However, these theories are 
seldom used within studies of trust, or in studies of distributed groups. A key objective of the articles 
in this dissertation is to use the network theories to develop a new understanding of how trust is 
established, conveyed, and preserved in distributed groups. This means that in a number of instances 
these theories are further developed in line with the empirical findings that emerge. However, what the 
use of these theories in this dissertation has in common is that they are largely built on a reflexive 
understanding of trust, by emphasizing an actor-driven process of change. 
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8. Research strategy, data, and methods  
The main research strategy that is employed in this dissertation is comparative case studies. In 
this chapter, I will more thoroughly describe this research strategy, the basis for the data, and the 
methodological techniques that are used in this dissertation. I will also assess that reliability and 
validity of the data. 
8.1 Research strategy – case studies 
  
Case studies is a research strategy is aimed at studying a limited number of phenomena within 
their natural context. Yin describes this as: “an investigation of a contemporary phenomenon within its 
real life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 
evident.” (Yin 2003, p.13).  
Case studies are especially suitable for situations where a better understanding of certain 
social mechanisms, or the causes of certain outcomes, is desired. Within organizational studies, often 
organizations, departments, or groups are studied as cases. The case approach is thus a suitable starting 
point for analyzing and understanding the internal mechanisms linked to the development of trust in 
distributed groups. Within social network analysis, case studies are a key approach, especially within 
the more limited l-mode analyses (Breiger 2004). Qualitative and quantitative approaches are often 
combined in an analysis that aims to analyze relational structures, positional aspects, or changes over 
time. 
Case studies can be used for purely descriptive purposes, in order to test out hypotheses or 
theories, and for developing new concepts and theory (Andersen 1997). In the last instance, this is 
usually referred to as inductive case studies, and has been a major approach for the studies that are 
presented here. Below, I will provide a more detailed description of how case studies can be used to 
develop theory. 
8.1.1 Case studies as the basis for developing theory 
An important issue that is linked to case studies is the possibilities for generalizing beyond the 
individual objects that are studied. Since case studies deal with a limited set of cases, the potential for 
statistical generalization is very limited. This is also not the intention of case studies. What is crucial 
for case studies is however the objective of being able to generalize on a more theoretical basis, so-
called analytical generalizing (Yin 2003). Analytical generalizing aims to describe mechanisms or 
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processes that are relevant within a theoretical universe, not to get empirical results that are valid for a 
larger universe of cases. According to Yin, individual cases can be understood to be “laboratory 
experiments” where a person seeks to discover and explain what happens in certain social situations. 
In this way, repeated case studies become analogous to repeated experiments where researchers 
investigate whether the same mechanisms or processes repeat themselves in the same or entirely 
different situations. For studies that have multiple cases, this means that cases should be selected 
based on whether they can help interpret findings from previous studies. This is a principle that will be 
followed in this dissertation. Comparative case studies are used with the goal of identifying recurring 
dimensions and configurations. 
The principle of analytical generalizing links case studies closely with theory and concept 
development. Even though there is broad consensus that case studies are especially well-suited for 
developing and further developing theory within different disciplines, there is significant disagreement 
about how this should be done. The most important difference concerns the degree to which preceding 
theory and concepts should be allowed to guide the collection of data (i.e. more or less inductive and 
deductive emphasis). On the one hand, an ideal exists of having the most open approach possible to 
the empirical data, where past models or theories guide the collection of data as little as possible. This 
ideal originates in ethnographic research traditions and within grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 
1967; Strauss and Corbin 1990). Eisenhardt expresses this perspective when she writes: “… most 
importantly, theory building research is begun as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under 
consideration and no hypotheses to test” (Eisenhardt 1989 p. 536). 
On the other hand, there is an ideal that within case studies preceding theoretical assertions 
and models should be tested out. This perspective has been especially endorsed by Yin, who in this 
field has advocated separating the case studies strategy from the more ethnographic approaches. In his 
understanding, case studies should be directed towards testing the validity of different types of 
(rivaling) theories. Yin writes that: “the role of theory development prior to the conduct of any data 
collection is one point of difference between case studies and related methods such as ethnography and 
grounded theory” (Yin 2003, p. 28). Therefore, according to Yin, it is essential to be aware of these 
conditions before the research is carried out. Yin’s limiting of case studies to mere theory tests seems 
to considerably reduce the applicable range for case studies, while it also underemphasizes some of the 
significance of developing theories and concepts in the midst of the research process.63 Still, it must be 
stressed that it will generally be difficult to avoid operating with prior concepts and thoughts when 
approaching a research field. 
Ragin (1994) puts himself in a kind of middle-position when he describes the collection of 
data as an alternation between existing ideas and evidence generated through empirical research. The 
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 Czarniawska (1997) (1997) and Andersen (1997) critique Yin in this field. 
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research process is represented as being a continuous dialogue between previous analytical frames and 
images that emerges through empirical investigation. The decision about how fixed such analytical 
frames should be is a strategic research choice. However, it is important for the researcher to be aware 
of the analytical frames that are utilized, while also being aware of the fact that every theory and 
model can only capture parts of a phenomenon (Andersen 2002: 23). The ongoing dialogue between 
the analytical frames and the empirically generated representations will in the end culminate in 
genuine representations.  
In this dissertation, I have mainly operated from a perspective that follows Ragin. My 
intention has been to develop new theories, or new representations, based on genuine case studies, not 
test out existing theories. Using qualitative and quantitative techniques, I have sought to develop a 
new understanding of the development and preservation of trust in distributed work groups. During 
this research process, I drew on somewhat different analytical frames on the data from what has been 
common in studies of trust in organizations. Concepts, metaphors, and theories from network studies 
have been an important source in this field. The purpose has been to build on or further develop theory 
as much as possible through proximity to the cases.  
8.1.2 Case study design 
Case studies can be shaped in the form of individual studies performed at a given point in 
time, or as comparative studies of several cases over time. This study uses cross-case design, where 
several similar cases are compared. In such comparative case studies, a distinction is usually made 
between studies that are case-based or variable-oriented (Miles and Huberman 1994; Ragin 1994). In 
this study, a “mixed strategy” is used, where case-based and variable-based methods are combined 
(Miles and Huberman 1994 p 176). Put briefly, this means that initially all cases are analyzed 
individually. Thereafter, the different cases are “stacked” together within a greater data-set, where the 
similarities and differences between cases are examined. In this second phase, the analysis thus
becomes more variable-oriented and focused on developing theory. This is a strategy that can also be 
said to follow a “logic of replications” where each case is analyzed individually and eventually 
determines if new cases fit in, or deviate from certain patterns (Eisenhardt 1989, Yin 2003). 
The case-based analyses are expressed in this dissertation through the articles that deal with 
individual cases. The variable-based analysis is most explicitly expressed in the last article, where 
general characteristics within all four cases are studied at the same time (Article F). The articles that 
discuss each individual case (within each topic) must still be viewed in context, since these cases 
support the same tendencies. Therefore, these must be read together, as parts of a complete 
comparative study. 
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8.2 The data 
The work that is presented in this dissertation was carried out within a broader project 
financed by Forskningsrådet’s (The Research Council of Norway) KIM (Communication, ICT and 
Media) program. In connection with this project, four large Norwegian companies were contacted with 
the goal of comparatively studying different distributed workgroups. Due to various practical reasons, 
it became difficult to make inroads into all of the companies in the way it was originally intended.64
Therefore, the empirical basis became a set of distributed groups within the same organization, here 
called Nomo.65 This business had newly acquired companies in other countries, and established a 
series of distributed workgroups with participants localized in different geographical locations. This 
represented a unique opportunity for the research project to study distributed cooperative groups in an 
organization that was undergoing a development of becoming more international. 
After having talks with management representatives at Nomo, we agreed to locate a selection 
of suitable distributed groups. From the standpoint of the project, there were three conditions that were 
particularly emphasized. First, the criteria for distributed work had to be complied with, which meant 
that a significant proportion of the employees had to permanently work across distances, and ICT had 
to be frequently utilized. We wanted groups that were as typical and representative as possible of 
distributed work groups in Norwegian and international organizations. The second was that the groups 
had to have a certain strategic significance for the company, such that we had access to groups where 
establishment and cooperation were important.  
Table 9. Overview of the cases used in the paper 
 Omega Beta Delta Gaia  Sum 
Participants (N) 18 8 16 15 57 
Interviews  14 6 10 10  40 
Questionnaire* 17 (17) 7 (7) 15 (13) 15 54(37) 
Paper references A, B, D, F F C, E, F F 
* Parentheses indicate the numbers of informants in the follow up survey. In Gaia, no follow up survey was conducted.
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 Other companies however were studied within other parts of the project. 
65
 Out of consideration to the organizations and informants, all of the names have been made anonymous in the articles and in 
this introduction. This is in accordance with the agreements that were entered into when the project started. 
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If the work was not important to the organization and those involved, then it could not be 
expected that sufficient motivation existed for getting cooperation to take place in the groups. The 
third criteria is that the groups had to be approximately the same size, such that there could be studied 
comparatively. We agreed to try and find groups of between 8 and 20 persons, and four distributed 
groups were marked out as especially interesting. Unfortunately, in one of these groups, the 
quantitative data was insufficient, due to low turn-out in participation in the questionnaire. This case 
was therefore eventually set aside. Instead, it was substituted by a new case – Gaia – a distributed 
group with researchers located in three different places in Norway. Gaia was originally used as a pilot-
case in order to test out network methodology, but the collection of data was eventually expanded, 
such that Gaia became an acceptable case. Here, most of the qualitative interviews were conducted per 
telephone, after the execution of the project. As a case in this context, Gaia was however special, 
because it did not go beyond the national dimension, and because it was just not one individual 
organization.66
The cases that were used in this study have thus been selected based on being the most 
representative of the topic being examined, but also due to practical considerations with regard to the 
collection of data. The four main cases have many similarities: All of the groups had worked across 
distances for about one year when the study began. This meant that everyone was well into their 
cooperative efforts when we began the study. Another main feature was that all of the groups carried 
out competency-based work within the field of IT. All of the participants had higher education in 
mostly economic, social science, or technical disciplines. Finally, all of the groups were composed of 
employees who were localized in two or more places, within different organizational frames. In three 
of the cases – Omega, Beta, and Delta – different national cultures were also involved. All of the 
groups were also active users of ICT in their daily cooperation.  
Even though the groups had many similarities with regard to the composition of participants, 
duration, and field of work, significant differences emerged in the group-based level of trust and 
between the different relational network structures. Thus, a main focus of the work became attempting 
to understand the causes of these differences. 
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 Note that the author himself was included as a member of this group. 
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8.3 Methodological tools 
The cases have been studied using multiple techniques. First, individual interviews were 
conducted with as many of the co-workers in the groups as possible.67 The interviews are based on a 
semi-structured interview format, where a number of the main questions were prepared beforehand, 
but where the order of these varied. Input from the informants was followed up in order to capture as 
many experiences and thoughts as possible about working in distributed groups (a qualitative 
interview form is attached). The individual interviews were conducted both at Nomo’s departments in 
Norway and Denmark. For Gaia, several of the interviews were conducted per telephone. In most of 
the interviews, recording equipment was used, and the interviews were later transcribed and analyzed 
using appropriate software (Nud*ist). After a first round of qualitative interviews, there was a period 
when central findings were examined, and summarizing notes composed. A consequence of this 
“break” was that we decided to focus more directly on trust and the creation of trust in the following 
interviews. It was also decided to focus more on the relational aspects of building trust, in order to 
follow up on findings from the quantitative studies. The goal was to carry out qualitative interviews 
with as many informants as possible in every group. However, it was difficult to conduct interviews 
with some of the informants due to job changes, or leaves of absence. In some instances, we also did 
not have the time to conduct all of the interviews we had planned. Still, we were able to conduct 
enough interviews to gain a good impression of the occurrences, attitudes and general perceptions 
within each case.  
The other main technique that was used was quantitative questionnaires, distributed in 
electronic format to everyone via email. These were sent in two phases. The first questionnaire aimed 
at capturing several variables: firstly, variables involving affiliation, identity, trust, and how the 
participants perceive the group’s performance; and secondly, other variables linked to the individual 
worker’s social network, and the relational networks within the group (quantitative questionnaires are 
attached). A new questionnaire was sent out later (phase 2), where central indicators of trust, 
satisfaction, and performance were unchanged, along with indicators of cooperative frequency and the 
group’s internal use of ICT. The mapping out of the employees’ individual network was done away 
with during this phase, when it turned out to be difficult to exploit this to the fullest. Instead, a few 
questions about the group’s internal relational trust were added 
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 Most of the interviews were conducted in cooperation with researcher John Willy Bakke from Telenor R&1 
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8.4 The process of collecting data
As a method, case studies are less formalized than for example quantitative surveys. However, 
during recent years, several contributions that aim to more closely define the central process that 
characterizes good case studies have emerged (Eisenhardt 1989; Miles and Huberman 1994; Ragin 
1994; Yin 2003). Using Eisenhardt’s summarization, six central elements in theory-developing case 
studies can be underlined: a) selection of case; b) selection of methods; c) analysis; d) developing 
hypotheses; e) connection to literature; and f) a summarizing analysis. All of these elements were 
followed up in our analysis, even though this was not sequentially performed (see figure 6 below, 
where the six elements are indicated by letter codes) 
After an introductory orientation and anchoring of the study, a number of key topics and 
research questions were decided on. A methodological plan was developed with emphasis on the 
triangulation of different types of data. Thereafter, the collection of data itself fell into two main 
phases. The first phase included more open round of qualitative interviews and an initial round of 
quantitative data. Starting out from this first phase, we gained insight into the general situation in the 
four groups, issues that were especially relevant, and the challenges they were confronted with. 
Summarizing analyses of each case were written out, and a number of work hypotheses were 
developed. At this stage, presentations in the groups were carried out, with the opportunity for 
corrections and feedback.68 During the second phase, an adjusted version of the questionnaire was sent 
out, and new qualitative interviews were conducted. The interviews during this phase however had a 
stronger orientation toward trust and the building of trust than the first phase. In this final phase, a new 
analysis was carried out on the basis of the entire material, and most of the articles in this dissertation 
were written based on this.  
8.5 Reliability and validity
Reliability has to do with to the way in which the data was collected, and how reliable this 
data collection is. With regard to the qualitative data, this reliability is something that is primarily built 
up through documentation as the study is executed (Miles and Huberman 1994). The quality of the 
data in this study is strengthened by the fact that it is collected by several researchers, and the fact that 
reports are written in the form of notes and conference presentations along the way. 
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  All of the groups were offered presentations on the research, yet presentations were not conducted in more than two of the 
companies (Beta, Omega). The reason for this was time constraints from the participating company. 
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Figure 6. The main elements in the research process (Letters A-E indicate Eisenhardt’s six elements 
within theory-developing case studies) 
An important basis for reliability in the quantitative material is that the data collection itself 
has proceeded correctly. In order to make the collection of data as structured and tidy as possible, an 
arrangement for electronic data collection via email (Questback) was utilized. The data was then 
recoded in the correct format for use in software for network analysis (Ucinet and DataMiner). The 
processes for this are more closely explained in the individual contributions. However, quantitative 
reliability is additionally linked to the degree to which the individual informants can be trusted to 
provide honest answers in the study. The question especially arises in connection with the informants’ 
self-reporting of different relationships within the workgroup. It is difficult to know this for sure, and 
it could be believed that some people (especially managers) could benefit from answering a number of 
the questions more positively, in order to pull the collective group’s score up. However, we took the 
opportunity to look at the quantitative data with the qualitative. The score on the scale of trust that was 
used and trust relationships in the network analysis can be assessed against qualitative assertions. The 
triangulation of these data generally indicated good consistency. It should also be stressed that the 
quantitative data is principally used in order to compare within and between the four groups. Even 
though self-reporting of social networks can have reliability-based weak points, this data is mostly 
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considered to be well-suited for this type of comparative analysis (Hartley, Brecht, Pagerly et al. 
1977). 
Validity involves whether the studies actually measure what they are intended to measure. 
Here, I will briefly comment on four main types: conceptual validity, internal validity, and external 
validity. Conceptual validity refers to the degree to which the study actually measures what the 
relevant concepts are intended to measure. In this study, trust is a central concept that is being 
measured on an interpersonal and group-based level. For measuring generalized trust in the group, an 
index is used of four questions that seek to capture cognitive and affective dimensions of the concept 
of trust.69 These are based on an instrument developed by Pearce et al, and later adapted and used by 
Jarvenpaa and Leidner (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Pearce, Sommers et al. 1992). The following 
four questions are used, where the informants can indicate agreement or disagreement on a five-point 
scale. 
1. We are usually considerate of one another’s feelings 
2. The people in my group are friendly 
3. I can rely on those with whom I work in my group 
4. Overall, I find the people in my group trustworthy 
As discussed in a previous chapter (3.5), this type of survey-method can be critiqued for 
basing itself on the informants’ own understanding of what it means “to be trustworthy”. The degree 
to which this actually reflects group-based trust is difficult to say. Nonetheless, the group’s general 
desire to have positive expectations of others is controlled against qualitative data. What is key here 
are the events and thoughts that come up about cooperating in groups. In this way, the methodical 
triangulation also becomes important to improve the validity here. Still, this score is used only as an 
indicator for comparing groups with each other, and not as a complete gauge of generalized trust in the 
groups.  
With regard to interpersonal trust, two different indicators are used that seek to capture an 
affective and a more rational dimension (cognitive): 
1. If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have today, but in another 
company, who would you prefer to discuss this with?  
2. Who in your group would you talk to if you needed a professional advice in your daily 
work?  
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 This score is only used in article F 
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The logic behind the first question is that the act of disclosing one’s intention to change jobs 
indicates a certain disloyalty towards a company or group, and this thereby opens up for a situation 
that can be exploited by the other person. In this way, it involves main components in the concept of 
trust, like the exposure of one’s own vulnerability in a situation characterized by risk. This is an 
indicator of trust that has also been employed by others (Burt and Knez 1996). The second question is 
meant to capture relationships involving a more professional trust relation linked to carrying out 
professional tasks. These cannot capture all aspects of the concept of trust. Here, I also view these as 
indicators of trust dimensions, not as complete measurements of trust relationships. In the studies, 
however, these indicator questions were double-checked with subsequent qualitative data. 
Relationships that emerged as especially strong in the first phase of data collection were followed up 
with exhaustive qualitative questions. 
The internal validity refers to the degree to which a study can support the explanatory 
mechanisms that are laid out in the analysis. This pertains in particular to studies that attempt to 
promote explanations that exist behind certain causes, and to a lesser degree to purely exploratory or 
descriptive studies. Some central mechanisms are emphasized in this material, dealing with the 
establishment, maintenance, and mediation of trust. What primarily strengthens the validity here is that 
the findings are replicated within different cases. For example, evidence is found for the trust 
brokering described here within two different groups. The findings do not preclude the fact that other 
explanations can be valid, but indicate that a relational trust-building mechanism is actually found in 
these groups. The same type of replication takes place with regard to studies of media-use and trust 
within two of the groups. 
A condition that can weaken the internal validity of the comparative portion of the study is 
that one of the cases is somewhat divergent. Gaia is a research group that does not work across 
national borders, but across three different institutions in Norway. It is also more like a project than a 
permanent group. These limitations has, however, been taken into consideration in the article where 
Gaia is included (Article F). 
The external validity refers to whether the findings are valid beyond the individual cases. In 
this field, one of the strengths of these cases is that they are done within organizations and groups 
within the Norwegian and Nordic business The cases are in many ways representative of the way 
distributed groups are described in the literature: they are knowledge workers who work in 
international corporations, supported by relatively advanced communication technologies ((Sadowski-
Rasters, Duysters and Sadowski 2006; Townsend, DeMarie and Hendrickson 1998).As mentioned 
previously, most studies in this field thus far have been performed through experiments, and often 
using groups of students. The opportunities for generalizing beyond these cases therefore seems to 
fairly reasonable, at least in relation to other studies that are found in this area. 
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8.6 Summary 
This dissertation is based on comparative case studies where the objective has been to better 
understand trust-related mechanisms within distributed groups. Trust, its development, and 
communication have been empirically studied through the triangulation of different types of methods: 
qualitative interviews, quantitative measurements, and social network analysis. The aim of the case 
studies has been to understand the trust-related processes within the four cases and to attempt to locate 
general mechanisms across the cases. At first glance, the cases have many similarities, but the studies 
showed significant variation in modes of cooperation, the building of relationships, and levels of
group-based trust. It also has been a goal to try and understand the dynamic linked to the development 
of trust-bearing relationships and communication within the groups, through a combination of 
different methodological techniques. In most of the following articles, the cases are studied 
individually, using all of the above-mentioned techniques. However, in one of the articles (F), all four 
cases are included in a collective comparative analysis.  
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9. Main findings and implications
This chapter will lay out key results and findings from the study. These are presented and 
discussed in their entirety in the subsequent articles; only the summarized results will be presented 
here. I will present these with reference to the three research questions in the dissertation: 
establishment, distribution and preservation of trust in distributed workgroups. 
The first article (A) of the dissertation, “The development, distribution and maintenance of 
trust in distributed work groups: A social network approach”, explains how a network perspective can 
enrich research on cooperation in distributed groups, and particularly studies of trust. Here, three areas 
are highlighted as being interesting for further research related to the development, distribution, and 
maintenance of trust. The article is mainly a theoretical piece that demonstrates the usefulness of an 
especially methodical and analytical approach. In this context, data material from Omega is used to 
illustrate and demonstrate some of the possibilities in this area (this case is otherwise more thoroughly 
analyzed in Articles B and D). This article can be read as an introduction to the five articles that 
follow. The main conclusion – which is also proposed earlier in this introduction – is that a network 
perspective provides an important advantage to studies in this field. Further use of the network 
perspective and the possibilities it has to offer can therefore supplement existing research on trust in 
distributed groups. 
9.1 The development of trust 
The two following articles draw attention to the trust-building processes within distributed 
work. Article B; “Building Trust in Networked Environments: Understanding the Importance of Trust 
Brokers”, the way in which trust building can be strengthen through the existence of one or more 
“active nodes” within a group is described. The term trust broker and trust brokering is clarified and 
elaborated by referencing to two different theoretical traditions: on the one hand, social network 
analysis that has especially developed the concept of information brokers; and, on the other hand, 
studies of trust-building as an active process driven by actors’ self-presentation. Trust brokering is 
thereby described as a process that involves both positional and relational aspects. The article further 
emphasizes how trust relationships within distributed groups can be developed in both a rational 
(cognitive) and affective direction. This theoretical framework is then used in order to analyze results 
from Omega. Social network analyses are performed with regard to the groups’ affective and cognitive 
trust networks, and the employees’ positionings within these networks are used as the basis for 
localizing nodes that are especially active in trust-building activities. These persons’ active trust-
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building efforts across different locations are thereafter analyzed using qualitative data. The results 
show first that cognitive and affective trust brokers were relatively simple to localize within this 
group. Secondly, it is evident that the cognitive trust brokers (i.e. those who established professional 
relationships across distance) were more numerous than the affective trust brokers. In addition, 
persons who were central trust-builders along one dimension of trust, were not always so along the 
other. The study further shows some of the activities initiated by the trust brokers in order to develop 
trust over distance. What was especially important was one’s motivation toward repeated interaction 
and physical encounters. Being perceived as interested and having good credibility was decisive for 
whether a person could operate as an affective trust broker. 
The following article (C), “Flow, bridges and brokers: Exploring the development of trust 
relations in a distributed work group”, also deals with building trust within distributed work groups. 
Similar to the previous article, attention is directed at positional aspects of the networks, and how 
certain people were especially active in establishing trust relations. However, this article studies this 
using another case as its basis, namely Delta. Also at Delta we find that some employees operated as 
active trust brokers, but primarily along the cognitive dimension. In relation to article B, however, this 
piece more deeply analyzes the broker role through distinguishing between three different positional 
broker roles: “gatekeepers”, “representatives” and “consultants”. Like at Omega, this study also 
indicates that those who hold cognitive broker roles do not necessarily also mediate affective trust. On 
the other hand, affective trust brokers usually also serve as mediators of cognitive trust in both cases. 
Also at Delta, we find indications of an active effort toward building trust among those who serve as 
brokers, and thereby also evidence for emphasizing a reflexive understanding of building trust within 
such groups. A great deal of affective trust was locally anchored here based on participation in earlier 
projects and events. 
9.2 Distribution of trust 
As described previously, a network-based understanding of trust, better than most other 
approaches, can reveal how trust is distributed within a distributed work group. From a network 
perspective, trust is a characteristic of a relation, but also a large group. Trust can be understood as a 
cognitive resource that more or less “flows” within a given network of distributed employees. An 
interesting question is related to where trust is localized in such a network and the connection this has 
to other relationships. It is especially interesting to try and understand the significance of ICT and 
face-to-face communication in relation to trust. In the article D, “Trust, friendship and expertise: The 
use of email, mobile dialogues and SMS to develop and sustain social relations in a distributed work 
group”, attention is directed at how communication media are used to support different relationships 
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within a distributed work group (Omega). The article first establishes a distinction between 
interaction-based (face-to-face communication and mediated interaction), subjective relations (trust, 
friendship, and expertise) and formal relations, based on cognitive network theory. The relationship 
between the different variables within Omega is then analyzed using qualitative and quantitative 
network data. The results first show that the use of email, conversations, and SMS in general followed 
a pattern that was very similar to the formal relations and expertise relations (i.e. cognitive trust).70
Professional relationships were then important for the use of the media. Secondly, the results indicate 
that the structures of affective trust relations are very similar to the structures we find for SMS-
communication, friendship and face-to-face communication, while email and mobile telephone 
conversations are more strongly related to the relationships of professional expertise. Trust relations 
seemed then to be supported by other types of media than the professional and formal relationships. 
The interview material provides tentative explanations for why the media follows different patterns in 
this field. One factor that is emphasized is that email and mobile telephony are often used in sequences 
where email messages are followed up by conversations and vice-versa. Another important condition 
is that SMS is often considered to be a form of communication that is more characterized by risk, 
where the chances for misunderstandings are relatively large. This form of communication requires 
that a trust-based relationship already exists between the two parties. 
The other article in this section (E), “Interpersonal trust and mobile communication: A social 
network approach”, bases itself on the same theoretical framework as the previous article, where trust 
is understood as being a “cognitive resource”. This theoretical framework is the starting point for a 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of trust and communication within Delta. Similar to the studies of 
Omega described above, we find in this case that the different trust relationships are supported by 
different types of communication media: while email and mobile communication are most strongly 
related to cognitive trust (i.e. expertise-based trust), sending text messages is more often utilized 
within affective trust relations. Cognitive trust flowed rather freely across distances, and was often 
supported by email and mobile telephone conversations. Affective trust on the other hand was most 
common within a local area, supported by face-to-face conversations and text messages (as was 
demonstrated above, however, there were some instances where trust brokering contributed to 
mediating affective trust over distance barriers). We find in the qualitative data further support for 
understanding “narrow band media” like SMS as being more risky than email and mobile 
conversations. 
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 Note that cognitive trust relations in this article are described as “expertise relations”. 
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9.3 The maintenance of trust 
The last section focuses on how trust can be preserved and reinforced within groups of 
distributed workers. The article F; “Core/periphery structures and trust in distributed work groups: a 
comparative study” goes further than the other articles in comparing the cases. The four cases, Omega, 
Delta, Gaia, and Beta are grouped according to a score of group-based trust. The differences between 
cases with high and low levels of trust are then analyzed with a main focus directed at the groups’ 
internal structures of strong professional ties.71 The results indicate several interesting differences 
between the cases: First, a pronounced core/peripheral structure is evident in the groups with higher 
levels of group-based trust (Omega and Gaia). In both of these cases, I find strong integrating cores
that link the different sections of the group together. These cores have somewhat different 
configurations, but both seem to have an integrating effect, since they link together the different 
locations involved. In contrast, the groups with lower levels of trust (Delta and Beta) developed 
“opposing cores” based on the central locations that were involved. This means that the leader of the 
group was part of several “subgroups” within the networks. Based on the qualitative material, the 
articles describe some of the mechanisms that were active in developing trust within Omega and Gaia. 
These include opportunities for immediate coordination, making work tasks visible, along with the 
moderating of conflicts. In a further perspective, this article indicates that distributed groups can 
benefit from having a core/periphery structure, since these cores are operative and integrating. 
9.4 Contributions to research  
The works that are presented in this dissertation address research within several areas, and 
three will be emphasized here: research on trust in distributed groups; research on the usage of ICT in 
distributed groups; and research on social networks in distributed communities and work groups. Here, 
I will briefly comment on how these articles contribute to these areas. 
With regard to organizational research on trust in distributed groups, such research has been 
dominated by experiments performed among student groups. Here, the research has been based on 
rational understandings of trust, where little consideration has been paid to organizational conditions 
or the active “trust work” that is often performed within the groups. This research has in particular 
focussed on trust based on immediate impressions, and the idea that a task-based trust (i.e. swift trust) 
is sufficient for such groups. This research has, however, generally had limited external validity. The 
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 Strong professional bonds are understood to be a combination of high interaction and the presence of important 
professional discussions between parties. 
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articles in the first part of the dissertation advocate a new perspective where active trust-building is 
emphasized. Based on a reflexive understanding of trust in distributed groups, social network analysis 
is used in order to study the development of cognitive and affective trust in distributed groups. The 
work combines methods and strategies that are well-established within network studies with concepts 
and theories used within the field of trust. This combination has not been utilized in previous studies, 
which makes it possible to gain new insight into and understanding of trust-building mechanisms 
within such groups. The description of trust as being an active process, propelled by individual trust 
brokers, does not break with the existing theories, but represents a supplementary theoretical and 
methodological perspective. The description of “trust brokers” has similarities with other concepts that 
emphasize the significance of persons who actively operate to develop relationships in networks or 
connect previously separate social groupings. This pertains to, for example, “facilitators” (McEvily 
and Zaheer 2004; Pauleen and Yoong 2001), “brokers” (Fernandez and Gould 1994; Gould and 
Fernandez 1989), and ”boundary spanners” (Friedman and Podolny 1982; Tushman 1977; Tushman 
and Scanlan 1981). Nonetheless, the concept of trust brokers diverges from these concepts in its 
explicit thematization of interpersonal trust-building, developed based on a reflexive understanding of 
trust. The likelihood that these types of active trust builders are significant for distributed groups is 
supported by the results provided in the first part of the dissertation. It is an explicit strength of these 
studies that they base themselves on empirical studies of actual distributed groups within a Nordic 
company. 
Presently, research aimed at understanding the use of ICT in distributed groups within the 
labor market is performed within several underlying fields of research. However, a weakness of this 
research lies in the fact that it often examines the effect of technologies individually, without taking 
into consideration the “mix” of different media that is used in most instances. Another weakness is 
that it often views media-use as a general characteristic of a group, and not linked to the social 
relations within the group. The articles in part two of this dissertation attempt to develop an 
understanding of media-use, where it is viewed as a tool for supporting social relationships. This 
opens up for a more “fine-grained” understanding of how different types of relationships are initiated, 
maintained, and/or strengthened using different combinations of technological tools. Bringing trust in 
as a factor within such relations has hardly ever been previously done. The research that is presented 
here elaborates and expands upon previous relational studies of media-use in virtual groups, but also 
goes against certain findings from these studies (see the discussion in Article D). While previous 
studies have found a positive linear correlation between relational strength and the number of media 
being used, the two articles presented here indicate that some strong relationships can manage with 
extremely simple technical tools. In Omega and Delta, SMS was the most important medium for 
affective trust relationships. In such strong relationships, where trust was already present, one could 
manage with media that in other relationships would be considered to be too risky and unsafe. 
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Research that is done on social networks contributes to a renewed understanding of structures 
within distributed and virtual organizations. Previous research in this area has been concerned with the 
structural formations that emerge in new network-based organization and companies, and what 
coordination-based structures are most effective. Existing studies have laid out empirical evidence that 
both supports the significance of more centralized, and more integrated (dense) networks.72 Divergent 
findings have created some confusion with regard to the question of the structural lay out of 
distributed work groups. Based on the comparative in-depth study in Article F, an alternative 
perspective is advanced, where core/peripheral structures are considered to be vital for understanding 
the differences between groups with high and low levels of trust. This inductive and explorative study 
therefore contributes to a professional discussion around structural networks in virtual groups and 
organizations.73
Much of the research that has been carried out within social network analysis is quantitative 
and oriented towards testing of hypotheses. The more inductive and triangulating form that 
characterize the pieces in this dissertation supplement the research through more thorough descriptions 
of how networks are established and formed. This is, as previously mentioned, a field where more 
research and development of theory has been sought after. In this context, I have drawn on works 
executed within existing network theory, and sought to link these to a reflexive understanding of trust. 
My contribution in this context is to show the utility of a structural framework in practical and 
empirical analyses of trust, communication, and media-use in distributed groups. 
9.5 Implications for organizations 
The articles in this dissertation have implications for organizations that are using distributed 
work groups, or who plan to do so. First, the articles here, similar to several preceding studies, 
emphasize the fact that trust is a decisive factor for groups that work together over distances, 
supported by the use of ICT. In some of our cases, we saw how mistrust triumphed over trust. Several 
managers at Nomo expressed disappointment and surprise over the fact that the distributed groups 
often became arenas for sustained conflicts. Focus on the dangers of mistrust was generally low, and 
there was poor preparedness for strengthening trust in the group. The findings in this study point 
toward the fact that trust must be actively built up in situations where groups must cooperate over 
geographical and organizational boundaries. If groups are left to their own devices, it is likely that the 
                                               
72
 See article F for a closer discussion of these contributions. 
73
 The fact that a core/periphery structure can have precedence in network organizations has however been displayed in 
previous theoretical discussions (see Castells 2001, p. 81). 
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groups enter into a declining spiral of mistrust. The more complex the constellations are, and the 
greater the cultural barriers, the more actively one must work in this area. 
Organizations can choose to draw on several resources if they want to strengthen trust within 
distributed groups. As was discussed previously in this introduction, trust can be developed based on 
several “sources”, including general norms within organizations, institutional roles, or based on actors’ 
rational choice to cooperate with others. All of these conditions can be important platforms from 
which to establish trust in organizations and distributed groups. Still, an additional important source is 
the active trust building that takes place on an interpersonal level between actors in the groups, and 
this dissertation has stressed some of the central mechanisms within such a reflexive perspective. First, 
this has to do with the existence of active nodes which establish relationships across geographical and 
organizational boundaries. Such actors are important for establishing contact across boundaries, and 
involve new persons in their social networks. In contrast to Simmel’s descriptions of “tertius gaudens” 
(i.e. the middlemen who harvest personal benefits by standing in a position between to separate actors) 
trust brokers are concerned with linking separate parts of the network together through bringing in a 
third partner. In this way, more integrated structures and constellations are developed. Organizations 
can strategically give somebody the task of operating as trust brokers, or they can indirectly provide 
support to people who work in this way. A more conscious use of active nodes in trust networks could 
be combined with other trust-building measures. For example, it could be imagined that a company 
appoints active trust brokers to such groups, at the same time as it establishes groups with common 
professional backgrounds and shared understandings of roles. 
The other trust-building mechanism that is discussed here is the significance of integrating 
cores consisting of people who have trust-bearing relationships with each other. Such constellations 
can seem stabilizing and help the group preserve a certain degree of trust, even if the density of the 
relations are not generally very high, and the distance between the nodes is great. Organizations and 
groups can utilize this knowledge in establishing distributed groups. Different strategies can be called 
to mind here: within the distributed groups, formal core groups can be appointed that have a particular 
responsibility for integrating different sectors of the distributed network; distributed groups can be 
composed by participants who already have established trust-bearing relationships; groups can be 
supported so that denser constellations within previously established distributed groups are formed. 
A third main topic in this dissertation is how different forms of communication are actively 
utilized in order to support trust relations in distributed groups. A main finding is that simpler text 
media such as SMS and email are often important for supporting affective relations, while many 
cognitive trust relations are supported by conversations and email in combination. Still, face-to-face 
communication is critical for affective trust, especially during early phases of the development of 
relationships. Thus, the findings indicate that physical meetings are important during early phases 
where trust is established; later, technology and channels that allow for informal dialogues to be 
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maintained alongside the formal meetings will be important. We see that text messages on mobile 
phone and instant messaging on PCs also fulfill an important function within the realm of work. These 
forms of communication can be used to establish an informal communication channel that make 
people “visible” to each other. In this way, they play an important role for maintaining trust in 
distributed groups, or for reactivating prior trust-bearing relations. This can be actively utilized in 
organizations that seek to develop technologies that support trust in distributed groups. 
9.6 Summary 
An important motivation for the work in this dissertation has been what was described in the 
introduction as “the trust paradox of distributed work”. In its most extreme form, this means that the 
qualities that distributed groups require, at least theoretically speaking, are simultaneously qualities 
that are difficult to develop, because such groups per definition imply a great degree of geographical 
distance between the people involved. 
As demonstrated previously, existing research has suggested somewhat different “solutions” 
to this problem. A main argument has been that such groups are able to manage with simpler forms of 
trust (swift trust) that are immediately established based on positive expectations and early 
impressions. However, this study, as well as other studies performed within distributed groups in 
knowledge-based businesses, suggests that a quick, immediate trust often is insufficient (Pauleen and 
Yoong 2001). Distributed groups are often established in situations with turbulent organizational 
relationships where mistrust can easily take root, and therefore it is necessary to have stronger and 
more trust-bearing relations across distances so that the groups will function satisfactorily. 
This dissertation has, using a network-based understanding of distributed groups as a point of 
departure, shown how trust in some cases took hold within distributed groups, in spite of geographical 
distance and organizational and cultural boundaries. These studies indicate that an essential element 
for trust to develop in such contexts is that certain strong interpersonal trust relationships develop 
across the boundaries. How these relations are developed is however not inconsequential, and this 
dissertation points out two conditions that are particularly important: first, that affective and cognitive 
relations are developed that connects local groupings; and second, that core constellations are 
established within groups that can stabilize trust over time. For the persons who act as trust brokers, 
repeated interactions and face-to-face communication are apparently necessary, at least in the initial 
stages. The pieces have also demonstrated how communication within groups is significant to the 
process of supporting cognitive and affective trust, and that this is done using a varied set of 
communication-technologies. Nevertheless, face-to-face communication is vital especially in the 
building of affective trust. As described previously, however, it is unnecessary for all of the 
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participants in a network to have equally strong relationships; what is most important is that there are 
some trust-bearing relationships that connect central parts of a network. 
Many authors have emphasized the opinion that organizations increasingly take the form of 
social networks with many different ramifications and connection points (Barney 2004; Castells 1996; 
Miles and Snow 1992). If such a description is correct and different persons within the organization 
can be developed in an appropriate way, it is important to understand how networks that combine 
different sections of an organization can be developed. This especially pertains to trust-bearing 
networks within distributed groups. Still, in such network-based units and departments, it is seldom 
possible or desirable that everyone has strong relations to everyone else. As Galbraith writes: 
“Everyone-to-everyone networks in large organizations are neither possible nor desirable. The 
relationships need to be established at key interfaces” (Galbraith 2006,p. 193). 
The articles in this dissertation come with concrete suggestions about how distributed groups 
can develop their relations in a suitable way, based on empirical studies. These findings should 
however be regarded as preliminary and should be followed up further by studies of other distributed 
groups. Still, it is my hope that the concepts and mechanisms that are laid out in the following articles 
can constructively contribute to a renewed understanding of trust in distributed work groups.  
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1. Introduction: trust and collaboration in distributed settings 
In contemporary organizations it is increasingly necessary for individuals to manage 
collaboration over distance. For knowledge based companies operating in an international context, 
there is a particular need to interconnect knowledge while being situated in different physical 
environments, both in ad-hoc based teams and in more permanent work groups (Adler and Heckscher 
2006; Brown and Duguid 2001; Castells 1996; Knoke 2001). Compared to moving individuals, or 
even whole departments, the establishment of distributed work groups appears as an efficient, flexible 
and inexpensive solution. Distributed work groups can be established almost overnight, and by the 
exploitation of cheap and simple communications technologies like telephone meetings, e-mails and 
Instant Messaging (IM) such groups can start their work almost immediately. If necessary more 
sophisticated systems for collaboration can be included, such as video-conferencing systems, 
computer based collaboration systems or virtual meeting rooms. Advocates of virtual work have 
argued that the current rise of global terrorism and global infectious diseases like SARS will make 
distributed work even more common during the next years and it will soon be the standard way of 
working in global organizations, rather than the exception (Gignac 2005; Jones and Oyung 2005). 
Rising travelling costs is another important argument for the establishment of distributed work groups. 
However, collaboration in distributed work groups is not without problems: Cumulative 
research has documented that the risk of communication breakdown and low performance is higher for 
distributed work groups than for co-located activities (Cummings and Kiesler 2005; Kiesler and 
Cummings 2002). It is often difficult to get individuals situated at different locations to work together 
with a high degree of commitment. 
Recently several researchers have found that trust is an important factor for stabilizing such 
groups, and also for enhancing efficient work forms (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai 
and Yoo 2002; Piccoli and Ives 2003; Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006; Zolin and Hinds 2004). In 
general trust can be described as “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability 
based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another” (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt et 
al. 1998). The need for trust usually emerges in situations where it is necessary to take some kind of 
risk (Luhmann 1979), and in distributed work risk levels tend to escalate due to reduced opportunities 
for direct observation and control. Common problems like coordination failures or “free riding” (social 
loafing) tend to be more difficult to discover due to the lack of visibility, and there is an increased risk 
that collective work assignments are not solved properly, and for rising costs and delays. Trust within 
the distributed group is believed to be a necessary factor for coping with these and other challenges 
typical for distributed work. 
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During the last decade empirical studies of trust in organizations and groups have 
accumulated, and there is solid evidence that trust has positive effects on the collaboration and the 
sharing of knowledge (Dirks and Ferrin 2001). Despite the wide consensus on the positive outcomes 
of trust for knowledge building and performance, there are different views of what the sources of trust 
are in distributed groups: It has been argued that trust depends on the timing and temporality of 
interaction within the group (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000; Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter et al. 2004), as 
well as on the managerial style (Panteli 2005; Piccoli and Ives 2003) and the individuals’ 
psychological dispositions (Brown, Poole and Rogers 2004). Little attention has so far been directed 
towards what we may call the structural aspects of trust, i.e. the patterns of trusting relations within the 
group. This paper argues that analysing the internal relational structures of distributed work groups is a 
promising approach to understanding trust in distributed groups, as it draws attention to the particular 
constellation of trust-based relations within the group. Compared to other approaches it has the 
advantage of providing a more fine-grained understanding of internal relational dynamics within a 
group. In this article we will point at three aspects where a network approach in particular has a 
potential to contribute; the initial establishment of trust, the distribution of various trust forms within a 
group, and the maintenance of trust over time. We will explain these options further by referring to a 
recent case study of a distributed work group, and suggest how these dimensions can be explored in 
future research. 
The article starts (chapter 2) with a brief overview of how small work groups can be analyzed 
as social networks, drawing on previous studies of small-group networks, and of how trust can be 
studied as structural networks. Central concepts and terms related to the network approach are 
outlined, and some important types of trust are discussed. In the next section (chapter 3) we will 
present a recent case of distributed workers (Omega) involving a group of technical developers in a 
Nordic ICT company. The development, distribution and maintenance of trust networks are then 
discussed with reference to this case (chapter 4). Finally (chapter 5), we will discuss how these issues 
may be further investigated, and potential implications for organizations implementing distributed 
work. 
2. Structural perspectives on distributed work and trust 
Social network analysis is a theoretical and methodological approach that has its roots in 
anthropology, sociology and social psychology. A common feature of social network studies is a focus 
on social structures constituted by a set of social relations connecting actors. This stands out in 
contrast to traditional social science approaches, which for the most part are occupied with studying 
individuals’ attributes or ideas (Breiger 2004; Scott 2000). In contrast to other structurally oriented 
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paradigms in the social sciences, the network approach sees social structure in a bottom-up fashion, 
generated by patterned networks of interpersonal relations (Wellman 1988). A particular advantage 
with network analysis is that it is able to capture the dynamics in the interplay between individuals and 
the social structures they are part of. Methods for analysing network structure have been growing 
rapidly in the last decades, and multiple techniques for analysing all kinds of network patterns are 
available through software packages like UCInet, Pajek, DataMiner, etc. (Huisman and Duijn 2005). 
As an object for social network research work groups are at the same time old and new: On the 
one hand, small-group networks have been studied thoroughly by early social psychological scholars 
like Bavelas, Leavitt and Shaw (Bavelas 1950; Leavitt 1951; Shaw 1964). These researchers 
conducted several laboratory experiments where the main interest was in finding the most efficient 
structure for small groups related to different tasks. On the other hand, even though the network 
approach to small group studies has been limited since these early trials, there are signs of a renewed 
interest for applying network studies of small groups (Kadushin 2005; Katz, Lazer, Arrow et al. 2005; 
Sparrowe, Liden, Waynes et al. 2001). 
The new interest for network studies of small groups is reflected in a growing interest for 
applying social network approaches in studies of distributed groups, and what is often termed virtual 
teams. Network approaches for studies of distributed work have been applied to understand, among 
other things, coordination structures and mediated communication patterns (Ahuja and Carley 1999; 
Bélanger 1999; Cummings and Cross 2003; Haythornthwaite 2001; Hinds and McGrath 2006; Koku 
and Wellman 2002). A central issue driving these studies has, on the one hand, been to investigate 
how distributed work groups differ from co-located groups, and on the other hand, what kind of 
structures are most efficient for coordinating work in distributed settings. So far, however, little 
attention has been given to the more affective ties within distributed groups, such as trust, friendship 
and perceived closeness74. Most current research is also based on comparing larger numbers of teams, 
rather than focusing on the complexity of ties within single cases. 
When studying networks in such settings, three aspects stand out as central; 1) The structural 
pattern of relations, which, at least in theory, may be illustrated as network maps; 2) the qualitative 
aspects of relations, such as strength or intimacy; and 3) the transactional content of relations, i.e. what 
kinds of activities are taking place between the participants.   
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 An exception is found in the recent work of Hinds and McGrath (2006), who also include “closeness” in their study of 33 
distributed R&D teams. 
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2.1 Trust in networks 
Within the field of social network studies, trust is approached in two ways; as a relational 
quality of a dyad and as an outcome of a particular network structure. First, seen as a dyadic quality, 
trust is basically a positive mental attitude towards specific others in a situation containing uncertainty 
and risk. In network literature other terms than trust are however frequently applied to capture the 
quality of a trusting relationship: Granovetter introduced the term strong ties to denote relations that 
have a combination of long duration, high emotional intensity, intimacy and reciprocity (Granovetter 
1973). The duality of strong and weak ties has dominated much later network research, although with 
emphasis on the value of weaker ties for individuals as well as for organizations and groups. 
Krackhardt has applied the term philos to describe a particular type of strong ties which are found in 
organizations, resulting from high levels of interaction, affection and time (Krackhardt 1992). Others 
have used generic terms like “friendship” to denote a trustful tie or a strong tie in an organization (Lin 
and Ensel 1989). Trusting ties have been proved to be important for transferring tacit knowledge in 
organizations (Hansen 1999) and organizations characterized by strong and trusting ties have been 
shown to be better able to cope with rapid changes than those characterized by weaker ties 
(Krackhardt and Stern 1988). 
The other main approach to trust in network studies is to see trust as a product of larger and 
interconnected networks of ties, creating what is known as network closure. Drawing on balance 
theories, Coleman’s discussions on social capital suggest that closed network structures are crucial for 
the development of social norms and stability within a group (Coleman 1988; Heider 1958). The 
rationale behind the closure argument is that a dense network structure increases the possibilities for 
exchange of information, overview and control. It is easier to trust someone if this person is a friend of 
your own best friend, or if you know that this person depends on having a good reputation in the 
community that you both belong to (Burt and Knez 1996; Buskens 1998). 
The two approaches to trust, focusing on dyadic ties and/or on larger network structures, 
should be seen as complimentary and not opposing ideas. Trustful relations are embedded in larger 
networks of ties, which can facilitate or weaken dyadic trustfulness. Most important, however, the 
network approach suggests how trust in small groups might be transmitted from an individual level to 
larger and denser trust structures. Involving a third person can help to strengthen the trust in a dyadic 
relation, but at the same time it helps to move trust up on a higher level (Coleman 1988). 
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2.2 Types of interpersonal trust 
In this paper we will approach trust both as a dyadic and as a structural phenomenon. Relying 
on the definition of trust given above as based on “positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour 
of another” we will, however, disconnect this from other indicators such as interaction frequencies or 
duration. We will apply indicators of trust which try to capture these positive expectations. It is 
important to bear in mind that trusting ties are not equivalent to “strong ties”: Strong ties are usually 
also trusting ties, but trust may also be an attribute of weaker ties. 
Trust denotes a quality of a relation, but it may also be conceived as a “flow” within the 
relational structures of a (distributed) group. The advantage of this approach, compared to the 
conventional strong tie approach, is that it is more directly focussed on measuring trust, and therefore 
also more in line with how most researchers look at interpersonal trust (Bachmann and Zaheer 2006; 
McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). Further, it opens for the possibility of comparing and exploring 
the trust flow with other interaction based relationships.75
There are different types of interpersonal trust discussed in the literature. One important 
distinction is drawn between cognitive and affective foundations of trust (Lewis and Weigert 1985; 
McAllister 1995). Cognitive trust refers to the calculative and rational characteristics demonstrated by 
the trustee, including reliability, integrity and competence. This type of trust is often based on various 
attributes such as professional roles (doctors, engineers, professors). Affective trust, on the other hand, 
is based on emotional elements and social skills of trustees, involving emotional bonds between 
individuals. The boundaries between cognitive and affective trust forms are usually not clear cut, and 
the two terms are usually considered as dimensions of interpersonal trust (Rousseau, Sitkin et al. 
1998). Also, the balance between these dimensions is not fixed, but tends to change as relationships 
develop over time (Lewicki and Bunker 1996). 
Approaching interpersonal trust as attributes of networks, we will here consider affective and 
cognitive trust as two slightly different types of “flow” in a network of social relations. These flows 
can, however, to a certain degree be described and analysed as separate relations and networks. In a 
work group, the cognitive trust networks comprise relations based recognition of formal and job-
related qualifications, such as knowledge and expertise. Affective networks, on the other hand, are 
comprised of employees tied to each other by emotional bonds. In a specific work group cognitive and 
affective networks can overlap, to a smaller or larger degree. 
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 Tichy and Formbrun (1979) distinguish between four central types of flow in organizational social networks: exchange of 
goods; affect and liking; information and ideas, and; influence and power (Tichy and Fombrun 1979).   
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3. Case and methodology 
We will in this section demonstrate how social network analysis can be used as a strategy to 
explore and analyse trust in distributed groups further, covering both the cognitive and the emotional 
dimensions. As illustrations we will rely on a case of distributed workers operating in a highly 
networked Nordic ICT company. 
3.1 About Omega 
NOMO76 is a Norwegian ICT provider with a fairly strong position in the Nordic markets. 
Approximately one year prior to our study, the company acquired and merged with a smaller Danish 
company to get an even stronger position in the Scandinavian market. A major objective for the 
company after the acquisition was to integrate its operations across the national markets to create 
market synergies. This led to the setting up of a number of permanent work groups encompassing 
employees in different locations in Norway and Denmark. Since different functions now had to be 
coordinated across distances and national boundaries, distributed work was initiated and formalized in 
several different areas. The analysis in this paper will focus on one such group; Omega. 
The core task of Omega was to manage and develop products for a particular segment of 
NOMO’s customers. The group consisted of 16 product managers; 12 in Norway and four in 
Denmark, with the manager located at the headquarters in Norway. Virtually all respondents had 
previous employment within the respective organizations, and most of them made deliberate efforts to 
maintain relations with previous colleagues. The work in the group evolved around development 
projects that ran across different groups similar to Omega, but the Omega group was supposed to be 
the “professional home” for the employees, according to the manager. Within the group three 
professionals were responsible for sub-units within the groups, reporting to the leader of the group, 
Torhild. In addition, Torhild had two independent professionals responsible for separate fields of 
expertise. This simple formal structure is indicated in figure 1. Yet, despite this typical hierarchical 
structure the work was conducted in a highly informal way, with much informal interaction and 
immediate coordination between the members in the groups. The three sub-units indicated areas of 
expertise, rather than restricted fields of responsibilities. Thus, Omega had a structure more similar to 
an ad-hocracy than a bureaucratic hierarchy (Mintzberg 1981). 
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 Note that all names of companies, groups and individuals are pseudonyms. 
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Figure 1 Omega’s formal structure 
The work was divided between two main workplaces; one at the NOMO headquarters in 
Norway and one at the Danish department. At both sites, the employees had a mobile work style, 
where open offices were used in combination with portable PCs and mobile phones. The work form 
implied that some of the employees had relatively frequent interaction face-to-face, while others met 
only when the group had their meetings. 
3.2 Data gathering 
The group was investigated by a combination of qualitative and quantitative data. The study 
started with an explorative qualitative study and was followed up by a quantitative study targeted at 
more specific issues evolving out of the explorative phase. Yet, in the initial phase a general 
questionnaire was distributed to get baseline information about satisfaction, performance and 
interaction patterns. In this article we will mainly use the group-based network data, supported by data 
from the qualitative interviews. 
The network data was gathered through retrospective reports of the frequency of 
communication during one week after working as a distributed group for a period of 12 months. An e-
mail questionnaire was used to capture the individual relational data. Before the distributed group was 
established, no ties existed across the two national units.  
TORHILD 
MARTIN 
Daniel  
Ronny 
Liv
KARI 
Jørgen 
Heidi 
Sissel
KNUT 
Simon 
Marianne 
Andreas
EMIL KAI 
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Table 1  Network indicators used in the network analysis 
Relation Indicator 
Cognitive trust Whom in your group would you talk to if you needed a professional advice in 
your daily work?  
Affective trust  If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have today, but in 
another company; whom would you prefer to discuss this with? 
Interaction Whom in your group have you contacted during the last seven days, and how 
often? (daily, weekly, monthly) 
Formal  Formal relational structure as indicated by organizational chart 
The data was coded as regular 1-mode social network data in socio-matrices for valued data. 
All network data were analysed with UCINET software and NetDraw (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 
2002).77   
Different kinds of relations were analysed in the network study. We will here focus on three 
central relational aspects; cognitive trust, affective trust, interaction and formal relations. The 
indicators used to identify these relations are described in table 1. The affective trust indicator was 
based on an indirect question of preferred partner to discuss a potential job shift. This hypothetical 
situation involved exposure of individual vulnerability as it would reveal information that could 
possibly be harmful to the trustee (if he or she does not get the job). The cognitive indicator was based 
on whom the trustee would turn to if in need of professional advice. As a supplement, we will here use 
indicators of daily interaction through different kinds of media and face-to-face interaction, as well as 
representation of the formal network structure (based on the organizational chart). We emphasize that 
the questions used are only indicative for the two kinds of trust relations, and not measuring them 
thoroughly. Note also that the indicator on interaction does not distinguish between face–to-face 
meetings and communication or cooperation through mediated channels. 
3.3 General network measures 
We will use a limited number of measures to describe the networks and network positions: 
Indegree centrality indicates the number of incoming lines for each node in a directional node-by-node 
network (Freeman 1979; Wasserman and Faust 1994b). As such it is a widely used measure of node 
centrality. The indegree of a node ni in an ordered set of nodes is then the number of arcs that 
terminate at ni. Centralization is used as a measure of the general level of centralization in a graph 
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 Closer description of social network measures and techniques can be found in Wassemann and Faust (1994). 
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based on the in- and outgoing ties. The centralization is indicated as the degree of inequality or 
variance in the network as a percentage of that of a perfect star network of the same size (Hanneman 
2001). Another central structural indicator is network density, measured as the number of actual 
connections as a proportion of the maximal possible connections, going from 0 to 1. For a directed 
graph the density is calculated as the number of arcs (L) divided by the possible number of arcs. 
Cliques is a widely used concept used to denote sub-units within a larger network that are highly 
interconnected. In directed networks, cliques are usually found by focussing on those ties that are 
reciprocated, and we will here use the Bron and Kerbosch (1973) algorithm to find all cliques larger 
than three (as is the default option in UCINET). We will here use the existence of cliques to indicate 
denser sub-units within the trust networks. 
In order to describe the network structure of a distributed work group, there is a particular 
need to map relations that cross geographical boundaries. For this purpose the E-I Index, as developed 
by Krackhardt and Stern, is helpful (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This indicator compares the number 
of external ties with the number of internal ties for groups within a network, ranging from -1 to +1. 
Given a partition of a network into a number of mutually exclusive groups, the E-I index is the number
of ties external to the groups minus the number of ties that are internal to the group divided by the total 
number of ties. Maximum collaboration across the boundaries is then +1 (all links are external), while 
equally divided links will give an index equal to zero. 
4. Analysing trust in distributed networks 
Trust networks consist of individuals that have trustful relations to one another, and the 
structure of these relations are not necessarily overviewed or reflected upon by the participants 
themselves. Even so – or perhaps just for this reason – they are important as indicators of where the 
“flows of trust” go, and how they develop over time. We will here point at how this approach can 
provide a deeper understanding of three central processes; 1) development of trust, 2) variations in the 
distribution of trust; and 3) maintenance of trust.
4.1 Development of trust 
The establishment of trust has been much discussed, and several earlier studies have found 
that cognitive trust forms (i.e. swift trust) can be established surprisingly quickly in distributed 
settings, despite a lack of common history (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 
1995). A network approach to trust considers this as embedded in particular relations, consisting of 
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more or less trustful ties. The central issue is how trust starts to flow within a distributed network, 
where there is few trustful ties before the collaboration starts up. A role-oriented analysis of trust 
networks can help illuminate which individuals in the distributed group that are active in forging 
cognitive and affective trustful ties, especially in the early stages of collaboration. This perspective 
draws attention to the roles of individuals in building trust through simple relational structures. As 
such it may supplement existing studies with a closer understanding of the individual “trust builders” 
within a group. 
Indicators of node centrality, like Freeman’s Degree, are but one analytical tool that can be 
used to track the most active nodes in a trust network. As can easily be seen from the Omega network, 
Martin was the person most of the other members tended to trust in the affective network (Indegree = 
3), while Kai was the most central person in the cognitive network with 11 InDegrees (see table 2). 
In Omega, however, several nodes had strikingly different positions in the two trust networks. 
Comparing indegree centrality indicates that one of the “independent” sub-unit managers (Kai) was 
the most attractive node in the interaction network and also in the cognitive trust network. This person 
was however not included in the affective trust network. In this network Martin, Marianne, Emil and 
Torhild are the only ones with “indegrees” above two. The divergent centrality in these networks 
opens for a question of whether we may find different trust builders in each of the trust networks. 
Even though it has been documented that two trust forms are closely related (McAllister 1995), it is 
possible to imagine that individuals have qualities that make them more or less trustworthy along these 
two dimensions.  
Analysis of roles in networks is one of the best developed areas within social network analysis 
through elaborations of the structural equivalence techniques (Knoke and Kuklinksi 1982; Lorraine 
and White 1971; Wasserman and Faust 1994a). Such approaches may be applied to further explore 
roles in a distributed trust-network. For the purpose of this article it is sufficient to emphasize the 
usefulness of locating trust nodes in distributed groups, as these nodes may act like trust generators in 
the network. Still, we would stress that in distributed groups it is of particular interest to locate 
individuals that “connect” between dispersed units, since they may enhance the flow of trust within the 
larger group. In network terms individuals with roles that connect or mediate between two (or more) 
units, are usually described as brokers. In general information brokerages occur when the contact 
between two nodes in a triad (A, C) depends on a third node (B). When A, B, and C belong to two 
different groups, different kinds of brokerage across boundaries are possible, including “gatekeepers”, 
“representatives” and “consultants” (Fernandez and Gould 1994). 
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 C-trust  A-trust Interaction 
  Indegree Outdegree Indegree Outdegree Indegree Outdegree 
Kai 11.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 7.00 0.00 
Torhild 10.00 4.00 2.00 0.00 5.00 4.00 
Martin 5.00 6.00 3.00 0.00 5.00 4.00 
Knut 6.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 6.00 
Kari 5.00 5.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 
Marianne 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 
Ronny 1.00 10.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
Daniel 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.00 2.00 2.00 
Jørgen 2.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Andreas 2.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
Emil 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 0.00 
Erika 4.00 5.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 9.00 
Heidi 2.00 4.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 
Sissel 4.00 6.00 1.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 
Simon 2.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 2.00 
Liv 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 3.00 
MEAN 4.125 4.125 0.813 0.813 2.813 2.813 
SD 2.943 1.900 0.950 1.014 1.975 2.721 
Table 2. Degree centrality for affective trust (A-trust), cognitive trust (C-trust) and daily interaction 
In trust networks these roles may take on a slightly different meaning as the content is not 
information per se, but perceived emotional closeness towards others. Still the idea of brokerage might 
be a useful term to understand the role of individuals that may transmit trust across dispersed units in a 
group (Julsrud and Bakke 2007). In Omega, Martin was most central, but also the only one that had an 
affective trust relation across the national boundaries (see figure 2). As such, he was the only person 
who acted like a “trust broker” in this distributed network. 
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4.2 Variation in the distribution of trust 
Trust is rarely equally distributed in groups, and a network approach is useful for detecting, 
visualizing and analyzing variations in the flow of trust. Although existing studies have recognized 
that trust tends to be more easily distributed in local settings (Kiesler and Cummings 2002), there has 
been few attempts to study systematically the distribution of different forms of trust. First, however, 
we should recognize that density of trusting ties represents a general indicator of the general 
trustfulness within a group, ranging from 0 (no trusting relations) to 1 (all nodes trust each other). As 
an indicator of interpersonal trust in a group, density of trust ties is based on actual ties, rather than 
“general feelings” of trustfulness towards others in the group. The significantly higher density of 
cognitive trust in Omega indicated that the cognitive trust is easier to foster in distributed work 
settings than is affective trust (see table 3). 
Other aspects of the trust networks, such as network centralization, give additional 
information of important network structures. Not surprisingly cognitive trust has a much more 
centralized structure than affective trust, compared to general interaction. Clearly, then, there is a 
limited number of experts that are trusted, while the general interaction has a less centralised structure. 
The low E-I index indicates that the cognitive trust network also is more boundary crossing than the 
highly local, affective trust network. The affective trust tended to flow within the local units where the 
face-to-face interaction is high, while the cognitive trust flow is less constrained by these boundaries. 
The network approach opens for systematic comparison of similarities and differences between trust 
flows and the circulation of other kinds of resources and interactions. Alignment with functional and 
task oriented networks is here one particularly important aspect: If none of the trust networks aligns 
with task related networks, this might indicate a structural divergence that could be critical for further 
collaboration within the group. 
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Figure 2. The affective trust network in Omega (White node = informant at the Norway headquarter; 
black node = Informant at the Danish headquarter)  
One way to test associations between networks is by QAP correlations or regressions.78 For 
Omega it was clear that the cognitive trust was significantly associated with the formal network 
structure, while this was not the case for the affective trust network. This network was however 
closely related to the interaction network. This indicates that for Omega the affective trust flow 
followed less predictable patterns than the cognitive form, and was more closely related to the daily 
interaction
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 UCINETs QAP correlation procedure is based on permutation of rows and columns together with one of the input 
matrices, and then correlating the permutated matrix with the other matrix. This is repeated hundreds of times to build up a 
distribution of correlations under the null hypothesis of no relationships between the matrices. A low p-value (< .05) suggests 
a strong relationship unlikely to have occurred by chance (Borgatti and Everett 2002) 
= Manager 
= Sub-unit manager 
= Employee 
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Table 3 Selected structural network indicators for Omega 
Relation Scale Ties Density Centralization 
(InDegree) 
E-I Index Cliques 
(No) 
Interaction Daily  74 0.188 29.778 -0.568 10 
A-trust Yes/no 22 0.054 15.556 -0.818  1 
C-trust Yes/no 98 0.282 48.889 -0.250 22 
Table 4 QAP correlations for Omega 
 Formal  C-trust  A-Trust  
C-trust 0.316** 
A-trust 0.068 0.113*  
Interaction 0.339** 0.346** 0.115* 
Note: * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01. [Jaccard coefficients are applied here since this involves binary data] 
.  
4.3 Maintenance of trust 
Single relations of trust can develop into larger network structures when third parties are 
included in the relationships. As noted above, inclusion of third persons in dyads is often an important 
element in building trust on a wider scale, and thus stabilizing trust within a social group (Coleman 
1988). As such, interpersonal trust develops in to denser structures of trust that might help to stabilize 
the group. Denser sub-units of trust within a group, such as cliques, clans or cores are indicators of 
constellations that are more established network constellations than dyadic ties. Triads and cliques are 
usually considered as more stable than dyadic ties, but also as important containers of culture and 
identity (Erickson 1988; Kilduff and Corley 2000; Krackhardt and Kilduff 2002). Such sub-units may 
represent important constellations for development of meaning and attitudes, as well as culture and 
social identities. 
Still, trust cliques are not necessarily positive for distributed groups: if there are local cliques 
that are weakly connected to the other parts of the group, they may be arenas were expressions of 
distrust towards others in the group is strengthened (Burt and Knez 1996). The ideal situation is 
probably boundary-crossing cliques, i.e. cliques involving partners from several of the participating 
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sites, were trustfulness can be cultivated across the dividing lines between two or more distributed 
partners.  
In Omega there were one affective trust clique involving Marianne, Simon and Emil, all 
located in the Norwegian part of NOMO. These three employees represented an important trust-unit in 
the distributed group, based on earlier collaborations and commitments. Relating this trust clique to 
central parts of the Danish units could be one important step towards a stronger, boundary crossing 
trust unit in Omega. On the other hand, the connection from Martin to Ronny could be stabilized by 
involving a third person closer (Kari or Erika), and thus expanding into a denser boundary crossing 
clique. 
5. Opening up the black box of distributed work 
Studies of trust in distributed groups have usually focussed on detecting factors that may help 
to explain how distributed groups might succeed, or not. Distributed work groups are typically treated 
as a black box, where trust figures as a general output factor, explained by other factors (e.g. 
managerial style, interaction pattern, use of ICT), or as a general input factor used to explain particular 
outcomes of a distributed group (e.g. efficiency, knowledge sharing). Analysing trust in this way tends 
to neglect the relational side of trust; as a quality embedded in particular interpersonal relations. The 
promise of the network approach is to “open the black box” and explore the structural patterns within 
a distributed work group (Haythornthwaite 2002). This study has intended to give a first description of 
how analyses of trust networks can enrich our understanding of the dynamic nature of trust within a 
distributed group. 
5.1 Implications   
The central theme developed in this article is that a social network approach to trust can 
supplement existing approaches in the research field of distributed work, accentuating the structural 
dimension of trust. Analysis of internal trust network suggests new ways to understand development, 
distribution and maintenance of trust within highly distributed groups.  As such, this approach 
supplement and pursues existing research in the field. Regarding the establishment of trust in 
distributed groups, it has been found that trust often is developed quickly despite little common history 
and little time together (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995; Zolin and 
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Hinds 2004). The network approach gives new insight into this question by emphasizing the role 
individuals may have in building trust within and across geographic locations. In particular existence 
of trust brokers are recognized as crucial for developing trust in dispersed groups.  
When it comes to the distribution of trust a network approach can give new and important 
insights as to how different types of trust follow different patterns. While earlier studies have found 
that cognitive trust (i.e swift trust) is more easily established in distributed and temporary groups 
(Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002), a network approach can analyse in 
details how cognitive and affective trust interrelates. This field should be further explored in later 
studies, in combination with role oriented approaches indicating positions in different networks. 
Further studies of trust flows in distributed groups can also bring new insight into how trust flows 
align with mediated interaction, face-to-face interaction and the flow of knowledge, ideas and 
information.  
Finally, in distributed work groups cohesive subunits indicate fields where trust is particularly 
strong and durable. Such units represent important resources that can be used to maintain trust within 
a group, in particular if these denser sub units include individuals from different local units. Existence 
of such constellations may also shed light on, and perhaps helps to explain, why trust in distributed 
groups sometimes remain surprisingly stable over time despite little interaction (Zolin, Hinds et al. 
2004).  
5.2 Limitations 
Some areas have been rather superficially treated in this contribution: The analytical focus has 
been on the internally oriented networks of interpersonal trust, and as such we have not taken fully 
into consideration the importance of trust as situated in norms, routine and culture; aspects that have 
been much emphasized in neo-institutional organizational theories (Powell 1996; Zucker 1977). Such 
factors are of course still important in the development and establishment of trust in groups. Still, there 
are studies indicating that interpersonal ties and networks are getting increasingly important in new 
“post-bureaucracies” and in highly distributed workplaces (Grey and Garsten 2001; Hedin 2001).  
We should also note that this study has deliberately focussed on the internal relations within a 
group. A broader and more comprehensive analysis should include also the flow of trust that goes 
beyond the single group, and the weaker relational constructs. In general, further efforts should be 
made to relate trust as structural networks closer to pre-existing structure-oriented perspectives on 
groups and organizations (Barley 1990; Katz and Lazer 2005; Kilduff and Tsai 2003; Monge and 
Eisenberg 1987). The empirical study supporting the argumentation in this paper is based on relations 
measured after one year of collaboration within a single case, applying relatively simple network 
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measures and concepts. A stronger methodological design would involve repeated studies of 
interaction and trust over time to capture more of the structural changes, and also the inclusion of 
several cases. We should also note that a more comprehensive approach might have included not only 
trusting ties but also negative ties (i.e. distrust). These issues we leave for later work taking up the 
thread laid out here. 
6. Conclusions 
Trust represents one particular important asset for distributed work groups, affecting the 
groups’ general performance, as well as the ability to handle knowledge sharing and knowledge 
development. A social network approach draws attention to the way trust flows through particular 
relations within a group. As we have argued here trust relations can have different “colours”, either as 
expertise based cognitive trust, or as affective based relationships. Analysing the flow of trust in 
combination with other types of transactional content is helpful to further understand how trust is 
developed, distributed and sustained within distributed groups. Compared to existing analysis of trust 
in distributed groups, the network approach accentuates structure rather than timing, interaction 
patterns or individual attributes. As such it represents an important supplement to existing theories and 
a novel and exciting field to applying social network techniques and concepts. 
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Abstract: As organizations grow and become multi-national, distributed work, i.e. work where members are 
located in different sites, cities or countries usually follows (Hossain and Wigand 2004; Jarvenpaa and Leidner 
1999; Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996; Panteli 2005; Zolin and Hinds 2002). Yet, such teams and groups 
have fewer opportunities to build social networks as is common in traditional groups, such as time spent together 
and frequent informal interaction. The “paradox of trust” in distributed work then, is that while trust is a “need to 
have”-asset” for distributed work groups – in particular for knowledge work – it is also difficult to foster due to 
the lack of physical co-location (Handy 1995). This article argues that one way to deal with the paradox is to 
recognize the importance of trust as generated through individuals that have trustful ties that cross central 
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1. Introduction 
Over the last two decades, a rich stream of research has emphasized the importance of trust for 
large scale organizational processes as well as individual employees. As organizations become more 
and more knowledge-oriented, trust has moved to the centre of attention as a supplement, and also as a 
corrective for control as a coordinative mechanism. As recently argued by Adler and Heckscher, this 
seems to be especially important for organizations that are engaged in innovations and knowledge 
based work (Adler and Heckscher 2006): “Knowledge work … requires that each party offer 
something with no guarantee that they will get anything specific back in return. They must trust that 
the other has useful competence and knowledge that will help in their joint effort; that the other can 
understand her own ideas well enough to engage them productively…” (Ibid, p. 30) 
Another aspect of modern organizations that may make trust even more critical for the 
functioning of organizations is the increase of more geographically dispersed physical structures. As 
organizations grow and become multi-national, distributed work79, i.e., work where members are 
located in different sites, cities or countries, usually follows. According to a recent Nordic study every 
third Nordic manager in knowledge intensive businesses plans to reorganize their workplaces, and 
over 50 % of these managers considered “distributed and mobile work” as a relevant option (Julsrud, 
Bakke, Bjerrum et al. 2004).  
There are several reasons for establishing and upholding distributed organizations: In addition 
to having distributed work as an instrument for establishing presence in different regions and markets, 
as in the case of regional offices, distributed work may also be a way of saving facilities costs, and 
costs related to work travels. Setting up distributed work groups may also help organizations save 
expenses, as compared to the co-location of groups and employees. Distributed organizations may also 
be part of a strategy for developing new knowledge in teams, by including people from various 
organizational units. Distributed groups by definition represent groups with participants situated in 
different physical settings, organizational and national cultures. To the extent that these people also 
include differences in knowledge and points of view, distributed work groups can be “hubs” for 
development of knowledge and innovations (Cummings 2004). The challenge is to get such groups 
work together with a limited amount of physical contact, although supported by a diverse set of 
communication tools. 
                                               
79
 There is no single way to define distributed work groups. We will here follow Zolin and Hinds and define this in a general 
way, as group-based work where members are located in different cities or countries, supported by use of information and 
communication technology (Zolin and Hinds 2002).  
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1.1 The paradox of trust in distributed work groups
At a general level, the phenomenon of trust can be described as, “a willingness of a party to be 
vulnerable to actions of another party based on the expectations that the other will perform a particular 
action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer 
et al 1995, p. 3). Whereas collaborating in distributed work groups is emerging as a common way of 
working, the ability to “monitor or control the other party” is drastically reduced, and in essence this is 
what makes trust a core asset for organizations practicing distributed work. There is a risk that 
distributed work may become fragmented if people cannot work together with a sense of comfort, or if 
they feel that they must constantly use time and efforts on controlling the distant colleagues or 
employees. The “paradox of distributed work” is that while, in general, trust is a “need to have” asset 
for distributed work groups, in particular, for knowledge work, it is also difficult to foster due to the 
lack of physical co-location (Handy 1995). Distance reduces the abilities to interact and to gradually 
develop trust over time. Even if interaction on web-based infrastructures and software applications like 
e-mail and instant messaging (IM), as well as mobile communication provides rich opportunities for 
instant communication, it often lacks the differentiating cues that influences judgments about 
trustfulness80 (Nissenbaum 2004).   
We will in this chapter argue that one way to deal with the paradox of trust in distributed work 
is to focus on the role of trust brokers. Based on a relational approach to trust in groups, we argue that 
trust can be enhanced by centrally located trust brokers that establish and sustain ties over distances 
and across boundaries. We will first clarify the concept of trust brokers, drawing on literature in the 
broad fields of social network analysis and organizational trust. We propose that trust brokering 
should be understood as an activity involving persistent elaboration of relations based on position in a 
social network. Next, we will describe trust-broker activities based on a case study of distributed 
workers within a large Nordic ICT-company. Deploying a combination of qualitative analysis and 
social network data, we found that trust brokers were important for the positive development of trust 
within this group. In the last section we will discuss how trust brokering mechanisms can be used 
strategically by organizations as a way of enhancing the development of trust in distributed groups.  
The purpose of this study then, is to demonstrate how certain qualities of the relations between 
actors play important roles in the establishment of trust in computer-mediated work environments, and 
other forms of distributed work. The concept of trust brokering, we argue, is a key to understanding 
the construction of trust across distance.  
                                               
80
 This discussion of networked environments has even wider implications, since the development of organizations and 
organizational units with more limited timeframes presents challenges quite similar to the ‘paradox of trust’ in distributed 
work. 
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1.2 A note on the methodology 
This chapter is based on an empirical field study of distributed work groups in a Nordic ICT-
company. Over a period of 15 months, a sample of five groups were followed closely, These groups 
worked in established, distributed work groups with employees situated in different places and 
countries, and they were also working together with people in other organizational units.  
This study has been guided by an inductive approach, trying to understand how trust was built 
up in the groups over time (Eisenhardt 1989; Ragin 1994). In this process in-depth interviews of 
participants were combined with formal questionnaires. The network techniques were applied to assist 
us in building an understanding of both the roles individuals had in the distributed social networks, 
and of the flow of information within the networks. Social networks were mapped by distributing a list 
of collaborators to each participant, so that adjacency matrixes could be constructed. This approach 
contrasts and supplements much of the former research in this area, which to a large extent has, had a 
focus on testing selected theoretical hypotheses. 
One of the core findings from this inductive approach was that individual employees figured 
as important “nodes” active in the process of developing trust across the boundaries. We will here 
label this as trust brokering, and we will in this chapter explain further the mechanisms and activities 
involved with trust brokering.  
2. Trust brokering – concept and dimensions  
Trust brokering can be described as an activity - informally or formally - targeted at creating 
trustful relations between two or more groups81. As a working definition, we will here describe it as; 
the active building of trust across distinct groups and/or subgroups, through the development of social 
relations. Thereby, trust brokering refers to an activity within an organization, whereas the term trust 
broker refers to the corresponding role.
 Reflecting the definition of trust cited above, trust brokering may be seen as an activity 
aiming at increasing positive expectations and reducing negative expectations about other parties in 
                                               
81
 The term has been used by former authors to coin individual actors work to integrate different units. For instance Cohen 
and Prusak (Cohen and Prusak 2001) describe this as “someone who vouch for people and make introductions to help spread 
trust throughout an organization”. (p. 35). The term “Network facilitators” has been described by McEvily and Zaheer 
(McEvily and Zaheer 2004) as organizations and institutions deliberately and intentional act to promote and sustain trust 
(p.208). The term “knowledge brokers” has in a similar way been applied to describe organizations that support innovation 
by connecting, recombining and transferring to new contexts otherwise disconnected pools of ideas (Haragadon 1998).  
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particular groupings. As indicated by the definition, trust brokering relates to trust building as an 
activity in the development of relations across distance, between distinct social groups. In cases where 
distributed work is based on collaboration between employees belonging to multiple organizations, 
departments or locations, the integration of such units becomes an important challenge. We will in this 
section explain how trust can be understood as a relational concept with cognitive and affective 
aspects, and that trust brokering can be analyzed from its relational and positional aspects. 
2.1 Cognitive and affective dimensions of trust  
Trust may be seen as a multidimensional construct with both cognitive and affective 
dimensions (Lewis and Weigert 1995). The cognitive dimension refers to the calculative and rational 
characteristics demonstrated by trustees, such as reliability, integrity, competence and responsibility. 
Affect-based trust, on the other hand, involves emotional elements and social skills of trustees.  
 The affective aspects of trust have in particular been studied in close relationships, but they 
have also been found to be important in work-related relationships (McAllister 1995, Boon and 
Holmes 1991). It has also been argued that in temporary and distributed groups the cognitive aspects 
are most important, because there are fewer opportunities to develop affective ties (Meyerson et al 
1996, Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999, Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002). Yet recent studies of trust in 
organizations tends to emphasize the importance of also capturing the affective side of the concept 
(Kramer and Tyler 1996). Hence the term trust brokering should strive to capture both cognitive and 
affective dimensions, and we will in this article include both these dimensions. 
2.2 A relational approach to trust  
 When trust is defined “a willingness of a party to be vulnerable to actions of another party 
based on the expectations that the other will perform a particular action important to the trustor, 
irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer et al 1995, p. 3), trust is 
defined as a relational concept, referring to characteristics of both the trustor and the trustee. In actual 
studies, trust is nevertheless often seen as a characteristic of the trustee alone: Measures of individuals’ 
trust levels may then be compared, or aggregated as a group characteristic, for example, when groups 
are rank-ordered according to the dimension of high trust / low trust (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; 
Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002; Piccoli and Ives 2003) 
 In this article, where we investigate how trust-based relations develop within a group of 
distributed workers, we will deploy the relation-based approach to trust, also on the methodological 
level. This approach gives the benefits of exploring in depth the structure of relations within a group 
and the roles that are related to position in these networks. To reflect the cognitive and the affective 
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aspects of trust, this paper explores relations based on preferred collaboration partners when it comes 
to solving difficult work issues, as well as relations based on discussing a potential change of job 
situation. The affective and cognitive trust relations will be combined with relations based on both 
mediated and face-to-face daily interaction. 
2.3 Two aspects of trust brokering 
 The concept of trust brokering, as defined above, addresses two central issues: the 
establishment of trustful relationships, and the “bridging” of formerly weakly connected groups or 
sub-groups within a larger structured network. While the first issue mainly has been elaborated by 
psychologically oriented studies of organizational trust (Kramer and Tyler 1996; Lewicki and Bunker 
1996; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995; McKnight, Cummings and Chervany 1995), the latter has 
been discussed in particular within social network oriented approaches (Burt 2005; Coleman 1988; 
Granovetter 1973; Kilduff and Tsai 2003; Krackhardt and Kilduff 2002). The “relational” and 
“positional” aspects of trust brokering, will be discussed briefly below. 
2.3.1 Relational aspects of trust brokering 
A trust broker may be seen as an individual that actively seeks to establish trustful ties across 
groups with low levels of trust, whereas trust brokerage may be seen as the outcome of trust brokering 
activities – or of activities that have the establishment of trust brokerage as a by-product.82. In 
traditional network terms, trustful relations are usually described as “strong ties” (Granovetter 1973; 
Krackhardt 1992; Krackhardt and Brass 1994). Strong ties are often found in denser social units like in 
families and between close friends or partners, while weaker ties exist between acquaintances. A 
strong tie is usually seen as a provider of more trustful relationships than a weak one. As argued by 
Mark Granovetter, the strength of ties is the outcome of “the combination of the amount of time, the 
emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services that characterize the 
tie” (Granovetter, 1973:1361). A wide range of research has indicated the value of having a broad 
network of weak ties. There are also studies exploring the more obvious phenomenon, that  strong ties 
are also important. According to David Krackhardt, the “strength of the strong ties” is that they help 
reduce risks in insecure environments, and predict the behavior of others (Krackhardt 1992). This 
indicates a close conceptual relation between strong ties and trustful relations, and empirical studies 
corroborate that stronger ties usually are more trustful than weaker ties (Burt and Knez 1996).  
                                               
82
 On the concept of by-products of social activities, see Elster (1983). 
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Few studies in the social network tradition have explored the activities that are involved in the 
development of trust and trustfulness between individuals. although this issue has been developed and 
discussed within general studies of trust within organizations (Dirks and Ferrin 2001; Kramer and 
Cook 2004; Lewicki and Bunker 1996; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). Summing up different 
studies, Mayer and his colleagues proposes three central factors that influence  the general 
trustworthiness of a person: ability, benevolence and integrity (Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). 
Ability refers to the competence and skills the party is believed to have or display on a certain task. If 
people are believed to have certain skills their trustworthiness is usually high. This is probably 
particularly important in situations involving knowledge based work. Benevolence refers more directly 
to the expected motivation the trustee has to help or support the other party. In certain situations the 
relationship between the parties is of a kind that supports benevolence, such as between teacher and 
pupil. Thus benevolence refers to the particular role a party has and his relations to the trustor (i.e. the 
person that is to be trusted). And finally, the integrity of the trustor is believed to be important for the 
trustworthiness of a person. If the party is believed to adhere to a set of principles that has acceptance 
for the trustor, this affects the perceived integrity. But also knowledge about earlier achievements and 
actions may affect perceived integrity. Thus, the trustworthiness of a certain person builds on how a 
trustor understands the particular person’s competence, intentions and personal integrity83.  
It is, however, important to note that these forms of understanding are not evolving in a social 
vacuum; they are affected by the particular context and the situation within which the relationships 
take place. Particular qualities of institutional systems like organizations and states will in most cases 
affect  the willingness and possibilities to trust the other part (Mishira 1996). Sudden changes in 
organizations can, for instance, create power differences and destabilize trust between individuals. 
Similarly, duration of interaction over time is believed to be important for the emergence of trustful 
relationships. Based on these three core concepts, one may say that contextual factors and interaction 
over time is likely to affect the understanding of the other part’s ability, benevolence and integrity.  
2.3.2 Positional aspects of trust brokering 
Trust brokering is not only about developing trust between individuals but in particular about 
connecting individuals with low trust across boundaries. Social network studies have traditionally used 
the term “brokers” and “brokerage” to describe individuals who actively profit from connecting 
information and/or people belonging to different groups or networks (Boissevain 1974; Burt 2005; 
Cross and Prusak 2002). Brokers are described as individuals who try to get personal advantages from 
                                               
83 In addition there are also factors related to the trustor (the person that are going to trust the other part) that affects the 
perceived trustworthiness of a person. The term “propensity to trust” is usually used to denote the general willingness of a 
party to trust others (Brown, Poole and Rogers 2004; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). Not only differences in 
personalities but also individual experiences and values can affect the willingness to trust others in general. 
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negotiating information between parties. As described by Boissevain: “A broker is a professional 
manipulator of people and information who brings about communication for profit” (Boissevain 
1974).  
In technical terms the information broker then, can be described as a person having an active 
transmitter-role, mediating information between to two other roles; sources, and destinations. S/he gets 
information or messages from one “source-node” and transmits it over to a “destination-node”. Based 
on the position within these groups, the information broker can act as a coordinator, consultant, 
gatekeeper, representative, or liaison. (Fernandez and Gould 1994). Table 2.1 presents these different 
positions. In all these positions, the information broker is active in transmitting or trading information 
between actors across the boundaries of two or more groups (or within a group). A high level of 
brokerage activities indicates a central position between two or three groups, which is fundamental for 
the exploitation of opportunities provided by the “structural holes”, understood as gaps in the social 
worlds across which there are no current connections.. According to Burt, these holes in the networks 
can be connected by savvy entrepreneurs who thereby gain control over the flow of information across 
these gaps (Burt 2002, 2005).  
A trust broker may in principle be located in every one of Fernandez and Gould’s positions. 
Nevertheless, information brokerage and trust brokerage are in principle distinctively different since 
the latter is less focused on getting access to information and more oriented towards developing ties 
and relations across distances. This implies a difference of relational quality, as well as a difference of 
network structure; information brokerage in terms of self-interest is best achieved when there is only 
one connection between two network components (or groups) and the tension between these groups 
can be exploited at the maximum (Burt 2005). 
Table 2.1  Information broker positions (Based on Fernandez and Gould 1994). 
ROLE TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Coordinator Indicates brokerage within the same group 
Consultant Indicates brokerages where the broker belongs to one group, 
and the other two belong to a different group 
Gatekeeper The source node belongs to a different group than the broker 
and the destination node 
Representative Indicates that the destination node belongs to a different group 
than the broker and the source node 
Liaison Indicates that each node belongs to a different group 
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Trust brokerage, on the other hand will seek to develop more relations, and move towards a 
“closure” of networks. There is also an important difference related to motivation: The goal of trust 
brokering is to develop trustful relations, not to exploit information from different sources. Thereby, it 
is more driven by a motivation of creating a common understanding and identity within a group. The 
trust broker can, similar to the information broker, be positioned differently between groups, but the 
difference between source and destination is less important in trust brokerage, since it is always a 
question of brokering in both directions, since brokering is a bi-directional activity.84.  
The trust broker then, as describes above, is a role in a network that is directed towards develop 
stronger relations between distant units, and to develop more cohesive structures within the group. An 
important element in the development of trustful relations in network theories may be the use of third 
parties, i.e. individuals outside the dyad that can ensure the trustfulness of the other (Coleman 1988, 
Granovetter 1973). If persons B and C have a strong relationship, this can be used as a platform to 
develop trust further. If C also has a strong tie to A, s/he may display a middleman position between B 
and A that opens for trust brokering (See figure 2.1). Given that A has an interest to establish or 
develop a trustful relation to B, person C can be used as transmitter or mediator of trust, ensuring that 
A is trustful and has “good intentions”. The trustworthiness B has to C then “spills over” to A. Related 
to the relational qualities described above, we can say that brokering involves the mediation of trustful 
relations in a network by acting as a middleman between more weakly connected nodes. It is in 
particular the integrity that can be affected by trust brokering; ensuring that the new person is 
trustworthy may affect the person’s integrity.  
Figure 1. Inclusion of a third party (C) in a dyadic relation (A & B) 
                                               
84
 The idea of structural holes has been criticised for not paying sufficient attention to content of the relations. Analysing 
different types of relations in a high technological engineering company, Podolny and Baron found that structural holes were 
advantageous for strategic network content, but not for relations involving social support and trustfulness (Podolny and 
Baron 1997).   
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An important point is that even though the role as a middleman can be performed in a passive 
way, there is an opportunity for C to act purposeful, as a trust-connector, when he is aware of the 
needs and capabilities of A and B. He will then not only act as a guarantor for the relationship, but will 
also create the new “triadic” unit, ABC. Trust brokers can enhance the denser network structures that 
are usually perceived as important for the establishment of common norms and security (Coleman 
1988). Compared to the two dyadic relationships AC and CB, the triad ABC will in most cases appear 
as a social unit with other properties than the dyad, which would more likely induce trust. According 
to general network theory, a triad is usually more likely to induce trust than a dyadic relationship 
(Krackhardt 1999; Krackhardt and Kilduff 2002; Wolff 1950).  
2.3 Summing up 
The discussion above demonstrates that trust brokering involves both relational and positional 
aspects: On the one hand, the performance of particular actions and communication help to build up 
trustfulness across boundaries. Central elements here are exposure and demonstration of individual 
integrity, ability and/or benevolence. On the other hand trust brokering involves the connecting of 
stronger ties within the group and, in particular, across boundaries. This could be done directly by 
elaborating on relations, or indirectly by involving third parties. In addition we have noted that 
relational trust in general involves both cognitive and affective aspects. 
This general outline of trust brokering then suggests recognizing this as a position in network, 
but also as a position that requires particular actions to enhance relations and ties. One implication of 
this general attempt is to go beyond the strong structural approach that often is associated with 
network theories, and to “bring the individual back in” using social network analyses in organizations 
(Kilduff and Corley 2000).
3. Development of trust-based relations in Omega  
The case company, NOMO, is a Scandinavian ICT company with several thousand employees 
in more than ten countries85. The company has experienced a significant growth in the last years, and 
investments, mergers and acquisitions have made it one of the largest European companies within its 
business area.  
                                               
85
 Please note that all names are pseudonyms, as well as the names of the group (Omega) and the organization (NOMO) 
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Previously, the different national activities of NOMO were relatively independent, but when 
central divisions of NOMO were merged with ICT companies in Sweden and Denmark, closely 
interlinked forms of distributed work were initiated across both national and organizational 
boundaries.86 A key motivation for the merger was to create synergies across the former divisions, 
while still keeping contacts with the respective local markets. The transformation from a national ICT 
company towards a larger multinational company created new challenges for the company. One 
manager in NOMO told us that: 
 “…the main challenge for NOMO now is to get the different units work together as one 
company, not to keep on starting “national wars” to get local advantages every time there is a potential 
conflict…”. (John, Norwegian HR-manager) 
. 
To understand more about collaboration within the multinational, distributed groups, a study 
of distributed work across the former organizational boundaries was launched. Five different 
distributed work groups were studied in depth over a period of 18 months.87 We used  evidence from 
one group of product developers – Omega – to illustrate how trust brokerage was important for the 
development of trust. The study started 15 months after the merger, and involved structured analysis 
of interaction within the group, as well as qualitative interviews with the employees and managers 
involved.  
We will first describe the development within the group during the study period before we 
turn to a closer description of the networks of trust we found within the group. We will then move on 
to discuss further some of the most essential nodes and relations within these networks. Thus we try to 
capture both the positional as well as the relational dimensions of trust brokering, as described in the 
former chapter 
  
3.1 From crisis to the (re)establishment of trust  
The core task for the group of 17 developers on Omega was to develop new products for users 
of computer related services. They were not only located in two of the countries, Norway and 
Denmark, but they were also at different physical locations within the two countries. In total, people in 
the group were situated at four different locations (see figure 3.1). 
                                               
86
 In technical terms, the Norwegian unit acquired the Swedish and Danish units, but the term merger was commonly used, 
both by the interviewees and in internal publications, hence this term is used throughout the presentation of the case. 
87
 Results from this study is reported elsewhere. See (Julsrud, Schiefloe, Bakke et al. 2006) 
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Figure 2. Location of employees in Omega (number of employees inside boxes)
The interviews showed that the merged group had experienced a tough initial phase, 
characterized by numerous intrigues and conflicts. There were underlying conflicts about which 
product lines that were to be continued in the future; many of the Danish employees felt their products 
were rejected in favor of the Norwegian product lines. The challenges were, however, not due to the 
increased distance between the product developers, but rather to a more complex organizational 
model, where the local marketing units had been given more control of the product development. The 
product developers needed to establish relations with employees in market units in three countries to 
get resources for developing products. This proved to be difficult as long as the group did not manage 
to develop a common understanding.  
The reorganization initially created a situation that seemed to make the group drift towards 
mistrust, rather than trust. Underlying much of the conflicts were changes of tasks in Denmark due to 
the merger. For many of the Danish employees, this was perceived as unpleasant changes, involving a 
lot of uncertainty. The product development group, which used to be a highly independent and strong 
unit within the former Danish firm, now experienced problems with being integrated in the larger and 
more complex NOMO. The understanding of the goals of the group as well as their individual task 
was low in the first period. In particular the Danish employees reported of differences in 
understanding the new organizational model as well as their role in it: 
“We simply did not know what to do. All the old was taken away, and projects were closed. I 
will call this chaos, and very close to an untenable situation. Satisfaction surveys confirmed our 
problems, and all the “warning-lamps” were blinking…” (Ronny, Danish employee)
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The situation called for action, and 12 months after the merger it was decided to reorganize the 
group by establishing minor, more specialized units within the groups. A new Norwegian leader 
(Torhild,) was recruited from another division in NOMO, with an objective of facilitating the 
integration of the groups of developers in Denmark and Norway. When we conducted the interviews, 
the degree of satisfaction with the new structure was high. The reorganization of Omega was 
accompanied by changes in the larger NOMO group, involving clearer assignments of tasks, both 
within the Danish and the Norwegian group of product developers, and to the market units. Although 
problems with the market units persisted, most of the interviewees emphasized that the group was now 
moving in a more positive direction than before. Thus, 15 months after the merger, most employees 
expressed positive attitudes to the new Omega group:  
“There has been a dramatic improvement in our group during the last couple of months. We 
have now better people in our management group, and the motivation within the group is much higher. 
The roles and the responsibilities for the various tasks and assignments are now more clearly defined” 
(Kai, Norwegian employee) 
  
According to Kai, this attitude was shared by most employees: The group had managed to re-
orient their collaboration in a more positive direction.  
  
3.2 Positional aspects of trust brokering  
In order to better understand the collaboration patterns and the relations within the group, a 
social network survey was conducted. The following two questions were used to capture cognitive and 
affective aspects of trust (C-trust and A-trust):  
1.Who in your group would you talk to if you needed a professional advice in your daily 
work?  
2. If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have today, but in another 
company, whom would you prefer to discuss this with?  
In addition, questions that captured the general daily and weekly interaction was used, 
including face to face communication, as well as the use of e-mails, telephone conversations and text 
messages (SMS) on mobile phones (the enterprise deployed mobile phones as the primary work 
telephone): 
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1. How often have you sent /received e-mails to/from this person the last 7 days? 
2. How often have you sent/received SMS to/from this person the last 7 days? 
3. How many mobile phone calls have you had with this person the last 7 days? 
4. How often have you been in contact with this person during the last 7 days? 
All network data was gathered through retrospective reports of the frequency of 
communication88. The data was then coded as regular 1-mode social network data in sociomatrices for 
valued data. The data was used to conduct different analysis, using UCINET software to further 
explore the trust network vis-a-vis other relational networks89. We will here refer to some of the 
findings, and use the directed graphs to illustrate how certain persons in Omega were central in the 
two trust-based relational networks. We will, also use some simple measures on centrality and density 
of the networks. Indegree centrality indicates the number of incoming lines for each node in a node-
by-node network, while outdegree centrality indicates the number of outgoing lines (Freeman 1979). 
This is a frequently used indicator on prestige and popularity in valued networks, and in this particular 
study it indicates whom the other in the group tends to trust. The density of a network is measured as 
the number of actual connections as a proportion of the maximal possible connection, going from 0 to 
1.  
The cognitive trust network had a dense structure, with connections criss-crossing the group, 
whereas the affective network was looser: For the C-trust network the density was 0.2821, while for 
the affective trust network, the density was only 0.0542, showing that the general level of cognitive 
trust was much higher than the level of affective trust. This finding corroborates much former research 
on trust in distributed group, finding that across distance, cognitive trust is easier established than 
affective trust. 
The head of the department, Torhild, proved to be central in both the trust networks and in the 
interaction-based network (Table 3.1 provides data on the degree of centrality for C-trust, A-trust and 
daily interaction.) In the interviews, she was acknowledged for playing an important role in connecting 
the local units. The material also showed that a small group of other individuals – with no formal 
positions – proved to be central in these networks. In particular Kai and Martin figured as central in 
both the C-trust network and the interaction network.  
                                               
88
 Such self-reported frequency data are not expected to be objectively accurate, but are expected to allow comparison across 
relations, and to indicate relative strength of interactions within a group (Bernhardt, Killworth and Sailer 1982; Hartley, 
Brecht, Pagerly et al. 1977) 
89
 Closer description of social network measures and techniques can be found in Wassemann and Faust (Wasserman and 
Faust 1994) and in the UCINET software manuals (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 2002). 
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Table 3.1. Indegree and outdegree centrality indicators for position in the cognitive trust network (C-
trust), affective trust network (A-trust) and the general interaction network in Omega. 
  C-trust  A-trust Interaction 
  Indegree Outdegree Indegree Outdegree Indegree Outdegree 
Kai 12,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 6,00 4,00
Torhild 10,00 3,00 2,00 0,00 8,00 3,00
Martin 6,00 3,00 3,00 0,00 7,00 4,00
Knut 5,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 1,00 5,00
Kari 4,00 2,00 0,00 2,00 5,00 6,00
Marianne 3,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 3,00 1,00
Ronny 2,00 2,00 0,00 1,00 0,00 1,00
Daniel 1,00 3,00 1,00 0,00 1,00 5,00
Jørgen 1,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 1,00 1,00
Andreas 1,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 1,00 0,00
Emil 1,00 2,00 2,00 2,00 1,00 0,00
Erika 0,00 3,00 0,00 3,00 3,00 7,00
Heidi 0,00 3,00 1,00 1,00 3,00 1,00
Sissel 0,00 3,00 1,00 0,00 3,00 2,00
Simon 0,00 3,00 1,00 2,00 2,00 1,00
Liv 0,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 2,00 3,00
Mathias 0,00 2,00 - - 2,00 7,00
MEAN 2,71 2,56 0,813 0,813 3.00 3
SD 3,54 0,76 0.950 1.014  2.223 2,301
Table 3.2. Degree of centrality for interaction through e-mail, mobile dialogues and SMS in Omega.  
Node E-mail Mobile SMS SUM 
Knut 19 15 11 45
Martin 20 10 11 41
Torhild 24 8 7 39
Kai 17 12 9 38
Kari 19 8 5 32
Marianne 13 10 5 28
Erika 14 6 6 26
Jørgen 8 8 6 22
Sissel 14 3 3 20
Mathias 7 6 7 20
Liv 10 4 5 19
Simon 9 5 4 18
Ronny 8 6 4 18
Heidi 10 5 2 17
Daniel 9 3 5 17
Andreas 6 6 3 15
Emil 8 3 1 12
MEAN 11,889 6,941 5,529
SD 5,801 3,244 2,746   
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All the participants in the group knew someone whom they would trust to give them 
professional advice, indicating a certain amount of coherence in the group. Yet, when it comes to 
affective trust, 9 of the 17 employee did not consider anyone in the group as “trustworthy”.  
In addition the nodes that tended to be central in the C-trust network did not appear as highly 
central in the A-trust network; Kai, for instance, was highly central in the cognitive network, but not 
included in the affective trust network. Emil, on the other hand, was trusted by two individuals in the 
group on the affective dimension, but only by one in the cognitive network. Other employees – like 
Heidi – were only having indegree ties in the affective network. The indicators for daily interaction 
showed that Torhild, Martin and Kai were the most central partners for communication within the 
group, as well as for the cognitive trust network. Of these three persons, Torhild and Martin were also 
central in the affective trust network (Table 3.1). An analysis of communication patterns through 
mediated channels of communication indicates that the affective trust network follows the cognitive 
trust networks closely.  
A rough measure of the centrality of the network members can be established by looking at the 
aggregate level of communication, established by adding the incoming and outgoing lines for each 
partner in the network, while ignoring the direction of communication (Freeman 1979)90. Table 3.2 
presents this measure of centrality for all three communication channels. The material shows 
interesting differences between the networks, based on e-mail, telephone conversations and text 
messages (SMS) on mobile phones: The manager, Torhild, was most central in the e-mail network, 
indicating that this perhaps was a more formal medium. Knut was active in the mobile communication 
interaction, including the use of SMS, even though he had very low centrality in the affective trust 
network. This is an indicator that interaction frequency is not necessarily closely linked to centrality in 
trust networks.  
The network survey indicated that the manager (Torhild), as well as Kai and Martin were most 
central in the cognitive trust network. Knut, on the other hand, was  central in the mediated 
information flow, but not in particular as a cognitive trust partner. The outdegree interaction table also 
suggested that he was a sender, more than a receiver of information and messages. As illustrated in 
figure 3.2, the centrality of Kai, Torhild, and Martin was based on their relations to both Danes and 
Norwegians.  Two of the twelve persons seeking advice from Kai were from the Danish part of the 
group, and three of the Norwegians would ask Knut for advice, even though he came from the Danish 
part of NOMO. As such these could be considered as trust brokers along the cognitive dimension. 
When it comes to the affective trust relations, only Martin displayed ties that crosses the national 
boundary. He was the only person that fills the role as an affective trust broker in this group.  
                                               
90
 We will here prefer symmetrical rather than directional ties to reduce complexity in the presentation, even though this 
represents a reduction in the richness of the empirical material. A more thorough analysis of the mediation of the social 
relation should however analyze directional as well as symmetrical ties.  
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Figure 3. Affective and Cognitive trust relations in the Omega-network. (Danish employees red, 
Norwegian blue). 
3.3. Relational aspects of trust brokering  
The network measures and the accompanying diagraph showed clearly that some nodes were 
more central in the interconnected networks of Omega. This finding confirms several earlier studies of 
social networks of teams and groups, when individual variations in centrality is common  (Cross and 
Prusak 2002; Cummings and Cross 2003). Further, the study indicated that the cognitive and the 
affective dimensions of trust followed rather different tracks. While the cognitive and task oriented 
type of trust was present among almost all the employees, the affective trust –relations was more 
sparsely distributed. Interestingly we found that individuals that were central in the cognitive trust 
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network were in some cases not included in the affective trust network. This suggests that we might 
have individuals that connect along affective or cognitive dimensions only, or along both dimensions. 
To give a closer understanding of the relational dimensions of trust brokering, we will here 
focus on the activities of Kai and Martin, two Norwegian employees who appeared as central players 
having several connections to the distant units. Martin appeared as the most important trust broker in 
this group, as he also had affective bonds that crossed the organizational boundary. His close 
collaborator in Denmark, Ronny, expressed that the development of a strong relationship with Martin 
was something of a turning point for him:  
“The fact that Martin now has joined the group with his high level of competence really makes 
me believe in this. He actually is the first Norwegian that I can say that I really trust ...” (Ronny, Danish 
employee). 
The relations between these two employees had become an important tie that strengthened the 
relations not only between two employees, but between different geographical units within Omega. It 
is worth noting however, that Ronny emphasized Martin’s competence and abilities as main reasons 
for trusting him. For Martin, frequent visits to Denmark, together with frequent communication by 
electronic media, appeared to be part of a deliberate effort to create a better climate of collaboration 
within the group: 
”I use much of my time on communication and on the establishment of a common 
understanding within the group. I must establish agreement, not by dictates but by communication. Our 
organization has not done enough to foster this type of understanding across the national boundaries…” 
(Martin, Norwegian employee) 
Kai had a particular central role in the cognitive trust network. It turned out that he had a 
significant advantage by speaking both languages fluently. He had lived in Denmark for long periods 
of time, and he used his insights into culture and language actively to avoid conflicts and 
misunderstandings. He considered that he had a special responsibility to act as a mediator in the group, 
due to his ability to detect language-based misunderstandings:  
”I speak Danish with my collaborators in Denmark, and Norwegian with the collaborators in 
Norway. In many situations I become a mediator between the environments, and frequently I must 
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change into a role of an “interpreter” in situations where I suspect that people misunderstand each 
other…” (Kai, Norwegian employee) 
Thus, Kais bilingualism helped him to detect misunderstandings, but perhaps also to 
strengthen his own integrity across the nationalities. The deliberate development of relations across the 
boundaries also involved active use of communication tools.  Kai told us that he had made a routine of 
calling his colleagues regularly just to hear “how things were going”. One of these distant colleagues 
had recently experienced a critical conflict. He argued that the frequent telephone calls were important 
to better understand the colleagues’ feelings: 
” I call the other colleagues in my groups often to hear how things are going. I want them to 
feel that there is interest for what they are doing. When I do not sit beside them and see their faces, I 
need to call them up and hear how things are going. You must ´read between the lines´ to know how 
their actually are doing in their work…Sometimes I also talk to others to get information about these 
issues.” (Kai, Norwegian employee)
Martin and Kai were not only developing relations, they were also actively surveying and 
following up on the others’ work within the group. Interestingly, Kai in the citation above expressed 
that he actively used third parties to get a better understanding of other colleague’s situation. The 
concern was, on the one hand, that of work-related control, since he was in the position of being the 
manager of a sub-unit. On the other hand, it was also related to concern about the well-being of his 
colleagues and an interest in “sorting out” problems in the group. Thus aspects of control seemed to be 
intertwined with establishment of trustful relation in this case.91 All in all, however, Kai and Martin 
had more interest for the group’s activities and their colleagues work than most of the others in 
Omega. In addition to having an active attitude regarding the connection of ties across the local units, 
Kai and Martin also seemed to deliberately make use of existing relations on a broader scale. Both 
were employees who not only had longest records of working in the company, but also of working in 
different parts of the organization. This was important as Omega was highly dependent on 
collaboration with other groups within the larger NOMO system. Access to a wide network, then, was 
also clearly seen as an advantage by the others in the group: 
                                               
91
 This point is elaborated explicitly by O´Leary and his Colleagues in an historical analysis of trust and control in the 
Hudson Bay Company (O`Leary, Orlikowski and Yates 2002) 
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“Martin has experience from working in the market units … This gives him access to very rich 
networks of contacts that is really useful to us now …” (Erika, Norwegian employee)  
Kai and Martin enjoyed high levels of trust, at least partly based on their experiences and wide 
network of contacts within the company. As far as we discovered, this was not used to keep the others 
at a distance, or to take credit of having exclusive access to central information and resources. Kai 
expressed that he tried to use help his Danish colleagues to develop their own network within the 
Norwegian part of the organization. In this way he, implicitly, saw himself as a stepping stone for 
Danish colleagues in order to develop relations in the Norwegian part of NOMO.  
”….collaboration across the two countries is difficult. One of my colleagues is coming to me 
on Thursday, and he has not been here for 6 months. He needs to get help to develop his networks of 
contacts in the Norwegian part of the organization…” (Kai, Norwegian employee)  
  
This indicates that mediation of relations, and potentially trustfulness, actually took place in 
the group.  
Martin and Kai both reported being involved in trying to solve or moderate conflicts within 
the group as well as with partners outside the group. Kai emphasized that many conflicts seemed to be 
based on misunderstanding due to cultural and language differences. Martin, however, said that 
Norwegians in some situations had been complaining to him about others in the Danish part of the 
group, recognizing that he had stronger relations here than others. This situation also indicated that 
Martin operated as a “bridgehead” between the Danish and the Norwegian part of Omega, moderating 
conflicts.  
It is noteworthy that Kai and Martin (as well as Torhild and Knut) developed different types of 
relations within the group. In a way they might be considered as a “team” of trust brokers, creating a 
common platform to develop trust across the group. The reorientation of Omega into smaller groups, 
probably also helped the brokers to develop trust within the group based on a common set of tasks and 
common professional ideas and norms.  
.  
3.4 Summing up 
Our investigation of Omega found that some employees in the group were important for 
integrating the two former weakly connected sub-units, and build trust within the group. These 
employees did not only play roles as central connectors, but also acted as trust builders in a network 
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initially suffering from low trust relations. While there were several that figured as trust brokers along 
the cognitive dimension, affective trust brokers were more infrequent. In Omega only one employee 
had such a position.  
Our qualitative enquiry provided evidence that these persons actually were supporting 
trustfulness within the group, and that their position as “trusting and trusted individuals” was vital for 
the development of trust within the group. This involved activities related to establishing and 
strengthening relations with colleagues at a distance, as well as exploitation of formerly established 
relations. Actions were also taken to moderate and solve conflicts within the group, and to deploy 
individual networks to help others to establish new relations: Even though most of the trust brokering 
was related to establishment of dyadic relations, indications of network building activities through 
third parties were evident.  
  
4. The emergence of trust brokering in mediated environments  
  
Trust brokering as such is not a new phenomenon. The existence of middlemen to enhance 
trust has been recognized as important and exploited actively for ages. In the beginning of the 20th 
century, the sociologist Georg Simmel wrote about the sociological significance of a “third element” 
in social relations. When a dyad was extended with a third person that acted as a neutral mediator, he 
argued that this tended to moderate conflicts and create a stronger focus on group based interest rather 
than individual needs (Wolff 1950). The importance of using third parties to foster trust is also 
increasingly being recognized as important for trust development on cooperation and negotiations 
between companies (McEvily and Zaheer 2004; Wall, Stark and Standifer 2001). Yet, this perspective 
is largely neglected in studies of trust in distributed groups. 
As we have explained here, when such brokers succeed in lowering conflicts and establishing 
trust between two or more sub-groups we can see this as trust brokering. There are reasons to believe 
that in current and emerging distributed organizations – as well as in temporal and time-limited 
organizations – trust brokering will become much more important. One reason for this is simply that 
distributed collaboration becomes more common. Often, however, this emerges in settings that 
challenge trust and trustfulness. As in the case of NOMO, the merger, or company acquisitions, initial 
conflicts and discomfort due to power differences and insecurity regarding future work tasks were 
created. Such settings call for an active approach to the development of trust, rather than a passive one 
expecting trust to emerge and develop over time as a result of regular interactions.  
Another, but equally important issue is that changing competitive environments requires the 
rapid establishment of groups and teams, often with a limited time-frame. Despite the fact that groups 
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may work over distance, collaboration – and trust – needs to be developed fast. Active trust brokering 
may here suggest a strategy for the development of trust in distributed groups and teams more 
efficiently than traditional approaches. Focusing on the network of relations opens for integration and 
trust building through a limited number of central connections rather than between all nodes in a 
network.  
Finally, the issue of developing knowledge and common ideas in organizational environments 
is getting increasingly complex, as modern organizations tend to become more networked. In some 
cases this also represents a development of a “networked individualization” where the relations 
between individual employees are work tasks (Wellman 2002; Wellman, Quan-Haase, Boase et al. 
2003). A high level of complexity makes it difficult for individuals to know or understand what others 
are doing. Trust brokers can in such organizations be central for connecting people with similar ideas 
and projects and make them work together. As such trust brokering can be a key factor for 
transmission of tacit knowledge, that usually depends on higher levels of trust (Hansen 1999). 
4.1 Implications for further research  
Several contributions have recognized the challenge of developing trust in distributed groups, 
and different solutions have been suggested for remedying the difficulties. Research in this area tends 
to emphasize different facets of research as decisive for the trust building in the distributed groups. At 
least three central factors have been much studied: the timing of the interaction, the quality of the 
communication, and the duration of interaction in the group. The timing argument holds that face-to-
face interaction should be regular during the lifetime of the group, or more intense in the beginning of 
the collaboration (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Maznevski and Chudoba 2000; Zolin and Hinds 2002). 
The quality of interaction argument, on the other hand, emphasizes that changes in the communication 
content, in particular by the managers in the group, will support the trust development (Jarvenpaa and 
Leidner 1999; Panteli 2005). And finally, the duration argument argues that trust is enhanced by 
longer durations and time of interaction (Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006). As an implication of 
these arguments, trust in distributed groups should develop in much the same way as in co-located 
groups, although it will take a longer time. 
Within this chapter, distributed work groups are seen from a structural perspective. This 
approach helps us to see that trust development is largely established and sustained by a limited set of 
individual actors. The trust brokering argument holds that a closer focus on individual roles and their 
relations within a social network represents a supplementary and more detailed perspective on the 
development of trust in distributed groups. Rather than seeing the group as one closed unit, it provides 
a more fine-grained analysis of trust as a product of particular relational positions and patterns within a 
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network of distributed workers. This is a novel approach to studies of distributed work group, and we 
believe that it should be further explored.  
Although the concept of trust brokering has been explored through an inductive, and small 
scale study, both the identified phenomenon and the concept seem to refer to generic organizational 
processes. Therefore, we believe that it has value as a description of mechanisms of developing trust, 
in particular for distributed settings where trust processes are challenged and contested. As a 
theoretical concept it is rooted in social network theory, as well as in general theories about 
development of relational trust in organizations. Yet it reflects a wider stream of research over the last 
decades focusing on the value of doing “boundary work” to connect individual groups to larger units.92
Still, the concept needs to be further clarified and compared to other network related role 
descriptions such as “hubs”, “central connectors” and “boundary spanners”, as well as “gate-keepers.”  
More empirically oriented studies focusing on trust brokering activities, as well as on the impact of 
such activities on trust within the groups would be of interest. Our study of Omega suggests that trust 
brokering activities seems to be highly dependent on multiple communication channels, as well as a 
deliberate use of face-to face interaction. It would, however, be of interest to know more about the use 
of media for support trust brokering activities. Variations in the use of communication channels, 
suggested that different communication media were used for different purposes and to support 
different kinds of relations and ties. In this chapter we have also suggested that trust brokering based 
on affective and cognitive bonds follow rather different tracks. It would be interesting to explore 
further the similarities and dissimilarities between these two dimensions of trust brokering.  
A further exploration of the role of trust brokers on distributed groups can also be developed 
in a more methodological direction, utilizing more sophisticated techniques for detecting and 
analyzing trust brokers and brokering mechanisms. Within the area of social network studies several 
paths are optional, including the use of positional role analysis and traditional broker indicators 
(Borgatti and Foster 2003; Breiger 2004; Fernandez and Gould 1994; Hanneman 2001). The nature of 
trust brokering as described here, however, may in particular be to call for a combination of 
quantitative and qualitative network studies, focusing on both structural aspects as well as the 
individuals work to establish and sustain social relations in distributed networks. 
  
4.2 Implications for organizations  
We have used this case study as a tool for developing the concept of trust brokering, based on 
the observation that individuals may facilitate collaboration and networking within a distributed 
                                               
92
 Related terms include boundary spanning agents in the field of intra organizational networks (Friedman and Podolny 1982; 
Marchington, Grimshaw, Rubery et al. 2005), Legitimate Peripheral Participation in the field of communities of practice 
(Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998), and boundary objects related to actor network theory (Star and Griesmer 1989). 
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organization, where trust is seen as something that – to a certain degree – can be actively addressed. 
The idea of trust in distributed groups as affected by brokerage allows for a more active approach to 
trust in organizations. This position is somewhat contrary to the view that trust is a by-product of other 
activities (Elster 1983); instead, trust brokering may be seen as a ‘functional equivalent’ to trust 
emerging over time. The concept of trust brokering also shows an affinity to the concept of active 
trust, trust that has to be energetically treated and sustained (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 1994).  
One practical implication is that organizations may actively assign individuals as trust brokers 
when setting up distributed work groups. This might include giving them particular and formal 
responsibilities and resources to develop relations, or one may take effort to enhance the development 
of social relations more indirectly through enhanced social interactions. Where the goal of traditional 
approaches would seek to develop trust on a broad scale, the trust-brokerage approach would 
emphasize the need for a few, but strong, relations across the boundaries. An alternative strategy is to 
develop the groups around existing relations where trust exists in advance. If there are pre-existing 
trusting relations spanning across the distant groups, this may kick-start the development of trust 
within the group. 
A central issue for the development of trust in distributed networks is how to stimulate the 
development of trustful and stronger ties. For companies wanting to develop ties across boundaries 
and distances, the establishment of meeting places, communities, and fora where relations and 
networks can develop, becomes important strategy elements. Trust brokers can be central in the 
planning and development of such meeting places, and they can support them in the development of 
boundary-crossing relations and structures. Collaboration in projects might be one example of such 
fora, but more informal arrangements can also be introduced, such as professional interest groups. 
Trust brokering should, however, not be seen as a highly fixed role description within a group. 
As emphasized by the definition suggested in this article, we see this as an ongoing activity. This 
implies that trust brokering activities may be performed by several persons in a group, shifting over 
time. Neither should this necessarily be seen as a formalized role; brokering activities will in most 
groups take place when there is a need to develop trust and someone feels obliged or called to support 
the development of a group.  
Organizations should however be aware of the risks that may be ascribed to the trust brokers. 
Earlier studies of individuals located in boundary-crossing positions, suggest that this can be a 
vulnerable position, where there are risks of being targets of cross pressure and role conflicts 
(Friedman and Podolny 1982; Krackhardt 1999). A higher awareness of the actions and processes 
involved in trust brokering might help to avoid negative consequences, such as overwork, stress or 
burnout.  
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5. Concluding remarks 
A trusting relationship is usually characterized by having positive expectations about other 
parties’ actions and doings, with few options of controlling this directly. We have argued that in 
settings where options for interaction, observation and control diminish – like distributed work, and 
work in time-limited teams – trust becomes more vital. This is particularly critical for groups and 
organizations that are engaged in knowledge-based work, with high interdependencies in the tasks and 
high degrees of uncertainty. While regular interaction over time may enhance this, the particular 
setting of distributed work makes this difficult to achieve. This is what has been described as “the 
paradox of trust” in distributed work (Handy 1995).  
This chapter has argued that the development of trust in distributed groups can be strengthened 
by trust brokers who work actively to connect employees and build (or thereby building) trust across 
distributed groups. By studying a case of distributed product developers as a network of relations, we 
found that both cognitive and affective relational trust was facilitated by trust brokers, centrally 
located between two national operations. Their active development of stronger relations within the 
group seemed to enhance the trust within the group, and helped to solve “the paradox of trust” in the 
distributed group of product developers. Thus the answer to the difficulties of enhancing trust is not 
necessarily to develop more trust on a general basis among all the involved employees. Another option 
is to enhance the development of trust through a limited number of centrally located trust brokers.  
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1. Introduction  
The phenomenon of distributed work93 has received significant attention during the last 
decades (Duarte and Snyder 2006; Hinds and Kiesler 2002; Jackson and derWilen 1998; Jones, Oyung 
and Pace 2005; Lipnack and Stamps 2000). Spurred by organizational macro-trends like 
internationalization, sub-contracting, collaboration in business networks and more flexible work 
practices by individuals, distributed work seems to be increasingly common in knowledge based 
companies (Castells 1996; Knoke 2001). The increased use of communication technologies, 
infrastructures and tools support distributed work practices by giving new opportunities for interaction 
and communication across distance. 
Whereas collaborating in distributed groups is emerging as a common way of working – 
perhaps also the most common way of working in the near future – the ability to monitor or control the 
other party is drastically reduced in such groups. This is one central issue that has evoked an increased 
need for trust in virtual teams. Even if interaction on web-based infrastructures and software 
applications like e-mail, instant messaging (IM) and mobile communication provides rich 
opportunities for instant communication, it often lacks the differentiating cues that influences 
judgments about trustfulness (Nissenbaum 2004). 
Several important empirical studies have documented that trust is important for the efficiency 
of distributed groups (Piccoli and Ives 2003; Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006). It has also been 
documented that more task oriented forms of trust (i.e. swift trust) are more easily developed in such 
teams than more affective trust forms (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002; 
Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). Much poorer understood is the underlying mechanisms that 
generate the different types of trust within distributed groups in the first place. Why do some groups 
manage to establish trust while others never succeed? And what kinds of social mechanisms are 
involved when trust is established and sustained in dispersed groups? 
Based on a study of social relations within a distributed group, this article investigates these 
issues further. The article first maps out one crucial dimension in discussions about development of 
trust, emphasizing different ways of understanding trust: as embedded in everyday routines and 
institutions, or as related to active trust-building. I will then move on to describe the development of 
trust relations in one group of distributed workers in a Nordic engineering company. This case 
involved a group of professionals that were challenged by working together across national and 
                                               
93 There is  no single definition available for the term “distributed work”. In line with most current studies (Hinds and Kiesler 
2002) we will define this as “collaboration across geographical distance assisted by various information and communication 
technologies” .
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cultural boundaries over a period of 15 months. The study suggests that relying on institutional norms 
or routines might not be enough to create trust in such groups, but need to depend on individual 
employees’ active efforts to “connect” with others across boundaries of culture and distance to avoid 
fragmentation. 
2. Building trusting relations across distance 
During the last decades trust has increasingly been discussed as a core term important for 
understanding various organizational processes, including the running of successful distributed work 
groups (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Panteli 2003; Piccoli and Ives 2003; Wilson, Straus and McEvily 
2006; Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter et al. 2004). Turning to the broader field of organizational trust theories, 
however, different aspects is accentuated to explain why trust emerges in the first place. Even though 
there are multiple answers to this it is possible to draw out some important “points of departure” that 
pervade much of the writings and empirical enquiries in the field. 
3.1 Active and passive trust 
One such dimension is concerned with the role of individual actors. In ethno-methodological 
and phenomenological inspired understandings, trust is usually seen as embedded in every day actions, 
role-taking and routines (Garfinkel 1967; Goffman 1959; Schütz 1967). From this point of view trust 
is often envisioned almost as a passive state of mind that regulates much of people’s way of acting and 
relating to each other. Trust is produced and reproduced when individuals take part in everyday 
actions and situations and perform their roles as expected. This point of view has later been re-
developed in institutional perspectives on trust, in particular through the work of Zucker (1986). 
According to Zucker institutions are essential as a guarantee for trust in society, although it is a 
guarantee that we usually take for granted. Institution-based trust is developed based on a shared 
expectation derived from membership of a profession, association or by intermediate mechanisms 
such as bureaucracy, banking or legal regulation. Theories of trust as embedded in economically and 
technically based systems also emphasize how particular settings and institutions evoke trustfulness 
(Luhmann 1979; Luhmann 1988). 
On the other hand there is a stream of theories that see trust as a more active process, related 
to individuals’ intentional interaction and communication. This view, firstly, has roots in game-
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theoretical and economic approaches, understanding trust as a rational choice (Axelrod 1984; 
Dasgupta 1988; Elster 1983)). Axelrod (1984), for instance, approaches trust from the perspective of 
game theory, and he systematically investigates advantages or disadvantages of various trust-
strategies. In his famous prisoner-dilemma type of game, he found that the “tit-for-tat strategy” was 
the one that was beneficial in most cases; involving cooperation in the first round and then do 
whatever the other has done in the previous round. Second, there is a more recent stream of theories 
seeing trust not as a strategic game, but still more based on individuals’ deliberate actions. Going 
beyond the mechanistic predictions of the game theoretical approach, these approaches emphasize the 
necessity of seeing trust as an active process that individuals cannot take for granted (McEvily and 
Zaheer 2004; Möllering 2006). Most notably Giddens has proposed the term active trust to denote how 
many individuals in modern society need to work on trust relationships through active interaction and 
communication (1991, 1994). Active trust implies a reflexive process, which requires that it is 
constantly reproduced in order to result in a stable or at least continuous relationship. According to 
this way of approaching trust this does not “only happen” to the participants as they enter a particular 
situation, but it is something that has to be “energetically treated and sustained” (Giddens 1994, 186). 
Based on the work of Giddens, Möllering has more recently elaborated on the active approach 
focussing on the importance of a particular “leap of fait” (or suspension as he prefers to call it) to build 
up trust (Möllering 2006). 
In the field of distributed work and virtual teams the role of active trust may be particularly 
important, in particular in cases of mergers where the institutional “frames” are lacking or are weak. 
They may often represent “weaker situations” as they provide little guidance or incentives to behave in 
a particular way, and do not provide powerful cues that lead individuals to interpret events in a similar 
way (Dirks and Ferrin 2001). The situation itself may be new and unfamiliar to the participants, and 
the norms and routines different in formerly unrelated organizational units. Current studies of 
distributed work have noted that it is advantageous that someone in the group take particular 
responsibility to facilitate interaction between distributed units or partners (Duarte and Snyder 2006; 
Pauleen 2003). Yet, the idea of seeing trust as actively built up by trust facilitators has not been much 
discussed in studies of distributed work. In this paper the duality between passive and active trust will 
be used as a backdrop to an empirical analysis of how trust slowly developed within a distributed 
group of engineers working across strong cultural boundaries. I will do this by applying some central 
emerging analytical ideas embedded within social network approaches. 
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3.2 Trust networks  
In general trust can be defined as “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept 
vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of others” (Rousseau, 
Sitkin, Burt et al. 1998) (p. 395). This widely used definition emphasizes that trust is a subjective 
perception of others’ intentions and potential future actions. Even though it demarks trust as a 
psychological state, it does not necessarily follow that trust is unrelated to the social settings or 
environments. On the contrary, the perceived vulnerability and the expectations of others will to a high 
degree depend on actors’ positions in a social system, the risks and dangers they experience, and the 
possibilities of observing or controlling the actions of others. Therefore, trust is at the same time an 
individual state of mind, but also strongly constrained, created or supported by social factors. 
Trust may have a general form, as in the form of dispositional trust (Mayer, Davis and 
Schoorman 1995). Yet in many situations this is a positive attitude towards particular others at the 
workplace, neighbourhood or in the family. This dimension of trust is often denoted interpersonal or 
relational trust. Recognizing the relational aspects of trust, several scholars have suggested that a 
social network approach is a fruitful way to approach trust empirically and theoretically (McEvily, 
Perrone and Zaheer 2003; Möllering 2006; Tilly 2005). A network approach to trust in distributed 
groups draws attention to how this is built up through a set of dyadic ties, and as such it can give a 
more detailed picture of the “flow of trust” within a group than traditional approaches. 
Accentuating trust as a network phenomenon has several important implications. First, it 
draws attention to the particular structural aspects of trust and how trustfulness follows particular paths 
within a group. As demonstrated in several case studies, trusting ties is useful as input for conducting 
structural relational network analysis. As such trust relations can be studied as a particular kind of 
structural property of a particular group or an organization. Trust networks are usually directed binary 
networks based on a limited number of indicative questions to find whom individuals tends to trust in 
a particular social group. Trust is perceived as a resource that flows within a social network, 
constrained or supported by the kind of ties and bonds that exist. Relations that manage to connect 
otherwise disconnected network constellations can be described as bridges. Trust networks can also be 
compared to other relational networks, and regular structural measures can be applied to get a clearer 
picture of their constellations and how they relate to other types of ties. 
Second, a relational view on trust opens for a dedicated analysis of the role that individuals 
display in trust networks (Boissevain 1974; Krackhardt and Brass 1994; Rogers and Kincaid 1981). 
Turning the attention to trust as a flow within a web of relations opens for a deeper understanding of 
the position individual’s display in the trust flows. In network structures typical positions are 
connectors, hangers-on, isolates, bridges and brokers. As argued above, I will here in particular look 
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for nodes in trust networks that are central in connecting de-centralized units of a group together. 
Individuals displaying such a position can be described as trust brokers (Julsrud and Bakke 2007).
Trust brokers are particularly important for distributed groups because they tend to “reach out” and 
create bridges between formerly disconnected units. As such trust brokers are closely related to the 
concept of active trust in distributed work groups.
3.3 Affective and cognitive dimensions 
Interpersonal trust is a multidimensional construct with both cognitive and affective 
foundations (Boon and Holmes 1991; Lewis and Weigert 1985; McAllister 1995). The cognitive 
dimension refers to the calculative and rational characteristics demonstrated by trustees, such as 
reliability, integrity, competence and responsibility. Affect-based trust, on the other hand, involves 
emotional elements and social skills of trustees. Care and concern for the welfare of partners form the 
basis for this type of interpersonal trust. The affective aspects of trust have in particular been studied 
in close relationships, but they have also been found to be important in work-related relationships 
It has also been argued that in temporary and distributed groups the cognitive aspects are 
dominating, because there are fewer opportunities to develop affective ties (Meyerson et al. 1996, 
Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999). Yet recent studies of trust in organizations tend to emphasize the 
importance of also capturing the affective side of the concept (Kramer and Tyler 1996). 
Kanawattanachai and Yoo found in a study of virtual student teams that high performing teams were 
more likely to maintain high levels of affect-based trust than low-performing teams (Kanawattanachai 
and Yoo 2002). Hence, the studies of trust flows within groups should strive to capture both cognitive 
and affective dimensions, and I will in this article include both dimensions. 
A central idea in interpersonal trust theories has been that cognitive forms of trust precede 
affective forms. Affective trust may grow out of more professionally based relations over time, it is 
argued (Lewicki and Bunker 1996). Former studies have found empirical evidence that cognitive trust 
affects positively on affective trust, even though they appear as unique types of trust, with distinct 
patterns of association to antecedent and consequent variables (McAllister 1995). 
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3 Methodology and research questions 
Although there has been a renewed interest for applying a network approach on small 
organizational groups, this is so far mostly done on larger samples, and mainly by analyzing 
interaction based ties (Sparrowe, Liden et al. 2001; Cummings and Cross 2003). The design of the 
current study is a combination of different methodological strategies, including qualitative interviews 
with individuals as well as quantitative studies of group-based social networks. The data gathering 
included an explorative qualitative study, followed up by a quantitative enquiry, targeted at issues 
evolving out of the explorative phase. Yet, in the initial phase a general questionnaire was distributed 
to get baseline information about satisfaction, performance and interaction patterns. Together with 
other distributed work groups, Delta was followed over approximately 15 months. The result 
presented in this article is based on the group-based network data as well as data from the qualitative 
interviews. The qualitative results will, however, be combined with findings from the network study. 
Note that all names of individuals and groups used in this article are pseudonyms, as well as the 
nationality of the units. 
3.1 Research questions 
The interest in this study is to look for network related mechanisms involved in the 
development of affective and cognitive trust in the group. The focal interest is the role individuals play 
in forging new ties between distant individuals and units, along the lines of cognitive and affective 
trust. Two research questions have guided the study: 
1. Does the affective trust network follow the same flows as the cognitive trust network? 
2. Are there nodes in trust networks that “transmit” trust across the boundaries more than 
others? 
Even though the attention towards the two dimensions of interpersonal trust discussed here has 
been caught by earlier studies of distributed work, the structural dimensions of these have not been 
much in focus. The network design gives unique opportunities to study the flow of cognitive and 
affective trust in detail. Second, the transmission of trust across remote individuals and units is 
particularly important in distributed groups. If we find that certain individuals actively forge such ties 
it might give empirical evidence for the idea of active trust building in distributed groups. 
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3.2 Qualitative interviews 
Prior to the main quantitative network study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
employees and managers to get a better picture of their work situation. The interviews followed an 
interview guide focusing on the respondents’ main work tasks, social relations, and identity in 
group/organization and trust issues, and lasted 30-40 minutes. 11 of the 13 employees in Delta were 
interviewed. (Two of the employees in the group were not available for interviews due to a shift in job 
assignments and sickness.) In addition, interviews were constructed with individuals outside the 
group, including the leader’s superior executive and other managers in the company. The rationale for 
this was to get a better understanding of the group’s tasks and position in the company by including 
“outside perspectives”. 
During the qualitative study intermediate reports and preliminary analyses were made. The 
interviews were coded as text files (using NUD*IST software) and the main issues and topics from the 
interviews were classified. I used this coding as input for the subsequent social network module and 
for integrated analyses. 
3.3 Social network study 
In the social network part of the study, interactions were registered through a web-based 
questionnaire and coded in a case-by-case social network matrix. All network data was gathered 
through retrospective reports of the frequency of communication during a week. The data was 
gathered after a period of 19 months working as a distributed group. Before the distributed work was 
established no ties existed across the national units. 
The group members were asked to indicate interaction-based as well as trust-based relations. 
A traditional “roster” design was used to the network study, whereby each group member received a 
list of the other members in the group (Wasserman and Faust 1994a). The response to the survey was 
good, and after two reminders, all the employees in the groups save one had completed their 
questionnaire. The data was coded as regular 1-mode social network data in sociomatrices for valued 
data, and analysed by UCINET and NetDraw software packages94.  
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 Closer description of social network measures and techniques can be found in Wassemann and Faust (Wasserman and 
Faust 1994b) and in the UCINET software manuals (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 2002). 
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Table 1. Questions used to track trust flows and interaction in Delta 
Cognitive trust Whom in your group would you talk to if you needed a professional advice in 
your daily work?  
Affective trust  If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have today, but in 
another company; whom would you prefer to discuss this with? 
Interaction based ties Whom in your group have you contacted during the last seven days, and how 
often? (daily, weekly, monthly) 
As described above the study intended to include both cognitive and affective aspects of 
trust95. Table 1 shows the questions were used to capture these dimensions. 
The idea behind the affective trust formulation is that this type of discussion would imply 
trustfulness as disclosure of such plans would be negative for the reputation of the individual in 
question96. Indirect questions are the most usual way to analyze trust based relations in organizations 
(Burt and Knez 1996; Krackhardt and Hanson 1993). It should be noted, however, that such questions 
always involve a risk of neglecting individuals that have a more introvert nature, or simply prefer not 
to talk to anybody about such plans (even if they have trustful ties within the group). The cognitive 
trust question tried to capture the knowledge based ties in the group, based on professionalism. 
As a general question capturing the general interaction patterns in the group the informants 
were asked to describe whom they had been in contact with the last seven days, involving both 
mediated and non-mediated channels, and intensity of interaction (daily, weekly, monthly). In this 
article the daily interaction frequency will be used as an indicator on general interaction frequency. 
The network study will rely on some general concepts and terms including density, degree of 
centrality, E-I index, and brokerage, which will be further explained in the next chapter. 
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 In his extensive study of trust among 194 managers, McAllister used 12 items to capture affective and cognitive 
dimensions of trust (see McAllister 1995, p.37). I have here chosen to use two indicative questions that try to capture the 
essence of the terms. 
96
 This strategy is similar to the one used by earlier network studies on trust in organizations (Burt and Knez 1996; 
Krackhardt and Brass 1994; Krackhardt and Hanson 1993). 
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4. Empirical study 
4.1 About Delta 
Delta is a group of 13 technical experts working across the boundaries of two Nordic 
companies, situated in Norway and Sweden. The group was established after a Norwegian engineering 
company bought a smaller Swedish company. In the new and more international company, the Delta 
group got an important role in building up a common technical product line that could be used in two 
different markets. As such the group was central in the work involving integration of former technical 
products into a new set of technical products developed for the business consumer market. The group 
had monthly face-to-face meetings when we investigated them, and their regular interaction took part 
by the use of e-mails, audio-meetings, telephone calls and occasionally video conferences. 
Our early study of the communication and interaction in the group revealed that they had 
experienced problems in the collaboration in the group the first year. The qualitative interviews 
indicated that many employees found the collaboration in the group inadequate and that there was a 
sense of “local orientation” in the group. Some of the employees in Norway blamed their group 
manager for not being active enough to foster collaboration across the national (and organizational) 
boundaries. The Swedish employees were worried that their Norwegian colleagues were taking over 
all the attractive tasks and assignments, as they appeared as the stronger part after the acquisition. 
Thus, the distributed group of experts faced several problems in the first period. 
“As I see it, Delta has not functioned as one group across the two countries. We see each other too 
seldom, and few of us are actually working together. We are a highly divided group, from my point of view….” 
(Eva, Female Delta employee) 
The Norwegian employees expressed significant dissatisfaction with the Swedish manager 
who, according to several employees, spent too little time at their location. However, the 
organizational structure also made the interaction across the boundaries demanding: Delta was a group 
where all participants were experts working in the same technical field. Yet, in their daily work, much 
of the employees’ tasks were related to technology oriented projects, that often had a long duration and 
involved employees outside the group. According to the manager in the group (and also some of the 
employees), the projects was the prime focus for most employees. This made the group vulnerable to 
activities and constraints put on the employees from projects. 
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Moreover, their work was challenged by different types of boundaries. On the one hand the 
national boundary that also reflected a difference in organizational cultures. While the Swedish group 
had been part of a smaller and fast-changing company, the Norwegian group came from the opposite: 
a big and hierarchical company with a high degree of formalism and clear work routines. This cultural 
difference was blended with national differences and identities that in some cases seemed to enhance 
the cultural gap between the two units. The other boundary was a pure distance boundary that was 
present not only between the two countries, but also inside the two countries. In both countries one 
employee was located in a different city, due to personal and organizational circumstances. In this 
article, however, we will mainly pay attention to the boundary constituted by national and 
organizational boundaries. 
4.2 Network concepts and measures 
Applying a network approach to a small group means that the individuals are seen as nodes in 
a network, integrated through a web of stronger and weaker relations (Kadushin 2005; Katz, Lazer, 
Arrow et al. 2005). To capture the relations and networks in Delta, a limited number of measures are 
used, and these will be briefly described in the following. 
Indegree centrality indicates the number of incoming lines for each node in a directional 
node-by-node network (Wasserman and Faust 1994a). The indegree of a node ni in an ordered set of 
nodes is then the number of arcs that terminate at ni. The density of a network is measured as the 
number of actual connections as a proportion of the maximal possible connection, going from 0 to 1. 
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For a directed graph the density is calculated as the number of arcs (L) divided by the possible number 
of arcs. For relations describing a distributed work group there is usually a particular need to describe 
relations that cross boundaries between two places. For this purpose the E-I Index, as developed by 
Krackhardt and Stern will be used (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This indicator compares the external 
ties with the internal ties for groups within a network, ranging from -1 to +1. Given a partition of a 
network into a number of mutually exclusive groups, the E-I index is the number of ties external to the 
group minus the number of ties that are internal to the group divided by the total number of ties. 
Maximum collaboration across the boundaries is then +1 (all links are external), while equally divided 
links will give an index equal to zero.97
To measure boundary-crossing relations I will, however, also look at the proportion of 
boundary-crossing cliques. This is based on the traditional concept of cliques, indicating a maximally 
complete sub-graph within a larger network. In directed networks, cliques are usually found by 
focussing on those ties that are reciprocated, and the Bron and Kerbosch (1973) algorithm is used to 
find all Luce and Perry (1949) cliques larger than three (as is the default option in UCINET). The 
proportion of boundary-crossing cliques, i.e. cliques involving employees from both groups, is then 
sorted out. This indicated important areas for establishment of trust and stability across boundaries.
Table 2. General network indicators for cognitive trust (C-Trust), affective trust (A-Trust), and daily 
interaction through all communication channels (Interaction). 
  Arcs Density Network 
Centralization 
(In-degree)  
Boundary 
Crossing 
Cliques 
(prop.) 
Local 
Density 
E-I 
Index 
Interaction  36 0.158 20.83 0.33 (1/3) 0.286 (No) 
0.800 (Sw) 
-
0.778 
C-trust  62 0.429 45.83 0.5 (5/10) 0.429 (No) 
0.275 (Sw) 
-
0.290 
A-trust  16 0.064 20.14 0 (0/1) 0.179 (No) 
0.100 (Sw) 
 -
0.500 
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 Note that due to the differences in numbers, the Swedish employees are in this analysis described as “external” and the 
Norwegians as “internal”. 
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4.3 Structural aspects of trust 
The interaction network in the group indicated firstly that most interactions were taking place 
in the local (national) units. There were more interactions going on within the local units than across 
the units, and in particular the Swedish group was interacting more frequently with their local unit 
than across the boundary. The density for the interaction network was here as high as 0.8. The high 
negative E-I index also suggests that most ties are local, and daily interaction is highly place-
dependent. Yet, there is one boundary crossing clique, and as can be seen from figure 2, this clique 
involves Kristoffer, Stein and David. Note that one Norwegian employee, Vidar, did not have daily 
contact with the others in the group. This is the one Norwegian employee that had his office in another 
city than the main office. 
Turning to the cognitive trust dimensions, a striking feature of the group is that this type of 
trust is much more widespread than the affective type. The high density (compared to the other 
networks), suggests that the participants in Delta were confident that the others in the group could help 
them solve difficult work-related issues. As indicated by the low E-I index; this network is much more 
boundary-crossing, suggesting that there is a certain recognition of the remote individuals’ knowledge 
and competence. The centralization index, however, is also higher for cognitive trust than the 
interaction network, indicating that the competencies are not equally distributed in the network (which 
would be unlikely in this type of knowledge based community). Yet, the local ties, based on cognitive 
trust, are higher among the Norwegian groups, indicating that they tend to turn to each other for advice 
while the Swedes also turn to the Norwegians. 
The affective trust network, based on personal dimensions of trust and personal oriented risks, 
are more sparsely distributed. This type of trust is more difficult to develop, as it is based on a more 
personal relationship, rather than knowledge and competence. Yet, as discussed in the earlier sections 
of this article, there are reasons to believe that this form of trust is particularly useful for groups that 
are distributed (Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002). As one would expect, this trust is more locally 
oriented than cognitive trust, even though (as indicated by the I-E index) there is one boundary 
crossing relation. Interestingly, however, the local density of the affective trust was much lower for the 
Swedish employees than for the Norwegian group. Even though the interaction networks were denser 
among the Swedish employees, there appears to be lower levels of affective trust in this part of Delta. 
Actually, there was only one affective trust relation within the Swedish group, from Kristoffer to Carl. 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the structure of the cognitive and affective trust networks in Delta. 
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Figure 2. Daily interaction (Blue = Swedish, Red = Norwegian) 
Figure 3. Cognitive trust (Blue = Swedish, Red = Norwegian) 
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Figure 4. Affective trust (Blue = Swedish, Red = Norwegian) 
The two trust flows were highly similar, although not isomorphic. A simple QAP correlation98
based on permutations found that there was a significant correlation between the two trust forms (r = 
0.278, P < 0.01). Affective and cognitive trust does then go rather close together in this case. The same 
do interaction-based relations and cognitive trust (r = 0.255, P < 0.01) but not the affective trust and 
interaction networks (r = 0.179). Thus, the interaction patterns in the group tended to be more similar 
to the flow of cognitive trust than the affective. 
4.4 Brokers in the trust networks 
A role-oriented analysis of trust networks can help illuminate who in the distributed group that 
is central in connecting affective and cognitive trust-networks. The general Indegree centralization 
scores for the two trust networks in Delta indicate that the manager; Carl, as well as Stein and David 
are most trusted when it comes to solving professional problems (see table 2). When it comes to the 
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 UCINETs QAP correlation procedure is based on permutation of rows and columns together with one of the input 
matrixes, and then correlating the permuted matrix with the other matrix. This is repeated hundreds of times to build up a 
distribution of correlations under the null hypothesis of no relationships between the matrixes. A low p-value (< .05) suggests 
a strong relationship unlikely to have occurred by chance. 
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affective dimension, however, Carl and Ingrid are most trusted. Two employees, Jon and Vidar are 
only weakly connected to the trust networks. 
Of particular interest in trust networks are individuals that can transmit trust between the 
boundaries of distance. Individuals that have ties that cross this boundary may be described as brokers 
if they also connect to others in the network. In social network terms information brokerage occurs 
when, in a triad of nodes A, B and C, A has a tie to B, and B has a tie to C, but A has no tie to C. That 
is, A needs B to reach C, and B is therefore a broker (Fernandez and Gould 1994). When A, B, and C 
may belong to two different groups, different kinds of brokerage across boundaries are possible 
including gatekeepers, representatives and consultants.99 For trust brokerage, however, the central 
issue is not dealing with information but being in the position of developing affective or cognitive trust 
ties across boundaries. As such the process of developing trust is not primarily dedicated to 
exploitation of the “structural holes” between disconnected nodes, but rather to connect distant nodes 
into denser constellations (Burt 1992; Julsrud and Bakke 2007). Therefore, the labels gatekeepers, 
representatives and consultants take on a slightly different content in trust networks; “Gatekeepers” are 
nodes that are being trusted from a distant node, while also trusting others in the group; 
“Representatives” are trusting a distant node, while being trusted themselves by a local node; and 
“Consultants” are being trusted by a distant node and also trusting a distant node themselves (see 
figure 5). 
Calculating the number of brokerages relations for each individual in the trust networks 
indicate, first, that Carl, Stein, David, Anders, Ingrid and Mikael are the ones receiving cognitive trust 
across boundaries in Delta, acting as “gatekeepers” (see table 3). Most important among these were 
Carl, Stein and David, and they were also the ones that tended to trust others more frequently across 
the boundary. Carl, Stein and David were also the members that displayed “consultant” types of 
cognitive trust ties in Delta. These three group members then may be said to be the most salient trust 
brokers within the cognitive trust network.  
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 For information brokerage between three groups, five types of brokerage may occur, including coordinator, consultant, 
gatekeeper, representative and liaison. See Fernandez and Gould (1994). 
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Figure 5. Central broker positions in trust networks (Dark node = broker) 
Type Description Illustration 
“Gatekeeper” Being trusted by a 
distant node, and 
trusting others in 
the local unit 
“Representative” Trusting a distant 
node and being 
trusted by a local 
node 
“Consultant” Being trusted by a 
distant node and 
trusting a distant 
node 
Table 3. Normalized Indegree Centralisation for Delta. Affective trust, cognitive trust and daily 
interaction 
 A-trust C-trust Interact 
Ingrid 25 33,33 16,67 
David 16,67 41,67 8,33 
Trygve 8,33 25 16,67 
Jon 0 0 8,33 
Stein 8,33 58,33 25 
Dag 0 16,67 8,33 
Eva 0 8,33 16,67 
Kristoffer 0 16,67 25 
Vidar 0 0 0 
Mikael 0 16,67 8,33 
Hans 0 16,67 16,67 
Anders 0 16,67 33,33 
Carl 25 66,67 16,67 
Indegree Network 
Centralization 
20,14 45,83 19,44 
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Table 4. Position trust-networks measures in Delta 
Gatekeeper 
(Receive trust 
across distance)
Represent  
(trusting ties to 
distant others)
Consultant   
(receive and give 
trust across distance)
Sum 
 A-trust C-trust A-trust C-trust A-trust C-trust  
Ingrid  3  1   4 
David  4  4  2 10 
Trygve        0 
Jon       0 
Stein   6 1 4  2 12 (1) 
Dag    1   1 
Eva    1   1 
Kristoffer    1   1 
Vidar       0 
Mikael  1  1   2 
Hans    4   4 
Anders  4     4 
Carl  8  4  4 16 
In addition there was a group of employees who trusted one or more distant employee (Hans, 
Kristoffer, Eva, Dag) and a group who did not trust distant employees at all (Trygve, Jon, Vidar). 
Along the affective dimension, there was only one employee who had trusting ties across the 
boundary; going from Stein to Carl. As the latter did not trust any one along this dimension he does 
not figure as a receiving broker in the table. Even though this trust-tie is not reciprocal (Stein would go 
to Carl to discuss a potential change of job, but not the other way round) it indicates that Stein might 
be in a central position in the group, related to the development of trust across the boundaries.  He is 
positioned in the affective trust-network as a trust-based cut-point in between the two units.100 In this 
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 A cut point is one whose removal would increase the number of components by dividing the sub-graph into two or more 
separate sub-sets between which there is no connection (Scott 2000). 
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group of distributed workers, Stein is also the only one who had both affective and cognitive trust ties 
across the boundary. 
5. Discussion 
At the beginning of this article two central ways of understanding trust were presented; one 
approach seeing trust as embedded in rituals, roles or institutions; another seeing trust as individually 
created and developed. These two approaches are not antagonistic; in most corners of society 
institutional forms of trust interact with individual forms. Yet, in some situations the possibilities for 
institutional trust is low, and there is uncertainty about how to interact and collaborate. In the literature 
these are sometime called “weak situations” as they provide little guidance or incentives to behave in a 
particular way, and do not provide powerful cues that lead individuals to interpret events in a similar 
way (Dirks and Ferrin 2001). Distributed work groups probably often have a weak situational strength, 
and this was certainly the case of Delta. The employees trusted each other reasonably well in 
professional matters, but had weakly developed affective trusting ties across the two central national 
units. In this section I will discuss this further, taking up the central research questions raised earlier in 
this article regarding the interrelatedness of cognitive and affective trust, as well as the development of 
boundary-crossing relations within the trust networks. 
4.1 Structures of affective and cognitive trust 
Earlier work has found that cognitive trust is more easily built up and sustained in distributed 
groups than affective trust (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002). Further, it 
has been assumed that cognitive types over time affects positively on affective trust (Lewicki and 
Bunker 1996; McAllister 1995). 
This study provides additional evidence that the cognitive trust ties are easier and faster to 
establish in distributed work groups. The affective trust relations tended to be more bound up with co-
located employees, although we found that in one of the local units there was a general lack of 
affective trust ties. In this case study we found that the affective and cognitive trust types had a high 
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degree of structural similarity, indicating that the differences are not random. Much in line with earlier 
studies this case found that cognitive and affective trust ties were closely inter-related. 
However, we also found interesting differences in how people were positioned in the trust and 
interaction based networks. Kristoffer, for instance, was in a cut-point position in the interaction based 
network, he was not central in the trust networks. This person seems to be important as a node for 
much of the interaction in the group, yet he was not important for the affective trust within the group. 
In the affective network Kristoffer had a position similar to Eva and Jon, as “hangers-on” connected to 
the network through a one-directional arc. Ingrid, on the other hand, was not particularly central in the 
cognitive trust network, but she was the most trusted Norwegian employee along the affective 
dimension. This indicates that even though the two dimensions follow similar structures, there might 
be important individual differences. 
4.2 Building trust across distance 
An interesting issue for trust studies in distributed groups is how trust is built over time. 
Earlier studies of trust in distributed groups have on the one hand argued that trust needs time to 
develop in distributed groups (Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006), as well as regularity and timing of 
their face-to-face meetings (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000; Zolin and Hinds 2004). On the other hand 
studies have emphasized that trust development also depends on clear goals and objectives (Jarvenpaa 
and Leidner 1999; Panteli 2005) as well as a managerial style that is not too rigid and control oriented 
(Piccoli and Ives 2003). In general trust is assumed to develop over time as groups interact more 
frequently, although it may be spurred by certain kinds of active leadership. Thus, both the active and 
the more passive approaches to trust building have been reflected in the research so far. 
This study adds to this research by pointing at how trust builds up through certain trust-nodes 
in the cognitive and affective networks. Interpersonal trust did not evolve equally within the group, but 
followed certain patterns. In Delta there were three cognitive trust brokers, involving the manager 
(Carl) as well as two other employees (Stein and David). These three were more often trusted by 
others across the boundary, and they also had more trusting ties to their distant colleagues. In addition 
there was one affective, boundary-crossing tie from Stein to Carl, representing an important bridge
between the two local units. Actually, Stein appeared as a “double trust broker” in this group since he 
had built both cognitive and affective ties across the boundary. Even though there was a relatively 
high degree of dissatisfaction with the managers and the way the group was run, Stein was the only 
one in the interviews that emphasized the importance of building internal relations in Delta: 
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“…this group needs to develop relations between the participants over time […]. We cannot 
move the Swedish employees over here, so we have to develop the relations little by little. When we build these 
relations we also build the group stronger….” (Stein, Norwegian employee) 
In sum the case of Delta gave strong evidence that trust in distributed work groups needs to be 
generated actively by individual employees to avoid fragmentation. These are individuals that 
intentionally try to build up trust in a group, as they see that this is necessary to get the distributed 
group to work together. It is interesting to note that in the case of Delta, the most important trust-
broker was not the manager, but a regular employee with high competence and trustfulness among his 
co-located and distributed peers. The attitude displayed by Stein in the citation above seems to 
resemble the idea of active trust proposed by Giddens (Giddens 1994). In contemporary life, and 
perhaps in particular in highly flexible organizations, trust needs to be worked on, as much of the 
traditional institutional frames are lacking or changing or “reconstructed”. (It also seems to match the 
theory of Krackhardt and Stern.) 
4.3 Implications of the study 
It should be noted that the data presented here has certain limitations. Mapping trust relations 
based on single item questions involves the risk of missing important nuances in relationships, or 
overstating the meaning of a registered tie. The use of self-reporting interaction frequencies is also 
relatively low on reliability, compared to data generated through observations or data-assisted 
registration (Bernhardt, Killworth and Sailer 1982). Also, the case discussed here might be a relatively 
“difficult” case since it involved a group that was established in the wake of a company acquisition. 
This setting might have resulted in particular difficulties in establishing affective trust ties. 
However, there are reasons to believe that the trust networks reported here reflect reasonably 
well the way the individuals in the group trusted each other at the time of the study. An advantageous 
aspect of these data, however, is that it is based on “real” distributed workers within a knowledge 
based organization, and not groups of students (as most of the former contributions dealing with trust 
in distributed groups). 
By focussing on interpersonal trust as flows within a network, the study represents a novel and 
supplementing approach to existing studies in the field. This approach may be followed up in 
subsequent studies using more elaborated techniques, new cases and also larger data sets. One 
interesting area for further research is to follow the development of social structures in distributed 
groups over time. A time study of network development could, for instance help reveal the steps 
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involved in the development of denser trust networks in distributed groups over time. Another area 
that deserves closer examination is the way trust interacts with the regular use of communication 
media such as e-mail, Instant Messages (IM), mobile phone applications, web-based applications, and 
more. It would be of interest to know more about how such tools are used actively by trust brokers in 
distributed groups to build up affective and cognitive trust. 
6. Conclusions 
Trust networks are based on networks of individuals that have cognitive or affective 
interpersonal trustful relations to one another. These relations are anchored in subjective perceptions, 
and they are not necessarily overviewed or reflected upon by the participants themselves. Even so – or 
perhaps just for this reason – they are important as indicators of the “flow of trust” in a group. This 
approach to trust is unique in the way that it helps visualise the relational patterns involved in the 
establishment and construction of trust within a group. 
This article has used this approach to discuss further how trust is developed in a group of 
distributed workers. The case investigated here provided relatively strong empirical evidence that trust 
was generated through a few nodes in the distributed groups, acting as trust brokers in the network of 
more or less distributed nodes. Trust brokers were found in cognitive as well as affective trust 
networks, although the first type was more common. Given that the case of Delta bears similarities 
with other distributed work groups and teams, such trust-connectors might be important for the 
development of trust on a more general level. For organizations and researchers interested in trust 
building in distributed work groups, understanding the flow of trust, and the role of trust brokers, 
appears as one promising way ahead. 
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1. Introduction 
A central issue in writings about modern and flexible organizations is how new information 
and communication technologies (ICT) affect organizations and intra-organizational communication. 
Related to the rapid increase of mobile communication technologies, concepts like “mobile 
workplaces” and “virtual teams” have been common among organizational developers and within 
organizational research (Castells 1996; Castells, Fernandéz-Ardévol, Qiu et al. 2007; Kristoffersen 
2000; Lipnack and Stamps 2000; Quan-Haase and Wellman 2006; Urry 2000). Workplaces are 
becoming less place-bound and increasingly dependent on collaboration across distance assisted by 
mobile communication tools as well as computer based collaboration tools. 
On a very general level, it is acknowledged that information and communication technologies 
alter the geography of communication, where relations easily can be established between individuals 
who are situated in different locations. ICTs connect different locations, and their use imply that the 
boundaries of the respective locations become (re)negotiated: “Instead then, of thinking of places as 
areas with boundaries around, they can be imagined as articulated moments in networks of social 
relations and understandings”  (Massey 1994) p, 154). 
Collaboration can take place through multiple mediated channels despite geographical
distance. Such virtual and distributed groups provide opportunities for knowledge building based on 
expertise located at multiple sites, and to the extent that these different participants represent different 
perspectives, knowledge types or cultures, it opens for knowledge sharing and innovations in more 
heterogeneous environments (Cummings 2004; Hollingshead, Fulk and Monge 2002). Portable and 
individual technologies may ensure instant interaction and feedback ensuring high efficiency and 
closeness to customer and clients (Julsrud 2005). The challenge, however, is to make sure that 
different groups and teams are working together without leading to organizational “balkanization”, 
where groups interact densely without sufficient intermediate contact, or where the internal relations 
within the group are eroding altogether. 
Mobile communication tools and services are important devices that can help share 
information and knowledge within distributed groups. Yet, mobile technologies are rarely introduced 
as the only available means for communication. In virtually all cases, the mobile device is part of a 
larger menu of available technologies, such as face- to-face interaction, emails and others. 
Nevertheless, studies in this area tend to look for particular qualities of single technologies that 
determine their use in organizations101. We will in this paper go beyond this single-technology bias 
and explore how new mobile technologies find their form within a particular social context, and within 
an existing environment of communication tools. Rather than focusing solely on individual 
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 For critiques of single technology studies, see (Krotz 2005; Meyrowitz 1994; Postman 1993). 
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technologies and their technical properties, we will look at the way three important media technologies 
worked in concert within a particular group of physically distributed mobile knowledge workers: Two 
mobile services; telephone conversations and mobile text messages (SMS), and PC-based email 
messages.  
Within the study, we adopt a social network perspective to explore how these communication 
tools were used to establish, support or sustain various types of social and spatial relations. This 
perspective draws attention away from the technical qualities, towards an understanding of how the 
communication technology is used in the process of supporting a network of different social relations 
(Contractor and Eisenberg 1990; Licoppe and Smoreda 2004; Wellman 2001; Wellman, Salaff, 
Dimitrova et al. 1996). One of the benefits of this approach is that it opens for analyses of the 
multiplexity102 of relations within a group, and recent studies have used this approach to capture the 
larger ecology of media used to support collaboration in distributed groups (Haythornthwaite 2001; 
Haythornthwaite and Wellman 1998). 
The social network approach to media and ICT use has received increased attention during the 
last decade, and research on how new media affects social relations is starting to accumulate (Bryant, 
Sanders-Jackson and Smallwood 2006; Haythornthwaite and Wellman 1998; Ishii 2006; Yuan and 
Gay 2006). Yet, there are few empirical studies investigating the role that mobile technologies play in 
supporting relations among professional users.103 A central objective of this study is to contribute 
towards filling this gap in the literature, and investigate how mobile technologies are applied in a 
group of professional knowledge workers, collaborating across geographical distance. We will in this 
article look at various social relations within a distributed group of knowledge workers, and analyze 
how these relations were related to the daily use of SMS, emails and mobile phone. As such, we will 
both explore the geographical distance involved in distributed work, and the psychological distance 
between the distant workers, and their mediated interaction patterns. This article is also anchored in 
the tradition called domestication of technologies, where it is acknowledged that technologies do not 
determine their use; technologies are malleable, and there is a degree of adaptation and interpretation 
needed to make technologies “one’s own” and to incorporate them into work practices after they have 
been acquired (Silverstone and Haddon 1996). 
We start the article by describing more closely how a distributed work group can be studied as 
a social network, constituted by a range of formal and informal social relations. Following this 
approach a group of distributed workers can be described as inter-connected by a multitude of social 
relations. These relations constitute a structural social space that will often be of importance to the 
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 Multiplexity is in social network analysis used to describe the number of relations that connects two nodes in a network. 
The more relations in a tie, the more multiplex is the tie (Garton, Haythornwhite and Wellman 1997). The term “media 
multiplexity” is usually applied to describe the number of media that is used to support a social tie, e.g. (Haythornthwaite 
2005). 
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 For some notable exceptions, see the work of Koku and Welllman, Quan-Haase and Wellman (Ahuja and Carley 1999; 
Erickson 1988; Koku and Wellman 2002; Quan-Haase and Wellman 2006). 
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well-being of the individuals as well as the efficiency of the group. Next, we will propose a rough 
analytical framework drawing a distinction between subjectively perceived relations and interaction-
based relations in groups. It is suggested that observed interactions in organizations can be seen as 
manifestations of perceived relations, where trust and expertise are central dimensions, but that these 
relations might operate in different ways. We will then go on to present findings from a case study of a 
group of distributed workers within a computer company, exploring how the relations were supported 
by SMS, emails and mobile phone dialogues. 
2. Distributed work groups as networks of relations 
2.1 The social network approach 
Distributed groups and teams have been in the centre of attention for researchers for several 
years, involving scholars from work sociology, organization studies, communication studies and 
computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW). Studies in this area address the ways individuals 
work together despite geographical dispersions, and how they are making use of various 
communication technologies to support their collaboration (Duarte and Snyder 2006; Hinds and 
Kiesler 2002; Lipnack and Stamps 2000). 
The social network approach offers a novel way to understand such groups and how ICTs are 
adopted and used (Garton, Haythornwhite and Wellman 1997). Compared to approaches studying 
groups through characteristic traits of individuals, a social network approach focuses on the various 
relations within the group and the way technologies at hand are applied to support or sustain those 
relations. Instead of developing an aggregated index of workplace communication based e.g. on usage 
of e-mails and mobile phone dialogues, a network approach will try to survey the particular relations 
and structures that are supported by these tools and the different roles individuals display in such 
networks. Similarly, where traditional perspectives tend to categorize and analyze distributed groups 
by aggregated scores for trust, identification and efficiency, the network approach would try to look 
for the relational structures that transmit trustfulness, identification or efficient information-flows. 
Thereby, the network approach shows greater sensibility for the internal working of the group. 
Within the rapidly evolving field of network analysis a number of concepts and techniques 
have been developed to capture important features and structures of networks and nodes within such 
networks. This includes network centrality, density, tie-strength, core/periphery structures, cohesive 
sub units, role analysis and much more (Brehm and Scott 2004; Breiger 2004; Scott 2000; Wasserman 
and Faust 1994). For researchers interested in studying distributed work groups, social network 
methodologies offer important analytical tools. Yet, the network approach is more than just a way of 
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analyzing the data; in a wider context it is a theoretical perspective that draws attention to the relations 
and structures of relations in a group, not solely on characteristics at the level of the individual or the 
group (Kilduff and Tsai 2003; Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Wellman 1988). 
During the last two decades social network studies of distributed work groups have developed 
along different paths: One path has been the study of the efficiency of information flow-structures in 
groups. These studies have focused on a limited number of relations over a large sample of cases in 
order to find significant differences between high and low performing groups, and they have 
concluded that groups that perform well tend to have a more hierarchical information structure104
(Ahuja and Carley 1999; Cummings and Cross 2003; Hinds and McGrath 2006). A second path has 
focused more on the detailed patterns of interaction within distributed groups and teams and the way 
ICT supports different ties and tasks. These studies have been analyzing individual cases in depth, 
usually also using more elaborated qualitative analyses. A central finding here has been that 
collaborators with stronger ties – such as friends and close colleagues – are communicating more 
frequently than those with weaker ties, and they also tend to use more media channels to support the 
ties (Haythornthwaite 2005; Koku and Wellman 2002). Analyses of students working in virtual teams 
have also shown that different media were used for supporting weak and strong ties (Haythorthwhaite 
2005). 
This article will follow up on the latter path of research, focusing on the various network 
structures constituted by selected communication media. However, rather than using the traditional 
distinction between strong and weak ties, we will make a distinction between perceived and 
interaction-based ties. In line with cognitive oriented network theories (Corman and Scott 1994; 
Krackhardt 1987), we argue that relations based on trust and expertise may be seen as a different type 
of relations, compared to interaction-based ties. 
2.2 Perceived and interaction-based relations 
The distinction between strong and weak ties has been much applied in social network 
analysis, and the distinction has been path-breaking for much of the innovative theoretical and 
empirical work coming out of the field in the last decades (Burt 2005; Granovetter 1983; Granovetter 
1973; Wellman and Wortley 1990). Yet, researchers have for a long period noted that the terms are 
often difficult to apply in empirical organizational network studies (Krackhardt 1999; Nardi, 
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 There are, however, also findings that suggest that denser and more interconnected groups perform better than highly 
centralized ones. Cummings and Cross studied 182 work groups in a large telecommunication firm and compared internal 
network structures with performance measures. Structures of hierarchy, degree of centrality, and managers’ degree of 
structural holes were measured for each group and used as input in a subsequent regression analysis  (Cummings and Cross 
2003). In contrast to the earlier work of Ahuja and Carley (Ahuja and Carley 1999), this study found that hierarchal structures 
as well as a dominant core-periphery structures were negatively associated with performance measured by members and 
managers (Cummings and Cross 2003). 
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Whittaker and Schwarz 2000; Wenger 1991). First, because the definition of strong ties is at the same 
time very broad and very specific: It points to characteristics such as time spent together, emotional 
intensity, intimacy and reciprocity (Granovetter 1973). This seems to point directly at ties within, for 
example, nuclear families, and groups of close friends. Yet for practical enquiries these key words are 
difficult to operationalize, and divergent strategies have been applied to estimate the strength of the 
ties between individuals. Second, in organizations many relations seem to fall somewhere in-between 
strong and weak ties. In particular intra-organizational ties tend to be stronger than “weak ties”, yet 
weaker than “strong ties” (Nardi, Whittaker and Schwarz 2000; Wenger 1991). And thirdly, although 
the terms are well known for network scholars, they are not widely applied in general organization 
studies or within the fields of CSCW and media studies. General terms like trustfulness, identification 
or friendship are more commonly used to describe work-relations (Gersick, Bartunek and Dutton 
2000). Thus, the strong/weak tie dichotomy appears as an association-rich metaphor that may be 
difficult to use in detailed analyses of relations in organizations105. 
Instead of relying on this dichotomy, we will apply the more generic terms trust, friendship
and expertise. Thereby, it is possible to circumvent some of the difficulties embedded in using the 
dichotomy based on tie-strength. Still, a central question remains about how relations like trust, 
friendship and expertise should be seen in relation to interaction. Are friendship and trust results of 
frequent interaction or is it the other way round? Researchers working in the field tend to give 
divergent answers to these questions. For instance, some researchers emphasize that interaction is 
important to build trust (Shapiro, Sheppard and Cheraskin 1992); others argue, on the contrary, that a 
high degree of interaction should be seen as an indicator of distrust, because it may reflect high levels 
of surveillance and control (Buskens 1998). 
To clarify these issues, we propose to establish an analytical distinction between interaction-
based patterns (based on face-to-face or mediated interaction) and subjective relations based on 
subjective feelings towards other persons. This perspective finds support in cognitive network 
theories, focusing on individuals’ or groups’ subjectively perceived relations in contrast to objective 
and interaction-based relations (Corman and Scott 1994; Krackhardt 1987). Corman and Scott have 
applied elements from Giddens’ structuration theory to clarify the connections between observable 
communication networks and the latent networks of perceived relationships (Giddens 1984). They 
argue that different modalities explain the recursive relationships between cognitive social structure 
and interaction. Much in line with Giddens they explain: “… we define a communication system as a 
set of continually reproduced communicative interactions between individuals and collectives situated 
in time and space. The network is an abstract structure of rules and resources of communicative actors 
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 To avoid the term “strong tie” Krackhardt has applied the term Philos to designate particular strong relations within 
organizations. Philos-relations are characterized by frequent interaction, strong affections and a long history of interactions. 
See (Krackhardt 1992) 
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in a given social collective, instantiated in communication systems, but having only a “virtual 
existence” ” (Ibid, p 174). 
The social network is here described as a cognitive resource embedded within a particular 
social community or culture, where spatial and temporal aspects are included in the analysis. Further, 
Corman and Scott propose that the cognitive network structures are activated through taking part in 
common activities (foci) or enacted through various triggering events. The advantage of this 
perspective is that it helps to establish a clear distinction between a (cognitive) network structure, and 
a system of observable communicative actions. These structures are clearly related, but they are not 
isomorphic. Instead, we argue that studies of the ways these structures are interrelated constitute an 
interesting and fertile area for empirical studies. In the empirical analysis in this paper we will study 
interaction-based relations and subjective closeness as separate relational ties, not assuming in advance 
that they are related. The interesting question of how ICTs are used to support different relational 
structures (or not) can then be investigated in more detail, compared to studies primarily based on the 
strong tie/weak tie dichotomy. 
2.3 Prescribed relations 
According to the cognitive approach to social networks, all social relations are basically 
abstract structures existing mainly as memories or expectations in the minds of individuals. Yet, in 
organizations there is an important set of relations that is based on formal agreements and contracts, 
such as relations to sub-ordinates. Informal relations in organizations and work places can be seen as 
embedded within and partly constrained by a formal system involving a manager and sub-ordinates 
(Kadushin 2005). Such formal relations in a distributed work group will usually be made explicit in 
job descriptions and in organizational charts. These relations are more formalized than trust, friendship 
and expertise ties, even if they involve expectations that probably affect the interaction and 
communication patterns. For the purpose of this article we label them “prescribed relations”. 
2.4 Trust, friendship and expertise 
In addition to interaction-based relations and formal or prescribed relations, we will in this 
article look at three different relational qualities:  trust, friendship and expertise. These are selected 
because they refer to important but different dimensions of working relationships: Trust is an aspect of 
a social relation that can be seen as a “resource” that an individual has access to and may exploit in 
particular situations. 
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Figure 2.1 Interaction and latent relations. Figure based on the work of Corman and Scott (1994) 
In the last few years, trust has received increased recognition as a phenomenon worthy of 
closer examination in organizational studies, and several volumes provide reviews of theoretical 
positions and broad theoretical frameworks (Elsbach and Kramer; Kramer and Cook 2004; Kramer 
and Tyler 1996; Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995; McKnight, Cummings and Chervany 1995; 
Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt et al. 1998). Trust may be defined as: “A willingness of a party to be vulnerable 
to actions of another party based on the expectations that the other will perform a particular action 
important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that other party” (Mayer et al. 
1995: 2). 
This definition emphasizes that trust is built on basically positive expectations regarding 
individuals’ future behaviour106. As a concept that is directly concerned with a relation between two 
individuals, it is a particularly relevant topic for social network approach. From a social network point 
of view, trust is not primarily the property of an individual; rather it is part of the relations between 
two or more individuals (McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). Paying attention not only to dyadic ties 
but to larger networks of indirect ties (i.e. between the egos’ alters), may give an added value to the 
analysis of trust.
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Friendship has mainly been studied in the context of individual personal social networks and 
among students (Haythornthwaite and Wellman 1998; McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook 2001; 
Wellman and Potter 1999; Wellman and Wortley 1990). In network terms a friendship relation is 
usually described as reciprocal and durable (thereby incorporating temporal aspects) and it is closely 
related to trusting relations. Yet in a work setting close friends may be indicating a relationship that is 
closer than regular workmates, indicating informal contact also in private settings.
Expertise refers to relations that are important for the conduct of everyday work tasks. This 
type of relations has been widely used to detect flows of information and knowledge in organizations 
and groups (Cross, Parker, Prusak et al. 2001; Cross and Prusak 2002; Hollingshead, Fulk and Monge 
2002). However, we should note that it can also be seen as a more rational form of trustfulness; i.e. 
cognitive trust (Lewis and Weigert 1985). To avoid confusion between the affective form of trust and 
the cognitive one, we will here stick to the term expertise. Although these qualities obviously also may 
be developed and maintained over distance – aided by ICTs – they are primarily explored in collocated 
settings. 
3. Method and case 
3.1 NOMO and Omega 
The results presented here are based on a study of several work groups in a Nordic company, 
here called NOMO107. NOMO is a Norwegian ICT-provider with a fairly strong position in the Nordic 
markets. Approximately one year prior to our study, the company acquired and merged with a smaller 
Danish company to get an even stronger position in the Scandinavian market. This process was 
experienced as stressful for the employees in both companies. A major objective for the company after 
the acquisition was to integrate its operations across the national markets to create market synergies. 
This led to the setting up of a number of permanent work groups encompassing employees in different 
locations in Norway and Denmark. Since different functions now had to be coordinated across 
distances and national boundaries, distributed work was initiated and formalized in several different 
areas. The analysis in this paper will focus on one such group; Omega. The core task of the Omega 
group was to manage and develop products for a particular segment of NOMO’s customers. The group 
consisted of 16 product managers; 12 in Norway and four in Denmark, with the manager located at the 
headquarters in Norway.108 Virtually all respondents had previous employment within the respective 
                                               
107
 Please note that the names of the organization and the groups, as well as the individuals’ names are all pseudonyms 
108
 Danish and Norwegian were working languages within the groups. The languages are fairly similar, whereas there are 
certain differences that potentially can lead to misunderstandings. 
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organizations, and most of them made deliberate efforts to maintain relations with previous 
colleagues.  
The work was divided between two main workplaces; one at the NOMO-headquarters in 
Norway and one at the Danish department. At both sites, the employees had a mobile work style, 
where open offices were used in combination with portable PCs as well as mobile phones as their 
primary work-phone. The company deployed a hot-desking strategy without fixed work-places, 
ensuring a certain degree of internal physical mobility. Two of the Norwegian employees and one of 
the Danes were located outside the national hubs, making the group even more dispersed. Much of the 
work in the group also required travelling outside the city area, so the physical mobility was in general 
high. The work form implied that some of the employees had relatively frequent interaction face-to-
face, while others met only when the group had their meetings. 
The frequency of their meetings fluctuated in accordance with tasks and happenings in the 
organization. Yet, based on the estimates of the group members, we found that telephone conferences 
and regular (face-to-face) meetings were usually arranged bi-monthly (see table 3.1). 
Videoconferences and PC-based conferences were however relatively little used in this group. When 
our investigation started the group had worked together for 12 months. According to the interviews, 
the group had been involved in several critical discussions related to the consolidation of the former 
national product development groups. Now, most of the employees expressed that the group now 
moved in a positive direction, were they were working together as a unified group. 
3.1 General methodological design 
The investigations followed the group from spring 2004 to the end of 2006.  The design of the 
study was based on a triangulation of different methodological strategies, including qualitative 
interviews with individuals as well as quantitative studies of individual (ego-networks) and group-
based social networks.  
The study started with an explorative qualitative study and was followed up with a quantitative 
study targeted at more specific issues evolving out of the explorative phase. Yet, in the initial phase a 
general questionnaire was distributed to get baseline information about satisfaction, performance and 
interaction patterns. In this article we will mainly deploy the group-based network data and the data 
from the qualitative interviews. 
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Table 3.1 Frequency of group-based communication in Omega, based on averages of individual 
estimates (mean values) 
 Estimated frequency (n = 15) Mean st. 
error 
Telephone conferences Bi-monthly .291 
Video conferences Less than monthly .215 
PC-conferences Less than monthly .215 
Physical meetings Bi-monthly .284 
3.2 The qualitative study 
Before the main quantitative network study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
employees and managers to get a better picture of their work situation. The interviews followed an 
interview guide focusing on the respondents’ main work tasks, social relations, identity in 
group/organization and trust issues, and lasted 30-40 minutes. Fourteen of the 16 employees in Omega 
were interviewed. Two of the employees in the group were not available for interviews due to shift in 
job assignments and sickness. In addition, we conducted interviews with individuals outside the group, 
including the leader’s superior executive and other managers in the company. The rationale for this 
was to get a better understanding of the group’s tasks and position in the company by including 
supplementary perspectives. 
During the qualitative study intermediate reports and preliminary analyses were made. The 
interviews were coded as text files (using QSR NUD*IST software) and the main issues and topics 
from the interviews were classified. We used this coding as input for the subsequent social network 
module and for integrated analyses. 
3.3 The social network module 
In the social network part of the study, interactions were registered through a web-based 
questionnaire and coded in a case-by-case social network matrix. We asked the persons to indicate 
interaction-based relations as well as perceived relations. A traditional “roster” design was used to the 
network study, were each group member received a list of the other members in the group (Wasserman 
and Faust 1994). The informants were then asked to report the frequency of interaction with other 
members in the group as well as the type of media used in the interaction and the three perceived ties. 
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A critical issue of self-reported designs is that they often have poor reliability, as people are 
often bad at remembering and reporting their actual behaviour (Bernhardt, Killworth and Sailer 1982). 
Nevertheless, self-reported data have been found to be fairly reliable when it comes to the individual 
ranking of different activities, and to compare interaction across different media (Hartley, Brecht, 
Pagerly et al. 1977). Thus, we treat them as indicative of the interaction within the group. The 
response to the survey was good, and after two reminders, all the employees in the groups save one 
had completed their questionnaire. The data were coded and analyzed through standard social network 
software (UCINET 6 and NetMinerII 2.5). 
We used a single question to map the trust-based relationships: “If you decided to search for 
another job similar to the one you have today, but in another company; whom on the list would you 
most likely talk to about this?” The idea behind this formulation is that this type of discussion would 
imply trustfulness, as disclosure of such plans would be negative for the reputation of the individual in 
question109. Indirect questions are the most usual way to analyze trust-based relations in organizations. 
It should be noted, however, that such questions involve a risk for neglecting individuals that have a 
more introvert nature or simply prefer not to talk to anybody about such plans (even if they have 
trustful ties within the group). 
The expertise relations were based on a question asking whom the informant preferred to 
speak to when facing problems in his/her work. Starting with the list of group members, we asked 
them to indicate whom on the list they would most likely turn to if they needed advice in their daily 
work. This expertise network does not address the affective aspect (like the trust ties), but the network 
with the most central professionals in the group.  
Table 3.2 Relations investigated in Omega 
Interaction based 
relations 
Face-to-face meetings 
Mobile phone dialogues 
Email 
SMS 
Overall daily interaction 
Prescribed relations Formal work relations 
Perceived relations Trust 
Friendship 
Expertise  
                                               
109
 This strategy is similar to the one used by earlier network studies on trust in organizations (Burt and Knez 1996; 
Krackhardt and Brass 1994; Krackhardt and Hanson 1993). 
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The friendship relations were derived from our question whether there was someone on the list 
they considered as close friends in their group. Thus, we asked her specifically for close friends, not 
regular work mates.
4. Networks and positions in Omega 
In this section, we will present findings from the study, emphasizing results from the network 
analysis. We will start with a presentation of the formal structure of the group and the network 
structures indicating perceived and interaction-based relations. Next, we will discuss differences in 
general structures between these networks and variations in individuals’ centrality within these 
networks. 
4.1 Formal structure 
The formal structure of the group is presented in figure 4.1. Torhild is the manager of the 
group. She started in this position just after the research project started, yet she is experienced and in 
general highly respected by the employees. One of her first decisions was to divide the group into 
three smaller sub-units, and she appointed Martin, Kari and Knut as leaders of these units. In addition, 
she pointed out two other persons to be responsible for individual areas of product development in 
NOMO -- Kai and Emil. It is worth noting that the four employees from the Danish unit (indicated by 
squares) were directed to different sub-units, and one was also appointed a sub-unit manager. 
Yet, as noted above, the members did not work only within their units; much interaction and 
work took place in projects involving employees from groups other than Omega. This activity is 
however not included in the results displayed here.
4.2 Description of relations and networks in Omega 
As it turns out, the Omega group was handling the long-distance collaboration relatively well 
when measured along traditional network indicators for integration and coherence. For example, when 
looking at interaction via email and mobile voice, none of the members were isolated from the others. 
All employees in the group were in contact with at least one other person during a regular week.  
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Figure 4.1 Omega’s formal structure. Danish employees grey, Norwegian white (triangle = manager, 
square = sub-unit manager, circle = employee). 
In addition, the dialogues connected the employees through a network that crossed the 
geographical boundaries of the sub-units. It is easy to see, however, that email interaction followed 
rather closely the formal interaction lines, in particular for the group managed by Martin. It is also 
evident that much interaction seems to go through Martin, Kai and Emil. 
The manager Torhild was fairly central in the information flow. The mediated relations 
suggested that much of the information circulated between the sub-unit managers Martin, Kari, Knut 
as well as Emil (see figures 4.2 and 4.3). It is also evident that most of the Danish employees were 
well integrated in the group, despite their geographical distance from the majority of employees in 
Omega. Table 4.1 gives more precise details for the networks based on interactions and on the 
perceived relations. Among the interaction-based relations, the e-mail network was the most active, 
followed by mobile phone dialogues and SMS. The email networks were denser and they also had 
higher reciprocity, indicating that they were not simply used to distribute information, but for two-way 
interaction. The lower level of reciprocity for SMS may suggest that this was a less formal channel, 
but also that the traffic here is less intense and task-related than in the email network.  
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Figure 4.2 E-mail interaction network for Omega last 7 days. Danish employees grey, Norwegian 
white (triangle = manager, square = sub-unit manager, circle = employee). Tie strength indicates 
intensity of interaction (1 = 1-4, 2= 5-10 and 3 = 11-20 messages). 
The average degree score is a ratio of the number of incoming and outgoing ties for a network 
of relations (Freeman 1979). An average degree score reaching above six for email relations, then 
indicates that the average member had been in email contact with approximately six other persons in 
the group during the last week. The corresponding numbers for mobile and SMS were 4.1 and 2.6. 
The score for emails was, interestingly, also higher than the face-to-face interaction (4), 
illustrating how email connected far more people in the group than physical interaction. The 
core/periphery score indicates how well the registered values approximate to an ideal core/periphery 
structure (Borgatti and Everett 1999). This value was relatively high for the face-to-face networks due 
to the fact that there is a clear co-located core situated at the Norwegian headquarters, and that face-to-
face follows close to this structure.  
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Figure 4.3 Mobile dialogue network for Omega last 7 days. Danish employees grey, Norwegian white 
(triangle = manager, square = sub-unit manager, circle = employee). Tie strength indicates intensity of 
interaction (1 = 1-4, 2 = 5-10 or 3 = 11-20 dialogues) 
This structure is softened in the mediated networks. However, while there was a relatively 
clear core/periphery structure reflected in the mobile network; this was less spelled out in the SMS 
network. 
For distributed work groups it is of particular interest to see the extent to which the relations 
cross physical distance or not.110 To compare the number of ties within and across the two involved 
countries, we applied the E-I Index, as developed by Krackhardt and Stern (Krackhardt and Stern 
1988). This indicator compares the external ties with the internal ties for groups within a network, 
ranging from -1 to +1. Given a partition of a network into a number of mutually exclusive groups, the 
E-I index is the number of ties external to the groups minus the number of ties that are internal to the 
                                               
110
 In the case of mobile work, this can of course be difficult, as these boundaries are often blurred. Yet, in this group there 
was one important difference between individuals situated in Denmark and those in Norway.  
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group divided by the total number of ties. Maximum collaboration across the boundaries is then +1 (all 
links are external), while equally divided links will give an index equal to zero. We categorized the 
employees in Denmark as “external” and the Norwegian group as “internal”. None of the interaction-
based relations were equally divided, but email messages were the form of interaction that was most 
boundary-crossing (considering the national boundaries) in this group. Interestingly, SMS was more 
frequently used within each of the national sub-units, with mobile phone dialogues in a position in-
between. This shows that – at least within this organization – the geography-bridging qualities of ICTs 
are selectively deployed; some are primarily used across larger distances, others are more commonly 
used within local regions. It is also interesting to observe that these technologies are important within
collocated settings: While it is common to address the capacity of ICTs for bridging space and time, 
they are also used for communication with neighbouring colleagues. This may be seen as an extension 
and generalization of norms and technical skills for communication with distant parties, or as an 
indication of conscious choices for media behaviour, acknowledging that even in a collocated setting, 
face-to-face communication is not always the preferred form. 
Turning to the perceived relations of trust, friendship and expertise, these were less cohesive 
in Omega than the interaction-based relations: only 10 friendship links (relations) and 13 trust links 
were reported. The expertise network, however, was about the same density level as for mobile 
communication (0.275). Reciprocity is often related to trust in organizations, as trust is often seen as 
stronger when relations are symmetrical (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). Interestingly, the trust relations have 
low levels of reciprocity, indicating that this is not a strongly interconnected network, but more open 
and “fluid”. This indicates the “cognitive” nature of trust, since the existence of a trust-tie is not 
always perceived equally by two individuals in a network. As displayed in the figure below (figure 
4.4), the trust network actually formed a chain-like structure, with a more cohesive constellation in the 
Norwegian group. The trust network was also strongly embedded in the national units within the 
group, indicated by the high negative E/I index, while the expertise relations had a much more 
boundary-crossing nature. 
4.3 Network similarities 
Comparing networks through general indicators gives important information regarding the 
general use of interaction media and the general level of trust, friendship and expertise relations. Yet, 
to explore the similarities between the latent networks and the four different interaction networks 
further, we conducted a QAP-correlation111. This procedure is often used to see to what extent there 
are similarities between two social networks containing the same actors (Hanneman 2001).  
                                               
111
 UCINETs QAP correlation procedure is based on permutation of rows and columns together of one of the input matrixes, 
and then correlating the permuted matrix with the other matrix. This is repeated hundreds of times to build up a distribution 
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Table 4.1 Selected network characteristics of interaction-based and perceived relations 
Relation Scale Links Density Average 
degree 
Recipro
city 
Core-
Periphery 
E/I 
index 
Interaction Daily (weekly) 45 0.188 
(0.546) 
2.812 0.356 0.519 -0.301 
Mobile 1-4/5-10/ 11- 
20/>21 
66 0.275 4.125 0.515 0.518 -0.208 
Email 1-4/5-10/ 11- 
20/>21
106 0.442 6.625 0.736 0.485 -0.083 
SMS 1-4/5-10/ 11- 
20/>21
43 0.179 2.688 0.512 0.370 -0.5 
In
te
ra
ct
io
n 
ba
se
d 
re
l. 
Face-to 
face 
Daily (weekly) 64 0.267 
(0.733) 
4 0.688 0.829 -0.375 
Trust Yes/no 13 0.054 0.812 0.308 0.433 -0.818 
Friendship Yes/no 10 0.042 0.625 0.4 0.466 -0.5 
Pe
rc
ei
ve
d 
re
l. 
Expertise Yes/no 66 0.275 4.125 0.515 0.377 -0.250 
Figure 4.4 Trust network in Omega. Danish employees grey, Norwegian white (triangle = manager, 
square = sub-unit manager, circle = employee) 
                                                                                                                                                  
of correlations under the null hypothesis of no relationships between the matrixes. A low p-value (< .05) suggests a strong 
relationship unlikely to have occurred by chance. 
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As indicated in table 4.2 the expertise network, as well as the formal network, were closely 
related in all the media channels.112  In particular, the relation between expertise, email and mobile 
was strong (r = 0.522 and 0.435, respectively). The mediated networks of mobile phones, SMS and 
email were all highly correlated, and in particular email and mobile dialogues (r = 0.564) (all 
significant on a 0.01 level). This indicates that the media in Omega to a large extent followed the task 
related patterns of interaction, and that the media followed highly similar patterns, in particular in the 
case of mobile dialogues and SMS. The trust network, however, had no significant relation to the 
formal network, the face-to-face network or the mobile communication network. It was however 
weakly (but significantly) related to the expertise network, the email network and the SMS network. 
Trust relations were most strongly correlated to friendship relations (r = 0.278) but not at all with the 
formal relations (0.068). This indicates on the one hand that the perceived expertise relations were 
most closely related to the observable interaction that took place in Omega. This pattern also followed 
fairly close to the formal structure of the organization. On the other hand, the less intensive trust 
network diverged from the formal structure and was less similar to the mediated networks based on 
mobile dialogues. Yet it had high similarity to the friendship network, and also to the expertise 
network. 
This then might suggest that trust relations are more strongly supported by text-based media 
like SMS and email, while the more intensive work-related communication uses all media, and in 
particular email and mobile dialogue. As such, it indicates that the instant problem-solving relations 
have other needs for communication than the more low-frequent trust and friendship ties. It is clear, 
however, that these relations do not operate as isolated structures, but have significant overlaps.  
Table 4.2 QAP correlations for different networks (Jaccard coefficients) 
 Formal  Expertise  Mobile Email  SMS  Trust  Face-to 
face 
Expertise 0.316**       
Mobile 0.389** 0.435**      
Email 0.296** 0.522** 0.564*
* 
   
SMS 0.375** 0.38** 0.514*
* 
0.393**    
Trust 0.068 0.113* 0.053 0.092* 0.12*   
Face-to-face 0.207* 0.236* 0.236* 0.295* 0.227** 0.054  
Friendship 0.1 0.086* 0.086* 0.074* 0.128** 0.278** 0.05 
Note: * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 
                                               
112
 The table below presents Jaccard coefficients since some relations (trust, friendship, face-to-face) are binary (Hanneman 
2001). 
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It should also be noted that physical closeness (i.e. face-to-face interaction) was positively 
correlated to the use of all media, and in particular the SMS network, indicating that mediated 
interaction is more intense among co-located workers. 
4.4 Network positions in trust, friendship and expertise networks 
As argued earlier in this article, relations of trust, friendship and expertise are based on a 
subjective perception of others. Within an organization or a group, however, this information might be 
used to indicate those that more often are the object of the others’ “positive expectations”. The 
indegree centrality score is a much used indicator for measuring popularity or prestige in complete 
networks, based on mental concepts such as trust and friendship (Freeman 1979; Knoke and Kuklinksi 
1982). As indicated above, the expertise network was in particular strongly related to the formal 
structure of the group, and much of the mediated interaction followed this pattern. Trust and 
friendship, on the other hand, were more weakly related to the expertise network as well as to the 
formal structure. This suggests that the informal networks of trust and friendship were different from 
the formal networks, although they had similarities with the advice network.  
An interesting question is to what extent the same people are central in the expertise network 
and in the trust network. As could be seen directly from the mediated interaction network above, the 
manager and the sub-unit managers were highly central in the interaction networks. Only some of 
these were however included in the trust network. Comparing indegree centrality, i.e. number of 
incoming connections, indicates that one of the “independent” sub-unit managers (Kai) is the most 
attractive node in the interaction network. He was the one who received most emails and mobile phone 
calls, and also (together with Kari) the one who had most face-to-face interaction with the others. He is 
also the one with the highest indegree centrality in the expertise network. Figure 4.5 illustrates the 
strong connection between being central in advice networks and being central in the mediated 
networks. Kai is however not included in the trust network. In this network Martin, Marianne, Emil 
and Torhild are the only ones with “indegrees” higher than 2. Most central was Martin, who also had a 
trust-relation across the national boundaries (see figure 4.4). As such, he is the only person who acted 
like a “trust-broker” in this distributed network (Julsrud and Bakke 2007a). Thus, it seems like there 
are different roles and relations involved in the group, but that it is the expertise-role that most 
strongly generates interaction through the available media. 
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Figure 4.5 Normalized indegree centrality scores for position in media network (mean value for 
indegree of email, mobile phone talks and SMS), expertise, trust and friendship networks 
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5. Supporting relations by e-mail, mobile dialogue and SMS 
By exploring the social relations and networks embedded within a group of distributed 
workers in a computer company, we have seen how a set of available communication technologies 
was used in slightly different manners to support and sustain both work-tasks and more informal social 
relations in a group of professionals. The results from the network study suggest firstly, that the trust 
relations in this group followed a different pattern than the work-related and intensive expertise 
network. Individuals that were central in the expertise network were not always central in the trust 
network. Secondly, the mediated interaction networks were in general strongly related to the expertise 
relations, although the trust relations had a structure that related to the SMS and the email networks. 
Thus, this might indicate that the trust network evokes another type of “narrowband” (text-based) 
interaction. 
In this chapter we will elaborate these issues further, based on evidence from the qualitative 
part of the study. In particular, we will present some tentative explanations for why the trust network 
tended to follow other structures than the professional network, and why mobile talk and e-mail 
relations seemed to be more closely related to the professional and expertise based ties. 
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 5.1 Origins of trust and expertise networks 
 The trust network in Omega was less dense and more locally embedded than the professional 
expertise network. The interviews with the members with trusting ties revealed that these relations in 
several instances had roots in older projects and collaborating groups. Daniel and Erika for instance, 
one dyad in Omega connected by trusting ties (see figure 4.4), had both worked together in NOMO for 
a long time. They were both located at the same building at the Norwegian headquarters. Daniel 
explains that their relationship has origins from “the old NOMO company”: 
“… at that time we were only four to five persons in this group. There were activities where 
family members joined, and the group was actually real close. It is not like that nowadays [with the 
current group]  (…) we still eat lunch together with the old group” (Daniel). 
Daniel and Erika and others from the trust dyads identified in Omega, had a record of work-
related collaboration that ran several years back in time. Such relationships outside their current 
project organization were, however, hardly visible in organizational charts, or in surveys of interaction 
in the present organization. Another source for developing trusting ties was found in the relationship 
between Marianne and Heidi. These two co-located employees belonged to different sub-groups in 
Omega but had a strong trustful relation as well as a friendship tie. The reason appeared to be that they 
shared a workspace in a satellite office that was at a significant distance from the others. Their shared 
destiny as co-located distant workers, and their time spent together, was important for the development 
of solidarity and stronger ties.  
A third interesting trust-tie in the network was found between Martin and Ronny. In this 
case, the relationship actually crossed the national boundaries and the significant distance between 
their regular workplaces. Martin was highly trusted by Ronny, who had known him for only about 1.5 
year. This was also seen as a friendship relation by one of the parties. In the interviews Ronny 
emphasized Martin’s high level of knowledge and that they shared many of the same goals and ideas 
for future developments. Ronny expressed that the development of a strong relation with Martin was 
something of a turning point for him: 
“The fact that Martin now has joined the group with his high level of competence really makes 
me believe in this. He actually is the first Norwegian I can say that I really trust ...” (Ronny). 
For Martin, frequent visits to Denmark together with frequent communication via electronic 
media appeared to be part of a deliberate effort within the group to create a better climate for 
collaboration. It is worth noting however, that Ronny emphasized Martin’s competence and abilities as 
the main reasons for trusting him. Martin’s and Ronny’s trusting ties are thus perhaps an example of 
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how a relation based on rational trust and collaboration over time may transform to a stronger 
knowledge-based trust (Lewicki and Bunker 1996). 
These trust dyads illustrate that trust relations might have roots in collaboration and activities 
that took part several years previous to the study. The activities that had generated the trusting 
relations were in some cases participation in several former projects. Thus, they often had a longer 
history and duration than the patterns of the expertise network. 
5.2 Media choice, risk and relations 
Much of the daily interaction in the group was, as indicated above, related to formal tasks and 
had a professional character. For work-related tasks, email was the most obvious choice for the 
members of Omega in their daily routine. All formal information about meetings, change of work 
assignments, and relevant information about the company, was distributed by email. Written email 
messages also allowed for a level of precision that was essential when describing technical 
components, specifications and so on. In most cases, the informants did not make sharp distinctions 
between email and voice mobile interaction. Both were actively used in various combinations, i.e. 
following up emails with mobile phone calls, but also the other way round. Kai, one of the most active 
users of ICT, explained that he used to combine email and mobile to get a rich understanding of how 
the distant colleagues were managing their tasks: 
” Often I call the other colleagues in my groups just to hear how things are going. I want them 
to feel that there is interest for what they are doing. When you do not sit next to them and see their 
faces, I need to call them up and hear how things are going. You must ‘read between the lines’ to 
know how they’re actually doing in their work … Email can be misinterpreted and read in the worst 
meaning. That’s why I prefer telephone; it is easier to make adjustments and make sure that a meaning 
is correctly understood. To me, that is an important tool in a virtual organization like ours …” (Kai)
This citation draws attention to the risk of misunderstanding email messages, when the group 
members do not know each other well. Kai argued that mobile dialogues were important because they 
allowed for immediate correction of potential misinterpretations. In this newly merged group there 
might have been a particular need for this, since they were speaking different languages and were 
working with complex technical issues. Yet, Kai had particular advantages here, since he spoke both 
languages fluently. He used this capability to translate and negotiate when there were 
misunderstandings due to language barriers – thus he can be seen as a “trust-broker” between the 
subgroups (for the concept of trust brokerage, see Julsrud and Bakke 2007b). The others in the group, 
however, found the mobile more difficult to use across the national boundaries because sometimes 
they found it difficult to understand the other language. This was mentioned as a problem, not only for 
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phone dialogues, but also for audio-conferences. All in all, the language differences seemed to spur the 
use of email rather than mobile dialogues, and this was probably one reason why, in this organization, 
email had a more boundary-crossing usage in Omega than mobile phone dialogues (as noted in section 
4.2). 
The central advantage of the mobile phone dialogue was the immediacy involved. Employees 
in Omega stressed that they often needed to get instant feedback and clarification on issues and that 
mobile phones were particularly well suited for this. 
“When it is necessary with fast decisions I prefer to use a mobile phone. It doesn’t matter if 
people are located in Denmark or elsewhere.” (Dan) 
This indicates that the combination of dialogues and e-mail represented a powerful 
combination that operated in a complementary way to support the expertise based relations. 
The trusting ties seemed, however, to be particularly strongly related to the use of SMS, and – 
to a somewhat lesser degree – email. One reason for this might be, as discussed above, that these 
relations often were based on former collaboration. Thus, there was not the immediate need for 
interacting to solve problems or immediate difficulties. The trust network was more of a “latent” 
network structure that was inactive in much of the daily work in the group. Another reason could be 
that the strong trust relations did not need the immediacy that mobile dialogues offered. It has been 
recognized that trusting relations may not need the same kind of immediacy as low-trust relations 
(McEvily et al 2004). Periods of silence or absence of replies could be tolerated in the case of trusting 
ties, but more easily perceived as hostile in relations with low trust (Licoppe and Smoreda 2004). As 
such, media with high level of immediacy might be preferred where trustfulness is low, either as a 
deliberate choice or unconscious preference. 
Thus, it might be that services like SMS were seen as little suited in relations where there are 
lower levels of trust. Several of the informants told us that their SMS messages were primarily used to 
contact friends and family, and usually not for professional acquaintances. However, this also 
suggested that SMS in this group of workers had another symbolic meaning for the users than email 
(Trevino, Lengel and Daft 1987). Sending SMS messages rather than an email messages symbolized 
and manifested a relation that was less informal and more private. 
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6. Concluding remarks 
In this article we have argued that the perceived relational structures of trust, friendship and 
expertise are supported in different ways by available technologies in their communication 
environment. In the distributed group of product developers that was analyzed in this paper, we found 
that the expertise network was mostly supported by email messages and mobile phone dialogues. The 
networks based on trust and friendship relations were particularly supported by SMS and email. The 
qualitative study suggested that, compared to the expertise network, the trust network operated on a 
“lower frequency” where the relations were of a longer duration, but had less frequent interaction. We 
also found that the email network was more boundary-crossing, connecting employees from both 
countries, while the SMS network was more used among employees meeting face-to-face. This study 
adds to a growing body of research applying network analysis in investigations of media use in 
organizations, groups and teams. The study also demonstrates the fruitfulness of studying technologies 
within a communication environment, as the study shows that technologies are important for 
establishing and maintaining relations within a group, and that technologies are deployed as available 
elements from a menu, not as singular technologies. Thereby, the article contributes to the rich 
literature on domestication of technologies – with an emphasis of the multiplicity of technologies. 
The article also shows that the geography-bridging qualities of ICTs are selectively deployed; 
some are primarily used across larger distances, others are more commonly used within local regions. 
It is also interesting to note that these technologies are frequently used within collocated settings, 
indicating that face-to-face communication is not always the preferred form. 
In accordance with some earlier studies we found that the use of mobile media, and in 
particular SMS, was more frequent among those who met face-to face in their work (Ishii 2006; 
Julsrud and Bakke 2007b). Thus it seems like work tasks and social closeness are more important in 
spurring mediated interaction than geographical distance alone. Yet, this study also paints a slightly 
different picture than some earlier studies that have found that stronger relations tend to communicate 
more intensively and also use more numerous media (Haythornthwaite 2002). One reason for this, we 
believe, is that our case involved a group of technical professionals working in permanent work groups 
– and although the group was newly established, the members had a history within the organization. In 
contrast, former studies of relations and media-use in distributed environments have used empirical 
data from ad hoc teams of students collaborating in temporal, virtual teams (Haythornthwaite 2001; 
Haythornthwaite 2005) or in a community of scholars at a university (Koku and Wellman 2002). In 
our group of professionals, the task-related ties were very much in focus, whereas the trust and 
friendship relations were less explicit. Also, this group was relatively recently established, connecting 
experts located in different geographical units due to a company merger. This might have made the 
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friendship relations within the group less dense and more weakly supported by media, as compared to 
networks of students or university scholars. Another reason for the differences may be that we applied 
the term trust in addition to friendship; a term that is rarely studied in relation to mediated ties in 
organizations. We believe, however, that this actually unveils a relational dimension that is different 
from close friendship in organizations, but still important. In modern organizations it might be that it is 
more important – or more achievable – to have someone that you trust to discuss difficult personal 
matters with, than someone you consider as close friends. Detecting these “low frequency” relations in 
organizational networks, and how they are supported by communication media, appear to be a task 
that is worth pursuing in future research. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile communication technologies, such as mobile phones, PDAs and handheld computers, 
have during the last decade been widely adopted among private users as well as business 
professionals. For many European countries the average penetration rate for mobile phones has 
reached and even surpassed 100 per cent, indicating that the large majority of inhabitants has access to 
mobile speech communication, as well as exchange of text messages (SMS) (ITU 2006). For the 
increasing number of people that have access to broadband mobile networks, more advanced services 
are accessible, such as multimedia messages, e-mail services and mobile videoconferences. 
The high availability of basic mobile communication technologies and services has created a 
new situation for regular users, with almost immediate access to friends, families and colleagues 
whenever needed. The norms for how social relations should be supported by mediated 
communication have changed, and there are several indicators of new and innovative ways of using 
communication technologies to support individual and group based social networks (Katz and Aakhus 
2002; Katz and Rice 2002; Ling 2004). Some researchers have called the emerging situation a 
‘connected presence’ (Licoppe and Smoreda 2004), or a situation of ‘perpetual contact’ (Katz and 
Aakhus 2002), indicating how mobile technology has created an opportunity to always be in touch 
with the important relations in your private life or at work. This motivates the emergence of new 
criteria for how social relations are established, sustained and terminated: New norms and rules for 
how trust is expressed and enhanced are emerging, not determined by any technological logic, but 
intertwined with the opportunities provided by the affordances of the technologies (Gaver 1991; 
Norman 1998; Wellman, Quan-Haase, Boase et al. 2003). As a vital element in many relations, 
interpersonal trust is strongly involved in these changes. 
Within workplace settings, the proliferation of knowledge work makes considerations of 
interpersonal trust ever more important, since knowledge sharing to a large extent depends on trust. 
Distributed work settings may challenge the development of trust relations, whereas information and 
communication technologies both facilitate and change the potentials for the development and 
maintenance of interpersonal trust.  
The objective of this article is twofold: Firstly we will propose a framework for discussing 
trust as embedded in social relations and networks within a workgroup, closely related to (but not 
constituted by) the flow of mediated interaction. Based on a cognitive network approach we argue that 
trust can be seen as a ‘perceived network’ existing on various levels within a social group, and 
supported in different ways by available communication media. Secondly, we will use this framework 
to explore how cognitive and affective trust networks were interrelated to the use of SMS and mobile 
phone dialogues as well as e-mail interaction. Based on a quantitative and qualitative study of 
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distributed workers in a Nordic engineering company, we present findings that explore and explain 
interrelationships between interpersonal trust and mobile phone dialogues, SMS and e-mail messages. 
The case presented here involves a group of technical experts working together across national as well 
as institutional boundaries in the wake of a company acquisition. 
2. Interpersonal trust and the use of ICT in work situations 
Trust can be defined as ‘a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability 
based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of others’ (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt et al. 
1998 p. 395). This widely used definition emphasizes that trust is a subjective perception of others’ 
intentions and potential future actions. Even though it demarks trust as a psychological state, it does by 
no means follow that trust is unrelated to the social settings – such as work environments. On the 
contrary, the perceived vulnerability and the expectations of others will to a high degree depend on 
actors’ position in a social system, the risks and danger they experience, and the possibilities of 
observing or controlling the actions of others. Therefore, trust is at the same time an individual state of 
mind, but also strongly constrained, created or supported by social factors. 
In organization studies trust is believed to have a positive effect by enabling cooperative 
behaviour (Gambetta 1988), promote adaptive organizational forms (Miles and Snow 1992), reduce 
conflicts and decrease transaction costs (Bradach and Eccles 1989). According to Dirks and Ferrin, 
however, the most important impact of trust is that it seems to moderate the effects of primary 
determinants on outcomes by affecting how one interprets other individuals’ intentions and actions 
(Dirks and Ferrin 2001). It affects how individuals interpret and assess other parties’ past behaviour, 
and shapes expectations of future behaviour. 
Trust may have a general form, as in the form of dispositional trust (Mayer, Davis and 
Schoorman 1995) or as embedded in norms and values within a particular society. Yet in many 
situations this is a positive attitude directed towards particular others at the workplace, neighbourhood 
or in the family. This is often denoted interpersonal trust, and this article draws particular attention to 
this type of trust within a group of professionals. Empirical investigations of interpersonal trust usually 
make a distinction between cognitive and affective dimensions of interpersonal trust (Boon and 
Holmes 1991; Lewis and Weigert 1985; McAllister 1995). The cognitive dimension refers to the 
calculative and rational characteristics demonstrated by trustees, such as reliability, integrity, 
competence and responsibility. The affective dimension, on the other hand, involves emotional 
elements and social skills of trustees. The affective aspects of trust have in particular been studied in 
close relationships, but they have also been found to be important in work-related relationships 
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(McAllister 1995). Later in this paper we will use this distinction in the study of interpersonal trust and 
the use of mediated communication in a small, distributed work group. 
2.1 Trust, interaction and time 
A crucial issue in any discussion about the use of communication media and interpersonal 
trust is how the latter is related to interaction. This is a point where divergent answers are given by 
trust researchers, emphasizing either interaction or trust as the crucial ‘driving factor’. On the one 
hand, there is a widely held belief that regular interaction over time leads to relational trust, at least in 
most cases (Ring and Van de Ven 1992). In analyses of development of trust in political movements, 
for instance, Tilly sees trust as developing through interaction over time (Tilly 2005). On the other 
hand, there is a strand of researchers who argue that trust is a mental motive that generates interaction 
and cohesiveness (Bradach and Eccles 1989; Johansen and Selart 2006; McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 
2003). 
The trust/interaction relation may seem to be a typical chicken and egg problem, where it is 
difficult to account for the causal direction in a good way. What is clear, however, is that trusting 
someone depends on some form of information about the potential trustee. This information does not 
necessarily come out of personal experiences; reputations and rumours are also important, along with 
cultural stereotypes or ‘images’ (Burt and Knez 1996; McKnight, Cummings and Chervany 1995). 
Also, a high level of trust in others’ role or professionalism can help to establish cognitive trust 
quickly, with little or no former interaction (Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). For the more 
affective forms of trust, however, in-depth knowledge about the trustor through face-to-face 
communication seems to be a precondition. Such ties will also need some sort of recurring 
communication not to fade away. In general, one may say that affective trust takes a longer time to 
build up than cognitive trust, while it is also more durable and robust (Boon and Holmes 1991; 
Lewicki and Bunker 1996). As captured in the concept of social capital, trusting relations can be seen 
as a resource, available only after sufficient ‘investments’ in the relations over time (Burt 2005; 
Fukuyama 2001; Lin 2001; Monge and Eisenberg 1987; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). 
Emerging transformations in post-bureaucratic organizations may be challenging for the 
development of interpersonal trust (Grey and Garsten 2001). Lack of routines and procedures may 
create uncertainty in what is proper behaviour, and fast organizational changes may prevent the 
establishment of long and ‘deeper’ relations (Sennett 1998). Simultaneously, new sets of personal 
media have been widely adapted in organizations and workplaces in the last decades, including e-mail, 
instant messaging, and mobile communication services. These tools offer new ways to conduct work 
tasks but also new ways to handle social relations across time and space. The different media have, 
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however, different qualities as well as symbolic values for users. The choice of a particular medium 
over another to sustain relations is thus hardly random, but must be seen in relation to the user’s and 
receiver’s experience of the particular relation. 
2.2 Trust as networks: A conceptual framework 
Within sociology, social psychology and anthropology a central paradigm for studies of 
relational structures is social network analysis (Erickson 1988; Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 
1994; Wellman 1988). A central idea underlying this paradigm is that structural aspects of social 
relations have impacts on individuals, on groups and on organizations. While acknowledging the 
importance of the attributes of the individuals, social network studies direct their attention to relations 
and social structures in explaining social phenomena, rather than focussing on the individual. 
According to this perspective, trust can be seen as a quality of a social relation, and there will be 
structured patterns of trust within a group, together with other forms of relations (Julsrud and Bakke 
2007). 
But what kind of network is a trust network? As evident from the definition above, the 
essential feature of trust is that it is based on ‘positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of 
others’. Like relations based on friendship, trusting ties represent perceived relationships that exist 
largely as a mental attitude towards others in a network. Analytically, trust relations can be 
distinguished from interaction-based relations, that is, relations based on observed communication 
patterns – the number of phone calls or frequency of face-to-face interaction. This is not to say that 
trust and interaction are non-related, but that the relationship is difficult to anticipate a priori. Social 
networks are usually snapshots of interaction on a given time and the trust relations might, or might 
not, be evident in a network structure. 
Second, both trust networks and interaction networks should be distinguished from formal 
organizational networks. In most workplaces, for individuals there is a considerable degree of choice 
for selecting communication partners, and for deciding whom to trust in work settings (Kadushin 
2005). Whereas formal roles and job descriptions prescribe certain types of interaction and 
communication in organizations, actual interaction is usually shaped by these other constraints. This is 
important to remember when analysing relational trust in organizations, where taking frequent 
interaction between two individuals as an indicator of high interpersonal trust may be problematic. 
In the field of social network studies, the connections between networks as observed 
interactions and networks as mental constructs touch on important ontological questions, regarding 
what should be seen to constitute the ‘real’ manifestations of social networks; observable interactions 
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and/or psychological attractions. We will here rely on a framework outlined by Corman and Scott to 
clarify this issue (Corman and Scott 1994). These authors apply elements from structuration theory 
developed by Anthony Giddens and argue that different modalities explain the recursive relationships 
between cognitive social structure and interaction (Giddens 1984). From their perspective, social 
networks are basically mental constructs that are continually reproduced through interaction. In line 
with the basic ideas of structuration theory, they argue that: ‘… the network is an abstract structure of 
rules and resources of communicative actors in a given social collective, instantiated in 
communication systems, but having only a “virtual existence”’ (Corman and Scott 1994, p. 174). 
Social networks, then, may be seen as a cognitive resource embedded in a particular social 
community or culture, not an observable social reality. Trust relations are cognitive resources that are 
activated or enacted by communication face-to-face or through communication media. As such they 
are distinguished from interaction-based relations (such as mediated communication) and prescribed 
relations (such as formal relations). The relationship between these relations is indicated in the figure 
below (see figure 1). This model does not intend to capture all kinds of social relations or networks, 
but to sketch out some central types of relations and networks in organizations and groups. 
Figure 1. A conceptual model of central types of relations and networks in professional groups and 
teams 
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The model is useful because it draws a clear distinction between interaction-based relations 
and perceived relations, and as such it opens for the option of systematically analysing and comparing 
these networks in groups. In this article we are in particular interested in how the perceived relations 
of trust are linked to the use of mobile communication. The case in this study is a group of distributed 
workers working across distance, although in a non-hierarchical setting. As the difference between 
work-related and informal interaction was highly blurred in this group, we will in the following focus 
on the relationship between perceived and interaction-based ties. 
3. Methodology 
Although there has been a renewed interest for applying a network approach on small 
organizational groups, this is so far mostly done on larger samples, and mainly by analysing 
interaction-based ties (Ahuja and Carley 1999; Cummings and Cross 2003; Hinds and McGrath 2006; 
Sparrowe, Liden, Waynes et al. 2001). The design of the current study is a combination of different 
methodological strategies, including qualitative interviews with individuals and quantitative studies of 
group-based social networks. The data gathering included an explorative qualitative study, followed 
up by a quantitative enquiry, targeted at issues evolving out of the explorative phase. Together with 
other distributed work groups (not reported here), Delta was observed during a period of 
approximately 15 months. The qualitative results will in this paper be used to supplement and explain 
central findings from the network study. (Note that all names of individuals and groups used in this 
article are pseudonyms, whereas information about gender and nationality is correct). 
The case investigated is a group of technical experts working in a Nordic engineering 
company. As part of the implementation of a new and mobile workplace design, mobile phones had 
replaced traditional fixed-line telephones for all employees in Delta (fixed-line phones were only 
installed in some smaller rooms at the headquarters, mainly intended for telephone conferences). 
Therefore, we focused in this study on two of the mobile applications that we assumed to be the most 
important ones; SMS and mobile phone dialogues. In addition we included what we believed was the 
other most important communication medium in the group; e-mail interaction through PCs. 
3.1 Qualitative interviews 
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Prior to the main quantitative network study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
employees and managers in order to get a better understanding of their work situation. The interviews 
followed an interview guide focusing on the respondents’ main work tasks, social relations, identity in 
group/organization, and trust issues, and lasted 30-40 minutes. Eleven of the thirteen employees in 
Delta were interviewed (two of the employees in the group were unavailable for interviews due to a 
shift in job assignments and absence due to sickness). In addition, interviews were conducted with 
individuals outside the group, including the leader’s superior executive and other managers in the 
company. The rationale was to get a better understanding of the group’s tasks and position in the 
company by including ‘outside perspectives’. 
During the qualitative study intermediate reports and preliminary analyses were made. The 
interviews were coded as text files (using NUD*IST software) and the main issues and topics from the 
interviews were classified. 
  
3.2 Social network study 
In the social network part of the study, interactions were registered through a web-based 
questionnaire and coded in a case-by-case social network matrix. All network data were gathered 
through retrospective reports of the frequency of communication during a week, together with 
assessments of trustworthiness. The data were gathered after the group had existed for a period of 19 
months as a distributed group. Before the distributed work was established, no ties existed between the 
two national units. 
The group members were asked to indicate interaction-based as well as trust-based relations. 
A traditional ‘roster’ design was used for the network study, whereby each group member received a 
list of the other members of the group (Wasserman and Faust 1994). The response to the survey was 
good, and after two reminders, all the employees in the groups save one had completed their 
questionnaires. The data were coded as regular 1-mode social network data in socio-matrices for 
valued data, and analysed by UCINET and NetDraw software packages. As described above the study 
intended to include both cognitive and affective aspects of trust. Table 1 shows the questions that were 
used to capture these dimensions. 
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Table 1. Questions used to track trust flows and interaction in Delta 
The idea behind the affective trust formulation is that a discussion of a potential job shift 
would imply trustfulness, as disclosure of such plans would be negative for the reputation of the 
individual in question These types of indirect questions are the most usual way to analyse trust-based 
relations in organizations within the network research tradition (Burt and Knez 1996; Krackhardt and 
Hanson 1993). The cognitive trust question tried to capture the knowledge-based ties in the group, 
based on professionalism and expertise. In more extensive organizational studies of affective and 
cognitive dimensions of trust, several items may be deployed in order to construct multi-dimensional 
indicators (see McAllister 1995, p.37). Our rationale for choosing two single item indicators in this 
study are twofold: Firstly it is much more complex to use multiple indicators when applying a network 
study, because the recipient must indicate his/hers perceived relationship to every other person in the 
group for each item. Secondly, our main goal for this study is not to measure trustfulness in the group 
per se, but to get some indicators that could reflect central different trust-dimensions within the group. 
A more extended design would therefore go beyond the scope of the study. 
A measure of mediated interaction was established, based on questions asking for interaction 
between the respondents in the group in the last seven days, using mobile phone dialogues, SMS, and 
e-mail messages. In addition we asked for frequency of physical meetings between individuals and the 
group in general (formal and informal). The network study relied on certain general concepts and 
Type Relation/network Indicator 
Perceived Cognitive trust 
Affective trust 
Whom in your group would you talk to if you needed professional 
advice in your daily work? 
If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have 
today, but in another company; whom in your group would you 
prefer to discuss this with? 
Interaction based Mobile phone dialogues 
SMS 
E-mail 
FTF 
Whom in your group have you talked to on the mobile phone during 
the last seven days? 
Whom in your group have you sent SMS messages to during the last 
seven days? 
Whom in your group have you sent e-mail messages to during the 
last seven days? 
Whom in your group have you talked to face-to-face during the last 
seven days? 
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terms including density, degree of centralization, core-periphery measures and E-I index, which will 
be further explained in the next chapter.  
4. Empirical study 
4.1 Delta - a group of experts working across boundaries 
Delta was a group of 13 technical experts working as a team across the boundaries of two 
units, situated in Norway and Denmark, respectively. The group was established after a Norwegian 
engineering company bought a smaller Danish company within the same business sector. In the new 
company, Delta got an important role in building up a united line of technical products that could be 
used in both markets. As such the group was central in the work involving the integration of former 
technical products into a new set of technical products developed for the business consumer market. 
The group was having monthly face-to-face meetings when we investigated them, and their regular 
interaction took place by the use of e-mails, audio-meetings, telephone calls and occasional video 
conferences. 
Our early qualitative study of the communication and interaction in the group revealed that 
they had experienced significant problems in the group during the first year. Many employees found 
the collaboration in the group inadequate and that there was a sense of ‘local orientation’ in the group. 
In particular there were often problems agreeing on the right technical products and applications. One 
Norwegian Delta employee told us that: 
‘There has been several conflicts here. Discussions go on and on and never end. Decisions that you 
think are made, keep coming back again and again. In the end, the result is a lack of trust between the employees 
in Denmark and here …’ (Female Delta employee) 
 These problems had brought issues of ‘cultural differences’, ‘organizational identities’ and 
‘trust’ to the surface. Still, most participants felt that the group had taken important steps forward over 
the last months in creating a better understanding of their work ahead. 
4.2 Network structures 
Applying a network approach to a small group means that the individuals are seen as nodes in 
a network, integrated through a web of stronger and weaker relations (Kadushin 2005; Katz, Lazer, 
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Arrow et al. 2005). To capture the relations and networks in Delta, a limited number of measures were 
used, briefly described in the following. 
The density of a network is measured as the number of actual connections as a proportion of 
the maximum possible connections, going from 0 to 1. For a directed graph the density is calculated as 
the number of arcs (L) divided by the possible number of arcs. Freeman’s centralization measure 
describes how centralized a network is based on their incoming and outgoing ties (arcs). More 
precisely; it indicates the extent to which the network resembles the shape of a ‘star’, the most 
centralized structure, of either ingoing or outgoing ties (Freeman 1979). (Note that for valued graphs, 
as used here, the percentage may be larger than 100 per cent). A high core-periphery structure of a 
network indicates that there is a dense cohesive core with a sparse unconnected periphery (Borgatti 
and Everett 1999). The coreness measure indicates the extent to which the network correlates to an 
ideal core-periphery model. For relations describing a distributed work group there is usually a 
particular need to describe relations that cross boundaries between two places. For this purpose the E-I 
index, as developed by Krackhardt and Stern, will be used (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This indicator 
compares the external ties with the internal ties for groups within a network, ranging from -1 to +1. 
Given a partition of a network into a number of mutually exclusive groups, the E-I index is the number 
of ties external to the group, minus the number of ties that are internal to the group, divided by the 
total number of ties. Maximum collaboration across the boundaries is then +1 (all links are external), 
while equally divided links will give an index equal to zero. For the purpose of this part of the study, 
the Danish employees are described as ‘external’ and the Norwegians as ‘internal’. 
Table 2. General network indicators for cognitive trust (C-Trust), affective trust (A-Trust), mobile 
phone dialogues, SMS, e-mails and face-to-face interaction 
 Ties Density Network 
Centralizat
ion (In-
degree) %
Network 
Centralization 
(Out-degree) 
% 
Coreness 
(continuous) 
E-I 
Index 
C-trust 62 0.429 45.833 18.750  0.353 -0.290 
A-trust 16 0.064 20.139 11.111  0.437 -0.500 
Mobile phone 
dialogues 
68 0.403 28.472 127.778 0.523 -0.118 
SMS 30 0.109 42.361 24.306 0.462 -0.467 
E-mails 80 0.570 64.583 154.861 0.624 -0.263 
FTF 106 0.645 29.861 93.056 0.596 -0.520 
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As can be seen in table 2, the cognitive trust network is much more widespread than the 
affective one. The high density of the cognitive network – compared to the affective trust network – 
suggests that the participants in Delta were confident that the others in the group could help them 
solve difficult work-related issues. As indicated by the low E-I index, this network is much more 
boundary-crossing than the affective trust network, suggesting that there is an acknowledgment of the 
remote individuals’ knowledge and competence. The in-degree centralization index is, however, also 
relatively high for cognitive trust, indicating that the competencies are not equally distributed in the 
network, which would be unlikely in this type of knowledge-based community. The structure of the 
cognitive network is presented in figure 3. The affective trust networks, based on personal dimensions 
of trust and personal oriented risks are more sparsely distributed. As one would expect, this trust is 
more locally oriented than cognitive trust (as indicated by the high negative E-I index); there is only 
one boundary-crossing tie. The affective network is displayed in figure 2.  
The mediated networks had different qualities according to the network indicators in table 2. 
First, the e-mail network had highest density, indicating that this was the most frequently used 
medium in the group, followed by mobile phone dialogues. Both these networks had high out-degree 
centralization indexes, indicating that they were widely used to distribute information in the group. 
The e-mail network also had high in-degree centralization and a high coreness value, indicating that it 
was used to connect a central core in the group. The mobile network on the other hand had the most 
boundary-crossing structure (indicated by the low E-I index) and a lower in-degree centralization. 
Second, the SMS network was much more sparsely connected than the e-mail and mobile phone 
dialogue networks, and the high E-I index indicates a local orientation. As such it had a structure that 
was very similar to the face-to-face interaction patterns, although less dense. 
4.3 Trust relations and mobile communication networks 
In our conceptual model we argued that trust relations in general could be seen as cognitive 
structures based on positive expectations toward others in a group. An interesting question is whether 
these structures are related to the mediated interaction in the group. A regular QAP correlation 
procedure displayed interesting differences between the two trust networks and the three mediated 
networks (see table 3). This is a technique that investigates whether one or more network values may 
predict a dependent network structure. More precisely it uses an algorithm that analyses the matrix 
data in two steps: In the first step, it computes Pearson's correlation coefficient (as well as simple 
matching coefficient) between corresponding cells of the two data matrices. In the second step, it 
randomly permutes rows and columns of one matrix and re-computes the correlation. (Borgatti, 
Everett and Freeman 2002)
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 Table 3. QAP correlations of perceived and interaction based relations in Delta  
Relations C-trust A-trust Mobile phone 
dialogues 
SMS E-mails 
Perceived      
C-trust -     
A-trust 0.278* -    
Interaction based      
Mobile phone 
dialogues 
0.396* 0.165 -   
SMS 0.281* 0.328* 0.397* -  
E-mails 0.504* 0.170 0.681* 0.363* - 
Face-to-face 0.312* 0.342* 0.121 0.282* 0.165 
Note: * p < .05: A low p-value (< 0.05) suggests a strong relationship between the matrices 
that is unlikely to have occurred by chance. 
Firstly, we found that the two trust networks displayed high structural similarities, and the 
high correlation score indicated that the relation between them was not random (r = 0.278). Secondly, 
the cognitive trust network bears strong similarities to all the mediated interaction, indicating that the 
much of this communication was related to conducting of work tasks. All the three media channels is 
closely interrelated and in particular the e-mail and the mobile phone dialogue networks (r = 0.681). 
Thirdly, and perhaps most interestingly, the correlation analysis indicates that the affective network is 
strongly related to the SMS and the face- to face-network, although not to e-mail and mobile phone 
dialogue networks. Thus, in Delta the available media seemed to be used differently in the work of 
establishing, sustaining and activating the two trust dimensions: Affective trust networks were 
following similar patterns as the narrowband SMS interaction, while the more task oriented cognitive 
trust network seemed to follow the same patterns as (in particular) e-mail interaction and mobile 
phone dialogues. 
5. Discussion 
The integrated network analysis of Delta indicated that the affective and the cognitive trust 
networks were related to different media. Having affective relations correlated positively with the 
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likelihood of using SMS, while cognitive trust relations correlated positively with the likelihood of 
using the e-mail messages and mobile phone dialogues. Moreover, media usage showed different 
patterns of proximity, where affective ties and SMS were more locally oriented. In the following, we 
will discuss further some potential explanations for these differences, coming out of the qualitative 
interviews. 
5.1 The risk of ‘narrow-band’ communication 
Our interviews with Delta employees left little doubt that e-mail and mobile phone were by far 
the most important communication tools, together with speech communication via mobile phones. The 
use of e-mail messages was the main channel for job-related formal communication, and for the 
distribution of official information within the company, as there were few other options for longer 
written communication. The central role of e-mail as a channel for work-related communication was 
probably an important reason why this channel was so much used among partners with high cognitive, 
or task oriented trust. The language differences within Delta may have strengthened the use of e-mail 
communication, since the two languages spoken in the group (Norwegian and Danish) are quite 
similar in their vocabulary (although with some differences in spelling), whereas pronunciation is 
quite different. Employees in both countries found that in particular telephone-dialogues were 
challenging, and that written language often was easier to comprehend.
‘I prefer to use e-mail in my work. It can be difficult to understand what they are saying, and when I use 
e-mail I avoid misunderstandings’ (Female employee in Delta) 
To ensure that messages were correctly understood many employees said that they used to 
follow up phone conversations and audio meetings with e-mail messages. This might have been one 
reason for the close connection that we found between mobile phone dialogues and e-mails. There 
was, however, an important aspect of risk and uncertainty related to the telephone-mediated 
communication, as addressed by several Delta employees. The newly established group had, as 
mentioned earlier in this paper, experienced significant difficulties in their first phase of collaboration. 
This might have been an important reason for their awareness of potential sources of conflict: 
‘You cannot avoid sending e-mails, but it is important also to talk together and listen to the tone in the 
voice. The optimal is to meet each other face-to-face every now and then. When you don’t know the other well 
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enough it is often difficult to interpret the e-mail message correctly. To avoid misunderstandings due to irony, 
mood and so on, I believe it is crucial to have regular group meetings …’ (Female employee, Delta) 
Several of the informants argued that group-internal communication should involve more 
face-to-face meetings to avoid further misunderstandings. In this perspective, text messages appear as 
a ‘risky’ communication channel as they usually contain short and context-specific messages with a 
relatively high degree of ambiguity. SMS were mainly used for last minute coordination, ad-hoc 
information, and more private messages. The less developed use of SMS suggests that the norms for 
using this technology were weaker than for e-mail and mobile phone dialogues, and this could have 
made it difficult to interpret, for instance, a lack of immediate response. A receiver with high affective 
trust might be a safeguard against such misunderstandings, as they would probably interpret the 
message in a positive way. Thus, the risk surrounding the use of SMS might call for another level of 
trust in this group. In addition, short messages on the mobile phone seemed to have a slightly stronger 
symbolic meaning than e-mail and dialogues. In Scandinavian culture SMS has always been most 
frequently used by adolescents and students, and as such it may symbolize a more private relationship 
than the other channels (Ling 2004). 
Figure 2. Affective trust relations in Delta 
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Several earlier studies of trust in distributed groups have found that cognitive trust is more 
easily established than affective trust (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 2002; 
Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). The current study corroborates these findings, suggesting that 
the affective trust is mainly situated within local ties, although occasionally also crossing 
organizational boundaries and distances. In Delta this was the case for the affective trust tie between 
Stein and Carl (see figure 2). The local core of affective trust in the Norwegian sub-unit illustrates how 
the pattern of affective trust in Delta was embedded in cohesive sub-units of employees, often based 
on long-term relations. Many of the Norwegian Delta employees had been working together for 
several years and had therefore developed a richer network of affective ties. 
Interestingly, the local trust zone was closely associated with face-to-face communication and 
with SMS. The remote, and more task oriented relations within the group were dominated by e-mail in 
combination with mobile phone dialogues. This suggests that narrow-band technologies, such as SMS, 
fulfil a dual role in distributed groups: On the one hand to conduct micro-coordination of ad-hoc tasks; 
on the other hand to sustain and activate the affective trusting ties. 
One would perhaps expect closer and more affective ties to use all available communication 
media more intensively than more task-oriented ties. A finding coming out of earlier studies of media 
use in distributed networks has been that stronger ties usually is supported by the use of multiple 
media channels (Haythornthwaite 2002; Haythornthwaite and Wellman 1998). Yet, the physical 
proximity among the group with high affective trust, as well as the long history of collaboration 
between many of these employees seemed to have moderated the need for instant mobile phone 
dialogues and e-mail interaction. 
6. Concluding remarks 
A network approach to interpersonal trust approaches trust as a ‘flow’ following particular 
relations and nodes within an organization or a group. This represents a distinct and novel way to 
understanding trustfulness in organizations and groups, in business and private life. It also opens for a 
closer analysis of how trust dimensions are interrelated to the use of available communication 
technologies. The results from this study suggest that affective and cognitive ‘trust flows’ was related 
to the use of mobile ICT in different ways: While e-mail appeared as a channel for work related 
communication and cognitive trust, SMS was more closely related to the flow of affective trust. 
Mobile phone dialogues, on the other hand, appeared to be closely affected by both e-mail and SMS 
interaction, but most closely to the cognitive trust dimension. 
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This study has explored two aspects of trust, affective and cognitive ‘trust flows’. This 
extended scope has been achieved by making certain delimitations: Being based on a single case study 
and with the mapping of the trust relations based on single indicators, the study can be seen as an 
exploratory study of how aspects of trust relate to multidimensional ICT usage. The findings that 
central dimensions of interpersonal trust showed different patterns within a distributed group, and that 
different communication technologies affect trust in different ways, are two strong arguments for this 
kind of detailed and disaggregated studies of trust and ICT.  
A promising implication for managers of distributed work is that the cognitive trust network – 
which is important for solving work-related issues – proved to be widespread, in spite of a presumably 
difficult constellation of geographical distances and cultural differences related to the acquisition or 
merger of the two units. The affective trust networks were, however, less developed, and they showed 
stronger dependency on proximity and common history. This is an indicator that the development of a 
common identity is a longer-term project, in need of more elaborate strategies than simply having 
access to a range of information and communication technologies, where regular face-to-face-
meetings may be one element in the strategy. The fact that trust tended to go through particular nodes 
in the networks, also suggests that attention should be given to employees acting as connectors or 
brokers for trust in distributed groups (Julsrud and Bakke 2007). 
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1. Introduction 
Today’s networked organizations tend to grow by mergers and acquisitions, making 
collaboration across distance a common experience for an increasing number of employees. A 
common situation occurs when two organizations merge and new groups are established with co-
workers situated in different places and also within different organizational cultures. Rather than 
moving or shutting down departments, it appears just as sensible to establish distributed groups basing 
more of their interaction on mediated communication. Similarly, distributed work groups are 
established as a response to the need for task-solving in projects involving partners from different 
places and/or organizations. In such instances moving people or establishing physical departments is 
often too expensive and complex. 
The upside of this trend is that it creates new cross-cultural groups, with a potential option for 
creating synergies as well as knowledge and innovation (Ackerman, Pipek and Wulf 2003; Cummings 
2004; DeSanctis and Monge 1999; Lipnack and Stamps 2000). The challenge, however, is to establish 
groups that can function well despite a lack of physical presence or a common history. It is widely 
agreed that trust is a crucial value for the success of distributed work groups (Handy 1995; Jarvenpaa 
and Leidner 1999; Johansen and Selart 2006; Panteli 2005b; Piccoli and Ives 2003; Wilson, Straus and 
McEvily 2006; Zolin, Hinds, Fruchter et al. 2004). As an alternative to hierarchical organizing 
principles, trust seems much more suitable for complex systems, with reduced opportunities for 
traditional control and supervision (Bradach and Eccles 1989; Powell 1996). Yet, as organizations 
become more distributed, and closer relations get more difficult to establish, trust is also less likely to 
grow. This leads to what has been called the “paradox of trust” in modern organization (Handy 1995)..
It is a “need-to-have value” since control and observation are difficult due to the distance. But at the 
same time the lack of proximity makes trust increasingly difficult to develop. An essential question 
then is how distributed work groups can escape from this paradox. Is it possible to develop trust in 
highly distributed work groups? 
Studies of trust in distributed and virtual work have found that distributed work groups use 
different strategies to deal with this paradox. One stream of research has found that distributed work 
groups, much like temporary teams, seem to rely on a simpler and more calculative form of trust, so-
called “swift trust” (Heckscher 1994; Meyerson, Weick and Kramer 1996). Empirical studies of 
globally distributed teams of students have found evidence of swift trust being important for 
performance in such ad-hoc groups and teams (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999). This line of study has 
received support from more recent work, indicating that trust in distributed work groups often relies on 
quickly developed impressions or images. A lack of interaction and proximity makes people develop 
trustfulness on a rather weak evidence in the beginning of the collaboration, and this impression tends 
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to keep stable over time (Zolin, Hinds et al. 2004). This suggests that early impressions may substitute 
for much of the lack of immediate interaction in the groups. On the other hand, research has found that 
trust in distributed groups has the potential of reaching the same level as co-located groups, although it 
takes a longer time (Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006). 
Thus, existing studies have tended to avoid the problem somewhat, by stating that lighter and 
more functional forms of trust in most cases will be sufficient, or alternatively, that more time is 
needed to reach the same level. This article suggests, however, that there are other options for handling 
the paradox of trust in distributed organizations if one focuses on the group’s structural networks. 
Approaching the distributed work group as a network of relations opens for a more fine-grained 
understanding of the constellations of stronger and weaker ties that hold the group together. One of the 
central features of a social network approach to small groups is that it can provide detailed information 
on the relationships between the involved actors in a group (Katz, Lazer, Arrow et al. 2005). It can 
also indicate if, and how, different involved sub-units or locales are connected. As such, the network 
approach stands out as a unique but largely unused strategy to investigate qualities of distributed work 
groups. 
The central research question guiding the study is “what kind of structure characterizes high-
trust groups that work across distance?” While previous studies have given somewhat contradictory 
answers to this question, the current study will explore this in more detail on the basis of quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of four cases, including researchers, product developers, technical advisors 
and financial controllers. Focussing on central aspects of their internal networks of stronger vocational 
ties, preliminary findings indicate that the high-trust groups had developed a stronger core-periphery 
structure than the low-trust cases. In both the high-trust cases integrating cores seemed to stabilize the 
groups and enhance the development of trust and performance. The findings presented here add to a 
growing body of research investigating network patterns of well performing distributed groups (Ahuja 
and Carley 1999; Cummings and Cross 2003; Hinds and McGrath 2006; Koku and Wellman 2002). It 
also contributes to the rapidly growing field of studies addressing the issue of trust in distributed 
groups (Aubert and Kelsey 2003; Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Panteli and Duncan 2004; Wilson, 
Straus and McEvily 2006).  
2. Trust, networks and the new boundaries of work 
2.1 Trust in a network perspective 
Although there are many different ways to understand and describe trust, a central feature is 
that it describes a relationship between two people or (in some cases) between people and abstract 
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systems and/or objects.113 A much used point of departure is the definition presented by Mayer and his 
colleagues (Mayer, Davis and Schoorman 1995). They define interpersonal trust as: “A willingness of 
a party to be vulnerable to actions of another party based on the expectations that the other will 
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that 
other party” (Ibid: p.3). 
This definition emphasizes interpersonal trust as a particular mindset or risk-taking attitude, of 
a trustor toward a trustee. As most definitions, it has a clear relational fundament, denoting the quality 
of a relation between two persons. This definition also demonstrates the appropriateness of a social 
network approach as this approach in particular encompasses theories, models and applications that 
are expressed in terms of relational concepts or processes (Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994; 
Wellman 1988).  
In network theories trust is usually related to particular types of stronger ties. As argued by 
Granovetter the strength of the ties is the outcome of “the combination of the amount of time, the 
emotional intensity, the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services that characterize the 
tie” (Granovetter 1973). A strong tie is usually seen as a provider of more trustful relationships than a 
weak one. Even though a wide spectre of research has indicated the value of having a broad network 
of weak ties, studies have also indicated that strong ties are important. The “strength of the strong ties” 
is according to Krackhardt that they help reduce risks in insecure environments and predict the 
behaviour of others (Krackhardt 1992). Trust may, however, be seen as a multidimensional construct 
that includes both rational and affective dimensions (Lewis and Weigert 1985; Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt 
et al. 1998). While affective trust is most typical for intimate and family relations, a more rational type 
of trust – i.e. calculative trust – is most prominent in professional relationships. From a network 
perspective, trust in groups may be analyzed as interconnected patterns of both affective and cognitive 
ties (Julsrud and Schiefloe 2007). 
Following a tie-strength approach, then, trust is related to stronger reciprocal ties that build up 
over time.114 Studies of trust within the field of social networks also see this as closely related to the 
larger network structures: Within the area of social capital, trust has usually been related to particular 
constellations of social networks (Adler and Kwon 2002; Cohen and Prusak 2001; Coleman 1988; 
Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). Social capital can be defined as “the sum of actual and potential 
resources embedded within, available through and derived from the network of relations possessed by 
an individual or social unit” (Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998). As such, the concept of trust is recognized 
as an important resource embedded in a social network structure rather than as (only) individual 
perceptions about particular others. A key term here is network closure, i.e. networks that are closed in 
                                               
113 The idea of system trust has in particular been elaborated by Luhmann and Giddens (Giddens 1994; Luhmann 1988)
114
 Note that the gradualness involved in building up trust is a crucial point made by social exchange theories (Blau 1964; 
Homans 1950; Kollock 1994). Blau, for instance, argues that although a certain portion of trust is necessary to initiate a 
relation, relational trust will gradually be produced as a successful chain of exchanges takes hold (Blau 1964 p. 94).  
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the sense that two persons are united by a third common acquaintance or friend (Burt 2005; Coleman 
1990). A central and consistent idea within network studies has been that denser networks have other 
qualities than open and more sparsely connected networks. The closure sets in as soon as a dyad is 
growing in to a triad: Having a common connection to a third party reduces the risk of trusting others, 
because the third party is a “witness” of the interaction. The benefits of interconnected triads for trust 
and stability have been followed up in recent studies of cohesive sub-groups in intra-organizational 
networks (Krackhardt 1999; Krackhardt and Kilduff 2002). In larger constellations the third party 
effect escalates, and the reputation effect sets in as well. As the network grows denser the risk of 
getting a bad reputation is always present, as this will usually increase the risk of cheating. In contrast, 
interacting in very open networks, with few third-party connections, is usually more risky.  
A network approach, then, sees trust both as a quality of a particular (dyadic) relation and as a 
quality of a larger network or group. It deals with trust on an interpersonal but also on a structural 
level, and this makes it a suitable point of departure for studies of trust in distributed workgroups.115 If 
a closed network structure of three or more people tends to reinforce existing meanings and attitudes 
through a reputation mechanism, ensuring that people do as they are expected (Burt 2001; Burt 2005), 
the effect may be to generate trust and support, or to create disadvantages and negative outcomes. In 
an empirical study of the relationship between senior managers, Burt and Knez (1996) found evidence 
that third party relationships influenced positively on the levels of trust, as well as on the levels of 
distrust if they both held negative attitudes toward the third person. According to the authors, this can 
be explained by the actual or potential gossiping between two persons embedded in a denser network. 
Because two parties usually display information that is consistent with their existing attitudes, their 
common attitudes toward the third party tend to get amplified. They argue that direct connections 
affect the directional trust level held by each party toward the other, and that indirect connections in 
reinforcement from a mutual third-party connection amplify or exaggerate the trust intensity, whether 
positive or negative, consistent or inconsistent. This is an important correction to over-simplified ideas 
of the value of dense networks. However, these authors do not disagree that network closure is 
important for creating agreements and trust: their point is that between denser sub-units, ties of 
mistrust can often be enhanced.  
A controversial issue in studies of trust and social networks, that should be mentioned at this 
point, is whether one prefers to see the network as an outcome of interaction in networks, or the other 
way around. On the one hand network oriented scholars have tended to argue that trust comes out of 
repeated interaction over time (Blau 1968; Tilly 2005) and that a rich network represents a foundation 
for development of relational trust. This is also the general argument made by Coleman and most 
subsequent studies of social capital and trust in organizations. On the other hand it has been argued 
                                               
115 The appropriateness of social network theory for studying trust has recently been recognized by several studies of 
organizational trust. See McEvily et al (2003) and Möllering (2006).
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that trust is an important “attitude” driving the establishment of relations and denser networks in 
groups and organizations (Bradach and Eccles 1989; McEvily, Perrone and Zaheer 2003). This issue is 
not easily solved, and in this paper I will not go in to this complicated discussion, but recognize that 
trust and networks tend be closely interconnected in a relationship that may go in both directions.  
2.2 The risks of boundaries  
For work groups in general a dense network of “strong ties” would be optimal for developing 
trust. In the context of distributed groups, however, there are at least four types of boundaries that 
impede the development of denser structures116. First of all, the geographical distance between groups 
and co-workers makes it more difficult to develop social relations. While physical proximity has 
proved important for the development of networks and relations, distance will in general impede the 
development of relations and social networks (Blau 1964; Feld 1981; Homans 1950). Efficient use of 
communication technologies may soften some of the disadvantages related to physical distance, in 
particular if it is used in combination with regular face-to-face meetings (Maznevski and Chudoba 
2000). Still, lack of co-presence tends to reduce options for informal communication; an issue that is 
usually seen as crucial for trust building (Kiesler and Cummings 2002). A second boundary that often 
comes together with geographical distance is difference in time. Time boundaries are particularly 
problematic for globally distributed groups located in different time zones (Walther 2002). As a result 
communication in real time might be difficult, limiting the available means of communication. 
Thirdly, diversity in disciplines is often common in distributed work groups. Often – but not always – 
distributed groups include employees with heterogeneous knowledge. Such diversity can be 
advantageous, yet several studies have recognized that greater vocational diversity also makes the 
collaboration more vulnerable for breakdown (Albert, Ashforth and Dutton 2000). And fourthly, 
institutional belonging may represent boundaries for developing social relations when collaborations 
involve multiple organizational units. Institutions are often important sources of trust, and conflicting 
norms and values can make the development of trust more difficult (Zucker 1986). Previous findings 
have indicated that involvement of multiple organizations and institutions is problematic for 
distributed groups (Cummings and Kiesler 2005). Often, however, several of the above mentioned 
boundaries will operate in concert in cases of distributed work. As in the case studies presented later in 
this paper, distance-related boundaries may coincide with boundaries related to time and institutional 
belonging, making the development of social relations particularly challenging. Still, the most basic 
boundary involved in distributed work is geographical distance, and in this paper I will focus on 
                                               
116
 In a very general way the concept of boundaries, as used here, may be described as obstacles to the possibilities of 
developing social relations.
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groups where distance boundaries were salient, although recognizing that this overlapped with 
institutional boundaries. 
The boundary of distance represents important challenges for the development of trust in 
distributed groups. Trust relations usually build up more easily within boundaries, among co-located 
individuals, than across them, and physical proximity is a central factor in the development of social 
networks (Blau 1964; Feld 1981; Homans 1950; Kraut, Fussel, Brennan et al. 2002). As such, the risk 
of developing local cohesive sub-units and local trust can be expected to be high in groups that 
involve several locations, with reduced face-to-face interaction. Following the arguments made by 
Burt and Knez (1996), distrust might easily be generated between such local units in situations 
involving uncertainty and risks. Experimental studies have brought evidence that uncertainty and risks 
may enhance local identities and increase conflict levels between organizational units (Krackhardt and 
Stern 1988).  
Social identification theory is often used as a theoretical foundation to explain why conflicts 
between local groups and units so commonly develop (Ashforth and Mael 1989; Tajfel and Turner 
1986). Following this theory, individuals tend to classify themselves and others in particular social 
categories. In general, individuals usually put themselves in categories together with individuals that 
have similar characteristics as themselves (so-called “in-groups”); while dissimilar others are 
categorized in “out-groups”. In other words, mental boundaries are constructed based on perceived 
similarities and differences.117 According to faultline theories (Lau and Murnighan 1998), the 
composition of such groups affects the possibilities of developing in-groups and out-groups. Following 
this more recent stream of research, social categorization processes can be expected to be most 
disrupting when there are strong dividing lines (i.e. faultlines) that can categorize the group in sub-
units. Faultlines are most significant when they divide a group in two sub-units of approximately the 
same size and power. It is easy to imagine that geographical boundaries may represent one important 
dividing line in a group, and recent studies have generated some evidence that the location of 
employees may create faultline mechanisms among groups of distributed workers (Polzer, Crisp, 
Jarvenpaa et al. 2007).  
Thus, while a dense interconnected network of stronger ties would be optimal for trust in 
distributed groups, boundaries related to geographical distance make such networks difficult to 
achieve. Physical boundaries can evolve into “mental” boundaries related to identification if no efforts 
are made to interconnect local units. Thus, there is a risk that boundaries of distance together with 
institutional differences may lead to local trustfulness, but mistrust in the larger groups per se.  
                                               
117 Note that several network studies have found evidence that networks are more easily generated between similar others (i.e. 
homophily mechanisms). These findings in general fit well with social identification theories. Homophily mechanisms have 
been studied on the basis of similarity in age, gender, education, prestige, social class, tenure and occupation (Ibarra and 
Andrews 1993; Marsden 1988; McPherson, Smith-Lovin and Cook 2001).
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2.3 Handling the boundaries of geographical distance 
As a dense network of collaboration might be difficult to achieve in a remote work group, 
what may the alternatives be? Network research on distributed and virtual groups has started to 
explore these issues. So far, however, the findings have been inconclusive: On the one hand some 
studies have found that distributed groups might be better off with a hierarchical and centralized 
structure than with traditional co-located teams (Ahuja and Carley 1999; Hinds and McGrath 2006). 
Ahuja & Carley (1999) analyzed the network structure of a larger virtual organizational group 
consisting of 66 researchers. The study looked in particular for structural properties of communication 
networks and the way the structure fitted with different tasks. The study found a high degree of 
centrality and hierarchy in the communication networks. They concluded that virtual teams might be 
decentralised from an authority standpoint but that from a communication standpoint they may be 
centralized and hierarchical. Although this study did not focus on trust per se, it still indicated that a 
more hierarchical interaction-based structure may be most efficient in a highly virtual setting. On the 
other hand, there is evidence to suggest that work groups working with non-routine tasks need more 
integrated structures to coordinate their work. In a more recent study of the social structures of work 
groups, Cummings and Cross (2003) found that centralized structures were negatively related to 
performance as rated by the group members. Even though these findings were based on a mix of co-
located and distributed employees working within the same organization, it indicated that cohesion 
may be a necessary feature in many knowledge-intensive groups. 
The network-oriented studies above have looked for general patterns of high-performing 
groups, analyzing ties of communication and coordination. Some of the ambivalence on the structural 
question, however, may be due to a lack of attention to the particular constellations of distant and co-
located nodes. The findings from faultline theories suggest, however, that the constellations of co-
located and remote workers may be decisive for how well distributed groups function. In the light of 
these studies, general measures of centrality and/or density may be insufficient to capture the 
differences in distributed networks of collaborators. In this explorative study, we will therefore try to 
go one step further and look at the structural features within the groups, as well as their particular 
constellations of remote and co-located nodes. 
1. Methodology and research design 
Although there has been a renewed interest for applying a network approach on small 
organizational groups, this is so far mostly done on larger samples (Bélanger 1999; Cummings and 
Cross 2003; Sparrowe, Liden, Waynes et al. 2001). The overall methodological approach applied in 
this study is on the contrary a comparative, in-depth study of a limited number of cases. The case 
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study approach has been applied successfully in different areas and disciplines, and it is particularly 
suited for exploring diversity between a limited set of cases (Eisenhardt 1989; Ragin 1994; Yin 2003). 
Drawing on a limited number of distributed work groups, we looked for evidence of trust within the 
groups, as well as potential factors that could explain variance along these dimensions. As a general 
strategy we grouped the cases into “successful” and “problematic” cases of distributed work, and used 
the categorization as a point of departure to look for similarities and differences. In this paper we will 
focus in particular on the way the successful cases constructed their internal networks of weaker and 
stronger ties across the boundaries of distance. 
Multiple techniques were used to compare the cases: First, the respondents were interviewed 
individually for 30 – 40 minutes. This part of the study aimed at getting an understanding of the 
general patterns of collaboration in the groups, and how satisfied the employees and managers were 
with the collaboration. Second, a quantitative study was used to get an indication of well-being, 
performance and trust within groups. Standardized inventories for the measurement of trust and 
performance were used, as well as indicators for well-being and belonging. Third, a social network 
study was used to indicate structural networks based on interaction frequency and professional 
collaboration. A triangulation of these techniques gave us good opportunities to understand differences 
and similarities between the cases, in regard to trust, performance and well-being.  
In this paper we will in particular highlight findings from the social network study, and we 
will display results that indicate structural aspects of distributed groups with high levels of trust. 
Starting with an overview of the differences between the networks, based on a descriptive analysis, we 
will move on to a closer description of how the structures were established, and how they actually 
worked to stabilize trust. Regarding the issue of causality, we will not anticipate certain mechanisms, 
but rather explore how the network structure in the high-trust groups had been established and how it 
could be related to general trustfulness in the group. 
3.1 Selection of cases 
For comparisons of case studies, it is important to sample cases that are comparable in sharing 
membership in a meaningful, empirically defined category (Ragin, 1994; p.113). This study is based 
on the comparative study of four cases of distributed work groups, broadly defined as; groups of 
professionals that collaborate across geographical distance assisted by information and 
communication technology. There is no single way to define distributed work groups. Most authors 
define this in a general way, as group-based work where members are located in different cities or 
countries, supported by use of information and communication technology (Lipnack and Stamps 2000; 
Zolin and Hinds 2004).  
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Further, to understand variations in the structures, it is useful to have a pool of cases where 
there is a high level of similarities along central dimensions. In this study all four cases have 
employees situated in at least two different organizations. Thus, this involves distributed work groups 
on a relatively high level of complexity. Second, all cases had employees located in three or four 
different sites. These sites were in different parts of the country, and in some of the cases (Omega, 
Delta, and Beta) even in other countries. Third, all of the cases comprised employees involved with 
tasks demanding high levels of communication and interaction. The work task can be described as 
non-routine and knowledge-based, typical for non-bureaucratic organizations. Fourth, all groups based 
their interaction heavily on ICT-mediated communication (i.e. information and communications 
technology). In all cases e-mail, mobile phones and various conferences services (audio and video) 
were used on a regular basis. And finally, all groups had worked together for about one year when we 
conducted our study. Thus we intervened in the groups after the collaboration had been well 
established.  
3.2 Categorizing cases 
To categorize the cases into high or low-trust groups (Table 1), different tools were applied. 
First, an inventory of group-based trust was used, based on an instrument developed by Pearce et al., 
and by Schoorman et al. (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Pearce, Sommers, Morris et al. 1992; 
Schoorman, Mayer and Davis 1996). This instrument included four items: 1) “We are usually 
considerate of one another’s feelings”; 2) “The people in my group are friendly”; 3) “I can rely on 
those with whom I work in my group”; and 4) “Overall, I find the people in my group trustworthy”.
For all items, the respondent could indicate agreement/disagreement on a five point Likert-scale.118  
Table 1. Cases and categorizations 
Name Type Category Trust 
(mean) 
Std. Error 
of mean 
Org. 
units 
Countri
es 
N 
Gaia Researchers High trust 4.417 .072 3 1 15 
Omega Product 
developers 
High trust 4.324 .102 2 2 17 
Delta Technical 
advisors 
Low trust 4.033 .111 2 2 15 
Beta Financial 
advisors 
Low trust 4.071 .223 2 2 7 
                                               
118 Chronbach´s Alpha = .754 indicates an acceptable level of reliability of the applied scale.  
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If more than 30 % of the employees in the group disagreed (strongly or weakly) with any of 
the statements, the group was treated as a low-trust case. If not, it was classified as a high-trust case.119
Second, incidents of mistrust and dissatisfaction were analyzed based on the qualitative interviews. If 
several such incidents were reported this influenced the categorization. Such incidents were more 
frequently found in the low-trust cases and it was used to elaborate our understanding of the groups. 
3.3 Measures of networks and ties 
In professional groups, close affective relations are usually rare. More common is a type of 
cognitive trust, based on recognition of knowledge and mutual recognition of expertise and 
competence (Lewicki and Bunker 1996; McAllister 1995). In our cases we were interested in finding 
the vocational ties, and those where trust was salient. To capture these, two types of relations were 
combined. Firstly, we asked for the intensity of the interaction. The questionnaire asked: Whom in 
your group are you in contact with on a daily basis? This question does not distinguish between 
mediated or face-to-face interaction but includes communication of all kinds. Still, interaction alone 
can be misleading as an indicator of a strong tie, as it may for instance be based on a high level of 
individual dependency. Therefore, we also asked for the relations that were recognized as particularly 
important when discussing work related problems. We asked: Whom in the group have you discussed 
important work related issues with during the last five weeks? This question tried to capture the 
network of colleagues who were important for developing common meaning, trust and identity within 
the group. For both questions a “roster design” was used, where a relation could be indicated on a 
complete list of employees in a group. The list was distributed on an email questionnaire, and full 
anonymity was granted beforehand (we use pseudonyms to distinguish group members). 
For each question, we got two matrices; one for interaction (M1) and one for work discussions 
(M2). The two networks were then merged into a directed and valued matrix that indicated the 
stronger and weaker vocational ties120 (M3). If two persons in a group had daily contact and at least 
one of the partners recognized this as a useful relation when discussing professional matters, it was 
coded as a stronger tie. If there was only daily interaction, or only professional recognition without 
regular interaction, it was coded as a weaker tie. Although this conception of a strong vocational tie is 
not as strong as an affective tie between friends or family members, it indicates a particularly 
important relationship between collaborators in a group. 
In the network section of the study we wanted to compare structures of the four different 
groups along some central dimensions. The structural cohesiveness was captured by analysing 
network density for each group. Density measures the average degree to which all members are 
                                               
119
 A one-way test of variance (ANOVA) rejected the hypotheses that the high and low trust groups were equal (Sig. = 0.006, 
F = 8.064). 
120
 That is: M3 = M1 + M2 
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connected to other members based on the number of actual ties as a proportion of the maximum 
possible ties.121  For a valued network it is the total of all values divided by the number of possible 
ties. To capture the degree of centralization we applied Freeman’s network in-degree centralization 
index (Freeman 1979). This measure gives an indicator of how well a network fits an ideal centralized 
structure (i.e. a network formed as a “star” with one central person and no interconnection among the 
other members). A third aspect of the network that we wanted to investigate was the degree of core-
periphery structure. A common conceptualization of a core-periphery structure is that of one 
integrated core of nodes surrounded by more weakly connected nodes. We will here use the measure 
developed by Borgatti and Everett, that captures the degree to which a network fits an ideal core-
periphery structure (Borgatti and Everett 1999). As discussed above, the boundary-crossing ties are 
particularly important in distributed work, since such groups usually consist of employees located at 
different sites. To capture this important dimension we applied the I-E Index analysing the share of 
ties in a network that connects to two or more sites (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This enabled 
comparison of the number of boundary-crossing ties for each of the small networks.  
3.4 Qualitative network data 
Prior to the main quantitative network study, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
employees and managers to get a better picture of their work situation. The interviews followed an 
interview guide focusing on each respondent’s main work tasks, social relations, and identity in 
groups/organizations and trust issues. The informants were not asked directly about whether or not 
they trusted others in the group. Trust related issues were, however, captured indirectly by asking 
about satisfaction by asking about collaboration patterns, satisfaction and organization of the work. 
Each interview lasted 30-40 minutes. Of the 57 employees, 40 involved were interviewed.122
In addition, interviews were conducted with a selection of individuals outside the group, including the 
leader’s superior executive and other managers in the company. The rationale for this was to get a 
better understanding of the group’s tasks and position in the company by including “outside 
perspectives”. During the qualitative study, intermediate reports and preliminary analyses were made. 
The interviews were coded as text files (using NUD*IST software) and the main issues and topics 
from the interviews were classified. Write-ups were made for each of the cases and cross-case 
comparisons were done accordingly, including findings from the network study. 
                                               
121 The density measure is criticized for being insufficient as regarding cohesion. For some more elaborated approaches, 
based on connectivity of a graph, see White and Harary (2001) and Moody and White (2003).
122 Some employees were impeded by job shifts and sickness. Five of the interviews were conducted by telephone for 
practical reasons. 
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4. Results 
Four groups of distributed workers will be presented in the following section: Gaia, Omega, 
Delta and Beta.. We will first give a brief description of each group and the collaboration that was 
going on during our period of investigation. As interaction and communication are seen as particularly 
important for developing trust, we will draw attention to this in the text, as well as the actions taken by 
the manager to enhance the trust within the group. We will then move on to present evidence on the 
network structures within the groups, focussing in particular on the constellations and core-periphery 
structures. Finally, we will discuss further the development of the relations within the cores, and how 
they operated to foster and sustain trust in the groups. In this part we will therefore in particular draw 
attention to the two high-trust cases (Gaia and Omega). Note that all while only pseudonyms are given 
for individuals and groups, the genders of participants are unchanged. 
4.1 Case descriptions 
Gaia: Gaia is a group of researchers situated at two universities (A and B), located in different 
regions of Norway, and one private research institution. The project included nine PhD and master 
students as well as one professor and five researchers. The goal of the group was to conduct 
behavioural research in the area of information technology services, yet the participants also had their 
own goals, related to their education or research.123 The project lasted for three years and several sub-
goals had to be reached during the progress of the work, including carrying out joint work tasks, 
publication of reports, papers, et cetera. The group organized regular meetings approximately four 
times a year, and in between they had meetings by videoconference or audio-meetings. In addition, 
informal communication by e-mail or phone was common. Gaia was established as a joint project, 
where the industrial partner was the one that took the initiative to establish the cooperation. Later on, 
however, one of the university partners took over the management of the group, based on a common 
agreement. Gaia had a relatively long period of establishment, where students and researchers were 
slowly added to the group. A central challenge for the leader of the group (Edwin) was to include and 
involve participants situated in different parts of the country, each with individual tasks. Many of the 
discussions at the early meetings revolved around the issue of establishing a common framework for 
the group’s work. The solution reached, after approximately six months, was to split the work into 
some general “work streams”, following parallel tracks. This seemed to work better as the project 
avoided the continuous discussions of researching a common framework for the research activities. In 
sum, however, the satisfaction with the collaboration was in general high for the participants. Words 
like “positive climate” and “trustfulness” were often used to describe the collaboration in the groups. 
                                               
123 Note that the author of this paper was involved as a contributor to the Gaia project.  
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The group accomplished its work at the end of 2006 and most informants described the project as a 
success.  
Omega. The second case is a group of 17 product developers in an ICT organization 
responsible for a wide range of products. The group’s main objective is to coordinate and collaborate 
on issues related to the development of existing and new consumer technologies. After an acquisition 
between two companies, the group was established with a majority of the employees as well as the 
manager located in Norway. Five employees have their regular work places in Denmark, and two 
Norwegian employees are located at a local office in another city. Omega experienced a tough start 
after the merger of the groups, characterized by many conflicts. Disagreements about technical 
questions were made more complicated by a lack of organizational structure that worked across two 
countries. A few weeks before our interviews the group had gotten a new manager (Torhild), who 
decided to assign a new set of sub-unit managers responsible for particular technical areas. This 
seemed to help the group focus their work around particular tasks and to generate clearer goals and 
intentions. In the group there were meetings at the Norwegian headquarters approximately every three 
months. This ensured that everyone in the group had met each other face-to-face. In addition there 
were audio conferences approximately every fortnight.  
Delta: The third case is a group of technical advisors in a company consisting of employees 
situated in two countries. As was the case for Omega, this group also developed in the wake of an 
organizational merger and involved collaboration across Norway and Denmark. Delta also 
experienced significant problems and conflicts during their first year of collaboration. The interaction 
between the two national groups after some time was minimal, and some respondents admitted that 
they had problems even remembering the names of their colleagues in the other country. The group 
had regular face-to-face meetings on a monthly basis. However, the manager (Carl) had decided to run 
the group meetings as mainly local happenings, involving one “guest” from the other country. The 
idea was to ensure some integration and overlap, but there was much dissatisfaction with this. As a 
consequence the manager decided to start using videoconferences much more intensively. Still, there 
was significant dissatisfaction with the way the group was managed. Earlier conflicts and disputes 
about technical issues developed into a more permanent situation of mistrust toward the manager as 
well as the more distant group members. A few months after we withdrew from the group Delta 
reorganized into more local units, partly due to the significant collaboration problems. 
Beta: The last case is a small group of economic advisors working together in a large Nordic 
computer company. A central task for the group is investigations of irregularities in economic 
transactions within the firm. The group comprises seven individuals from two countries. The manager 
is situated in Norway, although the majority of the staff is located in Sweden. Our initial investigation 
of the group found that the group was performing well and there were not many open conflicts. The 
group had regular meetings every month, and videoconferences were used to support their weekly 
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group meetings. However, there had been changes in the organization of the group, and a new leader 
(Ann) had recently been made responsible for the managerial tasks. This had turned out to be difficult, 
as she was not as involved in the internal relations of the group as was the former manager. The group 
was dependent on having a leader with good connections to different parts of the larger organization 
and some members of the group had doubts as to whether the new leader had sufficient experience and 
contacts to manage this. There was also some uncertainty about the future of the group in the 
company, and where the different tasks should be located. In the interviews, several respondents 
expressed dissatisfaction with the new situation, even if they felt that they handled their work 
reasonably well. 
The different communication patterns for the groups are indicated in Figure 1 by employees’ 
registrations of the extent of use of audio-conferences, video-conferences and regular face-to face 
meetings. It is interesting here to note that the frequencies of videoconferences per se seemed to have 
little effect on the general level of trust in the groups: The most eager users of such conferences were 
Beta followed by Delta.124 Face-to-face meetings, however, seemed to be more important, as the high-
trust groups in general scored higher along this dimension. One reason for this was that at least in one 
low-trust group, the use of videoconferences had been added recently as part of a strategy to 
counteract dissatisfaction in the group. As such, use of videoconferences was here added as a result of 
the low-trust situation. Still, the finding suggests that advanced communication tools themselves are 
not sufficient to guarantee high trust in distributed groups. 
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Figure 1. Intensity of mediated and face-to face interaction in the groups, showing mean values of 
estimated frequency among all members (1 = almost never, 2 = monthly, 3 = every fortnight, 4 = 
weekly) 
                                               
124
 The connection between being in a group with high intensity of videoconferences (i.e. Beta and Delta) and individual trust 
level is actually negatively correlated a 0.01 level (r= - 0.366). 
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4.2 Network structures 
Four general structures were analyzed for each group (Table 2): in-degree centralization 
(maximum 1), value density (in this case with a maximum of 2), core-periphery (2 blocks) and the 
proportion of ties going beyond the local sites (E-I index). The high coreness values for Gaia and 
Omega for the vocational strong ties (ST), ranging from 0.652 to 0.669 (in bold), correlate with 
differences in trust. Thus, these cases had a structure more similar to an ideal core-periphery structure 
than Delta and Beta. The E-I index further indicated that there were no strong ties (ST) across the local 
sites in the low-trust cases, while there was a certain proportion of boundary-crossing strong ties in the 
high-trust cases. The in-degree centralization index (all ties) was strikingly lower for Beta, but did not 
correlate with those for strong ties (ST). Beta was also consistently highest in value density (bold), 
although its smaller set of nodes makes it difficult to compare it to the other cases along the indicator 
of density (2000 p. 97). Beta was lowest in the E-I index for all ties, and Beta and Delta for this index 
with strong ties (bold). 
The structures of the Gaia and Omega networks are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Each comes in a 
“flat” upper figure, with cores encircled and managers labelled,125 as contrasted with a “complex” 
version that shows how arcs are reciprocated (lower figure). Valued matrices for weak and strong ties 
are given in the Appendix along with trust ratings by individuals. Different colors for individuals in 
the graphs identify employees belonging to different spatially separated organizational units (“sites”) 
within each distributed network.
Table 2. Coreness, centralization, density and E-I indexes for the four cases. 
Cate
gory 
Case Coreness† In-Degree 
Centralization‡ 
Value Density E-I index 
  All ties ST All ties ST All ties ST All ties ST 
Gaia 0.532 0.652 0.306 .168 0.2714 0.1238 -0.313 -0.273 High 
trust Omega 0.657 0.669 0.352 .320 0.3063 0.1471 -0.545 -0.375 
Delta 0.534 0.462 0.367 .076 0.3467 0.1429 -0.429 -1.000 Low 
trust Beta 0.557 0.472 0.139 .222 0.8571 0.2857 -0.294 -1.000 
† Borgatti and Everett (1999). 
‡ Wasserman and Faust (1994 p. 180, equation 5.5), computed by Pajek/Network/Degree/Input. 
                                               
125
 The old managers of Omega and Beta were working elsewhere in their organizations by the time the study began and so 
they do not appear in the networks.  
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In the case of Gaia there are three such units within Norway, with red showing employees for 
one university, blue for those at another university, and black for those at a private research institution.
For Omega (Figure 3) and Delta (Figure 4) the red indicates employees located at the Norwegian sites 
and the blue employees at the Danish sites.  
Comparing cases, the two high-trust cases seemed to have managed to combine a strong core-
periphery structure with a network containing stronger ties across the geographical boundaries. Gaia 
and Omega display two interesting cases of core-periphery structures that integrate and connect a 
distributed group. Table 3 gives the results of a simple, categorical core-periphery analysis for each 
network shows for Gaia that Tommy, Edwin and Jacob constitute a core representing all the involved 
local units (and institutions). Even though not every participant of the group is integrated in the strong-
tie network, the core members have strong relations to central nodes in every local site. The Omega 
network core consists of four members; Torhild, Martin, Kari and Kai. In this case, however, the core 
did not include individuals from different locations and was located at one site, with different core 
members having strong ties to three of the four members in the Danish (blue) group. The 
interconnections between these peripheral members in the local Danish group were surprisingly weak, 
with only one weak tie and no strong ties amongst them, and thus no signs of a “rival” core in the 
Danish site. For the two lower-trust cases there were no single unified core structures. The structures 
of the Delta and Beta networks are displayed in Figures 4 and 5. In the graph for Beta those at the 
Norwegian site are colored red and the Swedish employees blue. Delta had a strong basis in both the 
Danish and the Norwegian parts of the organization. The group had a network (C-P) core on the 
Norwegian side (Table 3) of approximately the same size as the less cohesive Danish group located 
with the manager (Carl).
Table 3. Members of core units for vocational strong-tie network (ST) and for networks of all ties 
(weak and strong), based on a Ucinet categorical center-periphery (C-P) analysis.  
Category Group Core Value Density in core  
   ST All ties ST All ties 
Gaia 
(N=15) 
Tommy, Edwin,  
Jacob 
Tommy, Edwin, 
 Jacob  
1.333 1.333 Higher Trust 
Omega 
(N=17) 
Martin, Kari,  
Kai, Torhild 
Martin, Kari,  
Kai, Torhild 
1.500 1.750 
Delta 
(N=15) 
David, Maria, Trygve David, Maria, 
Trygve, Stein 
1.333 1.500 Lower Trust 
Beta 
(N=7) 
Kristin, Thomas, Rita Kristin, Thomas,  
Rita, Linda 
1.000 1.333 
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Beta had a similar two-core structure with no strong ties across the geographical boundaries. 
This group had a strong bias toward the Swedish site, however, although with the manager located in 
the distant Norwegian core. Note that in Delta and Beta the cores based on all ties were each enlarged 
with an extra member: Stein and Linda, respectively. The reason for this is that these two employees 
had such a rich network of weaker ties that the C-P algorithm included them in their cores. When it 
comes to the development and transmission of trust, however, the weak-tie members were probably 
less important than the members of the strong-tie cores.  
Summarizing from the network analysis, at least three aspects appeared different between the 
high and low-trust cases: Firstly, the high-trust cases represented a densely integrated core that had 
strong relations to all local sites involved. The cores had a well developed network of weaker ties 
toward all peripheral participants. This was in particular the case for Omega where all but one of the 
Danish group members had strong ties to one or more members of the core. Alternatively, they 
displayed a core with representatives from each of the participating units, as in the case of Gaia. 
Secondly, the cores in the higher-trust groups had no competitive core. As can easily be seen from the 
maps of Delta, this group had two local cores, situated in each of the sites. This was also the case for 
Beta, although this group was one-sided, with the larger group at the Swedish site. And thirdly, the 
cores of Gaia and Omega had the managers included in the core of the group. As such the groups were 
almost working as (informal) “steering boards” where much of the work was coordinated and 
discussed. 
Taken together, these structural aspects, especially those of strong ties, undivided cores, and 
managers within the cores, suggest qualities that were important for the development of trust and 
cooperativeness despite boundaries of geographical distance. In short, they had an integrating core that 
structured the work and held the group together across the distance boundaries. Given that these cores 
are important aspects of the development of trust in distributed groups, an important question is how 
these cores operated to produce trust and stability. In the next section we will elaborate further on the 
way these cores operated to develop and enhance trust in the groups, based on our qualitative data. 
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Figure 2. Vocational ties in Gaia (strong and weak), all Norwegian: Red/Blue=Universities A/B; 
Green=Private institution. 
  
Manager 
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Figure 3. Vocational ties in Omega (strong and weak); Red=Norwegian, Blue=Danish 
  
New manager 
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Figure 4. Vocational ties in Delta (strong and weak); Red=Norwegian, Blue=Danish 
Manager 
280
Figure 5. Vocational ties in Beta (strong and weak); Red=Norwegian, Blue=Swedish  
New manager 
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4.3 Trust-building activities 
4.3.1 Establishment of the integrating cores 
The interviews gave us insight into the way the cores were constructed and how they operated. 
For Gaia, the triadic core was actually the point of departure for the project itself: Two of the members 
had worked together in earlier projects (Lars and Edwin) and the older relationship was used to 
establish a relation to the University B. The relation to university A was also based on acquaintances 
between Tommy and Jacob. The more peripheral members were, with some exceptions, students and 
researchers that were brought in little by little. The inner core of Omega was, in a similar way, affected 
by relations established earlier. Three of the members (Martin, Kari and Kai) had actually worked 
together for more than five years, prior to the present organizational form.  
Thus, the several of the core relations in both these cases were established before the existing 
groups. Another important similarity was the decision to create smaller professional units operating 
more independently within the groups. In Gaia the manager together with Tommy and Edwin decided 
to divide the work in clearer “work-streams”, and this seemed to help the partners involved in their 
collaborations. In Omega it was decided to organize the work in three technical sub-fields, and the 
new manager gave some employees (Kari, Knut and Martin) a new responsibility as sub-unit 
managers. Interestingly, in both these high-trust cases persons that were responsible for different 
knowledge units seemed to be represented in or strongly tied to the informal core in both groups.  
Most employees in Gaia and Omega recognized that there were informal core structures 
operating within the group, and there were no strong objections to this. Still, there was sometimes a 
slightly different perception of who the members of the informal core were, so the boundaries between 
central and peripheral parts of the groups were fuzzy, at least in the minds of the participants. 
Therefore, one should probably not overstate the strength of the boundary dividing members of core 
and periphery.  
4.3.2 Trust-building mechanisms  
In what way did the cores operate to sustain trust in the groups? According to our interviews 
there were at least three ways that the inner cores enhanced and sustained trustfulness. First of all they 
conducted immediate coordination that was important for holding the group together. Members of the 
core groups in Omega and Gaia emphasized the value of immediate contact with a limited set of close 
collaborators: 
“The work I do here really depends on some like-minded individuals that I have a very good 
dialogue with. This makes things work despite the problems that sometimes occur…” (Martin, 
Omega) 
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“The contact with Tommy, Edwin and Lars is important for my understanding and overview 
of the project. For me this is a central entry to understand every aspect of the work that we are 
doing [...] I feel that I have very good relations to these people, and I talk to them at least 
every week” (Jacob, Gaia).  
Much of the day-to-day adjustment and problem solving in the groups was done within the 
group of core members, and their stronger relations ensured that this could be done briefly and 
sometimes also with simple media, like Instant Messaging and email interaction. Thus, the inner 
groups worked to coordinate the work informally, and to solve immediate problems on a day-to-day 
basis. This would probably not have been successful without good relations to peripheral parts of the 
groups. However, in both Omega and Gaia there seemed to be important links connecting the core to 
the local sites. For instance, a peripheral Gaia member, located at University B, stressed that he 
appreciated the relations that he had to Jacob, who was part of the core: 
“I feel that Jacob is doing what he can to make the work easy for us. He is my most important 
contact in this project and I feel that we have a good dialogue going on…” (Håkon, Gaia) 
Thus, the immediate coordination was efficient because the core members had managed to 
establish good and trustful relations to the peripheral members. This ensured a common focus and also 
helped the group retain a clear direction and goal. As mentioned above, there were those in both Gaia 
and Omega who made strategic decisions to establish some professional sub-units within the groups, 
and this clearly helped to strengthen the core–periphery ties. 
Secondly, the integrated cores were important as they assisted in making the work visible for 
all involved participants. For members of distributed groups, feelings of isolation are a continuous 
challenge, and face-to-face meetings are not always enough to counteract this. A core representing 
various parts could accomplish better contact with employees than, say, a centralized group, by having 
individual relations of stronger ties toward important sub-units in a distributed group. In Gaia and 
Omega few members complained that their work was neglected or marginalized. Core group members 
in Omega, like Kai, Martin and Torhild, underscored the importance of sharing information across 
sites: 
“There are many mails and even more telephone calls. I often call to hear how things are 
going, so that they shall feel that they are being followed up, and that there is interest for what 
they are doing. Since we cannot sit aside them and see what they are doing, we have to call 
them up and ask…” (Kai, Omega) 
In contrast, in the lower-trust cases, employees often expressed that their work was neglected 
by the group manager. Employees’ feelings of working in isolation were clearly a significant factor 
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driving the Delta group toward distrust, rather than trust. In particular, the manager of Delta (Carl) was 
accused of not seeing what they were doing in the Norwegian unit: 
“He uses very little time on us, and when he is here usually has meetings with others […] He 
almost never sends e-mails or calls me up on the phone, and he has only vague ideas of what I 
am doing…” (Ingrid, Delta employee) 
It is interesting to note here that the more intense use of videoconferences in the lower-trust 
groups had little effect on these matters (see Figure 1). Thus it seemed like the personal contact 
between the manager and the employees was as important, for developing trust in the group, as regular 
group meetings. 
Thirdly, the core groups seemed to moderate conflicts that occurred in different ways. 
Conflicts occurred in both of the high-trust cases, but they were solved on a local level. Episodes of 
conflict that had occurred in one of the university groups in Gaia were unheard of in other parts of the 
network. The integrating cores also helped negotiate issues before conflicts grew to intolerable levels. 
In Omega there were several conflicts, particularly in the first months of the collaboration. Again, a 
central aspect that helped to solve these conflicts was important personal relations that helped to 
establish trustfulness across the sites. For instance, in Omega, the peripheral member Ronny enhanced 
the importance of being connected to Martin: 
“Us in the little group…we have a manager that I can talk to about professional issues and 
everything. He is the first Norwegian I have met who really knows what he is talking about 
[….] The fact that he now works with us, with his professional competence, really makes me 
believe in this” (Ronny, Omega) 
The quote indicates that a relation had been established across the national boundaries that 
could be used to “talk about everything”. This statement underscores that it was not only a 
professional connection, but a tie involving significant levels of trust that had been established 
between these two collaborators (Ronny and Martin). Clearly, without such boundary crossing, 
stronger vocational ties conflicts might have escalated to higher levels in Omega, than they did. 
4.3.3 Challenges to a core-periphery structure 
The establishment of integrating cores was not without difficulties. Most threatening for Gaia 
was the continuous risk of disconnecting the more peripheral members. During the course of the 
collaboration two peripheral members decided to leave the group, and some individuals complained 
about being “not really part of the group”. The bonds toward peripheral parts were, then, sometimes 
not strong enough. A second challenge was to avoid fragmentation of cores that were operating well. 
As for Beta, the operating core structure seemed to have broken down before we started our 
investigation, and at the moment of our investigation the group was in a state of fragmentation. The 
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removal of a leader had disconnected a core that united the local units, and the new leader had not 
(yet) managed to establish new, stronger ties. A third, and perhaps obvious, challenge for the 
integrated cores is to avoid establishment of competing cores. In Delta there were two denser units 
located in each of the locations involved, and the group suffered from this polarization. For integrated 
groups like Omega and Gaia it would probably be threatening if some of the local units were 
disconnected, although we found no indications of such developments. 
5. Toward a network-based understanding of trust in distributed 
groups 
This article has displayed results that indicate that the distributed work groups with higher 
levels of trust have different network structures than the groups with lower trust. Inductive evidence 
from four cases suggested that well-functioning distributed groups took advantage of having a stronger 
core-periphery structure, and they also had some stronger ties to the involved local units. In this study 
we found two slightly different constellations of integrated cores: one that was mainly located in one 
site with strong ties to the periphery; and one with all local units involved. In both cases “integrating 
cores” appeared to operate in a way that moderated conflicts, enhanced the sharing of information and 
enhanced immediate coordination. In contrast, the lower-trust cases seemed to move in the direction of 
developing a dual core-structure with few interconnecting ties between them. In this last section we 
will describe more closely the way these findings complement existing theories of trust-building in 
distributed groups, and how the findings may be followed-up in later studies. 
5.1 Theoretical contributions 
The aim of this paper has been to generate a better theoretical understanding of trust in 
distributed groups, based on a limited set of cases analyzed in detail. The argument for this is that it is 
a set of case studies that aim toward analytical generalization, rather than empirical generalization 
(Yin 2003). Therefore, although the small sample of four cases has given us insight that is useful for 
developing new theories in the field, they should not be used as a basis for drawing strong conclusions 
or to generalize to larger samples. The aim of this work has been to get a deeper understanding of how 
trust can be related to particular network constellations of vocational strong ties, ones cutting across 
geographical distance. 
In the field of network theory this study adds to the literature on network structures in virtual 
teams. Prior contributions have found evidence of a centralized structure as most efficient for 
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coordinating work, as well as the necessity for some level of structural cohesiveness. Against this, the 
present study suggests that an integrated core might be optimal as a way to balance the need for 
efficient coordination of tasks and integration across local units. The mechanisms related to the 
operation of the integrating cores provide additional hypotheses on how such groups operate, and why 
they succeed or not. The findings in this study seem to go together well with findings from previous 
experimental studies, indicating that opposing organizational units may result in higher levels of 
conflicts and distrust in situations of uncertainty and risk (Krackhardt and Stern 1988). This was 
largely the case with the two low-trust cases that experienced a “vacuum” of stronger vocational ties in 
between the local departments. At this point the evidence displayed in the low-trust cases could also 
be explained by faultline theories that predict that units with two groups having “boundaries” that 
divide the group into two subunits, of similar size and similar power, will tend to run into more 
conflicts than other constellations (Polzer, Crisp et al. 2007). Still, the more formal network 
methodology used here gives a much more detailed understanding of the relational structures involved, 
and of the roles of individuals in establishing and sustaining these structures.  
This work also contributes to a dynamic, interdisciplinary field focussing on trust in 
distributed work groups and virtual teams (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 
2002; Panteli 2005a; Wilson, Straus and McEvily 2006). A central hypothesis in this area has been 
that distributed groups can better manage with more task-oriented forms of trust, based on common 
understanding of roles, i.e. “swift trust” (Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1999; Kanawattanachai and Yoo 
2002). To this picture, the present study adds that it is not only the quality of the relations that matters, 
but also the way they are interconnected. Applying a network approach to trust adds a relational 
dimension to studies of trust in distributed groups, and the findings here indicate that there is a 
connection between high-trust groups and their inner network of relations. Further, compared to most 
other studies of trust in distributed groups, the present study has certain methodological benefits: 
While most existing studies of trust in distributed work is based on field experiments with groups of 
students, this study has the advantage of being based on real work groups of professionals conducting 
knowledge-intensive collaborative work. It also has the strength of exploiting a combination of a 
structural network analysis with a qualitative approach. This is a combination that manages to capture 
an outside perspective of the networks with an inside analysis of the social relations; a combination 
that has been sought after by network scholars (Kilduff and Corley 2000).  
5.2 Limitations and further research  
We should note, however, that this study has some clear limitations: Firstly, the study has 
been devoted to analyzing structural dimensions of the distributed collaboration, with a focus on core-
periphery structures. Besides the factors that have been examined, others might be needed to provide a 
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fuller explanation of the variations in trust between these groups, such as ties external to the individual 
groups. Such an effort would necessarily fall beyond the scope of this article. Secondly, we should 
also note that this work has not tested – or confirmed – any hypotheses regarding the causality of trust 
and network structure. The evidence brought forward here is mainly descriptive and does not propose 
that trust is a product of a particular structure (or the other way round). To achieve such conclusions, 
larger samples and other statistical tools are needed. And thirdly, the network data here is largely 
based on self-reported interaction data, and perceived closeness of the other participants in the group. 
Self-reported categorization of interactions will usually have problems of bias or reliability compared 
to data based on observations or technical records of interactions (Bernhardt, Killworth and Sailer 
1982). Still, self-reported data have been found to be fairly reliable when it comes to the individual 
ranking of different activities, and useful to compare interaction patterns across different groups, as is 
done here (Hartley, Brecht, Pagerly et al. 1977).  
The relevance of the core-periphery structures as described here should clearly be further 
confirmed or confronted by additional empirical studies. Such investigations may want to apply more 
sophisticated techniques to detect, map and compare networks than have been used here. There are 
multiple ways of exploring core-periphery structures and cohesive areas within distributed 
collaborative networks, and it would be of interest to explore this further (Borgatti and Everett 1999; 
Moody and White 2003). Another option would be to explore in more detail the mechanisms involved 
in creating functional cores in distributed groups, through network-building mechanisms. The role of 
individual actors, working deliberately to build stronger relations across distance, appears as a 
particularly important area for further research. Existing work in the field of boundary spanning 
(Friedman and Podolny 1982; Podolny and Baron 1997; VanSell, Brief and Schuler 1981) and 
network brokering (Burt 2005; Fernandez and Gould 1994; Gould 1991; Gould and Fernandez 1989) 
appear as useful points of departure.  
6. Conclusion 
The challenge of developing trust in distributed work groups has been a much-discussed issue 
during the last decade. Most studies have been pessimistic about the possibilities for developing 
stronger forms of trust when the employees are located at a distance. This paper has suggested, 
however, that the establishment of relatively small distributed networks with some central relations 
crossing the physical boundaries can overcome much of these obstacles. These cases provide evidence 
that integrating cores within the distributed groups seemed to stabilize the total network and generate 
trust on a more general level. As such, a core-periphery structure appears as a more rational solution to 
the problems of developing of trust in a group of dispersed collaborators, than simply trying to 
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enhance trust within the group on a general level. The existence of integrating cores may therefore 
represent one way of dealing with “the paradox of trust” as discussed earlier in this paper: When trust 
can flow through a few interconnected individuals, centrally positioned in the larger network structure, 
trust may be enhanced for the total group.  
As organizations and groups tend to move in the direction of becoming more elusive and 
opaque, investigating their local, structural properties appear to be increasingly relevant and 
interesting for researchers as well as the organizations themselves. Social network methodologies and 
theories are in a good position to do such analyses, as they have the capability of analyzing and 
visualizing the complex combination of co-located and remote connections involved. Clearly, the 
present study has only scratched the surface of these possibilities.  
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Interview template 
1.  Background information and general work situation 
What is your formal education?  
How long have you worked in the NN company? 
Have you worked other places before you came here?   
Would you tell us about your ”history” within the company? 
What are your daily work tasks (tasks, routines, places, etc)? 
What types of projects and activities are you involved in? 
   
2.  Main challenges and tasks for the group
What do you consider as the main objectives for the XX group?  
What kind of role does the group have in the company? (Is this role clear?) 
What is most critical knowledge that the group needs to have? 
Which risks are related to the collaboration and work in the group?  
  
3. Implementation of distributed work 
Do you think that the group collaborates well across the national boundaries?  
What do you think about the way the group is coordinated and managed? 
Are there actions that could be taken to strengthen the collaboration between the distant units in the group? 
4. Social relations and networks 
Who in your group are you collaborating mostly with? 
For how long have you knew these individuals? 
Who are you mostly dependent on in your work? 
Is there anyone in the group that you consider as close friends? 
Do you collaborate with anyone located in the distant units? 
Do you communicate frequently with people outside the group?   
Who is this, and how important are these for your work? 
How do you communicate with these people? 
Is there someone in the group that is particularly important for the work in the group? 
5. Trust  
Would you say that trust is an important quality for your group?   
Would you say that there is a high level of trust in your group? 
6. Use of ICT 
To whom do you send E-mail / SMS? 
To whom do you have mobile phone dialogues? 
How often are there physical meetings? (formal and informal) 
How often are there virtual meetings? 
*** 
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Survey Questionnaire  
Stage 1  
Group networks (Note: ego-network section excluded)
1. Gender 
Scale: M/W 
  
2. Age 
Scale. 20-29 / 30-39 / 40-49 / 50-59 / 60 and older
3. Place of work 
- Place A 
- Place B 
- Place C 
- Etc 
4. Department/group 
- Group A 
- Group B 
- Group C 
- Group D 
5. Number of years employed 
Scale: Less than a year / 1-2 years / 3-4 years / 5-9 years / 10 and more 
  
6. Main field area of work 
- Administration 
- System development 
- Product development 
- Sales/marketing 
- Consultancies 
- Management 
- Other 
  
7. Main role/position 
- Project member 
- Project manager 
- Department manager 
- Member of administrative staff 
- Other 
8. Please indicate the persons below that you are in contact with regularly in your work. Leave the fields open if none of the 
alternatives are correct 
Scale: Weekly / Daily   
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
9. Have you had important professional discussions with any of the persons on the list below, during the last 4-5 weeks? 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
  
10. Whom of the persons on the list below is included in your mobile phone address book? 
- Person A 
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- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
11. Whom of the persons on the list below has god knowledge about the work tasks that you do? 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
12. Whom of the persons on the list below would you turn to if you are in need of an advice in your daily work? 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
13. How many phone calls have you had (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 days? Please 
leave the fields open if you haven’t exchanged any messages
Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
14. How many E-mails have you exchanged (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 days? Please 
leave the fields open if you haven´t exchanged any messages
Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
15. How many SMS have you exchanged (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 days? Please 
leave the fields open if you haven’t exchanged any messages 
 Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
16. What is your opinion about the work that is done in your group on the following areas:  
Scale: Very bad / Bad / Uneven quality / Good / Very good 
- Resource control 
- Innovation and change 
- Efficiency 
- Conflict solving 
- Overall quality of work 
  
17. All in all, how satisfied are you with the collaboration in your group? 
- Not at all satisfied 
- Somewhat dissatisfied 
- Don know 
- Satisfied 
- Very satisfied
18. What is your opinion about your group on the following areas:
Scale: Strongly disagree / Disagree / Don’t know / Agree / Strongly agree 
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- We are usually considerate of one another’s feelings 
- The people in my group are friendly 
- I can rely on those with whom I work in my group 
- Overall, I find the people in my group trustworthy 
19. To what degree do you identify with the following units? 
Scale: No identification / Weak identification / Identification / Strong identification 
  
- Your department 
- The organization you work in 
- The projects you work in 
- Your co-workers 
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Survey questionnaire 
Stage 2 
Group Networks  
  
1. Please indicate the persons below that you are in contact with regularly in your work. Leave the fields open if 
none of the alternatives are correct 
Scale: Weekly / Daily
    
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
2. Whom of the persons on the list below would you turn to if you are in need of an advice in your daily work? 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
3. How many phone calls have you had (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 days? 
Please leave the fields open if you haven’t exchanged any messages 
Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
4. How many E-mails have you exchanged (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 
days? Please leave the fields open if you haven’t exchanged any messages
Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
5. How many SMS have you exchanged (sent/received) from the persons on the list below during the last 7 
days? Please leave the fields open if you haven’t exchanged any messages 
 Scale: 1-4 / 5-10 / 11-20 / More than 20 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Person C 
- Etc 
6. If you were planning to apply for a job similar to the one you have today, but in another company, whom 
would you prefer to discuss this with? 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- Etc 
7. Are there anyone on the list below that you consider as your close friends? 
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- Person A 
- Person B 
- Etc 
8. How often do you meet the people below in person?  
Scale:  Weekly / Daily 
- Person A 
- Person B 
- etc 
9. What is your opinion about the work that is done in your group on the following areas:  
Scale: Very bad / Bad / Uneven quality / Good / Very good 
- Resource control 
- Innovation and change 
- Efficiency 
- Conflict solving 
- Overall quality of work 
  
10. All in all, how satisfied are you with the collaboration in your group? 
- Not at all satisfied 
- Somewhat dissatisfied 
- Don know 
- Satisfied 
- Very satisfied
-
11. What is your opinion about your group on the following areas? 
Scale: Strongly disagree / Disagree / Don’t know / Agree / Strongly agree 
- We are usually considerate of one another’s feelings 
- The people in my group are friendly 
- I can rely on those with whom I work in my group 
- Overall, I find the people in my group trustworthy 
  
12. How often would you say that you group use the following communication forms? 
Scale: Weekly / Every 14. day / Once a month / More seldom   
  
- Telephone conference 
- Videoconferences 
- PC-based conferences 
- Physical meetings 
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